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PRI . FACE

As a consequence of the national space program not only have many new areas of

technulogy devek.pedrapidly but an ever increasing emphasis is being placod on new,

or hitherto neglected, facets of long established ftekls of research. Thus, under-

lying the highly visible technological successes of today is an ever growing body of

knowledge on the behavior of liquids under zero or low gravity conditions.

As is so often the case in an era of litense technological acthity, the scientific work

has been performed by a small number o( relatively Isolated people or group and their

results diffusely spread throughout suwdry publlcaticos directed primarily at profes-

sionals In the various scientific disciplines involved. As a means of Imp1oving the dis-

seminatlon and correlation of available informa•tio and thereby providing source

material for further work in the field, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company Joined in sponsoring a Symposium on Fluid Me-

chanics and Htat Transfer Under Low Gravitatiorad Conditions. The symposium was

held in Palo Alto, California June 24 and 25, l".5. Theis vohime contains the proceed-

Ings of the Symposium.

The emphasis of the Symposium was on research and fundamental knowledge. While our

motivation in organizing the conference was to furth.r tie understanding of the problems

involved in fluid containment. transfer, and control under low gravity conditions, It was

not our objective to cover in a detailed way every complexion of these topics. Rather we

hoped that in choosing special Items of basic interest and treating them in some detail

that the Symposium would better serve to acquaint specialist. In a given disciplina with

the foundations, conc"1 te, and technique* of other disciplines concerned with the problem

area. Thus, allhou~h man in orbital flight Is not of explicit concern to the material selec-

ted for this Symposium, %Ne techr.ological problems introduced by the requirement to

maintain and employ a uselui ms.n under a perpetual low gravity environment underlie many

of the papers selected.



Many of the problems of fluid behavior under low gravity conditions have become apparent

only recently. Much of the work in the field has b,'en of a pragmatic nature, albeit moat
analytical rather than experimental. Experimentaion is difficult and often unsatisfactory

with the present state of the art. Supplementing one g experiments extrapolated by

theory to low gravity, only two techniques exist today for earthbound fluid mechanicol

experiments at zero or low gravity. The first is the use of the free fall drop tower with,
or without.ancillary means for applying small accelerations. The other technique in

present use is that of zero-g trajectories in aircraft or sounding rockets.

Drop towers are limited in the time for experiment to the order of 1 to 3 seconds at present.

The size of experiments which can be accommodated by current drop towers also is sever-

ely Ulmited. Thus scaling of low gravity experiments (a topic which is almost unexplored)
becomes of paramount importance. Also, with such short times available in drop tower

tests, heat transfer experiments involving boiling or thermal stratification become very

difficult or Impracticable. The use of aircraft allows times in the neighborhood of 15 to

20 seconds in zero-g flight but presents other problems fromthe standpoint of the large

accelerations experienced by the models just prior to the zero-g condition, as well as

the unpredictable drag forces created by random air currents in the cabin. it is also
very difficult to provide small directed acceleration forces to a model in free fall in an

aircraft cabin. Many of the same limitations apply to sounding rockets, complicated by
the difficulties of retrieving data and the severe limitation on experiment size.

In a sense then we are confronted by a chicken and egg situation with regard to fluid

mechanical experimeuts at low-g. As in so many fields of endeavor, it is necessary to

combine analytical techniques v'th experiments designed to test the validity of theory

or to prove, or Improve, computational methods. These may then be tused, when con-

fidence in their applicability has boen gained, to moke predictions of flud behavior

under conditions impossible to test today until a space vehicle has been designed, con-

structed and flown, yet it is the very integrity of the space vehicle and its subsystems

that one would wish to verify before a design has been frozen and hardware produced.

It may very well be that the eventual hope for workers in the field will be to design ex-

periments for orbital evaluation in a space vehicle. However, very little has been ac-

complished to this end thus far.
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As will be Peen in the following pages,the 16 papers comprising the Symposium represent

a mixture of analytical aid experimental work covering a wide spectrum of the present

state of the art. Sufficient time was allowed for each presentation to make attendance

* at the Symposium meaningful to the participants. The speakers were able to discuss

their work and elaborate on those areas they wished to high-light. Sufficient time was also

allocatpi for discussion from the floor so that any attendee with a specific interest

could satisfy his curiosity and obtain additional information and references. These lively

discussions were recorded, edited, and are inclue-d in this volume, each immediately

after the pertinent paper. To aid in the discussions, the evening before the first session,

each registrant was given preprints of all the papers to be presented at the four sessions

which made up the Symposium.

We are indebted to.jinyjnembers of the staff of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company

who helped to make the meeting a success. Among the many who assisted the editors,

special mention must be given to Myron P. Hollister, James G. Seebold, and Hugh M.

Satterlee who carried out the formidable task of reading and evaluating the submitted

papers. We wish to express our appreciation to Marian Staupp and Linda De Moss for

their intelligent and cheerful attention to the numerous small details of greeting and

registering the attendees smoothly and with a minimum of confusion. We also wish to

thank Roy Dreisbach for his assistance in processing the manuscripts and Illustrations,
and for his careful plan.'ning and execution of the many tasks that contributed so heavily

to the success of the symposium.

It is the hope of the editors that these proceedings will prove to be a useful tool in

charting the paths for future research and development in the field of Fluid Mechanics

and Heat Transfer Under Low Gravitational Conditions.

M. Rogers

H. Cohan
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

by
Elmer P. Wheaton

Vice President and General Manager
Research and Development Division
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company

The engineering of vehicles for space travel has introduced many new problems in all

technical fields. New materials and processes have been developed and it has become

necessary to develop new theories for use in our engineering sciences and to greatly

refine old ones. In short, engineering for space travel requires us to continually re-

examine all of our techniques and methods in a continual attempt to improve the excel-

lence of our products....

One of the most crucial parts of a space vwhicle is its propulsion system. The excel-

lence of the propulsion systems we use will determine the extent of our eventual suc-

cess in conquering space. Currently, liquid rocket engines can use higher energy pro-

pellants and the vehicles employing these engines can acbieve higher velociti3s and

carry higher payloads. There are other advantages too. However, among t0 disad-

vantages associated with liquid propellant rockets is the uncertain behavior of the

liquid propellants when gravitational forces are reduced by a million or more. The

behavior of liquids under such conditions is quite strange to our ordinary experience.

Greater knowledge of the behavior of liquids under such conditions will be essential

to the design of optimum propulsion systems. Further, the collection and control of

liquids in smaller-d veies such as boilers, condensers, and life support equipment

in the absence of gravitational forces is an uncertain task at best. Our ability to obtain

the necessary information about low gravity liquid behavior in all such devices, or to

design around potential problem areas is very important.

Conventionally, we carry out analyses in an attempt to predict the behavior of a design

or concept. We may then carry out verifying experiments to determine how accurate

our predictions are, and to modify them for later use, as necessary. Analysis relative
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to low-g liquid behavior can, for many problems, be couched in simple terms; that is,

ideal fluid behavior may be asstumed to describe liquid motion. The boundary conditions

for such analysis as applied to problems of practical analysis, however, injects consid-

erable difficulty. Numerical solution of these problems is difficult and, at this point, is

providing considerable challenge to workers in the field.

Experiments are greatly limited at this time by our lack of ability to reduce body forces

acting on liquids for satisfactory periods of time in experiments of reasonable scale.
Drop tower test facilities, for instance, give typically 1 to 3 or 4 seconds. The aircraft

test facilities now being used allow 5 to 20 seconds. Each has Its advantages and dis-

advantages and, therefore, its own place in our current spectrum of experimental facili-

ties. Orbital experiments will eventually answer many of the questions that are now

being asked, and will be essential in some cases. Such experiments will be difficult

because of the complex instrumentation required. If care is not taken we may be assured

that the "instrumentation tail will wag the zero-g dog". Instrumentation for these experi-

ments will cost far more than the experiments themselves.

At this point engineers are being asked to extrapolate 2 orders in size and 6 orders or

more in g level from small scale model experiments. This points up the usefulness of

analytical techniques in this field. Robert McNamara, our Secretary of Defense, has

pointed out in a different connection that we need the right mix of weapons. For several

years to come we will increasingly rely on mathematical analysis in this field. The
purpose of this meeting is to diss'minate current information. Just as importantly,

however, we hope to bring together those currently involved in at lys& v-'t) *hose

doing experiments and both together with the eventual user of the infora.. so that all

may share the others' points of view. If this is achieved by tomorrow afternoon, the

symposium will be a success to those speaking and to those who have come to listen.

I would now like to introduce Brig. Gen. Ernest A. Pinson, Deputy Commander of the

Air Force Office of Aerospace Research. General Pinson's previous assignments have

given him a wide variety of research work and technical direction res-ponsibility. He

holds an A.B. degree In physics from De Pauw University in Indiana and a Ph.D. in
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Medical Physiology from the University of Rochester. He also has considerable

graduate training in Nuclear Physics at the University of California. He has been

decorated many times. He is a member of 9 technical societies and has written over

80 technical articles. In short, he has managed to pack into his military career more

significant scientific experience than many engineers and scientists working full time

in our industry. General Pinson will conclude our welcoming ceremonies this morning.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

by

Brigadier General Ernest A. Pinson

Deputy Commander*
USAF Office of Aerospace Research

During the next several days you gentlemen are going to discuss the state of the art

of fluld-mics and heat transfer under low gravity conditions. This is noteworthy

because this is the first sizeable gathering of the leading research scientists and

engineers concerned with these particular phenomena. A coalescence of thinking and

outlook on the subject will take place here, and undoubtedly trends will be identified

that will determine to a considerable extent the directions in which progress will be

made in this field for some time to come.

I need not point out the importance of this field as the bashi for the technological

developments of space accomplishments. I do want to indicate, however, that sym-

posia of this kind are one important aspect of a large-scale effort by the Air Force

to ensure not only the timely development of critical aspects of science, but also

their timely transfer into the kinds of technology that it appears this nation is going

to need in the future.

As you know, this symposium is sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research, AFOSR, and by the Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, to which we are

greatly indebted for being our hosts here, and for making these very fine arrangements

for the sessions. AFOSR's parent command is the Office of Aerospace Research, the

research agency of the Air Force. I am most pleased that our keynote speaker repre-

sents the Air Force Systems Command, one of the major "blue suit" users of the

research produced by OAR. The mission of OAR is both to cenduct and support re-

search in those areas of science that offer the greatest potential for providing new

* Now Cmdr.. Office of Aerospace Research.
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knowledge essential to the continued superiority of the Air Force operational capability.

Within this framework, AFOSR operates in the general spectrum of science, supporting

the best in research performed at colleges, universities and industrial research

organizations.

A great many AFOSR conferences and symposia are geared to bringing research results

directly to the attention of the users; others are designed primarily to provide timelyS communication between active researchers pioneering in various phases of a particular

research field. This symposium appears to be serving a large portion of both functions.

I'm sure it is of interest to you to note that within OAR we recognize that for an in-house

research laboratory to be successful a large amount of effort must be directed to identi-

fying central problems of the Air Force that will depend for their solution upon increased

fundamental scientific knowledge. Further, we are currently intensifying our efforts

to ensure that not only are our programs planned with these problems in mind, but that

the research results of these programs are rapidly disseminated.

To this end, scientists in OAR research laboratories are encouraged to devote as much

as a fifth of their time to developing an awareness of Air Force problems within their

technical areas, and consulting with the other Air Force elements and users of Air

Force research.

In turn, the OAR headquarters plays an important role in tds research process through

better definition of Air Force objectives, the interpretation of Air Force objectives into

scientific terms, and liaison activities with other elements of the Air Force and users

of Air Force research. The active participation of the headq'uarters staff in these

activities has been found to be highly beneficial. AFOSR conferences and symposia

such as this are in every sense a parallel effort to that being carried out in our in-house

laboratories.

Thus, it is with the greatest pleasure that I welcome so many of you here today, and

wish you great success. I am confident that the real rewards of what we do here will

be measured in terms of-edtentific accomplishment in the years to come.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

Major Edward Westlake, USAF
Chief, Environmental Control and

Life Support, MOL Program Office

Good Morning-',Ladies) and Gentlemen.

I feel somewhat strange keynoting such a highly technical and as yet largely theoreti-

cal subject. I am a bioengineer primarily concerned with man's Integration into space

systems. My taski the Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program is to assure the opti-

munm living environment in the space capsule and to measure the impact of the space

environment on man's physiological and psychological performance capability. Zero

or low-g is one of the primary factors affecting all aspects of this manned systems

application. The latest Gemini-4 flight may cause the space planners to reconsider I
some of their earlier, possibly overly pessimistic, prognostications of these weightless

effects, but we have a long way to go before we can write them off.

It was suggested In early discussions of this "keynote" rationale that I stress the Air

Force as a '"lser" of your research specialty. It occurred to me at that point - in

fact, I was tempted to paraphrase my subject as, "The Low Gravity State - or How I

Became a User." You might also carry this humorous aside one step further to

recognize us as '"ushers." This might be Interpreted to show that we are not addicted

yet.

We, TPushers" in Manned Space Systems Development are highly dependent on you

research specialists in this new field of weightlessness. We look to you to assure

that in our technologicial systems application we develop systems which will operate

reliably in the low gravity or weightless environment of space. Ideally, we would

like to have gravity independent systems; however, the present state of the art has

developed very few such components so there Is plenty of room for your science and

art. "Zero Gravity" or '"Veghtlemsnesall' is a space technology term often referred
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to by most of those working space technology today. However used, it il usua.1y

only vaguely recognized as the dynamic balance of gravitational vs. acceleration forces

set up in space systems in orbit around the earth or in extended planetary space flight.

In actuality, "zero gravity" or possibly mnore accurately "100% Gravity" (as Berenson

suggested at the 2nd AAS Symposium in 1963) seldom occurs in near-Earth orbit. I

will loosely define "near-Earth orbit" as space night altitudes between 90 and 300 nm

where the present manned systems have been orbited. The true force balance is

dynamically established somewhere above the prefect balance or in a "Low Gravity

State." This point is brought out by the theme of this symposium "Fluid Mechanics

and Heat Transfer Under Low-g."

At the rirk of sounding pedantic, I would like to briefly review the relationship of the

significant forces creating this low gravity state of near-Earh orbital mechanics. In

order to assess the relative importance of these forces, the value of one or more of

the dimensionless force ratios, e.g., Bond, Froude, Weber, or Reynolds numbers

should be determined.

One force may not be considered dominant over another unless the value of the

pertinent number is considerably above or below the critical value at which both forces

are equal (see Fig. I). Estimates of these numbers can be made from data on fluid

properties and from a knowledge of the quivalent "gravity" produced by the force under

consideration. For space systems at low to moderate altitudes, aerodynamic drag

due to free-molecular flow will yield values of about 10. to 10. g. Solar radiation

pressure on a one-foot-diameter sphere ot tenslty 10 Ib/ft3 in orbit around the Earth

results in an estimated 10-8 g. The gravitational gradient in the vicinity of the Earth

is of the order of 10-7 g per foot. It is obvious that for large systems in low Earth orbits,

drag forces are large enough to have a substantial effect on the equilibrium configur-

tion of the fluid in the system.

This effect is important particularly in the case of cryogenic fluids for which the surface

tension is in the range of 2 to 20 dynes/cm (see Fig. fj1 .

xix
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It has been estimated that for an orbiting 20-ft-diameter tank containing liquid hydrogen

the inertial force due to aerodynamic drag at a 90-nm orbit is 60 times larger than the
capillary force in view of the low surface tension of hydrogen (about 2 dynes/em). The
capillary force becomes 13 times larger than the aerodynamic drag at a 300-nm orbit.

For water with a surface tension of about 70 dynes/cm, the capillary fcrce would be

appreciable. It it obvious from what [ have just said that a zero-g analysis cannot be

properly used in establishing the final configuration of the fluid unless the force due to

surface tension is larger than the gravitational force by an order of magnitude, in other

words, with a Bond number substantially smaller than one. In addition to the above

forces, the effect of mechanical disturbances (such as man himself) and heat transfer

from solar radiation or other sources should be considered in determining this

configuration.

You have a most difficult task since low gravity experimental conditions essential to

test your theoretical calculations are (for extended duration studies) difficult and costly

to acquire or utilize. I will explore this more at length a little later. Let us look at

Manned System Environmental Control and Life Support for low gravity problem areas

with which I am familiar. Using it as an example, I will highlight a few systems com-

ponents whose operation is or may be adversely affected by low gravity conditions. In

this way, I hope to give you a better appreciation of where we ii. applied technology need

your basle-r elftih help. Let us f,'st consider components utilizing fluid mechanics

principles.

The atmosphere control system has one of the most critical gravity-sensitive com-

ponents in the ECS, whet. liquid cryogenic gases are used to supply the breathing atmos-

phere. With such a liquId-gas interface, the system must assure that only gas is carried

tG the cabin. Present tWchnology uses "supercritical" temperatures and pressures in

a special chamber within the storage tank to create a vapor that is neither liquid nor gas

but is relatively gravity-insensitive and readily evolves to gas with increasing tempera-

ture. Capillary action oxygen converters have also been built in prototype at Aeronautical

Systems Division, Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio, to show feasibility of this alternate

approach to supplying gas in a weightless environment.
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For space missions of a year or more a closed cycle biological "regenerable" gas

subsystem is being staWedlVyjmany researchers. This subsystem utilizes single

celled algae plants living in a water ineium to absorb carbon dioxide produced by

the men and then give off oxygen. The present engineering approach to this gas-ilquid

transfer is by way of semipermeable membranes. T'his gas transfer mechanism may

be gravity independent but the effect of weightlessness must be verified. A prototype
of such a system was succesqfully tested for 20 rmin. in an Atlas ballistic piggyback

capsule at the Eastern Test Range in the summer of 1962. Wherever fluids are stored

$ for use, such as drinking water, a positive expulsion system is utiliLed such as an

inner bladder which can be compressed by gas pressure forced into the tank around

the bladder. Atmospheric hunmidity control has been a problem in the Mercury manned

space system as a result of the low gravity environment. !t appears to have been

licked in the Gemini. Humidity control, classically, is by condensation on a cold plate

with gravity playing a very important role in collecting the condensate. In weightlessness

one approach to this condensate collection is by differential gas pressure across a

porous cold plate where capillary action and reduced pressure results in the undirec-

tional movement of the water into a collection reservoir where it is available for reuse.

* As space missions become longer than about a month, water reclamation techniqu,!s must

be utilized. Membrane dialysis is a technique for purification which is being studiled for

space application. It will require testing in a weightless environment.

Now let !is look briefly at heat transfer in the weightless state in manned space

systems environmental control. Thermal transier for man's comfort and the removOl

of electronic equipmenL heat loads is primarily performed by forced air coivection,

radiation and conduction while natural, gravity-oriented convection is reduced to

insignificance in the weightless state.

j Fire hazard is a safety problem which we are carefully studying. IAition and corn-

bustioe: of spacecraft materials in pure oxygen and various two gas atmospheric mixý

tures of oxygen-nitrogen and oxygen-helium are being studied iltensivley to determine

the effect of the low gravity environment of such phenomena. Thermal energy transfer

without free convection, may become a most interesting problem of flame propogation

to investigate the oxidative-process and determine whether molecular gas diffusion
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is sufficient, depending on the oxygen concentration to support combustion. The effect

of the diluent gas may also be quite significant siz',e the thermal conductive efficiency

of helium is about 7 times that of nitrogen.

Now, to recapitulate, I have summarized my view of the existing low gravi~ty state
in near earth orbit (or less than 300 nm) in which our systems may normally function.

I have also surveyed some of the environmental control system components where

help is needed in establishing a clear understanding of the effect of the low gravity

environmfient to assure reliable operation. As you may recall, I previously alluded

to the difficult and expensive task of experimentally simulating low gravity conditionr.

This area of zero-g and low gravity test methodology is expanding rapidly both in

size of facilities and in complexity of techniques. Various methods are available

at the present for conducting experiments in zero or near z-.ro gravity. Naturally, "J

the best (and incidentally a most expensive) method of carrying such experiments for

extended periods of time is in orbiting satellites or laboratories. So far, few such

experiments have been conducted for obvious reasons. However, it is expected that

the number will increase appreciably in the future. At the present time, the most

useful techniques of achieving zero-g conditions for brief periods of time have con-

sisted of drop towers, aircraft, and missiles flying zero-g trajectories, and sounding

rockets. The drag forces acting on the test package in drop tower experiments can

be reduced or eliminated by evacuating the tower, or by the use of an evacuated

capsule in which the test packet falls freely. Zero-g test time achieved in such

towers is a function of thp tower height and length of cylinder. Times up to

10 seconds are now considered possible (see Fig. Il).

NASA at their Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio is presently constructing

a 500 foot zero gravity facility with an estimated totai weightless period of about

ten seconds (see Fig. IV). The basic structure is a below ground shaft 510 feet deep

and about 28 feet in diameter. This shaft will contain a 20 foot diameter vacuum

chamber somewhat shorter than the total shaft length. As a free fall facility it has

a weightless period of 5 seconds. This period can be essentially doubled by accelerating

the experiment upward from near the bottom and allowing it to free fall thereafter.

Experiments up to 48 inches in diameter with lengths of 4 to 20 feet and weight. to

6000 lbs can be accommodated. The facility should be operational in the spring, 1966.
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Aircraft tests have been used extensively to obtain useful information on biological

effects of weightlessness and on liquid behav!or and heat transfer under zero-g

conditions. The problem in this latter set of experiments has been the development of

a technique of mounting the test capsule within the aircraft so that a free-floating

condition could be achieved. Usable time of 9 to 15 seconds have been attained out

of a possible 30 second zero-g duration of flight utilizing C-131 and KC-135 aircraft

at W-PAFB. At Brooks AFB, Texas an F-100 modified fighter can achieve about

45 seconds of weightlessness carrying about a 3 cubic foot experimental payload.

As you are well aware, propulsion, power generation, and life support systomns are

often strongly dependent on the action of gravity for proper functioning. As I have

already noted, in a zero or near zero gravity environment such systems may function

poorly since the fluid flow and heat transfer processes occuring in these systems may

be controlled by forces other than gravity such as surface tension, inertia, or viscous

forces. Such considerations pertinent to the design of fluid systems for orbital appli-

cations, apply also to the design of terrestial experiments on zero-g liquid behavior

and convective heat transfer. In the latter case additional dimensionless parameters,

among them the Grashof number, are required for a complete simulatio,*. With a

knowledge of the exir~ting forces and of the pertinent parameters, it is possible to

achieve terrestial experiments in heat transfer and liquid settling and sloshing to

be carried out under a one-gcondition to gain information on the operation of the

system in a near zer,)-g environment. Full simulation of all dimene~ionless parameters

involved is not always 1ýossible. Morecve', for complex phenomena, the force ratios

cannot alwavs be estimated accurately. In these cases such experiments may not be

conclusive but could be used to define the guidelines for further zero-g testing.

Recognizing the ambitious nature of the new NASA Zero-g Facility, drounL simulation

of zero and low-g environments may be considered to have great potential for experimental

research. As your keynoter, let me leave you with these thoughts - Search for new

and novel approaches to extending the duration of ground simulation of the weightless

space environment. Don't overlook limited one-g studies where they may assist in

developing guidelines for further zero-g testing. Consider the more expensive and

less available zero-g vehicles such as aircraft and satellites only after you have 7-

Wully explored all feasible ground techniques.
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PAPER 1

SATURN V LOW GRAVITY FLUID MECHANICS PROBLEMS
AND THEIR INVESTIGATION BY FULL-SCALE ORBITAL EXPERIMENT

By Frank E. Swafley, Gordon K. Platt, and Leon 1. Hastings

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the low-gravity fluid mechanics problems of the Saturn V/S-EVB

stage, which must coast for an extended period in earth orbit and then restart to place

the Apollo into translunar coast. Also described is the Saturn MB liquid hydrogen

orbital exporimert planned to verify the Saturn V/S-IVB propellant ullaging and orbital

venting system.

The anticipated low-gravity fluid mechanics problte.ms of the S-EVB arise primarily from

the need to vent the liquid hydrogen tank due to bciloif. It was felt that it is better to

maintain constant control of the propellant than to resettle it each time venting is required.

Therefore, a system was designed such that the S-WVB vehicle is always accelerated

positively. In orbit, the vented hydrogen gas is utilized to provide a minimum accelera-

tion of 2 x 10- 5 g. With tLe continuous vent!!.g system a problem of propellant settling
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for restart is not anticipated, because the propellants should be bottomed throughout

the coast phase.

At injection into orbit, severe dynamic effects are expected due to fluid motions estab-

lished during ascent flight - e.g., sloshing and formation of thermal convective bound-

ary layers. It is believed that unless baffles or other control devices are installed in

the tanks, these disturbances will result in fluid covering the vent exits for an extended

period. Confirmation of these suspicions was obtained receutly on the Centaur flight,

AC-4, where liquid dynamic effects dominated the behavior of the propellants and caused

most of the liquid hydrogen to be vented overboard. The disturbances during orbital

coast, which are slight as compared with those at injection, are caused by the operation

of the attitude control system and the dynamic effects associated with venting.

Fince data on fluid behavior in a low-gravity environment are meager and previous

vehicle experience is limited, a full-scale orbital experiment is mandatory to insure

successful operation of the Saturn V/S-MVB. Such an experiment, using the Saturn IB

launch vehicle, has been approved. To monitor the behavior of the propellants, a TV

system and additional instrumentation have been added.

1
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SATURN V LOW-GRAVITY FLUID MECHANICS PROBLEMS
AND THEIR INVESTIGATION BY FULL-SCALE ORBITAL EXPERIMENT

1 INTRODUCTION

The S-IVB stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle must coast for a maximum of 4-1/2 hr

in a 100-nm earth orbit, then restart to place the Apollo into translunar coast. During

this orbital coast period, the liquid hydrogen (LH2 ) propellant will absorb sufficient

thermal energy to evaporate"a-maximum of 3,000 lb of hydrogen. To keep the hydrogen

tank structural weight within reasonable limits, the tank pressure must be relieved.

This requirement is the major source of the S-IVB low-gravity fluid mechanics prob-

lems. The possibility of liquid oxygen (LOX) tank pressure relief also exists, but is

not thought to be as critical. Therefore, the emphasis in this paper will be placed on

the hydrogen tank.

Since data on fluid behavior in a low-gravity environment were meager and previous

vehicle experience was limited, it was desirable to find a pressure relief system which

would be independent of the fluid motions inside the tank (Refs. 1 and 2). No system of

this type appears feasible at present. The problem, then, becomes one of designing a

vent system which will remove only vapor from the tank. For such a system to operate

efficiently, the ullage gases must be located over the entrance to the vent line and the

propellant must be kept quiescent to insure that no liquid will be vented.

It appears more logical to maintain constant control of the propellant than to resettle it

each time venting is required. Therefore, a system was designed such that the S-lVB

vehicle is accelerated positively from first ignition through orbital coast, hopefully

keeping the liquid in the bettom of the tank and the vapor in the top. Prior to first igni-

tion of the S-IVB stage, the acceleration is provided by solid-propellant ullage rockets

whose firing time overlaps thrust tailoff on the previous stage and thrust buildup on the
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S-NVB stage Considering performanc" cost, schedule, and reliability, the best

system to supply continuous acceleration in orbit is one in which the thrust from

the ventecldbydrogen gas is utilized. N--,rally, the highest possible acceleration is

desirable, but only enough gas is avail:lnSe to provide an acceleration of 2 x 10-5 g.

This acceleration gives a Bond number ratio of acceleration to surface-tension forces)

of approximately 70 in the hydrogen tar', and 200 in the LOX tank, which according to

equilibrium theory should be adequatte. With such Bond nttmber values, the interest is

in low-gravity fluid mechanics rather than zero-gravity fluid mechanics.

Obviously, if no other disturbances were' present, the propellants would be settled and

venting could be accomplished without l'is of liquid. Unfortunately, many disturbances

or dynamic effects will exist which, it was suspected, would cause venting of substantial

amounts of liquid. Confirmation of thes," suspicions was obtained recently on the Centaur

flight, AC-4, where liquid dynamic effects dominated the behavior of the propellants in

the tank and caused most of the propellants to be vented overboard. On the S-NVB the

dynamic effects would be caused primarily by fluid motions established during ascent

flight - e.g., sloshing and formation of thermal convective boundary layers. Such

motions will be in a controlled state during boost, but when the acceleration is suddenly

reduced at injection into orbit the kinetic energy of these motions will be great enough

to create severe propellant agitation. At injection, as a safety factor, an additional

acceleration of 5 x 10-4 g for 100 sec will be provided, by auxiliary propulsion, tohelp

gain initial propellant control. After injection into orbit the rebtoring forces will be

very weak and will consist of the 5 x 10.4 g acceleration, and the propellant viscosity

and/or eddy viscosity. With only these restraining forces the fluid motions would con-

tinue for an extended period of time (on the order of 1,000 sec). However, once these

disturbances have been damped no other major problems are anticipated. The disturb-

ances during orbital coast are slight compared with those at injection and are caused

by the operation of the attitude control system and the dynamic effects associated with

venting. To minimize venting problems, rapid depressurizations of a saturated liquid

have been avoided by utilizing a system designed to maintain an almost ýonstant tank

pressure.
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At some time during the 4-1/2 hr, the engine will be restarted to accelerate the Apollo

to earth-escape velocity. With the continuous venting system a problem of propellant

settling for restart is not anticipated because the propellant should be bottomed through-

out the coast phase and thus In its desired location for engine restart.

Existing knowledge does not permit analyses and/or analytical scaling of small-model

tests to be used as a means of verifying the adequacy of the Saturn V/S-1VB orbital

propellant settling and venting system. Small-scale tests can be used to study the

initial behavior of individual transient phenomena, but it is not possible to duplicate

simultaneously all the parameters necessary to study the interactions of the various

phenomena, nor is the available testing time sufficient to observe the full durationt\'

of the motions. Available theory and experimental results in zero-g and low-g fluid

mechanics are concerned primarily with static-equilibrium liquid-vapor interface con-

figurations in small containers of simple shape (Ref. 3). Recently, some information

has become available concerning dynamic effects such as draining, propellant settling,

and small-amplitude slosh disturbances. Howev'er, It is evident that even using these

data, a rather severe extrapolation in size is required. While the static-equilibrium

data will assist in predicting conditions during orbital coast, they will not aid in the

solution of critical dynamics problems at injection Into orbit. Obviously, a full-scale

low-g orbital experiment is mandatory to insure successful operation of the Saturn V/S-

IVB. Such an experiment bas been approved using the Saturn 1B launch vehicle.

2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SATURN V/S-IVB STAGE AND LH2 ORBITAL
EXPERIMENT VEHICLE

The S-1VB is a multipurpose stage which will be used both on the Saturn IB and Faturn

V launch vehicles. It-trpei;ýIled by one J-2 engine of 200, 000 lb thrust, employing

LH2 and LOX. Fig-we 1 shows the overall configuration and pertinent dimensions of

the S-IVB. The LH2 tank is insulated internally with a reinforced, sealed, polyurethane

foam, while the LOX tank is not insulated. The LH2 and LOX tanks are separated by an

insulating common bulkhead. Attitude control is effected by six 150-lb-tlust, storable

propellant motors arranged three to a module. Solid-propellant ullage motors are
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prov'..led for propellant settling prior to IC

14>1 first burn of the J-2. The IL)X and LH2

C ',,,ONV engine feed lines and propellant pumps

are chilled prior to start by propellant

,oM-,,o0UM -T- -- r- c.o recirculation systems; the propellant, f,
2W 525- after chilling the hardware, is returned

to the main propellant tanks.

- As applied to the Saturn IB, the stage
)P INGLASSI4EINNOBCIsNum does not restart, and the propellant

tanks will be essentially depleted at in-

Fig. I S-IVB Stage Configuration jection into orbit. A nominally nonpro-
pulsive vent system is provided for the

hydrogen tank, and the oxygen tank is vented through a line directed through the center

of mass of the stage. Residual propellants and pressurants are blown down through

these vent systems to prevent venting during docking maneuvers.

In the Saturn V, the S-IVB will burn into orbit, with approximately 66 percent of its

propellant remaining aboard for the second burn. It must be capable of coasting for up

to 4-1/2 hr in orbit between burns. To provide for hydrogen venting during coast, a

longitudinally directed, continuous venting system has been added. Also, one 70-lb-.

thrust auxiliary propulsion system (APS) motor has been added to each APS module to

settle propellants during damping of propellant motion at injection into orbit, and during

engine chill preceding the second burn of the J-2 engine. The S-IVBVV blowdown vents

are identical to those on the S-IVEV'IB and serve the same purpose.

The S-IVB for the LH2 orbital experiment is essentially an S-IVi4B modified to simu-

late the S-IVW/V during orbital coast. Since the 70-lb, longitudinal-firing ullage engines

are not available in the S-IVB/IB, the LOX tank will be vented through longitudinally

directed lines to simulate this thrust. To obtain the maximum amount of LH2 in orbit,

the LOX tank will be offloaded and the payload will be replaced by a lightweight shroud.
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The continuous-vent system will be added to the S-IVB, modified to give the same

longitudinal acceleration as it does to the S-IVB/V. The LH 2 tank will be instrumented

with two television cameras. Numerous temperature and liquid-vapor sensors will be

added to the LH2 tank and the propellant feed and vent systems. Vent gas quality also

will be measured by a specially developed quality meter.

3 PROPELLANT DYNAMICS AT INJECTION INTO ORBIT

Fluid motions established during ascent ore expected to produce severe dyaamic effects

at injection into orbit. It is believed that these disturbances will result in fluid cover-
Ing the vent exits for an extended period urless baffles or other control devices are

installed In the tanks. In the hydrogen tank, the fluid impingement on previously dry

surfaces wri~d result in a high rate of tank pressure rise, since the internal insulation

surface will have been heated by pressurization gas during the first firing of the main
"Worst case" calculations predict that the LH2 tank pressure would rise to 4hM

nonpropulsive vent band limits in a minimum of 100 sec (Ref. 4). Therefore, it appears

that LH2 tank venting will occur long before the motions have damped out naturally, and

a means must be found to gain control earlier.

To help suppress the fluid motions and gain initial control, two 70-lb ullage engines will

be fired during J-2 engine thrust decay, and this firing will continue approximately

100 see. However, the total thrust of 140 lb produces an acceleration of only 5 x 10-4g.

This thrust was added early in the design as a safety factor; now it is believed that the

thrust levels required to control the propellant motions by means of acceleration alone

would be excessive and that the associated weight penalties would be prohibitive. There-

fore, other means must be found for propellant control.

The individual phenomena causing the propellant motions at injection into orbit and the

control of these motions will now be discussed.
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4 BOOST-SLOSH

One of the major sources of energy in the liquid hydrogen propellant at injection into

orbit is sloshing incurred during the ascent flight. An idea of the sloshing to be expected

in the LH2 tank of the Saturn V/S-IVB may be gained by examining the S-IV flight data

(Ref. 5). From data on flight SA-5 there is evidence of LH2 sloshing at both the first-

and second-mode natural frequencies of approximately 0.4 cps and 0.7 cps. The maxi-

mum LH2 slosh amplitude of about 0.6 ft occurred about 50 sec after S-IV ignition and

decayed to about 0. 13 ft in approximately 300 sec. Similar results were obtained on the

Saturn I flights. Since these values agree well with analytical predictions, confidence in

the ability to predict the sloshing on S-IVB was obtained.

An analy-i"s as performed (Ref. 6) to predict the sloshing in the S-IVB LH2 tank just

prior to injection into orbit. An amplitude of 0.42 ft was predicted with a maximum

wall velocity of 1. 83 ft/sec. Assuming that the kinetic energy associated with the wall

velocity is converted to potential energy,

•. ,rS, * . 6W OO. ,o', it is found that the liquid can jump 100 ft
"(NOD.A / 'i j in the g field of 5 x 10- g (Fig. 2).

/ /Since this jump height is much greater than

the distance from the liquid surface to the

top of the tank, it is concluded that the vent

exit will be covered. If the jump height

o /tolerated were set arbitrarily at one-

_ "ND0,101 quarter of a tank diameter, an accelera-

.tion of 0.01 g, or 3,000 lb thrust, would

be required on the Saturn V. Obviously,

t"o to the propulsion system required to produce
VILtOCItY (f1,1C)

MASS ,,VOLVID such an acceleration until the motions

SSS damp out would impose an unacceptable

payload penalty. The simplest solution

SO4A.A•y ,,j, ,.would be to baffle the hydrogen tank to

prevent these large slosh velocities. It

Fig. 2 Potential Liquid Jump Heghts was calcuiated (Ref. 6) that three ring

at Injection Into Orbit baffles 10 in. wide and spaced 12 in.
apart, with the middle baffle located at
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the liquid level expected at injection, would damp the maximum slosh velocity to

0.15 ft/sec- resulting in jump heights of 0.7 ft at 5 x 10-4 g and 17 ft at 2 x 10-5 g.

However, the prediction of a 17-ft jump is not realistic, since the kinetic energy dis-

sipated during the 100 sec of Gemini engine firing and the deflection of the flow by the

upper slosh baffle were-ortcnsidered. Therefore, the three slosh baffles should

suppress the boost sloshing adequately. In addition, the three rings allow for some

error in predicting the exact liquid level. Efforts now are being made to have the baf-

fles installed on the Saturn IB experiment and all the Saturn V vehicles.

Tests in the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSCF) drop tower also are planned to con-

firm the existence of the problem and to evaluate the performance of the slosh baffles.

5 THERMAL CONVECTIVE MOTION

During ground hold and ascent, thermal convective patterns will be formtd in the

liquid propellants due-tai•r6inmental heating. Velocities and temperatures withiA

the liquid can be estimated by assuming that these convective patterns can le described

as boundary lnyers on the tank walls. Using the analytical procedures of Refs. 7 and 8,

and assuming an average acceleration and heat rate during ascent, it is found that the

average velocity for the entire boundary layer is 0. ; ft/sec and the average velocity at

the liquid interface is 0.7 ft/sec for the Saturn V. On the Saturn IB the average veloc-

ities are 0.7 ft/sec for the entire boundary layer and 1 ft/sec at the liquid interface.

The mass of fluid in this boundary layer is estimated to be 900 lb on the Saturn IB and

1,300 lb on the Saturn V. During ascent the hot fluid will rise to the top of the tank

due to buoyancy forces and, under the influence of the gravitational field, will spread

out across the surface. However, when the acceleration is suddenly reduced at in-

Jection, the gravitational forces no longer will be strong enough to bend the liquid

streamlines over at the surface. Instead, it is believed, the liquid will continue

vertically.

An indication of the relative magnitude of the forces governing the fluid behavior at

the liquid surface on the Saturn V can be obtained by calculating the Weber number and
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the Froude number for the boundary layer. Using the thickness of the boundary layer

at the liquid surface as the characteristic length, and the average velocity at the sur-

face, the Weber number is approximately 200. This value indicates that in~rtia forces

predominate over capillary forces. The value of the Froude number for'the 5 x 10-4 g

field existing after injection into orbit is about 100 - suggesting that inertia forces also

are larger than gravitational forces. Therefore, it is concluded that the interface will

be broken and the liquid will jump vertically.

If it is assumed that the kinetic energy of the thermal boundary layer it converted into

potential energy, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the Jump height for the Saturn V would

be.8 ft based on the average velocity of the boundary layer mass and 15 ft based on the

average velocity at tho surface. For the Saturn 1B the distance would be 15 ft and 31 ft-

based on the average velocity of the boundary layer mass and at the liquid surface,

respectlvely. Restricting this motion by means of acceleration would be prohibitive,

as it was in the case of boost slosh. However, the baffles installed to damp boost

sloshing also would deflect the initial upward motion of the convective boundary layer

end hopefully would dissipate the kinetic energy. Model tests in a drop tower are plan-

ned to confirm these predictions.

6 TERMINATION OF DRAINING

Another source of momentum in the fluid is propellant draining. As propellant is con-

sumed during main-engine firing, the liquid surface in the hydrogen tanýc is dropping

at the rate of 0. 05 Pt/sec. Even higher local velocities will exist. Near the engine

feed line the velocities will be as high as 15 ft/sec. When the engine valve is closed,

this momentum will persist. Since the motion cannot continue downward any longer,

the liquid will turn, losing some of its energy, and move upward. However, it has

been calculated that the velocities are not high enough to be of major concerr.

Associated with valve closure is another phenomenon, which is of concern. During

static firings on the S-4VB Battleship, engine feed line pressure surges on the order
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of 50 psta have been measured. Such pressure surges could cause severe local

disturbances in the liquid. To avoid such a possibility, the entrances to the engine

feed lines (both LOX and LH2) will contain baffles and/or diffusers. The configurations

of these devictr. are being determined.

7 STRUCTU.IAL REIAXATION

During Lhe boust phase of flight the tank sidewalls and lower bulkheads will be deflected.
At injection into> orbit the structure % ill relax, or try to return to its undeflected posi-

tion. In the process, some of the strain eneri y stored in the structure will be trans-
mitted to the liquid. To determine what rcfect the structural relaxation would have on

the liquid, a simple spring-mass analysis of the Saturn IB vehicle AA injection into

orbit has been completed (Ref. 9) and a similar analysis will be conducted for the

Saturn V. In the analysis it was assumed that the propellants act as point masses

attached by springs to the tank. The vehicle structure also was divided into compon-

ents and connected by springs. The exciting force for the spring mass system, of

course, is main engine thrust.

Because of the nature of the assumptions, the analyses predict an oscillatory motion

of the liquid masses at thrustJermination. Olviously, the liquid will not behave as

rigid masoes. However, the rerults can be used to predict the initial average veloc-

ity; the results indicate an initial, average, upward velocity of 0.005 ft/sec in the LH2

tank at injection into orbit. This velocity should not produce significant problems, uo

can be seen from Fig. 2. A prediction for the Saturn IB LOX tank cannot be made

because the LOX residual is small in comparison with :te mass of the structure. The

spring-mass analysis leaves much to be desired, and work is being initiated to predict

theoretically, and confirm by model tests, the interaction of a flexible tank and a fluid.

8 LIQUID COMPRESSION

Even though liquids are not very compress"ible, the amount of energy stored in the

hydrogen because of the hydrostatic head may have a significant effect on the propellant

behavior at injection into orbit. The energy stored in the liquid can be calculated by
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the methoas of Ref. 10. Assuming an LH2 compressibility factor of 6.25 x 10-6 ft2Ab,

the liquid energy will be 148 ft-lbf and 13 ft-lbf for the Saturn lB and V, respectively.

If this stored energy Is converted into kinetic energy, the average liquid velocity will

be 0.2 ft/tec for the Saturn V and 0.6 ft/sec for the Saturn II. Figure 2 shows that

the liquid can Jump a maximum of l Ift in the Saturn IB and 1.4 ft in the Saturn V, at

injection into orbit. Further investigation is required to determine the amount of the

compression energy that is converted into kinetic energy.

9 INSTRUMENTATION TO OBSERVE INJECTION DYNAMICS

In the Saturn IB orbital liquid-hydrogen

experiment vehicle and the early SaturnV

-R& D vehicles, additional instrumentation

"has been added to the S-IVB stage to mon-

ik •or LH 2 behavior. To observe the pro-

pe.llant motions, two high-speed (30

"pictures/sec) TV cameras have been

installed in the manhole cover of the LH 2
tank; the viewing angles are shown in

Fig. .. A grid has been painted on the

plot" ,,interaal insulation to aid i i depth percep-

tion. Ground tests have shown that any

disturbares on the liquid surface make

the interface in that area visible and

that the jumction of the liquid and the wall

is discernible. However, if the liquid

is subcooled ard qalescent then it is al-

most like looking into an empty tank.

Since liquid agitation and motion are ex-

Fig. 3 Television Camera pected, the transparency of the hydrogen
Viewing Angles should not present any problem.
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Additional instrumentation such as liqud-

level sensors and temperature probes

have been added to the tank (Fig. 4). The

measurements which will be of particular

value in studying liquid dynamics at in-

"jection into orbit are those made with the

accelerometers, thermal boundary layer

00 VENT survey rakes, the quality meter, and the

* liquid-vapor sensors. To determine the

SVENperformance of the Saturn V and IB vent

system and the Saturn lB lJX thrust sys-,00 tem, pressure and temperature measure-

ments have been located appropriat.-!y in

S0 the lines. For system operation analysis,

valve position indicators have been in-

cluded. No problems due to capillary

0 effects in the narrov openings of the in-

0 0 struments are expected following injection
0 into orbit since fluid dynamics effects will

-"ANT-VORTx predominate. Instrument response times
are considered adequate (Ref. 11).

0

Infoz mation from all of the instrumenta-
0tion will be received throughout boont and

# immediately after injection into orbit.

0 TEw•MATUR The ground receiving stations and times
0 PtESSUAE

8 VL of coverage are shown In Fig. 5 along
A ACCELINO~nttC UACLLY #MT11 with the sequence of events. It can be

Lt UD~/VAKoX $NS(XS seen that the fluid motions after injection

Fig. 4 S-YVB Hydrogen Tank Instru- into orbit can be monitored for approxi-
mentation (Applicable to Early mately 5 min by the tracking station at
Saturn V/S-IVB and to Saturn a
1B Orbital Hydrogen Experi- Bermuda. If additional time is requlvd,
ment Vehicle) a ship may be placed off Bermuda.
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Fig. 5 Orbital Sequence of Events and Ground Tracking Coverage

10 ORBITAL COAST

During the orbital coast phase of the mission the vehicle will be floating freely (almost

undisturbed) with no significant maneuvers planned, except in roll to permit astronaut

navigational sightings, Therefore, the propellants should be bottomed due to the ae-
celeration produced by the continuous vent system and in a quasi-equilibrium state.

1
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In such a state the equilibrium predictions should

apply and indicate what to expect. The shape of the
eqjij j rtfa in ..

equilibrium liquid-vapor interface in the LH2 tank

has been calculated using the methods of Ref. 12,

and is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the inter- Fig. 6 Equilibrium Liquid-

face is flat over most of the tank, rising at the tank Vapor Interface Shape

walls to satisfy the 0-deg contact angle boundary con- in the LH2 Tank Dur-
Ing Orbit

ditions. According to drop tower experiments on

liquid-vaporiite'rface stability, the critical Bond number is 0. 84 - which for the S-IVB
woiuld mean that any acceleration greater than 10-7 g would be significant. Since such

low accelerations are of importance, even small forces such as aerodynamic orbital

drag (which would normally be neglected) have to be considered. An analysis was con-

ducted to determine the magnitude of all such forces; results are shown in Table 1.
Since the continuous vent thrust Is an order of magnitude larger, ivo problem is expected.

The only disturbances expected would be those associated with the continuous venting

and resulting from the action of the attitude control system. Each of these disturbances
will now be discussed.

Table 1

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT ACCELERATIONS

Source Magnitude W)

Aerodynamic Orbital Drag 10 (Ref. 13)

Gravity Gradient 0-6 (Ref. 14)

Solar Pressure 10-9

Ce tripetal Force
Rotation about Vehicle CG 10-7

Attitude Control System 10-6

Crew Movements ?
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11 SLOSH INDUCED BY ATTITUDE CONTROL

The attitude control system on the S-IVB stage has a deadband of + 1 deg and an attitude

rate of +0.2 deg/sec. When the vehicle exceeds these limits, the proper motor will

fire and correct. Each motor has a thrust of 150 lb and produces a step impulse of

7.5 lb-sec. The stage will then "free float" until the limit is again exceeded.

Until recently, no information was available on low-gravity sloshing. Satterlee studied

the patural frequency of oscillating liquid columns and their liquid-vapor interface shape

in a low-gravity environment (Ref. 14). Unfortunately, the lowest contact angle studied

was 15 deg and the gmplitudes of the
standing slosh waves at the tank wallwere I
not estimated. However, Satterlee's

work can be used to estimate the natural

frequencies of the LH 2 tank and obtainan 8

idea of what frequencies to avoid in the ,

operation of the attitude control system. 0 (DI G)

Figure 7 is a plot of dimensionless fre- i , ,

quency parameter versus Bond number.

Since the lines are equally spaced and

parallel, it is-possible to draw in the Aine 0o sm, 0,. ,5)

for a fluid of near 0-deg contact angle. A
For the S-IVB stage at a Bond number of

70 the natural frequency is 1.6 x 10-3

cycles/sec. Also, If the values of natu-

ral frequency as predicted by the faired

line of Fig. 7 are compared with the con-

ventional high-g theory of Ref. 15, good 0

agreement is found. Such agreement

suggests that conventional slosh theory Fig. 7 Non-Dimensionalized Natural

can be used to predict the natural fre- Frequency of a Vibrating Liquid
Column in a Cylinder as a Func-

quency of cy1 iral lhydrogen tanks at tion of Bond Number for Various

Bond numbers of f 100 or larger. Contact Angles
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J The natural frequency of the LOX tank was not estimated in similar fashion because

the shape of the tank t-s dffferent, which will have a strong influence on the value.

However, the Bond number in the LOX tank, even at the low continuous vent accelera-

tion levels, is high - about 200 if the characteristic length used is the maximum radius.

At such Bond number levels, Ref. 14 states, conventional hIgh-g theory should be

applicable since the interface is flat. Therefore, modified high-g spherical tank theory

(Ref. 16) was used to predict the values of the natural frequencies in the LOX tank. It

is found that the natural frequency of the LOX during orbital coast will be approximately
4 -2

1.6 x 10 cps.

Tests are planned in the drop tower at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to study

impulsive low-gravity sloshing and establish the usefulness of 1-g testing in predicting

low g'-f.vity slos •t!%.Pie effect of multiple impulses also will be investigated to de-

termine whether the interface will be broken. Still, neither the tests nor the theory

accounts for the effects of multiple-plane impulses which might change the interface

shapes. At the present time, low-gravity sloshing is not considered to be a problem

on the S-IVB stage. However, analyses are continuing.

12 LH9 TANK BOILOVER

The cnntinuous vent line contains a modulating valve which will regulate the flowrate

in response to the tank pressure. When the valve is opened after the fluid motions at

injection into orbit have been damped, it will vent the hydrogen tank slowly to approxi-

mately 20 psia and maintain this value thereafter to within :10.5 psia. Initially, the

liquid will be subcooled and no problems are expected. Toward the end of the venting,

some of the liquid will become saturated and bulk boiling will occur, but no significant

problems are anticipated at this time. However, once the liquid in the tank has satur-

ated at tho 20-psia level, nucleate boiling should occur over the tank walls. This

boiling will continue for at least the first orbit until the heat stored in the internal In-

sulation during ascent is dissipated. Then the heat transfer rates should be so low

that only natural convection will exist (Ref. 17).
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There was some concern about the effect of the loss of buoyancy forces on the bubble

growth and detachment. Originally, it was thought that the buoyancy forces were re-
sponsible for breaking "ie bubble away from the wall. Therefore, in a low-gravity 4
field the bubbles would remain attached to the wall and grow until the tank walls were

vapor-dominated. Clodfelter (Ref. 18) suggests that the dynamics of the growing

bubble, and not buoyancy, cause bubble detachment. For this and other reasons, the

authors do not feel that the wall will become vapor-dominated. Nonetheless, this fact

is yet.to be proven conclunively.

The reduction in the buoyancy forces presents another problem. Once the bubbles have

detached from the wall, they will rise very slowly. Since a given mass of hydrogen will

occupy about 50 times as much space as a vapor than as a liquid, the vapor interface

will rise as the bubbles are formed in the liquid. If the ullage gas is vented too rapidly,

the bubbles will not have time to rise and join the ullage before the ullhge has been

vented away, and the tank w!!l !bol over. To determine the interface rise rate for a

given acceleration and vent flowrate the bubble sizes and distribution must be known.

Unfortunately, there are no theoretical means for predicting the needed information.

Some feel for the problem can be obtained by postulating a simplified model. Assume

that vapor is generated at a rate equal to the vent flowrate and is uniformly distributed

over the tank walls, and that each bubble rises at its terminai velocity without inter-

ference from neighboring bubbles. The

bubble sizes are assumed to fit a Max-

wellian distribution curve with the av-

erage bubble size as a parameter.

Figure 8 shows the predicted interface

rise rates for the S-IVIB assuming av- -

erage bubble diameters of 1/2, 1, and

2 in. It can be seen that intolerable in-

terface rise heights are predicted for

the small-diameter bubbles. However, 0111111 1 (MC

low-gravity experiments have shownthathydogenbubles endto calere, Fig. 8 Liqluid-Vapor Interface Rise Due
that hydrogen bubbles tend to coalestc!e, to Bubble Formation on the Tank
forming larger bubbles. Therefore, it Sidewall
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is believed that large-diameter bubbles will be present in the S-IVB tank. Also, the

analysis is conservative in that the maximum rate of vapor formation was used.

Another possibility which may cause the liquid-vapor interface to rise is vapor trapped

by thi slosh baffles. If it is assumed that each of the two submerged baffles traps a

vapor pocket having a volume one-fourth that of a torus of radius equal to the width of

the slosh baffle, then the interface would rise 0.2 ft.

Considering all these factors, the liquid-vapor interface in the S-IVB hydrogen tank

• should not rise more than about 2 ft during continuous venting, and tank boilover is not

considered to be a problem.

13 ORBITAL COAST INSTRUMENTATION

The TV system and instrumentation used to observe fluid dynamics at injection into

orbit also will provide data on the behavior of the propellants during orbital coast.

Standard telemetry information will be available shortly after injection into orbit and

at several times during orbit. However, the first visual information on the coast-phase

propellant behavior will not be available until Carnarvon, Australia, is reached about

46 min after injection. After Carnarvon, a large gap in the coast data will occur as

the vehicle crosses the Pacific on the first pass (Fig. 5). During the coast phase, the

data are expected to show a quasi-steady-state behavior and some problems are ex-

pected with the performance of the instrumentation due to capillary effects predomi-

nating in the narrow openings.

14 MAIN ENGINE RESTART

Befor, the J-2 tL:,%ine can be restarted, the pumps and engine feed lines must be con-

ditioned thera.ziiy. To accomplish this chill, a closed-loop recirculation system is

employed for both propeliants, with the hot liquids and/'r gases being returned to their

respective tanks. On the liquid hydrogen experiment, only an LII2 chilldown will be

attempted because sufficient LOX will not be available. The fluids are circulated by
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electric-motor-driven pumps. Due to NPS1t starting requirements of the LH2 recircu-

lation pump, the tank must be pressurized by about 2 pai. This increase in preasure

is provided by hel!um gas stored in ambient bottles Gn the main thrust structure. To

repressurize the LH2 tank, the continuous venting must be terminated. Since the

philosophy has been that an acceleration will be applied to the vehicle at all times, the

Gemini engines (the LOX thrusting system in the case of the Saturn 1B experiment) are

started at the termination of continuous venting and continue to supply thrust until after

J-2 ignition. The low-g fluid mechanics problems expected during this phase of the

mission are concerned with the removal of trapped vapor pockets in the lines and the

effect of the returning fluid in the tank.

15 CHILLDOWN

A drawing of the liquid hydrogen recirculation system Is shown in Fig. 9. The screen

over the entrance to the engine feod line serves as a filter and anti-vortex device. It

also helps damp out pressure survrts associated with valve closure. However, once
the prevalve is closed the screen and the

LH2  prevalve ait as a vapor trap. Heat trans-
TANK fer calculations show that there is suffi-

RECIRCULATION cient thermal energy to vaporize the

liquid contained between the prevalve and

the screen. This vapor will rise to the

Sscreen due to the buoyancy forces created

by continuous venting, but will not be able
RE V!TLOX to escape. Eventually, the entire pocket

will be filled with vapor. During recir-

ENGINE •culation the prevalve still will be closed

LINEV and the pocket of vapor will remain. At

- the end of the recirculation period the

Fig. 9 Liqud Hydrogen Chilldown prevalve will be opened in an effort to
System clear the area by fluid flow; the adequacy

of this method will be determined by 1-g

model tests in the near future.
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Another problem associated with the chilidown system is the effeci of the momentum of

the fluid returning into the tank. Gas velocities as high as 150 ft/sec are predicted and

liquid return velocities may be as high as 20 ft/sce. If this energy causes the liquid to

mix with the ullage then a pressure decay will occur, resulting in loss of main engine

NPSH. Therefore, the recirculation return line inlets in both the LOX and LH2 tanks

will be diffused and/or baffled.

16 INSTRUMENTATION

The TV system and tark instrumentation again will be used to observe any significant

disturbances. To moritor the performance of the LH2 recirculation system, additional2
pressure and temperature measurements were added. On the experiment, the chill-

down sequence will be Initiated on the first pass oV Ir the U.S. (Fig. 5). The overlap of

the receiving stations will permit cnmplete coverage of the chilldown.

17 SECONDARY OBJECTIVES OF SATURN ID EXPERIMENT

After completing the primary mission of verifying the adequacy of the Saturn V/S-IVB

venting and settling systems, the Saturn IB experimental vehicle will be used to obtain

data on two other low-g fluid mechanics phenomena. First, all axia) thrusting will be
terminated and the liquid will be permitted to drift forward under the influence of or-
bital aerodynamic drag. Then the liquid will be resettled at 10-4 g. Finally, datawill

be obtained on high-speedventing of a saturated tank by blowing the hydrogen tank down

through the nonpropulsive vent system.

18 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the interest is in low-gravity fluid mechanics, not zero-gravity fluid

mechanics. The problems on the Saturn V/S-IVB stage are caused primarily by the

requirement of venting, and not propellant settling for engine restart. These problems

are dynamic in nature and are mo3t severe at injection into orbit. It is believed that if
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the fluid motions at injection can be controlled, particularly as related to boost slosh

and thermal boundary layer, the major problem will have been overcome. To suppress

these motions to an acceptable level, slosh baffles will be added to the LH2 tank, and

diffusers and/or baffles to all propellant line inlets. During orbital coast a quasi-

equilibrium condition is expected, where small forces are important and must be con-

sidered. The equilibrium liquid-vapor interfaces are essentially flat. Small disturb-

ances are expected due to the attitude control system and venting, but these are not

believed to be serious. Prior to engine restart some problems are anticipated in the

rempval of trapped vapor pockets from the engine feed lines, but these problems

appear to be solvable.

It is not possible to verify completely the design of the ullaging and venting system by

analyses or model testing. Therefore, a full-scale orbital experiment will be flown

using a Saturn IB vehicle.

It is hoped that this paper supplies information helpful in planning further low-g fluid

mechanics research programs. Eventually, it must become possible to design systems ;.

for orbital venting and propellant settling which do not require confirmation by full-

scale orbital experiments.
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DISCUSSION

Lt. P. Bovenkerk, AFRPL, Edwards Air Force Base

When do you plan to conduct the experiment on tha Saturn IB launch vehicle?

It will be in the 3rd quarter-oftcalendar year 1966.

Marvin Adelberg, Consultant

Why does your liquid vapor interface rise height vary with orbit time la Figure 8?

Swalley

The interface rises with time because the vapor generation exceeds the amount of vapor

breaking the liquid surface. This difference deer-.v •'s with time and the curve levels

off.

Udia Manson, Rocketdyne

Where did you get the 200 Btu/hr/ft2 for nucleate boiling? All the liquids which I have

found start boiling at 250 Btt/hr/ft2.

SwaleX

The only reference on the initiation of nucleate boiling is the General Dynamics work

which showed 250 Btu/hr/ft2 , but this was a drop tower test. To be conservative we

assumed that boiling would begin at our hert flux level of 200 Btu/hr/ft2 .

Gene Zara, Wright Patterson Air Force Base

Do you assume that all heat transfer to the wall Is utilized for vapor generation?

Swalley

Yes. This was another conservative assumption as far as liquid vapor irterface rise

was concerned.
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PAPER 2

AN EXPERi'WONTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DYNAMIC
BEHAVIOR OF THE LIOUID-VAPOR INTERFACE UNDER

ADVERSE LOWARAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS

By William 1. Masica and Jack A. Salzman

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER

ABSTRACT

The NASA Lewis Research Center has conducted an experimental investigation of the

dynamic behavior of the liquid-vapor interface in response to an adverse constant

translational acceleration, positively directed from the vapor to liquid phase. The

results of the investigation are divided into three phases: The stability characteristics

of the interfaces the quantitative description of the motion of the interface, and the

m,',hantsm of reorientation or collection of liquids.

The discussion of the stability characteristics of the interface Is limited to a brief

summary of the methods used to acquire the data and the results indicating the validity

of the Bond number criterion as the scaling parameter in an induced low gravity

environment. In particular the critical Bond number delineating the stable and uin-
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stable regions of the interface has been verified to be 0. 84 for solid-l!quid-vapor

systems possessing zero-degree cu,,act angles, and is independent of the applied

ccceleration field.

The motion of the liquid-vapor interface in cylindrical containers is correlated with

the applied acceleration and certain system parameters. The profile of the interface

following its disruption by an adverse axial acceleration larger than critical, has been

noted to assume the form predicted by the inviscid potential theory of G. 1. Taylor.

The rate at which the vapor phase penetrates the liquid phase can be obtained from the

following derived empirical relation:

Bo/4. 70.48 (aR) 1/ 10. 08 B> 1
0 BO

where V is the vapor penetration rate,
a the imposed acceleration, 

*A

R the cylinder's radius,

and Bo the Bond number.

The leading edge of the interface was found to accelerate over distances comparable

to fineness ratios of two, the magnitude of which can be estimated by

aL = 3.8 Vo 2
LR•

where aL is the acceleration of the leading edge, and

V0  is the calculated vapor penetration rate.

The mechanism of the reorientation or collection mc'de in Centaur/Saturn geometrical

models has been investigated in low acceleration envirnments. The worst condition

of propellant location is assumed in the experiments, i.e., the liquid located at the

vent portion of the tank model. Following a period of weightlessness to allow the

interface to approach its zero-gravity configuration, an acceleration is imposed on
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the system to relocate the liquid at the desired pump inlet portion of the models.

While information to date on the mode of collection has been largely qualitative,

significant results have been obtained. Despite'the existence of a prominent "geyser"

when the leading edge impinges or, the bottom of the tankage, it has been noted that a

large portion of the liquid is being collected. Methods for alleviating the recirculation

problem in collection have been investigated and the results are presented in the paper.

NOMENC LATURE

a system acceleration, cm/sec 2

a L interface leading edge acceleration, cm/sec 2

BP Bond number

R cylinder radius, cm

VL instantaneous velocity of leading edge, cm/sec

V0  rate of vapor penetration, cm/sec

p liquid density, gm/cm 3

Ssurface t y.itsloadynes/c m
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE 4
LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACE UNDER ADVERSE

LOW-GRAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS

1 INTRODUCTION

The dmand for op'limum polutions to the problems associated with space-vehicle

propellant systems has generated considerable interest in the field of liquid-vapx'..

interface dynamics. However, while the attention given to the subject of propellant

behavior durlngthepowered phase of the flight has reached voluminous proportions,

only recently hab serious discussion considered the gross motion of the propellant 4

under conditions of low gravity-induced environments. The control andi stability of

the flight of the vehicle are indeed dependent on a knowledge of the former aspects of

propellant behavior, but the further requirements of reliable restart capabilities and

adequatt venting characturistlcs, following durations of weightlessness encountered

in coastng flight, have made the latter aspect of low gravi tv-induced hydrodynamics

equal in significance.

The NA'SA Lewis Research Center is currently conducting experimental investigations

of the b ýhavior of the liquid-vapor interface under the influence of low acceleration

cnvironmnt&w.-YThe purpose of this paper is to present the results of several phases

of these investigations. Particularly discussed -.re the stability characteristics of

the interface, the quantitative description of th• motion of the interface, and the .4
mechanism of reorientation or collection in rcaoon~e to adverse constant translational

accelerations.

2 FACILITY '4

To provide the proper environment for the creation of the low-gravity fields with the

liquid-vapor interface approaching its quiescent zero-gravity configuration, the I
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investigations were conducted in a 2.'3-second drop-tower facility. The low accelera-

tions were imposed on the experiment by means of a fast-response gaseous thrust

system calihra.ed on the ground by a combined load-cell, air-bearing stand. The

center of mass of the experiment package was located along the thrlst axis, and the

experiments were carefully aligned so that the adverse low acceleration was parallel

to the longitudinal axis of the c'ntainer and was directed normally from the vapor to

the liquid phase. Air drag on the experiment package is kept below 10 g by allowing

the package to fall inside a protective drag shield, designed with a high weight-to-

frontal-area ratio and low drag coefficient, and modified by the use of interchangeable

spacers to accommodate the added relative displacement of the accelerated package.

Figure I shows a schematic of the drag shield and experiment package assembly and

the sequence of the test drop.

The magnitudes of the low accelerations in these programs ranged from approximately

0. 1 to 0.01 g and could be determined by the ground calibration technique to within

4 percent; This value could be substantiated during the test by observing the net

accelerated time in the known available distance in the drag shield. Limits to the

attainable acceleration levels were imposed by practical drag-shield spacer additions

and reasonable acceleration time in which to observe dpta. Further limitations on

the maximum iadial dimension of the experiment geometry, due not to absolute size

but to zero-gravity formation periods (an effect discussed later), restricted attainable

Bond numbers to less than 100.

The liquids employed in the investigation were analytic reagent grade and were re-

stricted to zero-degree contact angles on the containment surfaces. To ensure perfect

wetting, elaborate cleaning procedures were adopted, and contaminatior, of the liquids

and solid surfaces was carefully avoided. A more detailed discussion of operating

procedure is given in Ref. 1.
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3 CRITICAL BOND NUMBER ANI) STABILITY OF INTERFACE

Formulation of the dimensionless Bond number grouping, consisting essentially of the

ratio of acceleration to capillary forces, has led to the successful correlation of the

magnitude of acceleration required to disrupt the established iiiiid-vapor interface

configuration (Refs. i to 3). The retentive property of the capillary forces prov'des

R region of stability in which the liquid-vapor interface, though deformed, remains

static under the Influence of adverse gravitational or acceleration-induced forces,

The subject has attracted die academic interest of many investigators, but despite its

apparent popularity, detailed studies of the phenomenon have been lacking. With per-

haps two exceptions (Refs. 4 and 5), only recently have the additional variables of

edge effects, contact angles and hysteresis, geometries other than cylindrical, and

conclusive experimental verification of the fundamental concepts been considered.

The critical Bond number-delifrea-ing the stable and unstable regions of the interface

in cylinders was shown to be independent of toe apllied acceleration field.and was

verified to be 0. S4 for solid-liquid-vapor systems possessing zero-degree contact

angles exhibiting no hysteresis I Ref. 1):

Bo 0. 94 ;aR (1)

crit

where the density of the vapor phase has been neglected.

Experimental evidence supporting the validity of these conclusions is shown in Fig. 2,

where correlation of data obtained both in normal gravity and iow acceleration-Induced

environments has been made with the graph of Fq. ( 1). The procedure used !n

obtaining the data resulted in a range of cylinder radii in which stability (no motion

of the interface) or instability was observed for eah.h combination of liquid and accel-

eratior. field. As such, the critical radius was bracketed, with the not deviation being

as small as the physical observation of the disruption or stability of the Interface

would permit,
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The fact that the critical Bond number of 0.84 1,q independent of the acceleration field

(the other parameters must of course change to keep the relation constant) is not

really astonishing in view of the nature of the surface-tension stabilizing parameter.

However, such statements are(for rather cbvious reasons), made only after verifica-

tion. The fact is significant from-two viewpoints. First, the scaling of Eq. (1) to

•' actual spacecraft tank dimensions can now be made with certitude. Second, the Bond

ber itself gains stature as the proper descriptive indication of environmental

condition. It is in this latter regard that the phrase "low-acceleration" environment

must be used with reservation.

4 ADVERSE BOND NUMBERS GREATER THAN CRI'ICAL MOTION OF THE
INTERFACE

It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the r cceleration required to disrupt the interface in

realistic spacecraft tanks is quite small; however, spacecraft will be subjected to a

number of disturbances of magnitude most likely to exceed the critical level of allowed

acceleration. Various schemes, both active and passive, have been pr,)posed to locate

the interface in the preaenc"•-tesc perturbations. One popular example of active

locating methods is the proposed use of small auxiliary thrusters, to maintain the

proper orientation of the propellant by inducing a low body force environment. The

efficiency of the auxiliary thrust method is dependent on the ratio of induced Bond

number to the Bond number resulting from the extraneous disturbances; an optimum

solution would demand that the auxiliary thrusters should never lose control of the

interface. But for missions requiring long-term coast durations, the continual use

of these thrusters may cause excessive weight penalties, thus their operation may

have to be reduced to Inte? ni-ttnnt durations. Relible restart can be ensured by a

combination of collect!on-thrust and pump-inlet bqffling: efficient venting character-

istics, however, appear to be solely dependent on the performance of these ullage

control thrusters to reposition or collect the propellant following interface disruption.

The dynamic behavior of the interface during this collection mode In of immediate

interest.
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The mode of liquid flow following the disruption of the Interface in a low acceleration

field h-.s been noted in the critical Bond number studies and was observed to be similar

to the gravitational motion of large (> one diameter) bubbles in closed vertical tubes,

An extensive program uonductcd under normal-gravity conditions extended the existing

correlation of bubhle rise velocity through a carefully documented region of Pond

numbers ranging from 3.49 to 1,870. The rate of penetration of the vapor phase into

the liquid phase for low-viscosity fluids was found to be described 1v the empirically

derived equation

1* Vo 0. 48 (aR) / i o) 7 (2)

For Bond numbers greater than lU, Eq. (2) reduces to

Vo - (0. 48)(alt) 1/2

or the form predicted by the inviscid potential theory of G. I. Taylor (Ref. 6). The

NASA experimental data fcr large Bond numbers at one g and intermediate Bond num-
i

bers at low gravity are presented in Fig. 3 with the curve of Eq. (2). Other published

data is also shv,.wn, and the agreement with the empirical equatioa is seen to be execl-

lent, including Bond numbers approaching one.

Extension cf the Investigation to low gravity-induced environments verified the validity

of the above results in terms of a correct scaling relation. The lov-acceleration data

in Fig. 3 are satisfactorily correlatyl by Eq. (2). A photograph showing the profile
Z

of the Interface under an imposed acceleration of 36. 3 cm/sec"/ is shown in Fig. 4(a)

and is typical of the observed symmetry of the vapor penetration when adequate zero-
gravity formation time and propei thrust alignment were provided. The observed

symmetry of the profile, especially the progression of the leading edge, was extremely
sensitive to small mmsalignments in acceleration direction.
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It is to be roted that Lhe time allowed for the formation of the zero-gravity interfAce

configuration was generally not sufficient to ensure completely qiuiescent condAtions

before initiation of the Imposed acceleration. This falct iW not to be minimized because

the formation period represents an ininial perturbation to the mode of liquid flow, and

a transition region necessarily occurs prior to steady-state regular flow. The mode

shape excited by the sudden transition from one-g to zero-g resembles a "hump"

centered along the major axis of "he cylinder. If sufficient time is not allowed for

adequate decay of this formation mock,, subseqc,'nt vapor penetration rates will be

severely affected. In fact, if the formittion time Is "properly chosen," the imposed

accelerittion wili cause the formation mode to grow exponentially in, t~re in the form

of the classic Taylor instability. Th', conpetition between formation, transition, and

regular flow time in the present 2. 3-see cdrop-tower facility restricted the radii of the

cylinders to a maximum of 4. 5 cm.

As a result-of tMese investigations, it is now possible to predict the vapor penetration

or ullage velcolty under an imposed collection acceleration in spacecraft propellant

tanks. For tank radii of the order of 150 cm (5 ft), a typically imposed collection

acceleration of 10"2 g will result in an ullage velocity of slightly greater than 18cm/seec.

However, one shouid not estimate the totil time required to reorient the propells'

(e. g., from the vent portion of the tank) ivolely from the above results because the

situateon prese..ted is quite ideal. The ullage velocity correlation given by Eq. (2) has

been obtained In unbaffled, flat-bottomed, oylindrical gtornetries. Inter'nal tank hard-

ware could alter the regular sym.,ietric stage of propellant flow, and the effect of tank

extremities may reduce the velocity magnitjde. The latter aspect is somewhat doubtful

because no observable effect on the ullage ,telocity due to the flat bottom of right cir-

cular cylinders has teen noted In the low ricceleration stud-es. The net adverse effect

of thesz two aspects would be a reductico, in ullage veloc:ity; therefore, Eq. (2) repre-

sents a reasonable estimate of the ullrpge ve!ocity under a given collection acceleration

even when the geometry is less than ideal. floweve'r, time estimate3 for complete

!ollection still cannot be inferred because of the motion of the leading edge of the

inte rface.
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IThe interface leading edge velocity, V L in Fig. 1(a), unlike the ullage veloc!'y, is

,not constant. The result is consistent with Inviscid theory: If the profiles of the
interface and uWlage velocity in response to boti. ir.ertial and gravitationpl body force

!accelerations are identical, the cont'•uity equations demand that the bounded leading
.edge accelerate - a necessary converse of Taylor's argument. An analysis of the
[leading edge displacement characteristics led to the Pfl'ownig equation:

aL R for Bo > 1.7 (4)

"where aL Is the magnitude of the leading edge acceleration and V is thc ul•Age
'eloclty given b) Eq. (2). The empirical correlation of the above equation was based

an the actual ullage velocity as observed in each test and is accurate to within 10
percent, the accuracy Increasing with increasLng Bond numbers. For Bond numbers

greeter than 12

a = 0.87a (5)

Wvhich indicates a slight departure from the ideal free-fall condition at the wall. The

leading edge displacement is undoubtedly viscosity-derendent, but for low-viscosity
fluids of the order of one centipoise, and available accelerating distances comparible
to cylinder fineness ratios of two, the above relations are valid within the stated

accuracy.

S PROtELLANT COLLECTION BY LOW ACCELERATION-INDUCLD FORCES

The significance of the leading edge displacement ts that the instantaneous leading edge
velocity may' be quite large when the liquid eventually converges at the tank bottom.
The resultant momentum could then cause the propellant to rebound or geyser back to
the top of the tank, and the attempt Lt collbtion would merely result in circulating th*
propellant. The presence of a promintt geyser in flat-bottomed, convex-bottomed
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(Apollo), and concave-bottom (Centaur and Saturn) geometries, and the subsequent

recirculation, were determined quite early in the drop-tower inveLtigr•ltons. It is the
presence of this geyser that currently makes totl-time estimates of ccllection literally

estimates.

The geysering phenomenon in the Bond number region frort. 10 to 60 was quite ordered

and repeatable with surprisingly little turbulence. Although direct measurements of

the geyser were lmpaf"-d both by refraction and capillary waves ir. the liquid film along

the tank wall, some geometric observations were evident. The geyser is basically a

continuous licuid column with a width of between 1/4 and 1/2 of the tank diameter.

Other than PA its initial formation, the geyrer maintains its sie relative to the tank,

exhibitirW an'y slight wave motiGn due undoubtedly to Ra3 ieigh instability. iItpreserita-

tive photographs of the geyser in a Centaur ge-orretryv model are shown in Fig. 4(b), In

all instances, t&e geyser was observed to move at a constant velocity, the magnitude
being approximately twice the instantaneous leading edge vtlocity calculated at tank
bottom impingement. Further data s needed, however, to f,rmly establ:sh this cor-
relation. Once the geyser reached the top of the model geom,,try, the liquid was

recirculated.

Despite the geysering formation and recirculation, liquid does .ccumulate at the bottom

of the tank. Actual raitios of liquid accumulation to geyser volume per unit time were

estimated, for example, in the Centaur models to be as high as 1:3. The relation,

however, describing the accumulation rate is not apparent and sufficient test time is
not presently available to obtait, total accumulation.

Obviously, the requirements of efficient venting are not compatible with severity of
the geyser in the basic collection mode. The reliance on viscous damping to end the

_---rcliculation moe awould make collection time excessively long. Methods for elhminat-

Ing or at least alleviating 'ie geysering problem consist Pimply of changing t;'e direc-

tion of flow momentum aid dissipat'ng tho kinetic energy due to the leading edge flow.

Although the latter resultp in considerable turbulence and small bubble formation, it 4
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appears to 1b the otly feuoible sclutloai. Dellterate colle. Ion caceleratio', misailgn-

ment ad suitable tanik baffles were inv"stigated ac a meant of irpedlng and redirecting

the geyser flow. While the former methend may not be too practical, it does merit

attention because of its .Jlmpllclty. For example, a 15 deg t'irust misalignment with

the major axis of the geometry rnuses a large angle ir. dhe progresslon of the leading

edge. When the leading edgeowi'er-gerat the tank bottom, the result'ivt geyser !a

directed toward the wall, ,nd the ensuing agitation :auses a c_'.n2!er~ble increaL.e in

totil liquid accumulation over symmetrical collection for identical time Intervals. The

geyler, however, was noted to re-form parallel .a the collectCmn acceleration ritker

liquid had been accumulated; the applicability Is only for small -.esidual percentages of

propellant. Varieties of baffles in the forms of plates, rings, and shells were also

tried, to completely eliminate the geyseripg problem and to obtain total liquiri collec-

tion. In general it was discovered that tto approach was In part fe"sible, and that any

biffling scheme whiLh would imipede and redirect the geyser flow direcdon to the tank
walls or back to the tank bottom wculd cause a substantlal increase in cc~lected liqu!d.

Once these baffles were covered with

accumulated liquid, however, their effec-

tiveness wps cimpletely lost, and the gey-

ser reappeared alrnost •mmediately. For

example, a ring-type baffle, placed around

the inverted hemispherical bottom of a

Centaur mcdel, diverted the leading edg6,

and caused a reservoir of liquid to accumu-

late with no apparent geyser. Shortly after

the collected li.uld had covered the ring,

1,owever, geyserino, appeared with little.

if any, reduction in sever.ty.

Aniother baffling technique, whi,!h has

proven thus far to be the most succesqful,

relies on distinct liquid levels and on an

esdninate of the residual propellant to be Fig. 5 Collect~on in Baffled Centaur ank

ro'hected. The method It shown in Fig. 5. Geometry
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Before collection is attempted, the liquid level is above the angled ring baffle. The

collection acreleration causen P typical geysering formation, but once the liquid level

drops below the baffle, the leading edge is diverted toward the center of the tank.

The geyser dlow and 'ae newly directed leading edge flow impinge on each other, which

results .'n considerable turbulence and bubble formation. The turbulence, however,

is an effective dissipation factor and tOe numerous small bubbles settle out quite

rapidly. The previously stated relations describink the leading edge and geyser

velocities were entirely adequate in determining the polit of flow impingement. The

photograph it Fig. 5 of a test run using this baffling technique shows successful com-

plete liquid reorientation despite present experimental time limitations.

6 CONCLUSION

In summary, it may be stated that the motion of the liquid-vapor interface in response

to low acceleration-induced forces can be predicted; howevPr, accurate time estimates

of complete propellant reorientation or collection cannot presently be made because of

the geysering phenomena. Baffling techniques designed to obtain collection can be

effective, but result In considerable propellant agitation with possible concurrer.t

spacecraft control problems.
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DISCUSSION

P. B. Abramson, Atomics International

Is the heat input by turbulence sufficient to change the tem.-erature enough to cause

cavitation of the pump?

M asic a

Our experimental studies in this area were necessarily assuiaed Isothermal and the

lack of qualitative Information regarding the disspative procesar prevents a epecIfic

answer to Ote question. Undoubtedly, the thermodynamics associated with this process

could create problems. The increase in temperature due to turbulence will ceitainly

change the net positive suction head and whether cavitation occurs will depend on the

orfrinal margin provided.

Paul Concus, Lockheed

On your first films in which you showed large to small Bc.,d number transitions, what

was the contact angle of the liquid which you used?

•Malica

The liquid used in my first films was anhydrous ethanol and the containers were either
glass or lucite. Static contact angle measurements of these liquid-solid combinations
have shown that the contact angle Is very small, approaching zero degrees.

II
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INVISCID FLUID FLOW IN AN
ACCELERATING AXISYMMETRIC CONTAINER

By P. Concus. G. E. Crane. and L. M. Perks

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY

ABSTRACT

The problem of fluid motion In an axisymmetric container due to a time-varying axial
acceleration arises in connection with the study of the dynamics of liquid propellant In
a rocket. A numerical procedure has been developed for computer simulation of an
axially symmetric, Incompressible, irrotational flow of an Inviscid fluid. The method
is based on a determination of the velocity potential throughout the fluid satlisfyitig the

free-surface boundary condition, to determine the motion of individual parth tes on the
surface via the kinematic equation.

IThe work to date includes the surface tension as a smoothing term in the computation.
Some difficulty was experienced in this approach, and various new methods for treat-
ing the surface tension through Bernoulli's equation are being Investigated. Forexaisiple.
Instead of Including the surface tension only as a smoothing term in Bernoulli's equation.
the equation Itself can be viewed as the differential equation which, with the boundsry

conditions, defines the surface shape. Such a computation should enable the method
Sto maintain a constant contact angle, and should increaie stability of the method.
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Stability is also being viewed from a numerical standpoint and it Is believed that a
modified orthonormalization routine will provide improved stability. An existingnumer-

ical p.ýogram based on a Fourier series representation for the velocity potential will be

used In conjunction with a finite difference technique, ir, the corner formed by the wall-

liquid-air interface, to lend insight into the finite difference scheme. It is hoped then

to extend the finite difference scheme over the entire interior in order to treat various

tank geometries as well as to include the possibility of a draining tank.

The results of this work describe the fluid motion for various initial shaipes. accelere-

tions, and surface tensions. The stable problem in which surface oscillations are
eb•ianed establishes a contact with previous analytical work, .And it is found that the
period of oscillation is comparable tu that predicted by the linear theory for small

oscillations. The present object of concentration is the unstable problem where the

liquid runs up the walls of the container, and it is hoped that satisfactory results wiUl

also be obtained in this case.

NOMENCLATURE

90 Accelera'tion of gravity at earth's surface

p Density of the fluid

T Liquid-vapor surface tension

r 0Initial radius of the intersection of the free surface with the

t~ank wall

lr/pr g0 ' a dimensionless parameter

. -(tygo- Time-varying axial acceleration

Average height of liquid (dimensionless)

Angle between surface outer normal and vertical

0 0 Contact angle; angle between the solid surface and the

limiting surface tangent at the wall
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INVSCID FLUID FLOW IN AN ACCELERATING AXISYMMETRIC CONTAINER

1 INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of liquid propellants in rockets introduced the problem of fluid motion in
an axisymmetric container due to a time-varying axial acceleration. The motion is
approximated by the axisymmetric, incompresaible, irrotational flow of an inviscid
fluid in an accelerating symmetrical container. The main points involved id making
this 'approximatiod are discussed in Ref. 1. The free surface boundary value problem
describing such a flow is analytically intractable; however, the following descuibes a
numerical approximation to the solution, which yields promising results. In this
approximation the free surface is determined hy following the motion of individual par-
ticles on the surface, by numerically integrating along the characteristics of the kine-

matic boundary condition. Simultaneously, the velocity potential in the interior of the

fluid, which satisfies Laplace's equation with the boundary condition on the free surface
given by Bernoulli's equation, is determined by finite difference methods or by a Fourier
series representation, as in Ref. 2, or by a combination of the two methods.

The computing hcheme wherein the velocity potential is represented by a Fourier series
works well for problems in which the fluid remains essentially at one end of i cylindri-

cal tank, so that the surface undergoes sustained oscillations (Fig. 3), or splashes if
the surface tension is too small to support oscillations. However, this representation
is restricted in practice to flat-bottomed cylindrical tanks. Moreover, various difficul-

ties occur with problems in which the fluid moves to the opposite end of the tank. The
convergence of the series representing the velocity p-,tential has not been investigated
in detail; it is suspect at points which lie significantly above the mean height of the fluid.
To overcome these difficulties, as well as to allow for a larger class of tank geometries
and for the possibility of draining the tank, the velocity potential above a certain height,
or throughout the fluid, is represented as a finite difference approximation to a solution
of Lsplace's equation, subject to the free surface and fixed wall boundary conditions.
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In a6ution, certain "smoothing" devices are incorporated: The numerical Integration

along the characteristics uses multi-step methods (Adams with variable orders); and

Bernoulli's equation may be used for a finsl revision of the corrected shape. A descrip-

tion of the methods and a discussion of some details of the solution follow.

2 DISCUSSION

Let V( r, z, t) be the axially symmetric velocity of a point ( r, 0, z) in the fluid at

time t. Because the flow Is irrotational, VxV---O, and avelocity potential

O (r, z, t) exists such that V V. Because the flow is incompressible, the poten-

tial satisfies Laplace's equation

rr r r zz

for t - 0 in the Interior of the fluid (Fig. 1). On the fixed boundaries, i.e., the walls

of the tank (and the axis of symmetry), the boundary condition

an -(2)

holds, where n is the outwardly directed normal. The free surface boundary condi-

tion, Bernoulli's equation, follows as a first integral of Ealer's equation (Ref. 3). For

points on the free surface. z - f(r. t), Bernoulli's equation takes the form

_or (t_ 1fH VP)
-1/ (3)
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Swhere the c'oordinates are normalized by dividing distances by the Initial radius rPro

I+
'of the intersection of the tank and the free surface, by dividing time by

and by dividing the velocity potential by

a )1+ r 1/2

The parameter

pr 0 g0

is dimensio-iess; It is equal to a/B , where B It the Bond number. The symbols
appearing In Eq. (3) and the normalization constants are defined Ini the list of nomen-

clature and shown f.& rig. 1.

Laplace's equation, Eq. (1), and the boundary conditions of Eq. (2) remain Invnriant
under this normalization. For fixed t , Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (3), can also be

viewpd as a second order differential equatioua for the shape of the surface f , and
(as ouch) requires two boundary conditions. From symmetry and physical considera-
dions (Ref. 4, Sec. 145, and Ref. 5), the appropriate boundary conditions are that

for all t

I " " 0Oat r - 0, and f - cot 0 at the tank wall, (3P)

t where 0 in the constant contact angle.
0
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Fig IaneoetyanCodiatyse

The remaining equation, which together with Bernoulli's equation defines the motion

of the free surface, follows from the definItion of the velocity vector V of a fluidI particle with position vector * . namely V ds/dt. For a particle on the free

surface, z f(r ,t), the component form of this vector equation becomes
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dr/dt = (0
1 (4) /

df/dt = Z

jwhen the relation V - Vo' It used.

Because the total derivative df/dt - ft f dr/dt, Eq. (4) is equivalent to the usualtrkinematic quation

t ; "(4')

It = a Or r

on z - f(r,t); in fact, the curves r - r(t) and z = z(t) = f(r(t) t) satisfying
Eq. (4) are characteristic curves of the first order partial differential equation, Eq.

(4'). (See Ref. 6. p. 62).

The initial conditions are

.f(r. ) 0,o(, 0 5 r S 1,0

f(r,z,O) = 0 ,0 -5 r 5 1,0 - z fo(r)} (5)

and

(0-) - 0

•Where fo is a prescribed function satisfying Eq. (3'). Laplace's equation, Eq. (;I,

and the boundary conditions of Eqs. (2), (3), (3'), and (4), and the initial conditions of

Eq. (5) define the free surface boundary value problem to be solved.

Yhis formulhtian emphasizes the elliptic aspect of the problem and presents the diffi-
iulty of a non-linear boundary condition (of parabolic type) on the free surface. An

ilternate point of view in to regard Fqs. (3) and (4) as ordinary diffcrential equations
ior determining r * f, and #', which are coupled through the velocity potential at
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time t. This approach leads to determining the motion of the free surface (the primary

practical goal of the problem) by following individual points on the surface. The com-

putational scheme is basically a numerical integration of a first order autonomous

system of ordinary differential equations. For an explicit formulation of this svstem

fora cylindrical tank. with a Fourier series representation of the potential, see Ref.

2, Eq. iE.

For more general problems with the potential represented by a finite difference approxi-

mation to a solution of Laplace's ecuation satisfying the free sur-face bouhdary ccndiJons,

finding the solution reduces to Inter.Tating the equation

= - t- (f-H) + 't. + Hr
dt I+ 21+(1+ 2r

obtained from Bernoulli's equation, Eq. (3). along the characteristics (6)

determined by integrating

dr df

d-tct r ad -t z

The tilde indicates the value on the free surface. z f(r, t); 7r and are

determined by an approximate solution of Laplace's equLtion with the boundary con-

ditions of Eq. (2) on the fixed surfaces and the "'•undary condition on the free surface

given by

•o0( ,.• t { (t) , f(r (t),. t)) (7)

which follows from Eq. (6); (see also Fig. 2a). Approximation to the solution of

Laplace's equation is by a truncated Foui ier series or by a finite difference
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representation (Ref. 7) or by a combination of the two. The system of Eq. (6) is

integrated numerically by an Adams method (Ref. 8) of variable order. using one

or two corrector steps as Irdicated in Fig. 2a. :',re that each corrector step involves

a solution of Laplace's equation to reevaluate the derivatives r and z

Althoug:i it would be desirable to have values of 0 r and 7z which belong to the r

and f used In the predictor step (as indicated by the flow chl.rt above the dashed line

in Fig. 2a). the practical expedient is to use the values of 0 r and 0z determined

in the last correction of the prececeing time step; and to use at most two corrector
Iterations.

Figure 2b indicates an alternate second corrector step in which the effect of the'sur-
face tension and of the fixed Portact angle of Eq. (3') is more strongly built into the

computation by regarding Bernoulli's equation. Eq. (3). as an ordinary non-linear

differential equation for f(r, t) , t fb'ed,

1f r__ -H 1 V (8)

with the Neumann boundary conditions of Eq. (3'). To obtain an improved shape from

Eq. (8), new information must be introduced into the right side to make Eq. ta) differ

from, Eq. (6). As a ,.onsequence of Eq. (4'),

f C (OZ - fr)
On tI•" 1 f2)1/2

holds on the free surface. Thus the velocity potential 47 . for t fixed, must satish,

Laplace'ulo equation with Neumann's boundary conditions of Eqs. (2) and (9).
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'P(t) with cp-Vt) on the free
su~rfa~ce (zrt)(t) A

(r(r)f)(t)

qPtht)vtbff- Pt,(t)} on ~ s th

dr (4.) +(q



• . .. . ... . ..-

(r,f)(t+&t) (+A t u z)(t÷At)

'ii& by (141)

{ A solution of -0 with

:-2(t.At) on the free srface (r-f)(t-t)

I Interpolating C or m ia
(~r~z)t+t) ~ dt+~t usn (t+At), V(t), etc.

Asolution atof (-)m2~)I dm akg

Noe 2 refers to anAdmpakg

Fig. 2b Alternativ, to the Final Correcor

An approximate solution tothis Neumann problem (determined by expanding around

the potential obtained at the last corrector step), with a polynomial Interpolation for

do/dt, gives new values for the right side of Eq. (8). Now the surface shape cnn be

"smoothed" by applying Newton's method to linearize the left side of Eq. (8) with the

shape of the last corrector step as initial approximation. In principle, this second
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alternative could be used as the corrector step: in practice, however, it is useful only

as a final smoothing step, because of the difficulty of solving problems with Neumann

boundary conditions.

¾..ere is a singular point where the free surface intersects the tank wall. the nature

of the singularity Is completely determined by the application of the contact angle

boundary condition of Eq. (3'). In the Fourier series approach. this boundary con-

dition is handled in an approximate way by including it in the evaluation of the surface

tension term in Eq. (6). However. when the Neumann boundary condition of Eq. (9)

is used on the free surface to determine o . the subsequent solution of Eq. (8) &-,n

allows the contact angle condition to be applied in a more accurate manner as an end

point condition on f.

3 NUMERICAL RES'IJLTS

At this time the only numerical results available are those obtained by using the

Fourier series solution to Laplace's equation as given in Ref. 2. This procedure

restricts the tank geometry to that of a flat-bottomed cylindrical container and involves

the aforementioned difficultieq c! computing the fluid motion in the case where the

fluid moves to the opposite end of the tank. However. such problems serve to illus-

trate the numerical results that can be obtained from the computational scheme.

Figures 3 through G are piecewise linear plots made by the SC4020 plotter directly

from the computer results. Typically, every third shape computed Is plotted.

Figure 3 shows the effect of an upward acceleration of the tank. o (t) I- 1 on a

fluid initially at rest with a spherical initial free surface shape making a 45 deg

contact angle with the wall and a surface tension parameter (3 equal to that of water

in an 0. s-in. diam,ter cylinder. The surface oscillates (2. 5 complete oscillations

wei e computed In 12 min of 7094 computer time) and the average period of oscillation,

T = 0.4 8 5 -Irr see (ro given in ft). is slightly larger than the period obtained analyt-

ically for the linearized problem, T - 0. 434yr 0 sec. In Fig. 4, the same case with

zero surface tension, (3 * 0 . a crown-shaped splash develops at the center before

any oscillation takes place.
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1.0 0 1.0

Fig. 3 One Cycle of the Oscillating Surface

a'(t) =-1.0 , 0.05 ,H 2.0 I, 00 45 deg

1 ~ ~~~~~2.5 __________

Fig. 4 Development of a Splash on the Sur~oce
a(t) -1.0, 0 0, H 2.000 45 deg
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Figure 5 shows the effect of a downward acceleration of tbe\tank. a (t) + ÷ I . on a

fluid with the initial configuration described above and a surface tension parameter

equal to that of water in a 2. 5-in. diameter cylinder. As would be expected, the liquid
runs up the walls of the cylinder. Computational difficulties were encountered after

the last surface shape shownl. It is believed that these difficulties can be overcome by

3.0

2.5

2°.0

I1

-1.0 0 1.0

Fig. 5 Fluid Motion With a (t) 1.0, p 0.005, H =2.0, and o 45deg
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S I
DISCUSSION

P. G. Bhuta, TRW Systems Group

I have a comment and a question. The comment concerns the use of Fourier series

representation for a nonlinear problem. I don't see any mathematical objection whatso-

ever in such a representation. Dr. Harkinson's thesis at CLA under Professor Miles

dealt with the problem of nonlinear rotary sloshing. Therein the Fourier series

representation was used and the analysis was verified experimentally.

If I understand correctly you showed'some trajectories of particles. The formulation

.that you have is an Eulerian formulation. If you're going to switch over and study

motion of individual particles you have to switch to a Lagrangian formulation and I

would like to know If you did that and what details you use?

Perko

Well, the motion of individual surface particles is determined by the kinematic

characteristic equations. (Eq. 4 and 4' of the symposi, r paper. This is the same

method as that used by Penny and Price in their 1952 T- sns. of Royal Society of London

paper, pp. 274-276).

Bhuts

Well, there I would like to discuss this point further with you but it seems to me that
nonlinear terms are not taken into account when you are switching from the Eulerian

•-.--- -formulation to the Lagranglan •ormulation. You solve the problem by one formulation

or another, and every time you make a move from one to anothet you've got to take

that Into account.

Paul Coneus, LMSC

We have taken all the nonlinear terms Into conslderati;hn. It Is really a mixed Eulerian-

Lagrangian formulation in a sense. If one has to move from one system to the other

some care must be exercised. We have done this.
S~3-18
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Prancis C. W. Fung. Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

"Aere has been some discussion about the series representation. I would like to know

d• you Investigated the convergence of that series. Also in your graphs the contact

aagle is45 deg. Does your numerical scheme work for zero contact angle iqtflds ?

Perk_ o

The convergence of the series has been looked into and found to be a very difficult

pioblem. Only token information was obtained and It was found that th6 convergence

was more rapid for points below the average liquid height as you can see from the

nature of the series. It contaim, hyperbolic cosine of X times Z and so as Z gets large

the terms get large and even though the coefficients decrease rapidly, the series converges

:slowly. This to why for above. se.y. the average height, we don't know whether the series

converges or not. That is one reason why we're resorting to finite differencing even though

Ii

traugh it will take longer.

e tried some zero and 15 deg contact angles but it was found that the series representa-

iyun did not work well in these aases. Iatseri. all (in the reorientation problem
with hemispherical Initial shape) for zero contact angles, worked for l short interval of

time for 15 deg angles and worked better for large contact angles - for example the 45 deg '
case represented here. Again, It In hoped that this if mainly an inherent difficulty In the

series representation. i We hope that the finite differencing will alleviate this difficulty

alsor. (ActuaRay some very good results were obtained for 0 deg contact angle with e

flat initial shape with a meniseus at the wall. see Fig. 6 of Ref. 2. Thifs again points
ont the fact th th e series representation oi inherently better for predicting motion which
ttrmains in the region where the series converges most rapidly).

Divld- Loeon, Convair

It sis very optimswJc on your part to hope to duplicate or predict the films we stw before

where definitely rotatis ioe ronn wh involved. I also rtight say that d more realisticndti near approach would be to Include rotational effects In the treatment; I would very

much like to see something like this done. I would question any prediction based on
tias model as to the rotatione mothon we saw In the previous slides.
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Perko

Yes, I would not expect this to apply to rotational flow. Again, it is a preliminary study

poesibly to be expanded this fall if the support is available. However, It is tLe case

for Inviscid flow that If the fluid motion is initially Irrotational, It will remaln so.

3-20 !
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PAPER 4

SOME THERMAL ASPECTS OF A CONTAINED
FlUID IN A RiDUCED-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT

ly $. 0. Schwartz and M. Adelkhrj"

--WOV•GiS-AINCRAFT COMPANY

A13STRACT

In this paper a survey of the various factors affecting heat transfer to a liquid in a
container is made with primary emphasis placed on their relationship to the problem
of the prediction of the pressure buildup in cryogenic propellant tanks. The baic
modes of heat transfer are first reviewed and criteria subsequently developed for
determining the conditions under which each of these modes will exist. The various
heat-transfer modes are also examined in terms of the magnitudes of !he acting
forces. Critical values of force ratios, above which one force domir.ates, are
developed. The prediction of the conditions under which the inception of bofling
will occur is then considered. Estimates are presented based on experimental data.
Utilizing laminar and turbulent flow analyses, the location on a vertical wal, where
the critical temperature is reached is defined as a function of the beat flux and

gravity level. A more precise method following the approach of Bergles and Roheenow

*Consultant.-
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Is also presented. Suimmary plots Indicating the beat-transfer domains are included.
Since the transient time period for the sudden heating of a vertical v,all is large in the
Jow-heat-flux low-g regime, equations are presented to estimate the transient periods

for non-boiling turbulent flow and for boiling flcw. Also. other factors involved in

the analysis of practical stratification problems are considered, including the critical

wall angle where inability effects result and the point where conduction Is of the same

magnitude as convection. The capabilities and limitations of a few of the existing corn-

puler programs for handling stratification are reviewed. Modifications for extending

their usefulness are discussed.

NOMENCLATURE 4

English Symbols Ae
A Area !

c Specific heat

PC1 through C 4 Constants used in boundary layer equations

9 Gravitational constant

Earth's gravitational constant

Gr Grashof number

Modified Grashof number

- h. -- Latent heat of vaporization

k Thermal conductivity of fluid

L Length

Me Mass that has flowed into boundary layer in time r a

Mo 0Mass which has flowed out of boundary layer in time r"s

Ma Steady-sta'*; mass in boundary layer

M Mama flow rato
'Ae Mass flow rate entering sys tem

ei Mass flow entering at 7= 0

4-2 4
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English Symbols

id 0 Mass flow rate leaving system

M stored Rate of mass stored

M Steady-state mass flow rate t nterng system
* e's
M Steady-state mass flow rate leav!ng system

M Steady-state mass flow rate (M. M = Mo)
a e, 0,a

p Pressure

pg Pressure of gas in bubble

p1  
Pressure of liquid

Pr Prandtl number r

q Heat flux rate

qmax Peak nucleate boiling heat flux

qw Heat flux rate at wall

qw,! Laminar wall heat flux rate
qwt Turbulent wall heat flux rate

r Notch radius

r c Critical notch radius

Rg Gas constant

Ra Rayleigh number

Ra* Modified Rayleigh number

Tb Bulk temperature

T Temperature of gas

T, Temperature of liquid in boundary layer

Ts aSaturation temperature

Tw Wall temperature
T Critical wall temperature where boiling begins
A T Temperature difference, T-Tb

ATw Temraratuwe difference Tw-Tb

ATw, Temperature difference Tw-Ts

A T we Critical temperature difference where boiling begins, Tw. e-T

uO Fictitious boundary layer velocity
V Velocity

Steady-state velocity in boundary layer
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English Symbols

V smax Maximum velocity in boundary layer

V65 Free strearr. velocity

V1  Velocity outside boundary layer of comparable forced convection flow

V Mean velocity in boundary layer

V Steady-state mean velocity in boundary layer

x Distance along heated wall
xc Critical distance along wall where boiling begins

Mean distance

y Distance from wall in direction perpendicular to wall

Greek Symbols

a Thermal diffusivity

P Coefficient of expansion

o Boundary layer thickness
6 c Critical boundary layer thickness

6s, L Steady-state boundary layer thickness at x = L

Steady-state boundary layer thickness ave aged over a length L

Steady-state boundary layer thickness at any station

Dimensionless gravity constant

$A Coefficient of viscosity

P Kinematic viscosity

~F•C Convective Froude number

WGr Boiling Grashof number

p Density

Spg Density of gas

p1  Density of liquid

Density of vapor

Surface tension

E" Time

Tr Reference time, system time constant

cmaewiTime to reach steady-state (technically, it is that time which is large _
compared with •r r
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SOME THERMAL ASPECTS OF A CONTAINED FLUfD 1N A
REDUCED-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT

!NTRODUCTION

Pressure and thermal stratification in a propellant tank as a function of time are of

ooncern for a number of reasons. Excess pressures require venting and bring on the

problems associated with it, such as phase separation and non-thrust venting. On the

other hand, a nomihjal thrust level is desirable to assure that the propellant is maintained

at one end of the tank, and utilization of propellant boiloff is a logical approach to achieve

this desired thrust. Minimum NPSH must also be satisfied for starting rocket motors.

The prediction of tank pressure histories and thermal stratification requires knowledge

of the heat-transfer process or processes that occur at the tank walls.

In this paper, a survey is made et" 'nlbuder of factors affecting the heat transfer to a

liquid in a container. To place these various factors in proper perspective, the baste

niodes of heat transfer are first briefly reviewed. Then, criteria are developed for

determining the conditions under whie-h each of these modes will exist, as well as the

tithe it will take to reach steady state for each mode. An approximate guideline'for

ptedicting the mode of heat transfer for a given gravity level-heat-flux domain is pre-

sented.

After establishing the regions of domain of the various modes of heat transfer, two

pirticular problem areas are analyzed in some detail - the time required for a boundary

layer to reach steady state and the conditions required to initiate boiling. These two

problems are given lesser but proper emphasis in a 1-g environment. The problem of

die. time required to reach steady state is one example of that class of problems whose
inkportance is magnified by a reduced-gravity environment.

2 ESTABLISHIMENT OF DOMAINS AND DISCUSSION OF HEAT-TRANSFER MODES

Ebtablishment of the domains of heat transfer requires an understanding of the particular

thermal energy mechan'sm. LI this section, the heat transfer modeu will be considered

I 4-5
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in detail sufficient to estimate the domains where each mode dominates. The discussion

emphasizen application to contained cryog•nic fluids in a reduced-g environment. One

of the related problems is stratification. A number of recent efforts have been reported

predicting stratification effects in closed containers (Refa. 1-) 5) and open containers

(Refs. 16-18). Furthermore, in Ref. 19, criteria are presented for the various modes of

heat transfer that will occur on the propellant tank wall as a function of both heat flux

and gravity. This section will attempt to extend such criteria.

The determination of the mechanism of heat removal will depend on many variables.

Some of the more important ones are: 4
(1) Gravity vector

(2) Magnitude and distribut!on of heat flux

(3) Geometric parameters, such as baffles, roughness, and distance along the

Wall

(4) Fluid properties (thermophysical as well as mechluncal. An example of the
latter is the fluid velocity imposed by tank draining)

(5) Transient effects (boundary layer may be thin initially)

In developing the criteria for determining the effect of the above variables on the heat-

transfer phenomenon, one must first discuss the possible mechanisms that may occur.

Thus, either individually or in some combination, the following mechanisms of energy

transport may result:

(1) Conduction

(2) Viscous flow throughout container (low-velocity flow)

(3) Laminar or turbulent boundary layer (thin-boundary layer)

(4) Stable or unstable (horizontal esra•fce facing upwards) convection (laminar or

turbulent)

(a) Horizontal surface (gravity "actor perpendicular to wall)

(I•) Inclined surface (include vertical wall)

* critical angle

e vertical wall

4-6



(5) Nucleate boiling

"0 Inclined surface

(6) Film boiling

"* Horizontal surface

"* Inclined surface

Flirt, the domain where the various _0__

'mechanisms account for the heat transfer

will be analyzed to determine their limits. -

For example, the criterion of incipient

boiling will be established. This becomes

Iamportant when the wall temperature exe-

ceeds some critical value and boiling be- FIg. 1 Dlagram of Tanlent and Steady-Stat.Regions
kihe. Another cr•zadl point is reached

when the heat trarjfer rate is sufficiently

great that nucleate boiling or individual bubbles no longer exist and a continuous vam r

film or film boiling will occur. This &.main and Its limits will also be established. At

the other extreme, one finds that a third criterion exists for the domain where conduction

Is an important mechanism of eenefrg isport throughout the prnvkellant tk. This

region, as might be expected, will occur for combinations of small valhw of heat flux

6nd very-low-gravity fields.

ýhe distinction must also be made between steady and non-steady boundary layer flow.

Figure I is a schematic drawn to orient the reader to the various heat-transfer regimes

that may exist. The following discussion will investigate more carefuly the boundaries

6f these domains. Since the time to reach steady flow may be an appreciable fraetion of

6e total time for a space mission, this phase will be discussed first.

k. 1 Non-Steady Flow

Aenalyses of times required to reach steady state have been found in e* literature for

the laminar came only (Refs. 20, 21., and 22) One such good reference is Siegel
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(Ref. 20). His solution was obtained from the momentum and energy equations which

were placed integral form. Solutions were obtained both for the uniform wol temperature

case and the uniform wall heat flux case.

The solution for the uniform temperature problem in terms of the time to reach

steady state is

1w/2/-1/2

= 5.24(0.952 +P )/ (g AT x)/2 ()

which for liquid hydrogen reduces to

1/2

sec (2)

For the case of a uniform wall heat flux, the time to reach steady state is expressed

ai

4.33 (1.68 + Pr)2/5•( f )2/1 pr.2/5 .2/5

which for liquid hydrogen reduces to

i• 54 X- s ec, (4)

STransient effects are treated in greater detail later.

4-8
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2.2 Steady.-Ote Flow

The problem of boundary layer flow Is somewhat reduced in difficulty when treating

steady-state problems. The natural convection boundary layer flow ,ver a vertical

wall has been considered for both laminar and turbulent flow. Sparrow and Gregg

(Plsf. 23) have solved the taminan case for the uniform wall beat flux. The uniform

wall temperature case has been covered extensively as, for example, In Ref. 24.

The uniform wall temperature problem in turbulent flow has been treated by Eckert and

Jackson (Ref. 26). Vliet (Ref. 19) ,%nd others have attacked the turbulent uniform wall

heat flux case. -

The Rayleigh number is the dimensionless parameter used to predict transition from

laminar to turbulent flow in natural convection for the constant wall temperature problem.

When the heat flux I1 uniform, a modified Rayleigh number is used. Both are defined

below along with their respective critical values.

(1) Uniform surface tempertture (see Ref. 26)

g ATW x3  'U
Ra Gr. Pr 2 k(5)

103 < Ra < 109 (lamin-r)

(6)

9109 < Ra (turbulent)

(2) Uniform surface heat flux

Ra* Gr* r Pr = k - 2 " (7)c

k t,2  kj
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105 -Ras < 1011 (laminar)
(8)

1011 < *f* "(turbuletrt)

The lower limits on the modified Rayleigh number are estlmated on the bases of the

limits for the unmodified Rayleigh number and the fact that the two have upper limits.

which differ by two orders of magnitude. The same lit- it for the modified Rayleigh num-

ber laminar flow Is suggested in Ref. 19 but the basis f-r this Is not mentioned.

For values of the Rayleigh number below 103 (1 0 5 for tO modified Rayleigh number), a

gross viscous flow regime exists where the boundary laver equations are no longer valid. j

For very small values of the Rayleigh number (Ra -m 1), the limit where conduction is

the primary mode of beat transfer is approached.

However, in addition to the critical Rayleigh number, there is a critical wall temperature i

above which non-boiling flow ceases and a boiling type flow begins. This conitlon is

discussed below.

2.3 Inception of Boiling

Inception of boiling will be the term used to describe the condition under which heat-

generated vapor bubbles just begin to grow on a heated wall. This condition is met

when the fluid near the wall is hot enough to cause evaporation on a liquid-vapor inter-

face which in this case is the surface of the bubble (Re" 27). For curved interfaces,

such as a bubble, this evaporation temperature exceeds the boiling point of the liquid in h
the container. Hence, bubbles can only grow in a suptrheated layer of liquid which is

most commonly found adjacent to heating surfaces. These surfaces must also be super-

heated with respect to the boiling point of the liquid. Since the surface conditions must

be known in order to predict the wall temperature where boiling first begins (this is
discussed below), experimental data are needed. This data combined with the analytical

equations for a uniform wall heat flux will predict the wall location where the temperature

of the wall Is sufficient to produce vapor bubbles.

- -0
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Experimental data on the incipient boiling point for cryogenics, such as liquid hydrogen,

are limited and requires murh interpretation and more Investigation. Sherlay (Ref. 28),

C raham et al. (Ref. 29), Class (Ref. 30), Well and Lacaze (Refs. 31 and 32) foa'nd

incipient 1T7w.'C (Tw,c - T.) from 1" to 3"F. However, Drayer and Timmerhaus

(Ref. 33) apparently found a much lower value for the critical ATw,c of about 0. 1*F.

Data are presented for a ATw, s (Tw - To) of range 0.06" to 1.17"F where the

boiling was of the nucleate type. Mulford et al. (Ref. 34) also found that nucleate

boiling occurred at lower values of ATw than were reported by most other workers.
iw

One fine point regarding the specification of temperature difference is that in some reports

it is not made clear whether the bulk temperature or the saturated temperature is to be

subtracted from the wall temperature. Of course, in some of these cases the two tem-

peratires are equal. Nevertheless, the comments made above r'garding the differences

in boiling curves are still valid, since distinguishing between bulk and saturation

temperatures cannot account for the very large differences.

Curves of q versus ATwa are shown In Fig. 2 for the above references along with

those shown by Graham et al. Pressure definitely influences the critical value, and

the data cited above were selected for the

range near 1 atm. Some additional data are ,"

also available for higher pressures %here

the incipient AT has a lower value. The

data of Graham et. al. and Class are pre-

sented to illustrate the effects of high pres-

sure. Factors, such as surface orientation

and nucleation site characteristics including , . . /
surface roughness, probably will account for

some, if not much, of the data scaker.-All "l ..

of the above described experiments were

performed at Ig. Sherley states that a , 1

large reduction of g level has no effect upon

bIcipient AT Merte and Clark (Ref. 35)&Tw~e' Fg. 2 Boiling Curves for Liquid

1 '4-11



found practically no difference in the value of (W/A) incipient for boiling water over a

range of acceleratioz~s fruom 1 to 20 gas. Graham et al. imply that their data suggest

that an increase in g level will increase the value of the incipient ATc but there

appears to be insufficient control over the experiments to establish such a trend with

confidence. This presumably was not the primary goal of these experiments but was
-.--teresult of observations made after reducing the data. Although there is much uncer-
tainty regarding the value of the point of Incipient boiling, two values (P and T F) are

arbitrarily selected in order to illustrate the various domains of heat transfer such as

In Fig. 3.
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2.4 Laminar Flow - Uniform Wall Heat Flux

In defining the lin.e in Fig. 3 which separates laminar non-boiling flow from boiling

flow, Sparrow and Gregg's work will be used. Both 1' and 3"F will be. used for the

incipient boiling w,, temperature difference (Tw~ - T ) for liquid hydrogen at

One atmosphere. Thus, the criterion used for initiation of boiling is when the wall

temperature at a given location exceeds the saturation temperature by ,Twc .

To determine the location of the incipient polt. on the container wall, the following

equation developed by Sparrow and Gregg is used

(T " T (Cr*)5 1/5 1/ 1/5
w b)(36) 8 Pr(9)

k

which holds for Ra* < 10r1' -

Applying Eq. (9) for the case of Incipient boiling, set (Tw Tb) (Tw.c Ts)
and for Pr -- I

(Gr) T -(10)

w

For the case of liquid hydrogen, Eq. (10) can be expressed as

18 AT 1/4i --•c(11)1

Here n is the dimensionless gravity eonstant g/go . The units for q and x are

Btu/hr-ft 2 and ft. respectively. riuation (11), when plotted on a graph of q versu.s

Y, yields a curve nf the critical wall temperature at a fixed location (Fig. 3). Pointn

lying below this line fall in the laminar flow regime and points above this line lie in the
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boiling domain. As can be seen, the location of incipient boiling at a fixed gravity level

will vary from 1 to 50 ft with less than an order-of-magnitude change in the wall heat

flux. It should be noted that the constant modified Rayleigh line of 1011 in Fig. 3 may

not signify laminar flow in the boiling regime. The flow may become unstable at a

lower value of the modified Rayleigh number due to disturbances caused by the bubbles.

In any event, there is a need for developing boundary layer equations in the boiling

regime.

2.5 Turbulent Flow - Uniform Wall Heat Flux

The area to the right of the critical modified Rayleigh line in Fig. 3 is one of turbulent

Jiow. The case of natural convect.on turbulent flow along a vertical wall was first solved

by Eckert and Jackson (Ref. 25). This was done for the case of a uniform wall tempera-

ture where the thermal and velocity boundary layers were assumed to be equal. Vliet

(Ref. 19) derived the equations for a uniformly heated axisymmetric vessel. In this

analysis for the case of a constant bulk temperature, the relationship between the heat

flux and the wall shear was assumed to be

IN

(M)1/4
qw't 0.O229pcepu*Tw- Tb) u-6 (12)

Equations for u* and 6 may also be found in Ref. 19, as follows

Si \s/14
5/14 3/7u* - 13. IS v -L- (n qwt x(12a)

/14 1/14S0 .o. 4084-•.t 1 x5/7 ( b
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Combining Eqs. (12), (12a), and (12b)

(Tw - Tb)Gr*)2/7 5.1

PrO( (13)
k

This equation will be used to predict the point of incipient boiling, although one

interesting consequence of this is that it predicts a decrease in the wall temperature

alon* the direction of flow. Since Vilet's analysis used the same heat flux-shear

relationship as Eckert and Jackson, this consequence of Eq. (13) does not appear to be

inconsistent with the results of Eckert and Jackson who predict an increase in the value

of the film coefficient with an increase in x. Equation (13) will be used, even though

t here may be some question concerning the validity of the result that the wall tempera-

ture decreases with distance along the wall.

Equations (12), (12a), and (12b).bMbe combined to yield, for the case of Incipient

boiling and saturated hydrogen at 14.7 psia

18T--7/5 2/5 1/5i w,t " IIAT 17o (14)

1+ 2

The units of qw.t and x are Btu/hr-ft2 and ft. respectively. Plotting Eq. (14)

In a manner similar to that of fig. 3 illustrates the values of q and 17 where

boiling occurs in turbulent flow (see Fig. 4). Since these results assume complete

turbulent flow, their accuracy will only be acceptable when the laminar portion has

a small contribution. Figure 5 in a composite joining both the laminar and turbulent

domains. However, the curves are representative of a single location on the wall,

10 ft from the leading edge. An attempt to illustrate these domains as a function of

wall length is made in Fig. 6.
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2. 6 Film Boiling

In Figs. 3, 4, andl 5, a curve locating the peak nucleate heat flux is also presented.

The theoretical equation supporting this curve ts presented In Ref. 36. For

heat fluxes exceeding these values, film boiling Is to be expected. Film boiling
may also take place at lower heat fluxes providing the required larger temperature
difference is attained. This critical line presumably applies for all values of x
amd this x Independence 1. justi fied by the fact that most theoretical analyses do
nothave a length term In their final result. Furthermore. size effects appear to be
of second order in reported experiments. On the other hand, no experiments haveI
been reported for large vertical walls. All experiments have been for short vertical
walls or other geometries, such as wires or spheres. Thus, It may be that the boil-4
ing curve Is a function of some significant length as well as the driving temperature.
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IFig. 5 Laminar and Turbulent Flow Over Uniformly Heated Vertical Wall at X - 10 ft-.
Liquid Hydrogen (Tb =TS)

Pursuing this point further. It may be that the experiments performod to date
explored so limited a size range that this effect Is yet to be detected. Hence. the
critical curve in Figs. 3. 4, and 5 may be different for sizes exceeding the maximum
size of the heater currently investigated~which Is on the order of 10 In. The film
boiling curve Is based on a paper by Zuber (Ref.- 36) whose equation to In good agree-
ment with many experimental data, including liquid hydrogeni.

3 TIME TO REACH STEADY STATE

The time required for a fluid to reach steady state when heat Is being transferred by
natural convection must be known before the results of the previous steady-state

* analyses may be applied to a practical spacecraft propellant storag(' problem. Prior -
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discussion has showt, that a number of

analyses (Refs. 20, 21, and 22) are avail-

able for laminar boundary-layer flow.

Although good. these analyses are some-

I what complex. Solutions to the turbulent

flow case have not been found in the

literature.

In order to develop a feel for the time re-

.,ell quired for turbulent boundary layer flow to

reach steady state. an approximate analy-

. T m lH sis is first developed for the laminar case
SFig. 6 Three-Dimensional View of Heat and compared with the more rigorous solu-S~Transfer Modes-Steady StateTneM -Sa St tions. The results are found to be good, *

so the same approximate approach is then

applied to the turbulent case.

The system, is defined in Fig. 7. Considering the conservation of mass, in the unsteady

condition

e " M Mstored (15)

The technique to be used will predict the time it'takes for the boundary layer of unit

width to reach a steady-state configuration where the mass M is

M = Pa L (16)

whore s is the mean boundary layer thickness over a distance L at steady state.

Any instant of time during the transient period, the total mass that has flowed into

the boundary layer until time r' will be

me M~ f dr (17)
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M (r That which has left at some location

x will be

M 1Mo0 d (18)
T0
Tw

And steady state Is defined as the coa-

Iditton when Ai strdis much less than

M 1 ~either At or Mo and, therefore. for
6 0

practical purposes, Is zero.

I - _Hence, at steady state, the differences

between the total mass which has entered
* x 1 the system over the transient period and •

j that which has passed out wiU equal the

total mass in the boundary layer or

S~T
f (M -Mo)drT= p~ sL (19)
0

Fig. 7 Boundary Layer in. Transient
Analysis

At this point, both Me end Mo must be defined. Since

- p VA (20)

M can be expressed as

pMo V(x,r) (x,r) 1 (21)
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where V is the mean velocity in the boundary layer at a distance x from the leading

edge at a time T", and 6 is the boundary layer thickness at the same position awid the

same time. Thus, as expected, M° is both time and spatially dependent. The purpose

of this approach was to circumvent the more difficult problem of directly solving for
-'x,"T-nd 6 (x,r) , Bi addition to solving for the time necessary to reach steady state.

As a result, some reasorable assumptions must be made about the time dependence of

6 and V. A review of tUe literature failed to yield experimental data for the transient

behavior of a boundary layer thickness. Although it was felt such information should be

ava'lable in the literature, time did not permit an additional search. The boundary

layer thickness growth during the transient period will be expressed by a Taylor serles

re'.trning only the terms to second order. Three reasonable conditions which this func-

tion should satisfy are shown in Eqs. (22), (23), and (24):

¶ Lim a 8 (22)

6 8 0 (23)

6 0, when 7 0 (24)

thus

a + b(25)

from Eq. (24), a = 0:

Eq. (23), b = 2c;

Eq. (22). c -l
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so that, Eq. (25) reduces to

6 ' (0 < !5 T) (26)

3. 1 Laminar Flow Analysis

The relationship for V will be obtained from the steady-state solution for Vs.

Reference 24 shows that for laminar flow

Ii1 4 3 3~ 2 1/4 1/21/

vCx (/4,3. 3( T (S) (0.952 + 1/4 (27)

,,A 1/2 / 00 ( P2 -o.1/52 -1/2 . 1/2
8 MRX 2 27(3.93 2 GTw / )(8

using Eqs. (27) and (28)

V5  .12 (29)
Cl 2Vmax -- C- 2 2

Now, assume a similar relation exists at any time

C!2
V(x,rC) 23i 6 (x,r) (30)

C 2

Therefore, using Eq. (26)

v(x,r) - [2 [ ( - (31)
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Combining Eqs. (2J), (26), and (31) and integrating

To odTa pV 213 .6 r(2

0 0

The function for M must satisfy three conditionse

~-~--- (1)LimM
*.. e o's7T a

(2) Me must approach Mo monotonically

(3) Me 1 must be consistent with the relation for

Conditions (1) and (3) are obvious, condition (2) is assumed for simplicity. Furthermore,
there Is no good reason why M1 should be first greater than M5 and, subsequently.

less than M or vice versa.

An exponential function satisfyingg the above three conditions Is

(Mei M)-' 1 T

where T is a reference parameter which may be referred to as the system time

constant. No additional physical significance could be found for this parameter.
InLegrating Eq. (33)

f + (Mf - Mal ] dr

00

a ( " r " (34)
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The value of tMe integral depends upon the value chosen for Tr, or more precisely

S(.r/7'r). Now 7r Is always less than r . Furthermore, steady state is technically

reached only for infinite times. Practically speaking, however, r is any value

larger than some significant reference time. A reasonable reference time is the

system time constant r . Thus, solutions of interest are those for which (T7 /r) >> 1
Bysatn wt ausr r sr

By starting with values of ( r) of, say, 10 and then considering increasingly larger

values, an asymptote for Eq. (34) may be obtained. This will be done after Eqs. (32)

and (34) are substituted into the left-hand side of Eq. (19). Making this substitution

rs rf(M.e 1o) dr" M= 75I +(Me~i -Mr[ ep~~) 0.46M5

0

! (35)

as r /r approaches infinity, Eq. (35) reduces to
s r

Lim f (M - M0 )dr= 0.54M a r (36)STB~~7/Tr-.. 0

s r

The mean value of 6 is required to evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. (19). Using

Eq. (27)

1 1/4 (37)

s f 8sdx .J C 1 x dx 0.86sL
0 0

Combining Eqs. (19), (36), and (37) and solving for r

T= 1.48 L (38)
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-- Thfi velocity distribution in the boundary layer for laminar flow is (Ref. 25)

V8 2 S(39)27 6 "6)

max

hence from Eq. (39)

V 0.562 V (40)

max

Finally, upon using Eq. (28)

"• = 0"415(gATw) 1 2 (0.952 + Pr)-l/2 x/2 (41)

Using Eqa. (41) and (38) 4

1/21/
3.56 (0.952 + Pr) LI/2:i• 's =(42) S(g T 1/2

w

which agrees reasonably well with Siege's solution considering the approximations

that were made. Siegel's solution is

=5.24(0.952 4 Pr)1/2 i 1 / 2

a 1/2) (43)

W(gfT )1 2

Thus, one goal is attained; that of demonstrating that an approximate analysis is

reasonably consistent with a more rigorous result [compare Eq. (42) with Eq. (43)).

The same approach will now be taken for the turbulent boundary layer case. Although

the absolute value of the turbulent steady-state time will be calculated, the ratic of this

time to that calculated for laminar flow is the main goal. Hence, although the crude

analysis may lead to error in the calculated times, it is hoped that by taking the ratio J

of turbulent to laminar times, a good estimate will be obtained.
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3. 2 Turbulent Flow Analysis

In a paper by Eckert and Jackson, the turbulent boundary layer velocity distribution

used is

V 1/7 4
Vs 6 1 (44)

whcre

V1  1.185 Grl/ 1 * 0.494Pr2/ (45/

Solving for V5

Vs = 0.147 V1 (46)

As in the laminar case it is necessary to obtain relationships for 6 (xr) and

V (x , r). For the turbulent steady-state case, Ref. 25 obtains

-I/10
7/10 /gfATw" (0 2 4/10 (4)0

6 =~ 7~I O 5 65 ( w (1 + 0. 494 Prt 3  x (48)

From Eqs. (46) and (47)

s =0.142(gtATw)I/2 x/2 (49)

for Pr 1.
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Following the same process as used for obtaining Eq. (31), where as before it is

assumed that Eq. (26) holds for turbulent flow as well, there results

1/1.4

V = V [ ( - .50)

Thus, when integrating Eq. (18) using Eqs. (31) and (50)

whiLd Lr lP it 1 f2.4/1.4d(
2•

uwhich when integrated numerically results in the ollowing form

j 0 dx = 0.563xM a 1.7 152)
S~The left-hand side of Eq. (19), using Eq. (52) anld the limiting value for Eq. (34) becomes

(M (e - l~ dr" 0. 4371 a " (,53)

Evaluating 6sas bifore

L L

S/ xOý(54)
f f
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Combining Eqs. (,3), (54), and (19)

0.437 1 s = 9,L (55)
1.7

Solving for r,

0. 955 L (5)
5 V

and using Eq. (47) for V5

5.52 1+ 0.494 Fr/3) L1 /2

a g 1 (57)

A comparison of Eqs. (57) and (42) reveals that the time for a turbulent boundary

layer to reach steady state is about 50 percent greater than for the laminar case, and

Pr - 1 . (Inha subsequent analysis (Ref. 37), using a different approach, it was found

that the transient time for turbulent flows was much shorter than for the laminar case.

Probably, experiments are required to resolve this issue.) To show how sensitive the

result is to the temporal relation assumed for 8 and 1e, a simple straight-line rela-

tion was also considered

8 "M er (58)

This results in a coefficient nf 10. 4 instead of 4. 81 in laminar flow I see Eq. (42)1 and

for turbulent flow, a coefficient of 47. 0 instead of 7.35 1 see Eq. (57)1. Thus, with the A

linear distribution, the turbulent-i-me is more than 4 times Le long as with laminar flow.
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Figure 8 Illustrates the relations, _._

assumed in the analysis for the mass

flow rate entering the system and the ,, , '(-1 ;,

boundary layer thickness. "

Figure 9 is based on Eqs. (43) and

(57) for liquid hydrogen and helps
illustrate cases, such as space vehicle L 2('

missions, where transient effects for

---- turbulent boundary layers are import-

ant. For example, when the gravity

level is 10- g's and the wall temp-

erature, is suddenly raised I F above

the liquid temperature, the time to

reach steady state at a distance of

10 ft from the bottom of the tank will 0 0.s 1.0

be 360 hr.

Fig. 8 Time Dependence of Mass Flow Rate

The above results can be further justi- and Boundary Layer Thickness

fled by an alternate approach to the

problem. In this case, Newton's

Second Law of Motion is applied to the system shown in Fig. 7. The shear and buoyancy

- '"forces are assumed to be time dependent with the same form as was assumed for 6 in the

previous second. Upon integration of the Second Law over the time range to steady state,

the steady-state times are found to be

0.615(0.952 Pr) 1/2L1/2

"8 W ) /(g T /2 -(laminar) (59)
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and

2/3 1/2
1.47(1 + 0.494 Pr/ / L/ 2

T (turbulent) (60)

Although the magnitudes are in error, the ratios of times obta'ned from this very approxi-

mate analysis are consistent with the other results in the sense that the turbulent time is

found to be approximately twice that of the 1:.minar time.

,•I4

7 0

9= i I,

107108 109 l0o It 1012

Fig. 9 Time for Natural Convection Boundary Layer Over Vertical Wall to Reach Steady

State- Liquid Hydrogen
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4 THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF
/ THE POINT OF INCIPIENT BOILING

A heated vertical flat plate immersed

T" in a liquid will induce convection cur-__•W'C S

rents. At the leading edge, the heat

transfer coefficient is infinite. Further

•o up the plate, the heat transfer coefficient

C decreases, and at a critical length mea-

sured from 04 leading edge, the heat

o transfer coefficient will be so low that
0 0 the heating rate (assumed to be uniform)

X0
Strans;tion 0 will cause local nucleate boiling. The '

following analysis attempts to determine '.

the effect of the boundary layer flow on

the location of the point of incipient boil-

x ing. Figure 10 illustrates the system
analyzed below.

: +x

g 4.1 Laminar Flow-Natural Convection

The method of Roheenow and Bergles

S(Ref. 27) is used to find the incipient

boiling point for laminar flow over a
vertical wall. ( Note that an approach

Fig. 10 Boundary Layer in Inc;pient-Bolling
Anloysi;s- Laminor similar to Sato and Matsumura (Ref.

- 38) may also be applicable. I The pri-

mary assumption is that the liquid sur-

rounding a bubble must be hot enough to transfer heat to the bubble. In other words,

the liquid temperature at a distance y = r from the wall must be greater than or equal

to the vapor temperature of the bubble. This vapor temperature can be expressed as a

4o30
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function of the fluid properties and the radius of the bubble. A spherical bubble is in

mechanical equilibrium when

-• p~ff 2.•r(61)

Then, with the Clapeyron equation and the perfect gas equation

dp h p
fz9 g it (62)

d T R T 2

•~g g

Integrating Eq. (62) and combining with Eq. (61)

!~

T - = h i in 1 + 2a (63)

and when 2o/rp1 is small, Eq. (63) can be simplified to

2T 2 a R
T -T a a(64)g s rh fg P4

In order to determine the critical conditions, two equations must be satisfied

T, - Tg 9 t y= r 1s

aT at y = r (66)

dy dr

The physical meaning for Eq. (65) was described above. Equation (66) Insures the

minimum wall temperature necessary to achieve the condition described by Eq. (65).

The above equations are presented in Ref. 27.
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At this point Eqs. (65) and (66) must be described in more detail where T, will depend j
on the temperature profile in the boundary layer. The first such relationship considered

will be that used to describe steady-state laminar free convection over a vertical

wall; here the liquid temperature, T1 , is given as

2,- s I -.2 4•• • (67i
T o T 6

Combining Eqs. (67) and (64) and substituting into Eq. (65), yields

2T 2 aR 22Ts • g2r 2  r 3

2r L.(68)
(T - Ts) hfg P 6 6 26

Now,by takirg the derivatives of T and T, in Eqs. (63) and (6 and combining with

Eq. (66)

2T 2 af It22 2 3
_2r + 2r (69)

""(w Ts) hfgp 6 62

Solving Eqs. (68) and (69) simultaneously yields

2
2 ( 3 (70)

Here the two solutions of rc are rc 1/3 6 e and rc 6c* Using

rc 6c/3 (71)
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(since rc 6c leads to a trivial solution), in Eq. (68) we find that

13.5T2 R a

6c CTwc 1 s Rg (72)
hfg P1

Physically, this implies that for every critical wall temperature, there exists a critical

boundary layer thickness such that vapor bubbles can begin to form. However, if

Eq. (71) is put into Eq. (72), Lhen

2

4.5 T R a
re ATw,c = ( a 9173)

This means that the minimum notch size that can initiate bubble formation is

4.5 T2 R a
r = s K174)
c hfg P, ATwc

and, by inserting the properties of boilhlg water,

1.0-3
-- ft (75)rc ATW ,c

which is of a reasonable order of magnitude. [Note: Eq. (74) is not inconsistent

with Eq. (64).] It should be noted that the minimum value of ATw, c or the maxi-

mum value of rc will depend on surface conditions. Hence, it is still necessary

to experimentally determine ATwc. However, 6c is also approximately of the

same magnitude as rc. Hence, one would expect that the distance from the lead-

ing edge, where this critical boundary layer thickness is reached, is very small.

Using the boundary layer thickness relationship I Eq. (27) ] for non-boiling lam-

- inar flow over a vertical wall,
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S2 I1/2 1,/4x/

3.90. ~/2(952 + LJ1/ (76)

Using Eq. (72) an expression for x is obtained

140 W 52+. .. (77)22 3 4

a AT

Using the values for boiling water at 2126F for a I-g condition

10
-0 3 ft (78) I

This means that the critical dintance where boiling begins is very close to the leading

edge. For example, ATwc is usually on the order of 10*F, so x is approximately

o0-7 ft. As can be seen from Eq. (77), the value of x increases directly with an

increase in the gravity level. Thus, there is a tendency for this critical distance to

shrink as the gravity lcvel is reduced. From Eq. (73), it may be concluded that the

critical notch size is fixed, once the fluid and wall temperatures are fixed, and the A

critical notch size is independent of g level. Hence, two of the necessary but not

sufficient conditions for nucleate boiling are established: bubbles will grow provided

that the notch size exceeds the critical value, r > re , [see Eq. (73)1 and provided

that these votches are located at positions exceeding the critical distance from the

plate leading edge, x > xc Isee Eq. (77)1.

Of course, it third condition necessary for boiling is that the conduction limit for q be

exceeded. At low heating rates, the heat being presented to a liquid may be accommo-

dated by conduction, even in the extreme of a quiescent liquid.

.,4
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4. 2 Turbulent Flow -Natural Convection

Using the results of Eckert and Jackson (Ref. 25). an identical analysis to that above

for turbuhlnt fl, w may be performed. Here the temperature profile Is assumed to be

AT AT w ) (79)

* Equation (64) is also used here. The critical conditions, Eqs. (65) and (66) also must

be met in this case. First. Eq. (79) is combined with Eqs. (64) and (65) to obtain

2T2 It 1 /7

hfg r - (80)

Now, by using Eqs. (64), (66), and (79), there results

9/

d T 2TT 2R a d Tf AT -6/7

r' h bfgp r 2  -. r 76 6

which simplifies to

2T2 It a. 2 -6/7S g (81
hfgP ATw "

Finally, solving Eqs. (80) and (81) simultaneously, one finds that

.- " o. : 6C (82)
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a result very similar to the l:aminar case [s.e Eq. (71)). And using Eqs. (82) and (80)

240 T R cr
C hfg ATw ,c, (83)PJ

In order to find the critical length xc , an expression for 6 must be used. From (see

1WR~. 25)

6 0.56 x0 7  -8/15 3 (84)
6 -PT 0.1 (Pr) . 1 + 0.494 Pr (/84

t 2 /W)

and putting Eq. (83) into Eq. (84)

1/7 107/ 2 10/7
/g ATW\ 172/3) 10/ 4)21

S(+ o. /, 40 ,,,,,o,
X 0.4hfg p4 AT ) Pr16/21 (85)

and, by using the values of boilitig water at Ig

0.027 ft J66)
cW,c

which, although much larger than that for laminar flow, Is also a very small length.

Therefore, one may conclude that the point of incipient boiling, under normal or

reduced-g conditions, will be very close to the leading edge for flulds having properties

similar to water.

4. 3 Inception of Boiling - Forced Convection

I orced convection effects which may manifest themselves when the tank is bet ,g drained

or filled, for example, may be so great as to dominate the free convection phenomenn.
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When the forced convection effects become large, the forced convection boundary layer

may be thinner than the one for free convection.

An approximate analysis (Ref. 39) for the important parameter, which may be used to

distinguish forced convection from free convection heat transfer, is a reciprocal

Froude convective number, and its critical value is about 1 for low Grashof numbers

and 10 for high Grashof numbers.

f1 10 4' < r< (087
(F,C)1 (807)

- (V2 critical 10 107 < rcr <171

Forced convection will now be examined to determine its effect .n the location of the

incipient bAling point. The laminar temperature profile assumed is

T1 "Tw 3 (3

T -T 2 6 2•6 )s w

Using Eqs. (64), (65), and (88)

2f

2T2 R a a ()J(9hfg r =(TV' - Ts (89)
hgj r 2. 6 2 6

Now combining Eq. (66) and the derivatives of Eqs. (64) and (88) one obtains

2T2s PRr2 =[3 3[2]"

2fg T " Tw ) T6 6I (90) y

h! f9p
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PAPER 5

DISTRIBUTION OF NONCONDEKSABILE CASES
IN LIQUIDS UNDER LOI-g CONDITIONS

By N. E. Welch sod E. Fomi

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

ABSTRACT

'Vapor and/or noncondensable gas are distributed in propellant lines and tankso of any

space vehicle utilizing liquid propellants. Operational difficulties arise as a result of

this condition. The distribution of vapor and/or noncondensable ga produced from

orbital entry transients and attitude control transients decays Into broad distribution

Ibands under low-g conditions. There in a finite probability that, under low-g condi-

tions. a sufficiently large vapor space will be found near the propellant suction lines

at any specified time to produce ",.apor lock" and thereby prevent engine restart.

Vapor distribution. that occur under normal operational conditions produce random

pressure fluctuations as a result of condensation In the propellant lines. This con-

dition is possibly one of the several causes of the "Pogo Effect."
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Vapor and/or noncondensabk, gas distributions are. of course, also of primary con-

cern in the study of the degree of cavitation produced In flight. It Is with the first of

-th9V5teWiee problems that the authors are predominantly Involved.

This papei discusses the first of three phases of an overall investigation of liquid-

vapor and noncondensable liquid gas distributions produced under highly turbllent

flow conditions and under different degrees of mechanical agitation. Specifically, the

phase discussed herein is the determination of the initial distribution produced from

an arbitrary energy input under variable g fields. The results obtained merely pro-

vide the initial condition for the time-dependent distribution function. The time-

dependent function provides the means for calculating the probability that a sufficiently

large vapor space will be found near the suction lines at the time of restart to produce

"vapor lock." Since the space is limited, the more involved time-dependent functions

and derivations are deleted. Furthermore. since the time-dependent functioss describe

the probability of failure of a specific space vehicle under specified restart conditions,

the authors feel that this information should be more closely scrutinized before it is

published in the open literature.

The 4.ta utilized herein were obtained under l-g conditions. The distribution function

was formulated by superimposing a theoretical distribution function derived for zero-g

conditions or a semlemperical distribu.ion function dependent on the acceleration field.

The theory was verified within the experimental error. The predicted low-g distribu-

tion will be verified when the appropriate data can be obtained.

NOMENCLATURE

a Acceleration

A Constant

E Surf.ne energy

El Surface energy of jth group of bubbles

g Acceleration due to gravity
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Ap

A

g? Ratio of a/g

k Constant e

I Diameter of bubble

L Characteristic length of container

N Total number of bubbles in region considered

Nj Number of bubbles in region considered with surface energy El
jConstant

o Constant

A Constant

p Specific gravity referred to water at 40 C

0r Interfacial tension

w Number of independent ways to distribute N bubbles so they are

associated with surface energy E4

pal /o Bond number

SI

______________1*~__

________________A___



!A.

DISTRIBUTION OF NONCONDENSABLE GASES

IN UQUIDS UNDER LOW-g CONDITIONS

1 INTRODUCTION

During space -vehicle thrust decay and entry into zero-g conditions, liquid propellants

are pitched against the tank bulkheads dispersing the liquid and gas phases. The

bubbles formed are not all the same size but cover a large range of sizes. These

bubbles create cavitation and engine restart problems. To establish safe limits of

restart times, the rate of liquid settling must be known. To determine the rate of

liquid settling, it Is necessary to know the size distribution of the bubbles.

Bubbles in emulsions have been investigated more thorough!y than dispersed bubbles.

Jellinek* analyzed emulsions with a purely statistical approach by utilizing the arith-

metic mean of the bubble diameters. Rossit assumed that emulsion phases are

broken down at random giving the most probable distribution according to Boltzmann.

To determine the most probable distribution Roasi assumed that the total volume and

number of bubbles was constant. Favatova and Vlodavets* also used a probability

approach to describe the distributions. Others have approached the problem in a

statistical or empirical manner but, as yet, no derivation has fit all distributions of

dispersed phases.

Siemes and Borcherst investigated the .%Izes of air bubbles in water colamns and

analyzed them according to the mean diameter and standard deviation. They produced

*H. H. G. Jellinek, J. Soc. Chem. Ind. (London). Vol. 69, 1950, p. 225
tC. Rosst. Gazz. chim. ital. , Vol. 63, 1933, p. 190
*V. N. Favstova and I. N. Vlodavets, Kolloid. Zhur., Vol. 17, 1955, p. 456
tW. Siemes and E. Borchers, Chem. Eng. Set., Vol. 12, No. 2, 1960, p. 77
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bubbles by injecting air through a porous plate. This process is not representative of

the random formation that occurs in propellant tanks; therefore, the analysis would

not Le expected -to fit the true distribution.

A parameter that has been neglected in past analyses is the surface tension of the

fluid. Since bubble sizes are a function of the surface tension, a distribution deriva-

tion based on surface tension is considered in this report. The analysis utilizes the

probability statistics of Boltzmann.

2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

The testing systems used are presented in Fig. 1. The apparatus were 12 by 6 by

I in. and 24 by 6 by 6 in. plexiglas tanks mounted in a stand that allowed them to spin.

The contained liquid was agitated severly by spinning the tank, and thereby dispersing

the gas within the liquid. The spinning was stopped and the bubbles formed were

photographed instantly with a high-speed camera. The phases used were water-air,

menthanol-air, and ether-air. Test pressure conditions were atmospheric.

3 JUSTIFICAtiON OF THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF DISTRIBUTION

If one attempts to describe the position and size of each bubble formed by the agitation

of a gas-liquid system confined-oa specified region, Insurmountable mathematical

difficulties arise. The dilemma is equivalent to that encountered in describing dyna- A

mical systems containing large numbers of particles. One's natural tendency is to

use statistical methods and thereby forego any attempt to describe each bubble and

its position.

The distribution-function derivation presented 'iereln is developed with the general

arguments utilized to obtain the Boltzmann distribution for the description of an ideal

gas confined to a specified volume. An inherent difficulty exists in this application.

The size of the samples considered is not comparable to those cons!dered in the
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Fig. 1 Test Apparatus

kinetic theory of gases. Since some of the mathematical manipulation depends on
approximationh that are accurate only for large numbers, the size of the sample is
important. One can statiatically ascertain the error associated with the sample size.
However, sinco experimental data are to be fit. it is more expedient to derive the
equations on a large sample basis and let the accuracy of the results justify the means.

Several basic differences exist in the phys!aal system and the associated derivation
presented herein and the comparable case of molecular motion of Ideal gases. One
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is concerned with the distribution of surface energy whereas, In the kinetic theory of

gases, one is concerned with the distribution of position and momentum for Identical

particles. The problem of bubble distribution Is further complicated by several

physical conditions. As the diameter Increases, the bubbles become unstable, frag-

iment, and produce a distortion of the distribution function. The smaller bubbles
combine with the larger ones and migrate in a direction opposite to the direction of

the g field. Since only the initial distribution produced from agitation is being con-

sidered, the laIt two conditions are of no noncern.

One may follow either of two procedures in the derivation of the aistribution function
to Include the effect of the increase of bubble Instability with size. One method requires

that the a priori probability for the size be nrv:sely determined and utilized In the

derivation of the canonical distribution. The other method, which Involves the super-

position of two distribution functions, is more convenient from the mathematical

viewpoint and Is more practical to employ with the stability Information presently

available. The latter method was employed by the authors.

One distribution function is derived with the assumption that an infinite snergy rangeJ

is possible, that the probability of bubtles of the same size falling in any energy

interval is the name for all, and that the bubbles are all spherical. A second function

is derived to describe the distribution produced from the spontaneous fragmentation j

of the larger bubbles. The complete distribution function is a linear combination of

these two functions.

The former dist. Abution function is obtained by closely following the reasoning involved

in the derivation of the Boltzmann distribution. Utilizing thl'j reasoning, one finds that

the number of independentWiyi-o distribute N bubbles so that Nj prossese a

surface energy E is

N!
w N N ... (1)

1 2
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The total number of bubbles present is

S~n
N -- t2)

j=

and the total surface energy Is

in

E N•jEj (3)

If one is concerned ofily with the initial distribution, then E represents the energy

input utilized for surface formation and N represents the total number of bubbles

initially produced. The solution of this system for the most probable distribution is,

therefore, the limit of the time dependent distribution as time approaches zero. The

most probable distribution is obtained by the same procedure as that utilized !n the

derivation of the Boltzmann distribution. Equations for the change of w, E, and N

ares.4"equal-to zero as follows:

j=n
i (in Nj) N, 0 (4)

Jf Ej8N 0 (5)

S•e 0

6N 0 (6)

Utilizing Lagranges method for undetermined parameters, one obtains the relationship:

J=n
•_(InNs +A'E 3 + 0)6N. = 0 (7)
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therefore

INj +N A El = 0

and

N A exp(-A E ()8

The procedure utilized to obtain Eq. (8) is, of course, equivalent to that for deriving

of the Boltzmann distribution. However, Ej represents surface energy rather than

kinetic energy:

Nj/N = exp(-A Ej)/ exp(-k El) (9)

Equation (9) can be expressed as an approximation of the original continuous distribu-

tion as follows:

AINN =-exp (-A Ej) E,/j exp (-A Ej) AEj 110)

If E was originally divided into equal Increments, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as

follows:

dN/NdE A exp(-A E)

Equation (10) can be written in terms of t as follows:

dN/SdI o ulexp(1-
-2



It is also of interest to express Eq. (11) In terms of the most probable d.ameter (fp).
p

The expression for the most probable diameter is. of c ,urse. obtained by equating

d 2 N/d12 with zero:

l/FWq'V (12)

The most probable diameter is. therefore. Inver3ely proportional to the square root

of surface tension, and

1NN 1l /12 (13),dN/NdI - (t/i1p)exp [=•Ni) 2  (

Equations (Ii) and (13) are valid for Infinite containers under zero-g conditions. Under

other g conditions, the fluid head gradient that exists along the axis of a bubble in the

direction of the acceleration field has a tendency to distort and fragment the bubble.

The phyalcal system can be visualized as follows: The bubble distribution is produced

in accordance with Eq. (II) and the larger bubbles are distorted and/or fragmented

instantaneously as a result of the fluid head gradient that Is ap-Ped across the bubbles

at the time of formation. The Bond number, which is the ratio of th' i:ertial force

per unit depth of flmdd (pg'Ac) and the surface tension (u) , therefore. is a meas-

ure of the tendency of the fluid head to distort and/or fragment a bubble of a given

_.I.J ... T-he distribution produced by fragmentation should follow the same functional
form as Eq. (11); that Is

dN'/N'dt = a'fexp(- 12 ) (14)

The physical aystems represented by Eqs. (13) and (14) nre equlvtlent. However.

a' and N' in Eq. (14) are governed by the size of the bubbles from whence this

distribution came as well as by the radomness of the process. Since the Flond number

pg' A/a is a neasure of the Instability of the larger bubbles under a finite accelera-

tion, one would expect o' and N'/N to be expressible in terms of this dimensioniess
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group. Furthermore, since the corresponding parameter in Eq. (11) is . one can.
2

by analogy, rationalize that at = k' O/p g'. This rrtionalizatlon is justified by the

ivorth of the equation for the prediction oi data:

dN'/N'dt = k' A expg -- j 2 )(

If the diameter at whirh fragmentation becomes appreciable io sufficiently large, the

effect of fragmentation on N in Eq. (11) Is negligible, and the complete dhtitr'oution

function can be written as follows

dN/Ndi V of exp(~'~2 + -yk' Ac(* I) exp(X 0

N'V = k ,

dN/NdlI A' of exp a, 2) + Ac k' k-" (,)2 exp (X 12)

22
dN/Ndi - fol exp a..u, 2) + ,. i exp (-i 12/ (6

It is convenient, for purposes of data processing, to determine the equation for accu-

mulation. Since the least accurate counts are the smaller diameter counts, Eq. (16)

is integrated from I to infinity rather than from zero:

(I/N) dN expI- eo2 4 o pg, •, (17)

The values of a , 3. end A' can be obtained easily by use of the asymptotic charae-

teristics of Eq. (11). For small values of C .

In d( ) 2 In (N) - ( s2 (18)-



For large values of I

In d~N) -In (No~. (19)

4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS IN THE DISTRIBUTION

FUNCTION

Twelve experimental distributions were obtained for ether-air. methanol-air. and

water-air syptems. The total number of bubbles lying between a given diameter and

infinity was plotted against the square of the diameter. These plots clearly Indicate

ý.isw straight-line sections predicted by Eqs. (18) and (19). The ether-air runs Involved
the greatest range for the small diameter asymptote (Fig. 2). This, of course, Is due

to the small value of interfacial tension between air and ether.

Equation (18) was fit to each of

the four experimental runs by
0 the method of least squares. The

8 values were obtained for N and
0 each run was normalized by

dividing the accý;mulated count by
N. The normalized runs were

d then plotted and the best least-

squares fit of the normalized

form of Eq. (18) was ob~tained.

- The standard deviation for the
_________________ data was 0. 027. The rL-sults are

0 0.~S0.0100.015

shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Accumulative Plot for Ether
(Small I Asymptote)



The water-air runs involved the greatest range for the large diameter asymptote.

This, of course, was due to the large interfacial tension between air and water.

Equation (19) was fit tz the large I asymptote for each of the four runs by the method

of least squares. In this caseAhe-Vitue -67 a Na/pg' was obtained amd used to normalize

each of the four runs. The method of least squares was utilized again to obtain the best

fit of the normalized form of Eq. (19) to all of the data involved. The standard devi-
ation of the normalized data was founid to be 0.029. These results are shown in Fig. 3.

With the values tbtained for the parameters, Eq. (17) can be written as follows:

(1/N) dN expp 9.35 -p 1. 2 ) (20)o

Equation (20) was then used to calculate the accumulation (fdN) for the methanol-

air system. The result was compared with the methanol-air data (Fig. 4), and was

found to predict the experimental results. The entire range of the ether-air and

water-air data also was calculated with Eq. (20) and compared with the experimental

data (Figs. 5 and 6). Typical bubble distributions for ether-air and water-air sys-

tems are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Because Eq. (20) predicted the methanol-air results (Fig. 4) and the range of the

ether-air and water-air data that was not used for correlation, it might be concluded

that the basis of the derivation is reasonable.

*Mixed units-are used for convenience In data evaluations:

g' (ilimenslonless)

1 A (in. 2)

p (dimensionless)

a (ergs)
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SystelmSstr

Iftenature of the second term In the right-hand member of Eq. ~ )Is investigated,

appoaceszero as the acceleration field approaches zero. Theefore, under zero-g

codtosEq. Z)rdcst

dN p- 9.35012) (21)

and the d~jitribution function is

dlI/Ndt 1 8.7al exp(- 95j)(2
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It is convenient, for comparison, to consider Eq. (22) In its dimensionless form:

SdN/Ndz - z exp ( (3)

where z = (VT )t.

The dimensionless distribution functions at both zero-g and l-g conditions are shown

graphically in Fig. 9.

These results are physically reasonable. Under zero-g conditions, no fluid head

exists across a bubble to produce fragmentation or distortion and the derivation of

the first distribution function becomes applicable without modification.

The most probable diameter produced under zero-g conditions is

1P 0,23 1 (24)

An arbitrary amount of energy was utilized

in each of the four runs for each liquid-air -

system. Since the most probable diameter
--- remrin-ed constant within the experimental

error, for each liquid-air system, one may .. . .- I...

conclude that only the total number of bub-

bles produced is affected by the energy

input. However, this conclusion can only ,

be drawn wirh considerable reservation

because no measure of the energy that was 5
utilized for the formation of surface could

be made. The possibility of making such N

measurement, is being investigated. ,, , ...

Fig. 9 DIF.,anslonless Ditribution Function

for Zero- and 1-g Conditions
.........-..



DISCUSSION

Paul Abramson, Atomics Interrnational

I notice in your Initial discussion of the derivation that you've assumed conservation of

bubbles and conservation of surface energy for bubbles and I wonder if you'd Justify

that for me?

Welch

I'm not sure I can Justify it, but only by Imagination, rationalization and the fact that

it fits the data. What we imagined was a distribution function which we first broke up

into equal increments of energy. This E that we see here in the midpoint value in

energy between E and E 4&.jo-that our range here in each increment Is Ej - 4E/
and E + AE/2". Our number that we used, Nj , is actually the Iteration of the func-

tion between E and E + AE to give us the total number. We wanted to do this so that

we could write this function for the number of independent ways that the distribution

could be formed. Actually what we are doing is taking our imaginary continuous dis-

tribution function, breaking it up into increments and using this to derive the equation

for omega. We had a problem handling this in the same manner that the Boltzman

distribution Is handled because we have to take N as constant and surface energy as

constant whereas actually N and time progress. Both N and the surface energy vary

so we ;magine a condition where the total number decreased as time progressed and

we said we' re going to try to step through In order to get a time dependent function

that we can handle. We'll try to step through increments in time and we'll try to

approximate each increment in time with an equilibrium condition. Assuming we can

do this and assuming we can evaluate the constant for these increments of time, for

each increment of time we will have a constant N and a constant E. Now, that we see

in this paper Is actually the very first increment of time and that our E then is actually

the first energy or the amount of energy that initially goes into reduction of surface.

5-17
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Abramson

I just might suggest that conservation of mass might be used instead of conservation of

number of bubbles.

Welch

Yes, we tried conservation of volume which is close to conservation of mass In this

ease. The distribution function that resulted from this didn't fit the data too well.

What it actually amounted to was the fact that we had our data there and we just kept

deriving functions until we came up with one that fit, then we tried to rationalize a

justification for that distribution of function.

Marvin Adelberg. Consultant

Is it your conclusion that the bubble size distribution doesn't change in zero-g?

Welch

No, it actually does change. As we increase the g level the distribution distorts. This

is shown on the curves of the distribution function vs. the dimensionless Z. These

bubbles were generated by agitating the tank.

Adelberg

That resolves the area of difficulty since heat ?-nerated bubbles are m•rc in line with

the problems I'm referring to. The two mechanisms are considerably different.

EH. Merte University of Michigan

In regard toWthe last figure you showed, are those water and ether data the plots of

the equation which results from having determined the constants from your data ?

47--
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Welch

Yes. The first five data points for the water and ether runs were used to evaluate

lambda prime in the idealized distribution and then provide five data points for the

water curve used to evaluate the j3 in the fragmentation distribution. The intercept of

the normalized data points*w-i used to determine gamma. We got our constants using

the first portion of the ethpr/air runs and the last portion of the water/air runs. Then

we calculated the remainder of both of these curves and the whole range for the

methanol case.

George Huson. Bellcomm

How long do you think this fragmentation period for large bubbles is, and Is it always

going to be short with respect to settling time?

Welch

I think the fragmentation time is almost instantaneous. This was our assumption

anyway.

..- 19
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PAPER I

THE FLUID MECHANICS OF CONDENSING MERCURY
IN A LOW-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT

my U. T. Laucet.' P. Ahrasmsw A. P. rerslooi t

ABSTRACT

Experimontal and analytical results arm presented for condensing mercury (Hg), which

show that vapor and liquid pressures, drag, admomentum, wt rprdsga

sAer.uate to misintain stable vapor-liquid interfaces during all phases of ground and

orhital operation. Transient teuipseature-and pressure distributions are presented
for the startup phase of a multiple-tube horizontal radiator condenser during system

operation. The Indicated behavior of the liquid-vapor Interfaces during startup is shown.

Confirmation of such behavior Is provided by motion pictures of Hg condensing in a

single glass tube.

Various forms of possible instability are analyzed and related to their effect on the

performance of the Mercury Rankine Program power system. Interface inftability as

*Atom ics International Division, North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park
t Graduate student, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. - formerly with the Atomics International

Division, North American Aviation, Inc.



controlled by surface tension, tube size. and gravitational forces is discussed, along

with runback and liquid-leg instability due to negative accelerations (body forces

opposed to the direction of vapor flow). Inherent instabilities controlled by the relations

between the momentum rec- ery. friction and drag pressure losses, and condensing

length are also discussed. In each of these areas of stability, some definite conclusions

are presented which, in the writers' opinion, indicate that condensing in a low- or

zero-g environment presents no problems that cannot be easily provided for in design.

A brief description is made herein of the Atomics International facility uaed for study-

Ing the phenomenon of condensing Hg. A film which concisely surveys much of the

condensing phenomena to which a Rankine power system will be exposed, is part of an

oral presentation. The film, of Hg condensation in single glass tubes, shows:

* The influence of tube diameter

* The mannerisms of noncondensible entrainment

* Thi effect of positive and negative accelerations applied to the interface

in a one-g environment

' Transient accelerations

e Startup, and Hg vapor luminescence

The discussion includes an Interpn.retation of the film and the extrsprlation of the data

therein to a zero-g environment.

Three analytical models for describing the pressure drop assclated with two-phase

flow of Hg are developed and discussed, indlcating their limitations and the preferred

model. Two recent modifications to these models are described'. The first, a method

of treating momentum loss by basic transport theory, results in momentum loss fac-

tors (ratio of momentum loss to mean stream momentum) of 10 percent and eliminates

a variable often used to empirically correlate the data. The second describes the

mechanism by which condensation influences the velocity profile, and the resultant

change in friction factor. The treatment is based upon that used for development of

equations of flow in pipes with porous walls.
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NOMENCLATURE

A tube cross sectional flow area

Cf friction coefficient

D tube hydraulic diameter

D core diameter

E total energy

f friction factor

K entrance acceleration and loss coefficient

L condensing length

reference condensing length
' 2 7-'1

n number of g's

P M regulated liquid manifold pressure

P pressure

PO inlet total pressure

Q volume flow rate

ro distance from center of rotation to liquid manifold

rI distance from center of rotation to interface

r radial location in tube

R tube flow area radius

R pipe radius

Re0  condensing Reynolds number

He 0  axial Reynolds number based on diameter

T temperature

U average axial velocity

U' axial velocity of o!ensingparticles hitting the wall

i nmean U"

U' vector fluctuation

Uo inlet axial velocity

U� inlet velocity to perturbed tube
U0

Umaxo maximum inlet axial velocity
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UX axial velocity at r X

U L liquid velocity

UV vapor velocity

V radial velocity

•-""•-'VW- wall shear velocity
W weight flow of vapor

Wt total flow through tube (liquid plis vapor)

Wf I weight flow of liquid

x axial distance

X the runback distance measured from the inlet

y momentum loss factor - V'/U

IN mean free pait
17 dimensionless radius squared = (r/R) 2

1* wall shear Reynolds numb-?r

I viscosity of host fluid

y kinematic viscosity of host fluid

p density

T shear stress

V 2 ratio of two phase pressure gradient to single phase vapor pressure gradient

vapor quality
8 c6r drorlet diameter

S < V > expected velocity fin. /see)

k Boltzmann's constant - 1.38 10"16 erg/*K

m mass of one molecule of Hg - 3.33 10-2 2 grams

ACRONYMS

MRP Mercury Rankine Progran I

RC Radiation Condenser
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THE FLUID MECHANICS OF CONDENSING MERCURY IN A
LOW-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT

I INTRODUCTION

In any Rankine power system, the vapor must be condensed. The question is whether

the condenser can be designed to operate in a stable fashion In a low-or zero-g environ-

ment. It is necessary to rely on the liquid and vapor momentum and drag forces to
maintain stable operation, because the stabilizing effect of the earth's gravitational

field Is no longer available. In some applications, accelerations are encountered

which result in forces opposing condensation.

"The most stable condensing configuration is a single tube; this, however, involves a

severe weight penalty for electrical power systems in the kilowatt range, and multiple

parallel-tube condensing must be considered. For large radiation condensers, tapered

tubes offer significant advantages in terms of reduced Hg startup inventory, and greater

stability due to higher average vapor velocities. The present radiation condenser pro-

posed for the Mercury Rankine Program has 40 parallel tapered condensing tubes.

Both round and rectangular tubesare-being considered; the final selection will be based

on fabrication capability.

The investigation of mercury condensing behavior is being carried out in four areas

simultaneously: (I) stability, (2) startup phewiomenon, (3) gas entrainment, and

(4) pressure-drop evaluation. A discussion follows of the work that has been done and

is still being done in these areas.

2 D•SCUSSION OF STABILITY

Some of the major influences on• stable operations of a mercury radiator condenser

(RC) are examined in some detail herein. In particular. interface, zero-g liquid leg.

force field liquid leg, and runback instabilities are discussed.
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2. 1 Interface InstabiAlity

a This particular type of Instability Is an Interface stability phenomenon, and is discussed

thoroughly in Ref. 1; application to condensing Hg is discussed in Refs. 2 and 3.
Accelerations applied at any particular frequency to the liquid-vapor interface will

cause a change of shape in any small irregularities already existing In that Interface.
In general, the interface is stable If the resultant body forces are applied from the

lighter to the denser fluid and unstable if vice versa. Neglecting surface tension effects,

Taylor (Ref. 4) found that the initial growth of the amplitude of the disturbance wast ... ~xipoential in time. Surface tension was found by Bellman and Pennington (Ref. 5) to
cause a surface wave length dependence, where wave lengths shorter than a critical
value were stable and longer wave lengths were unstatble. This critical wave length Is
given by

Equation 1 Is interpreted to mean that the interfoce is stable if the tube diameter is

less than half the critical wave length, and unstable If It is larger than '\ r /2 . Tn
Ref. 6. the Taylor wave criterion was applied to round Hg condenser tubes In a one-g(I
field with Hg as the fluid at 600* F. The experimental range of critical diameters,

dependent upon surface finish and adhesion between Hg and the tube, was from 0. 125 to
0. 168 in. The analytical prediction of the modified equations gives '\e /2 ft 0. 136 In.,
for Hg at room temperature. Reference 6 discusses a modification to the theory
(generated above) which Is attributed to contact angle, interface curvature, and adhe-
sive properties between the liquid-vapor interface and the tube wall. The mo~dification
io manifest In the form of a region of meta.-stability which extends up to tube diameters
its large as 2.8317 ia/[(g/g0 )(P L - P)I(which one observes to be slightly larger than

,."6-'
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the value predicted above) and down to tube diameters as low as 1. 835 oar(g/ge (p PO)

(which is significantly lower than the value predicted above). This lower diametral

limit is chosen for design purposes because it Ah the most conservative.

It was found that in applying Taylor's criterion to rectangular tubes (Ref. 7), the criti-

cal dimension in along the gravitational force vector. With the tube in a horizontal

position, the horizontal dimension could be above critical but the vertical dimension

governed the stability of the interface. On the other hand, if the Interface is horizontal,

both dimensious must be below the critical size to maintain a stable interface.

Reference 7 found the critical dimension to be 0. 18 in. for room temperature Hg In

the glass ducts.

In all the Mercury Rankine Program (MRP) applications considered to date, the inter-

face in the condensing tubes is stable either because the acceleration level is so low

(~ 0.05 g's) that the tube diameter is below the critical diameter, or because the direc-

tion of acceleration is from the vapor to the liquid, therefore inherently stable. For

example, if the local acceleration is 0.05 g's, the critical diameter would be about

4.5 times the value on earth. From the previous consideration, the critical value

would be from 0.56 to 0. 75 in. The increase in critical diameter was verified in

Ref. 2, where tubes of 0.625 in. diameter and 0.5 in. diameter, filled with water and

Hg respectively, were found to have stable interfaces in a near zero-g environment.

Since typical 10-ft-long MRP tube sizes run from 0.25 to 0.35 in. at the vapor inlet,

to 0. 125 to 0.20 in. at the liquid outlet, the tubes are well below the critical diameter.

2.2 Zero-G Liquid-Leg Instability

In a zero-g environment, a perturbation in condensing length of one tube in a multi-tube

condenser may result in an instability (liquid leg entering the vapor manifold). This

will occur whenever the pressure on the vapor side of the interface decreases, when

the condensing length decreases while the pressure in the liquid leg Is held constant

either by a pressure regulator (as In the MRP), or by the fact that the remainder of

the tubes have not significantly changed their operating condition. The conditions under

which this kind of instability occurs can best be explained by examining in detail the 1.
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factors which influence the shape of the curve of the interface pressure as a functiort

-- f-ofthe condensing length.

To simplify the pressure-drop equation for the porpose of examining the factors

influencing condensing stability at zero-g, Incompressible flow is assumed. To accou.nt
for the fact that condensation occurs and the stream velocity varies along the con-

densing tube, it is assumed that:

1) Area = constant, not varying with distance

2) U(x) = Uo (l-X/Lo)

3) V Uo(L/Lo)
0 0

This presents a very special case of condensation, one with a linear quality profile.

However, experience with radiator designs to date indicates that the quality does not

deviate by more than two or three percent from the linear profile. Furthermore, this

assumption will not significantly affect the result and does simplify it. While this 4
represents a very special case, the major conclusion can be shown to be essentially

independent of these psrticular assumptions.

Based on these assumptions the resulting pressure drop equation is

pU 0  -pi ' 2 2
P Po + 12-y-KI] 2 2 I fL ( L- d (2)

0 2gcL 2 2RcD~o 2 i
L; Lo-

2-2which gives for the interface pressure, assuming an average (p (w) and an average

2
L L2  4L -pU 2

P I Po+ (2-y- K)-I- 2g (3)
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Equation 3 shows that the condenser will be completely stable as long as (2-y- IQ - 0,

of if the condensing length ic greater than the critical condensing length when

(2- y- K) > 0. By differentiating Eq. 3 and setting It equal to zero. the critical length

is found to be

L (2- Y-K)D

CR -2p~

Figurel is a plot of Eq. 3, showing the interface pressure on the vapor side vs con-

densing length for equilibrium conditions at each condensing length.

REGION WHERE INTERFACE
PRESSURE IS GREATER THANINLET TOTAL PRESSURE

PRESSURE IN UNSTABLE
VAPOR AT STAABE SABL
INTERFACE REGION • REGION T

STABLE .
OPERATING (2-y-K) > 0CURVEI,

LCR'- (2-y-K) < \0

CONDENSING LENGTH (L)

Fig. I Typical Zero-g Instability Presure Variations

From Fig. 1, the criterion for-stabtttl zero-g when one tube out of many is
perturbed is

dPi
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Figure I shown that It Is possible, for small momentum losses during condensing, to

have an Interface static pressure which is greater than the incoming total pressure,
hence the Interface might move toward the inlet. To match the pressure drop data of

Rof. e, it was empirically determined that the condensate must give up an average of

28o 5 perceit (y - 0.57) of the mean stream momentum flux. For an acceleration
and entrance losm factor (K) of 1.5, this would require the static interface pressure

to be less than the inlet total pressure by seven percent of the inlet dynamic head.
-- Howetve-r, more refined analytical models (see para. 4.7) predict that this factor y is

much closer to 10 percent, permitting the interface pressure to be greater than the
inlet total pressure.

If the latter case turns out to be true. as is expected, it will be necessary to maintain

the condensing length greater than that given by Eq. 4. For the MRP reference design.
for y - 0. 1, Eq. 4 gives

0.1 - D - 20D (6)

During steady-state operation the MRP condensing length is about 110 in. During
startup, however, the condensing length decreases until the RC is heated and the

-- e-Wddening pressure reaches the steady-state condition. The minimum condensing

length during startup of ME P condensers is about 20 in., or an L/D- 65, and no

zero-g condensing instabilities are expected. This has been verified by flat horizontal

RC's, and is true even when allowing for the errors resulting from the simplifications

introduced during the derivations of Eq. 4,

2.3 Force Field Liquid-Leg instability

In the presence of negative accelerations opposed to the condensing direction, liquid-

leg instability may result if vapor pressure forces are not adequate. These instabili-
ties, if allowed, will result in spilling liquid into the vapor manifold and/or vapor into

the liquid manifold for the single perturbed tube. The opposite or the same may occur

"for the other tubes following the instability in the Initially perturbed tube.
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Let us consider the case whern the RC is rotating about some center, say at a distance

r fromthebaseofthe RC

*-FLOW
DIRECTION

_ro__b .ig -'o_ L•

The pressure on the interface by the liquid is then given by

2 2 w2 2
p w rI w ro PL

p w4- (7)
p 2 2 p

where the second term on the right Is a constant for a given ro.

For an investigatory case, ro 41.25 in. and a tube length of 10 ft. the plots of pres-

sure (P) vs.condensing length (L) were generated for various w, shown in Fig. 2.

These curves show the pressure that would be present in the liquid at the interface as a

function of L for a particular w. To determine the influence of these pressures upon

stability, one must examine the perturbation line of a single tube through the operating

point (particularly w and L). The operating point is established considering that

the liquid in all tubes rises simultaneously until the vapor pressure equals the liquid

pressure. The vapor pressure rises due to the decreased condensing length and the

rise in condensing temperature that accompanies the reduction in radiating area. In

this case, the flow to each tube is constant and the manifold pressure rises as the con-

densing length decreases, until the liquid and vapor pressure become equal. Having

established the operating point, the single tube perturbation line Is calculated, assuming
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the manifold pressure is constant and the flow varies with the condensing length in the
i• single perturbed tube.

4 Examination of Fig. 2 shcws that interface perturbations will be stable as long as

d dL
S•dvapor ( liquid

For a tapered rectangular tube typical of a MRP RC. Ref. 9 shows the curves of vapor

side pressure at the interface vs L for two cases. One case considers the rise in

vapor side interface pressure due both to the reduction in condensing length and to the

rise In condensing te'mperature. The other case considers only the former and is much

more conservative. The true line of operating points probably lies between the two.

These curves are superimposed on the liquid-side interface pressure vs condensing

length (L) curves In Fig. 2.

The result is that the RC is stable when its operating point occurs at w e 0.917 rad!

see for the maximum variation in vapor manifold pressure, or at w < 0.4 rad/sec for

no variation in vapor manifold pressure. In both cases the interface remains stable.

Larger negative accelerations or vehicle tumbling can be handled without going to ex-

cessive AC pressure drops, by performing the final condensing In a single tube which

is oriented normal to the acceleration forces as shown in Fig. 3.

.1a this case It is easy to see that (dP/dliiquld v 0 and a stable condition exists. It

is also apparent that this configuration is stable for acceleration forces parallel to the

single tube as long as changes from one direction to the other are not so rapid as to

prevent the intprf.ce from returning to its stable position shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

While this configuration can be made stable for large negative-g forces, the weight

penalty becomes significant due to the increased tube diameter (for the same system

pressure drop) and corresponding increase in Hg inventory and meteoroid armor.
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Fig. 2 Negotive-g Radiator Condenser Operating Characteristics (from Ref. 9)
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Another approach to stable condensing in negative-g fields In the use of an indirect I
condenser which can more readily be favorably oriented and has shorter liquid sub-

* cooler lengthn.



2.4 Runback hntability

The condition termed "runback" occurs when,, in a negative-g field, a portion of the

condensate In the condensing region flows back against the vapor flow. Severe oRcil-

lations occur as the runback liquid blocks the vapor flow path and causes the vapor

pressure to rise, thus creatm•j a pressure difference across the runback slug that t'
causes it to be slammed back into the liquid leg. Runback I& a phenomenon peculiar

to wetting condensation in abo"- and below-critical-diamet-er tubes, and to nonwctting

condensihg flow In above-critical-dtletrtubes. As negative accelerations (force-s

directed from the liquid toward the vapor) are applied to the conderser. the vapor drag

forces are not large enough to pi event the interface from deforming and running back

into the vapor stresih.

Runback under wetting conditions was analyzed by Koestel (Ref. 6). He assumed that

runback occurred at the point where the wall shear went to zero. He found that the

distance to the point of runback could be represented by the relation

2d Reo ~2/3

~0 V 64L(8). x 1/3 2/13 2/3 4/3 ,

L . L 0Z e 0

From the experimental data, Koestel estimated that Lb v 0. Lc would minimize

the effects of runback slugging in tubes of diameters !- 0.5 in. This reduces Eq. 8 to

U0 -308 (pL pV1/2 n (9d 2n

where U0 ts the required inlet vapor velocity to maintain a stable flow condition.

In the case of the MRP. If wetting of the condenser tubes occurs, the above criterion

predicts stable operation (small pressure fluctuations) for nerative acceleration up to
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0.078 g's. It is apparent that an RC for space applications can be designed to avoid

the instabilities considered here, and with a minimum weight penalty.

S.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Considerable experimental work has been performed at Al with horizontal and vertical

RC's and in single-tube condensing. Some of the most pertinent results will be dis-

cussed in the following sections.

3. 1 Transient Horizontal Hg BC Startup Behavior/

To simulate zero-g system operation, a system was assembled using a flat horizontal

PC at the same elevation as the centerline of the combined tturbine-alternator-pump

unit. The radiator, which had 44 tapered tubes, approximately 0.3-In. inlet diameter,

and 10 ft long, was capable of rejecting about 50 kw of thermal power, at a 600" F con-

densing temperature, to the water-cooled vacuum chamber. This system was operated

for 1, 200 hours, including complete system startups, with no indlations of any Insta-

bilities. Of particular interest is the startup behavior, which is besti explained by

reference to Figs. 6 and 7 which show how the condensed Hg collects In a slug and

simultaneously grows and moves down the tube. The pressure In the region down-

stream from the liquid slug should be equal to the vapor pressure. or approximately

__-10 -4 p-ta. When the liquid slug reaches the condensing tube exit, the interface moves

upstream as the temperature and pressure (Fig. 9) continue to rise. Finally the pres-

sure rises high enough (actually it slightly overshoots the steady-state value) and

draining of the PC commences. Draining continues until the steady-ntate operating

conditions are reached. Figure 7 is based on observations of startup in single pyrex

tubes and the experimental temperature and pressure measurements (see Figs. 8 and

9) taken on the 44-parallel-tube horizontal RC. The horizontal RC operated In a stable

fashion; the tr&nslent startup behavior is adequate and car be predicted.
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3.2 Description of Hg Condensing Photograph Study

This work was carried out in the test installation shown in Fig. 10 and desclibed in

Ref. 10. Normal and high speed photographic studies were made to provide qualitative

VACLW tLOW

Vale

VI,.ALSVE Lb -

Fig. 10 Schematic of Mercury Loop ,

data concerning interface and liquid-leg stability, and to determine the Influence of i•

noncondensible gases upon the nonwetted condensing process of Hg. These studies !

surveyed the condensing phenomena in 0. 125-in. ID (below-critical diameter) and :L:

0.3-in. ID (above-critical diameter) pyrex condensing tubes. The tubes were operated ,

in angles of inclination of from - S" to + 10" from the horizontal. The operating eon-•.'
ditions were set for inlet pressures from 8 to 12 psia at roughly 700" F. with flow rates i

at 0.3 to 0.4 Ibm/mmn In the larp. tube and 0.1I Ibm/ra inn the small tube. These

flow. are slightly below the 0.5 Ibm/mai per tube in the MRP. At constant flow and
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condensing length, the inlet pressire was varied with angle of inclination. Several

condensing lcngths were also examined at each inclination. The loss of hydrogen from

the fuel elements to the NaK system results in a net transfer to the Hg system where

it collects in the RC. Therefore, noncondensible gases were introduced at a large

flow rate (compared to that exTacted in the MRP) to examine interface effects.

3.2.1 Stability

It was observed that the critical (capillary) diameter as predicted for Hg does indeed

have the main stabilizing influence upon surface stability at the liquid-vapor interface.

The films indicated that the 0. 125-in. diameter tube held a stable interface under all

orientations tested; that even when large disturbances were created upon that interface

by incoming droplets, the disturbances were rapidly damped.

Studies of the liquid-vapor interface in the above-critical-diameter tube also showed

the expected phenomena. in a horizontal or "'downhill" condensing position, there were

no forces that could cause a droplet (thrown from the interface by the surface waves)

to move upstream. The interface therefore held an overall equilibrium position, al-

though the interfacial tension was not sufficient to/immediately damp all perturbations.

However, in an "uphill" condensing orientation, droplets which separated from the

interface were moved upstream by gravitational forces. Since the droplet was then

moving against a flux of condensing vapor, its motion was eventually reversed and it

was given a large momentum toward the Interface.

Large amounts of liquid were released in the phenomenon being described. There

appeared to be no actual separation of the interface into droplets, but the interface

became elongated. This could be due to the time limitations, sinc~it Is known that

the equilibrium configuration is a group of spherical droplets, but it is also known

that the time to reach equilibrium Is quite large. The upstream end of the interface.
which had been exposed to the nonequilibrIum conditions for the ;ongest time, did

actually form a group of spherical droplets. Some of these droplets moved In an oscil-

lating pattern along the tube axis, moving upstream under gravity until the vapor mo-

mentum flux reversed the motion, then moving toward the interface until gravitational
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forces reversed that motion. This phenomenon is peculiar to non-wetted runback.

Somewhat downstream of these oscillating droplets, a continuous but quite elongated

interface exists. This interface distorts as liquid runs into its upstream end. As the

upstream end grows in size (and mass) it moves farther upstream and encounters

more vapor flux. The shear and momentum forces of the vapor deform this interface

until it bridges the tube, at which time it receives a large impulse from the vapor,

driving the entire liquid runback downstream into the stationary liquid leg. When the

runback is slammed into the liquid leg, a large pressure pulse is transmitted Into the

liquid: Pulses as great in magnitude as * 2.5 psia were observed. (The minus readings

may be due to instrumentation oscillationsrather than actual pressure flucteations.)

It is pertinent to point out at this point that no runback would be possible in a zero-g

environment. This is due to the Taylor wavelength criterion which gives

Acr = V/al[ (( )(PIL - pV)] ; i.e., for zero-g the critical wavelength becomes lnfl-

nite. This also gives a criterion fordetermining maximum allowable g levels. The phe-

nomena presented In this discussion are visualized in the accompanying motion picture.

3.2.2 Noncondensibles

Part of the photographic study was concentrated on determining the Influence of non-

condensible gases upon condensation phenomena. In the reactor power system of the

MRP, hydrogen is used as the moderator component in the reactor fuel elements.

This hydrogen diffuses out into the primary loop fluid (NaK) and is carried along with

it, constantly diffusing out of the NaI piping walls. Hydrogen Is thereby Introduced

Into the Hg system in the boiler and carried around the Hg loop until it reaches the

condenser. The influence of noncondensible gases on the condensing processes was

examined in both the above- and below-critical-diameter tubes. It was found that

bubbles are entrained in the liquid leg in all cases except downhill condensing in above-

critical-diameter tubes.

Above-Critical-Diameter Tubes. In the greater-than-critical-diameter tube, the

Influence and mechanism of entrainment of noncondensibles was greatly Influenced by

the orientation of the tube with respect to gravity.
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1) Horizontal Condensing: In a horizontal position, noncondensibles build up vertically

_..-adiVe-the liquid vapor interface and cause the interface to elongate; interfaces were

observed as long as 20 in. in a 0.3-1n. tube. As the interface elongates, the influence

of condensate droplets (which formed upstream and ran into the leading edge of the

interface) becomes more marked. These droplets set up traveling waves of relatively

constant amplitude in the near'y horizntal interface surface. As the wave travels

downstream along the Intprface. it reaches a position where the amplitude of motion is

greater than the gap betwcern .he liquid and the top of the tube (which is filled with gas).

At any nxial location from this position downstream to the end of the noncondensibles,

the surface wave has sufficient amplitude to bridge the tube and trap a bubble of non-

condensibles. However, the noncondensibles would be held In the liquid leg only by the

small adhesion force of Hg to glass. This type of entrainment is therefore unstable.

Only when a sufficient amount of liquid builds up in the bridging process, thus providing

a new end for the interface, can the bubble be physically entrained. However, if a

following surface wave of sufficient energy and proper phase angle arrives at the posi-

tion of bridging before a great deal of liquid has built up in the bridge, this wave could

tear loose the bond and return the interface to its original configuration, with the

result that no entrainment takes p!ace. Once a bubble Is entrained in this manner it

moves haltingly toward the tube exit, sometimes stopping as liquid flows underneath

it until shear forces at the Hg-gas-tube interfaces are sufficient to tear the Hg loose
and move the bubble.

This describes the mechanism by which small bubbles of nonc~ndensible gases can be

entrained into the liquid leg of a condenser. The only other way that noncondensibles

will pass the liquid-vapor interface in an above-critical-diameter tube is by very

small bubble entrainment when droplets smash into the interface.

2) Downhill CondensLn& In a downhill condensing orientation in an above-critical-

diameter tube, the liquid-vapor interface assumes a horizontal configuration. Drop-

lets which form upstream are observed to run through the noncondensible layer and

into the interface. Little viscous drag occurs on the droplets in the noncondensible

layer. The only apparent mechanism of entrainment Is the formatlor of small bubbles

when droplets hit the interface.
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3) Uphill Condensing. In an uphill condensing orientation In above-critical-diameter

tu.'ws. the runback phenomenon generates such violent interface motion that noncon-

denribles cannot build up to large ar.iounts but become continuously entrained by the

interface and rise under buoyant sorces toward the tube exit. The entrained bubbles

are small and frequent.. Due tr, violent surface motion, there may also be some very

small bubbles entrained which are similar to the bubbles entrained by droplets Impinging

on the interface in other orientations.

Below-Critical-Diameter Tubes. At this stage in the discussion of the Influence of

noncondensibles upon condensation, It is important to point out that in a zero-g environ-

ment, the critical wavelength is infinite. The previous discussion applies only to con-

densation in an environment containing large mass attraction fields; the following

discussion is pertinent to the zero-g environment.

Noncondensible entrainment in a below-critical-diameter tube appeared to be independ-

ent of orientation In the gravitAtional field to the extent of the tests performed, which

varied between -6 and + 10° from the horizontal position. The liquid-vapor interface

is held in a stable position by surface tension effects. Noncondensibles accumulate in

the vapor region immediately upstream of the interface, and in this region little or no

lig condenstation occurs. When the slug of noncondenslbles becomes appreciable (the

actual amount was not measured in these experiments, but it is estimated to be of the

order of 10 tube diameters) the droplets condensing upstream are slowed by viscous

damping in the gas. These droplets agglomerate rapidly to form large drops in the

noncondensible region. Eventually the formation of these large droplets is so rapid

that they bridge the tube before arrival at the interface. A slug of noncondensibles is

than entrained ahead of the large drop. At inlet pressures of 10 to 12 psia and liquid

flows of 0. I Ibm/mln, the typical slug lengths observed were I to 2 tube diameters.

The noncondensibles accumulate upstream from this new Interface and the process Is

repeated with regularity. Never was the entire noncondensible region entrained at

once; approximately the same small quantity was entrained regularly, providing flow

conditions were not varied. The Influence of the pertinent flow parameters (Hg and,

noncondensible flow, pressure, and condensing length) are presently being Investigated

but are not discussed here.
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The principal result is that noncondonsibles will be entrained into the liquid leg in large

bubbles in the condenser in zero- and low-g fields regardless of tube diameter. It is

therefore expected that the MRP condenser will behave in this manner.

3.2.3 Hg Vapor Luminescence During Startup

__AL1ow~pressure (approximately I psia) Hg vapor luminescence In the 63 P - 73 S

(4358 A) blue, and 63P 2 - 73 S (5460 A) green spectra was observed. The literature

revealed no information concerning the origin of the stimulating energy but did mention

that the presence of nitrogen in electron-excited transitions of Hg in the 63 P state1 1
transfers them to the metastable 631% state, and the transition back to ground is made

stronger by as much as an order of magnitude for the violet (4047 A) luminescence.

This line was not the strongest observed; however, the possibility of some nitrogen

being present is not ruled out.

A strong electrostatic field was observed on the outside of the pyrex condensing tube

when the !uminescence was present but not when the luminescence was absent. By

wrapping a coil of bare silver wire cockwlse for about 5 In. of tube and counterclock-

wise for 5 in. more and letting one end arc to grot-nd, an electrostatic potential of

-22 kv was determined to exist on the tube. By grounding the wire and measuring the

current, a condtant current of 2 pamps was drawn while the light was centered in the

tube. Whether the wire was grounded or not, the light seemed to follow the wire. This

is not unexpected if the vapor flow is a plasma and the coil acts as a boundary condition.

To determine if the light was accompanied by or actually created by the charge, the tube

was wr&,pped in aluminum foil and grounded. This left a possible potential on the inside

of the tube of only 10 volts, which should ibe negligible compared to 22 kv. The lumin-

escence persisted. It was aniso observed, but unfortunately not yet captured on film,

that at the downstream end of the luminescent pattern, droplets of Hg liquid appear to

spew out of the light.

Several possibilities are proposed as sources for the exciting energy of the observed

transitions. The most plausible at present is that instead of condensing, some portion
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of the energy required to force the vapor intu the liquid state (heat of condensation) is

going into exciting electrons in the Hg atoms. When these electrons no longer see the

exciting energy and have made their last transition to ground state, then the vapor con-

denses. This would explain the droplets spewing out of the luminescent patt~rn on the

downstream side. The heat of condensation is - 127 Btu/lbm or 9.31 x 10-23 Btu/at m.

whereas the energy required to excite (in a single step) the transition is 43.3 x 10-23

Btu. The energies are the right order of magnitude and a cluster of sufficient size

could supply the proper excitation.

3.2.4 Summary of Experimental Work for Single-Tube Condensing Tests

* The influence of Taylor's criterion governed interface stability

* Non-wetted runback in above-cr1t9cal-dlameter tubes appeared similar to the

wetted runback discussed by previous investigators

* Noncondensible slugs will be picked up by a condenser in a zero-g environ-

ment, in a negative-g environment for both above- and below-critical-

diameter tubes, and in a low positive-g environment when the diameter Is

below the critical value

• Hydrodynamic performance during startup is predictable, but the origin of

Hg vapor luminescence observed during startup remains undetermined

3.2.5 Summary of Future Experimental Work Planned

0 Pressure drop and stability studies with tapered tubes

a Verification of zero-g liquid-leg stability analysis

* Detailed noncondensible entrainment tests

* Wetting vs non-wetting stability and pressure drop study
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4 PRESSURE DROP MODELS

Accuracy of the pressure drop predit tion influences the RC area and weight, since one

of the tolerances which must be allowed for is the uncertainty in the condensing pres-

sure. In addition, the pressure drop analysis is used in all the stability evaluations,

and errors in the pressure drop analysis will be reflected in errors in the predicted

margin for stable operations. A small but continuing effort has therefore been extended

toward improving the pressure drop analysis.

Three condensing pressure drop models are discussed following. The first two use

the improved Lockhart-Martinelli correlation of Baroczy (Ref. 11); the third uses the

fog-flow correlation of Koestel (Ref. 12). Model No. I has been used with moderate

success to predict the total pressure drop for design purposes. Experimental data h-ts

shown that it does not very well predict the pressure profile along the tube; however,

the profile is not as important for design purposes as the total pressure drop. Model

No. 2 is a fog-flow model that uses the Baroczy correlation and closely predicts the

same pressure drop as Model No. 1. but the pressure profile matches the data much

bettter. The recently introduced Fog-Flow Model of Koestel has not as yet been used

by Al to predict pressure drop. This model shows some merit, mainly due to its

simplicity, and Is being considered in this program. "-"The toilowing discussion is a

brief outline of the work presented in Ref. 10.

4. 1 Improved Lockhart-Martinelli Correlation of Baroczy and Sanders

To date, the most accepted method for predicting pressure drop in Isothermal two-

phase flow In horizontal pipes is based on the Martinelli method (Refs. 13 and 14).

This method relates the two-phase pressure drop to the pressure drop that would occur

if the vapor phase were flowing alone by

APT. P. v 2host (10)
fluid
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The coefficient o2 is correlated to the Martinelli parameter X2 which is the ratio of

the pressure drop of the liquid flowing alone to the pressure drop of the vapor flowing

alone.

Since the properties of liquid Hg differ significantly from the fluids used in the dis-

cussed correlation, tests were conducted with Hg and nitrogen to certify that the stune

correlating technique was valid (Ref. 3). The correlation technique was verified; how-
! ever, It was found to be improved with the introduction of another parameter, the vapor

Reynolds number (Ref. 11). The smoothed curves of this correlation are shown in

Fig. 11.

4.2 Condensing Pressure Drop Model No. 1 (Refs. 11 and 15)

For Model No. 1 the following assumptions are made (see Fig. 12):

0 The control volume includes both the liquid and vapor flow; however, the

momentum of the liquid is assumed to be negligible, so that only the vapor is

considered in the momentum terms

* The liquid volume fraction is very small so that the vapo" flow area is taken

to be the cross-sectional area of the tube

* No body forces are present since space operation with no acceleration is

assumed

* The velocity of the liquid is assumed to be negligible

With these assumptions in mind, the equation for forces on the control volume is:

-AdP- rwdAW WdU + L gU(I-y)dW (11)

which reduces to (see Ref. 10)

2 2~ dW202

dP I_ + -!--- (2 -y) tx dA .2
dx LA p2ge dP  2gcDpA2 gP2 A x gcpA 3
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(P + dP)

P x A -(P +dP) (A +dA)

•i -dx IN

Fig. 12 Assumptions fos Model No. I

With the knowledge of the pressare of the vapor at a particular point, the vapor tern-

perature, density. and variation of density with pressure are known. Also known at

the particular point aere the quality, quality gradient, area, area gradient, and the

equiivalent diameter. The fictitious liquid and vapor pressure gradients and the vapor

Ileynolds number can be calculated for this, point so that 2 can be evaluated. With

the firegoing, and an assumed value for y. the pressure gradient can be evalucted.

A standard numerical integration of this type permits calculation of the pressure drop

in a condenser tube.

In the derivation of the momentum equation for Mod.l No. 1, a momentum term was

obtained:

1 dW (13)
-29dx
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This term represents the momentum that can be recovered from the vapor about to be

condensed. If the vapor molecule at the main stream velocity (U) leaves the control

volume at an ,xial velocity greater than rero, less momentum becomes available to

the remainder of the main stream. Physically, the molecule, wtih an Initial stream

velocity (U), loses some of its momentum to the main stream and collides with the

condensing surface with a velocity U'. If U' is equal to U, (y = 1), no momentumv
can be recovered. The momentum recovery which does occur is due to the diffusion

of the-noncondensing vapor at that point. If Uv' is zero (y = 0) all the momentum is

recovered. Since a molecule must make its way through the boundary layer to be con-

densed, it is thought that it has ample opportunity to give up most of its momentum in

the boundary layer before colliding with the condensing surface.

Although it is believed that y is close to zero, y until recently was a correction

parameter in the presaure drop computer program. The purpose of this y factor

was to match the predicted pressure drop with experimental data sa, that condenser

tube design had some experimental basis. A value of y equal to 0.57 was used in the

past for design purposes. This value was obtained in the attempt to match some low-

pressure (approximately 8 psi inlet) condensing runs of Ref. 8. An average for tho

four runs was used. The measured and predicted pressure profiles for these runs are

shown in Fig. 13. However, it was found that y was not a constant correction factor.

.....-Evaluation of y for various other runs at higher pressures indicates a decrease in y

with increase In pressure. For further considerations of Model No. 1 see Ref. 10.

An analytical derivation leading to y > 0. 1 is developed in a following section.

4.3 Momentum Equation for Model No. 2

When the momentum of both the liquid and vapor are considered, the pressure drop

equation becomes

-AdP - r[dAW WdUv + WdI +U, T + (u, ,)dw, 1v v(14)
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Assuming fog flow U= Uv and zero Initial entrainment velocity Ul 0. Eq. 14
becomes

- r odAW= W [WtdU UydW (15)

- d - w ( 1 5 )

tior In terms of gradients (see Ref. 10)

dxPAg20  !!-d
, ~ ~ g L ,gc d." 2,A2 P'• dx ,A3 dx dA

edifference In the momentum equation in Eqs. 11 and 15. The first right hand
ktrm-of Eq. 15 includes the total weight flow, whereas in Model No. I only the vapor'
flow is included. Since the vapor flow decreases along the length of the tube, less
momentum is recovered in the first term of Model No. 1 for the same velocity gradient
Assuming y equal to zero for both models, the second term in Model No. 2 is zero
and in Model No. 1 it is equivalent to the first term. Figure 14 is a normalized plot of

2.0 • (WdV + WvdN)L

Wo~o MODEL NO. I

>. 1.0

-WoV MODEL NO.2

0;i 
0.5 

1.0
0.

Fig. 14 Momentum Recovery Terms for Incompessible Flow vs. Quality. Comparison of
Model No. I with Fog-Type Flow
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the momentum terms for the two models vs vapor quality. For simplicity, Incompres-

sible flow is assumed. Although the total momentum to be recovered Is the same for
both models (same area under curves), greater momentum recovery occurs at first in

Model No. 1, thus reducing the slope of the pressure profile. Little momentum

recovery is left toward the end-of re-eC enser. In Model No. 2, the momentum

recovery is spread evenly over the length of the tube. The initial pressure gradient is

steeper than in Model No. 1, but toward the end it is less steep. In most cases the

momentum recovery toward the end is larger than the frictional gradient so that the

pressure gradient becomes distinctly positive, with the minimum pressure located at

approximately two-thirds of the condensing length.

In incompressible flow, either model would suffice for the total pressure drop since

2, U, etc., would vary similarly along the tube and the momentum recovery is the

same. But in compressible flow, the density drops more rapidly in Model No. 2

because the pressure gradient is steeper. However, the local vapor flow rates are

similar, so :hat higher velocities occur in Model No. ?, thus an unrecoverable steep-

ening occurs in the pressure gradient. The overall effect is to increase the pressure

drop over that predicted by Model No. 1. The increase is more noticeable when the

ratio of the pressure drop to the pressure level is large.

4.4 Fog-Flow Condensing Pressure Drop Model

A second means for predicting the frictional pressure gradient in condensing flow was

proposed by A. Koestel (Ref. 12). Due to the simplicity of the model an analytic value

of the two-phase factor is achieved:

4.75
9,2 ~) ~~is(17)

where

DU2cr

f(Wet) , the tube Weber number c (18)D- 2Ugc



The calculation of D/Dc involves a prediction of the drop size variation along the

tube and is covered in detail in Ref. 12.

Close to the interface (roughly the final 20 percent of the condensing length), the pre-

dicted diameter of the entrained droplet becomes very large, eventually exceeding the

diameter of the tube and approaching Infinity at the interf. -e where the velocity is

zero. This large droplet size is due to the fact that the total lift force of the vapor on

the liquid droplet is dependent upon the droplet surface area. Furthermore, the test

correlation for the droplet lift-off model was a very large flat plate, where the drop-

let size did not significantly change the flow pattern as it does in a tube. In this region,

o2 rapidly approaches infinity due to the reduction in the core diameter (Dc), and

then becomes incalculable due to the negative value for the core diameter (Do Dt - 26cr

As a temporary remedy for this problem, limits have been set on the, droplet diameter

so that this model can be currently used to predict pressure drop. F~r the predictions

presented in this report, ( 6 cr ! 0.1 Dt has been used.

Furthermore, the Reynolds numbers for this region are generally less than 2000,

Indicating that viscous flow exists. A laminar fog-flow, two-phase factor can also be

-Wb-t-alned by the same method. In the development, the quality term vanishes and o

becomes a function of (Dt/D 0 ):

2 (D. 4

_ (19)

Still, one is plagued with the problem of the diameter ratios and the questionable

assumption that the mixture viscosity is usually equal to the vapor viscosity. The

assumptions for the Fog-Flow-Model are the same as for Model No. 2 and the result-
2

ing momentum equation is identical, except that j2 is calculated using Eq. 18.
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4.5 Comparison of Models

A comparison of the three models (with y equal to zero) with experimental pressure

drops taken from Ref. 8 is shown in Fig. 13. The effect of the difference in the momen-

tuin terms of Models No. I and 2 is clearly seen. The pressure gradient for Model

No. 1 is not as steep due to the high initial momentum recovery, and the profile is

fairly flat toward the end of the tube where the frictional gradient and momentum

recovery are small. The opposite is true of Model No. 2; the initial gradient Is steep

but the recovery toward the end is large.

The Fog-Flow pressul'e profile show,, the same trends as does Model No. 2, since

their equations are similar except for the evaluation of the two phase factor 2.

Note also that the experimental data shows the same trends as Model No. 2 and the

Fog-Flow Model; that is, a steep initial profile, a minimum point, and a considerable

rise in pressure. The difference between Model No. 2 and the Fog-Flow Model is

attributed to the large values of (2 in the latter. Note that the gradients near the

interface are steeper than the experimental data for Model No. 2 and less steep for
2the Fog-Flow Model. This is attributed to the lower w factor in the Improved

Lockhart-Martinelli correlation, and the extremely high 2 factors in the Koestel
2correlation. The P inferred from the data appears to be somewhere between the

two. Some of the discrepancies between the models and the data may be due to flow

measurement error.

4.6 Analytical Prediction of Momentum Loss Factor

The following approach was used to determine the expected momentum loss by the

flowing vapor:

1) Determine the mean free path (A) of the vapor.

2) Assume that, on the average, a molecule colliding with the wall had its last

collision at a distance X from the wall.

3) Assume that upon collision with the wall a vapor molecule either:

a) Sticks to the wall and condenses, giving up all its momentum, or

b) Bounces off the wall. retaining all its axial momentum.
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4) Determine the mean velocity In the flow layer at distance A from the wall
and estimate the fluctuations in that velocity due to turbulence.

5) If the velocity fluctuations are significant, evaluate condensation percentage

for the molecules striking the wall.

6) If this porcentage Is large, modify the mean velocity at the distance A by

assuming that the Gaussian velocity distribution obtained in noncondensing

flow now has part of its distribution removed (from the side with velocities j
lower than the mean). This gives a new mean velocity to the layer at A,

7) If ihe percentage condensing is less than 50 percent, assign the noncondensing

mean velocity to the layer at distance A.

4.6.1 Calculation of Mean Free Path

It has byen shown that vapor density, viscosity expectation value velocity, (kinetic),

and mean frfe path are related by

O4 0.310p <v> X (20)

and ua!nl

we get

< = 10.43 •T(-F)+46 In./(sec R 1/2) (21)

so

A p/(0.310p x 10.43 T +-6) (22)

Figure 15 shows A vs temperature. (The saturation temperature and presare were

used to evaluate 1A and p.)
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4.6.2 Calculation of Velocity -

Fluctuation

Figure 16 shows Laufer's Data (Ref.

16) on axial velocity fluctuation in

turbulent compressible pipe flow.

Also shown is the approximate mean

free path of the vapor in the condenser.

Since the average distance that a

molecule must travel to reach the -

wall with no intermediate collisions is z

the mean free path, one can say that E

the molecules hitting the wall had .

their last collision a distance eqaL.--

to the mean free path from the wall.

Since there are no intermediate col- 0.001

lisions, molecules that hit the wall

and condense must give up momentum

which they had in the layer a distance EVEL

of the mean free path (A) from the

wall. However, one must observe

that Laufer measured (U')2 (the

square of the fluctuation) and not U'. .I I
250 350 450 50

In a layer In midstream, it is assumed TMW(0(OF)

that the velocity distribution is a

Gaussian distribution about the mean Fig. 15 Mean Free Path A (Inches) vs. Tern-

velocity for that layer. This sym- pemture (Deg F) for Saturated Mercury
Vapor

metry is caused by continuity, sncea

as many molecules must enter the layer from above as from below. In the case of

condensing flow, particularly at high condensing rates, an asymmetric distribution

would be expected since some of the molecules that would have transferred to that

layer from one closer to the wall do not transfer, but are condensed. Laufer's data

did nnt have this asymmetry because he did not have condenstation. To apply Laufer's
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Fig. 16 A).ial Velocity Fluctuation vs. Distance from Pipe Wall (Compressible Flow); Data
o' Laufer (Ref. 16)

data to the case of extremely high condensing rate flow, the author assumed that in the
layer a distance A from the wall, the mean velocity of Laufer's data is actually the

lowest velocity of that layer for condensing flow. This willli1e true only In cases where

approximately 50 percent or more of the molecules striking the wall condense. (In
our case less than one percent of the impinging molecules condense, so Laufer's data

may be employed as is. This particular discussion of an asymmetric distribution is

not important unless the condensing length becomes very short.) The worst case

would cause the distribution of velocities in the layer A to appear as shown in Fig, L7.
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PROBABILITY OF U

RMS
DISTANCE

•0U -U'

UoU
U0 U

Fig. 17

Upon examining Fig. 16, it was found that the fluctuation velocity U, was approxi-

mately equal in velocitY to Ut = V* = shear velocity, for Reynolds number of 50. 000.
This means the velocity distribution at A In condensing flow might have a new mean
velocity larger than that of noncondensing flow, but only if the condensing rate is very

high. This was validated by calculations.

TurbulentFlow. To estimate y, using the universal velocity profile, We find that

the shear velocity V* -- v$7-r is defined by

V*2 - 0.03325 (U)f7/4 'lO/4- 1/4 (23)

Rlepresen.,ative values for operating conditions are

UT - 169 ft/sec

R - 0.135 in.
: a' 43 ci2in. 2 /sec 2 Uv -- 4.43 x 10-2In.2/s
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,-d we get

V* =124.3 in-/sec.

The wail shear Reynolds number is given by

YV* (24)
P

using y --A - 0.0005 in., we get 17 = 1.41.

Using Fig. 20.4 on page 405 of Ref. 17, we see log 71 a 0.15 falls in the laminar

sublayer, i.e., the distance i Is within the sublayer. In that layer, the universal

velocity profile gives

A (251,

which gives

UA 175 in./sec.

but the average velocity is

S= 2030 in./sec,

j-y Uk/U = 0.0863;

.. 1--in other words, a condensing molecule arriving at the wall from a distance A away

gives up 8.63 percent of the mean vapor velocity when condensing.
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Laminar Flow. In laminar flow, we have the velocity profile

r I

and

which gives for U

(27)

This equetion was used for laminar flow, 5,

These equations were programmed into the numerical solution of the pressure drop

equation (Model No. 2) discussed earlier in this report. The same data (Ref. 8) was

compared to this modified analysis, and results for a typical case are shown In

Fig. 18. There is better prediction of the pressure drop using this model, but further

deviation from the measured pressure profile.

Since the evaluatiun of y by the foregoing method is a credible one In contrast tc, the
use of y as a curve fitting parameter, it is felt that y sbould be calculated in this

mcnner. Another correlating parameter can be used to make the data fit the analysis.

"The parameter may depend on other phenomena of flow, such as the slip ratio (or

holdup) which should affect the frictional portion of the pressure gradient. Investiga-

tious are under way in this area.
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Fig. 18 Pressure Profile During Condensation

S~4.7 Condensation Effect on Friction Factor

The second modification of the flow theory is the infience of condensation upon the

velocity profile and its resultant effect upon friction factor. It Is known that surtion or

injection through the boundaries of a pipe in which a fluid is flowing changes the flow

pattern in that pipe. The analysis presented here assumes that the veiocity profiles

of condensing flow are Identical to flow with boundary layer suction. For the laminar
regime, a potential flow model was developed (Yuan and Finkelstein, Ref. 18) which

gives a perturbation solution to the flow equations, resulting i1 an approximate equation

(within , 10 percent) for the velocity profile. For the turbulent regime, experimental

data of Ref. 19 are analyzed and fitted to a curve to give friction factor as a function of
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axial flow Reynolds number, and the ratio of condensing Reynolds number to the axial

flow Reynolds number. It is observed that for typical Hg condensers of the MRP, the1

effect on friction factor results in rather poor correlatio, to test data (Ref. 8), relative

to preLious prediction methods.

4.7. 1 The Irfluc,-ce of Condensation in Laminar Flow of the Host Fluid

The following equation for the velocity profile in a recent study with bound.dy layer

suctions is derived in Ref. 18:

4Recx Ree
Re- + 1-11 +- (-2+9n-9 i +2 70 11 /8 R + R"ReR 3

+10 (166 - 760ni + 825$1 - 300,3 + 75,14 -6175) (28) 4

recalling

"TW dr

we get

1 4Reex + Re, Re_ L (29)
Re =-"2--+- IRi + 12 540 c

18 5400J

from the continuity equation we get
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or, remembering that In laminar flow U. U /2.0, we get
0 max

UX + V+ 4Recx
+.. --. C+ (31)•,.Uo LUmaxoR ReR

where

UmaxR
K Re

Now returning to Eq. 29, and observing that for A < I the first term in brackets

differs from 1.00 by less than 5 percent. which might well be due to inaccuracy in the

perturbatfun solution, we see that within the accuracy of the solution Eq. 29 could be'

written

4,x +e 3Rel
SI +4 (32):" 1 = R 12 540|

or, since we often write 'r in the form 7 a fp we can rewrite Eq. 29 as

16 Re 13Re

IR4~a 12 54
(based on D)J

which returns to the well known Darcy-Weisback equation for Rec - 0.

One might say that the second term in brackets also differo from 1.0 by less than the

error introduced by the perturbation solution, kmd this is indeed a valid point, How-

ever, as justification for the approximation Eq. 33, consider that that equation shows

only a factor which modifies the normal friction factor (f) for noncondensing flow,

while Eq. 29 shows modification to the mean velocity itself. It is assumed that a
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i,

porous bundM.r only introduces a '

radial component of velocity and

should not affect the mean anial velo-

city as calculated for tVe particular 0.0o -*

axial flow rate at that pooition. .

Since we expect small Re. , only the

solution for small Rec was used, and I
we have held f constant at f(Re *c
1.75), for values of Ree > 1.75. I
The 1, 75 was determined to be the L s M

point at which the next term in the Flom an. 23$01000

solution was greater than half the last

term given, an arbitrary cutoff point. o I I I W -f M.i KnI

6 $ 4 3 2 I 0 I 2 3 4 5

4.7.2 The Influence of Condensing in
Turbulent Flow of the Host Flid Fig. 19 Prediction of Friction Factor

In Ref. 19 the coefficient of friction in turbulent flow was experimentally determined

for emall suction and injection rates. Figure 19 presents their data. In Fig. 19

Ub bulk velocity = U - volume flow/ar',a

Ub

where

r - wall shear
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We recall that

-- CfP 2 or c 2r

go define .'r/P V" effective sheAring velocity or we could write

2V 2

or defining

WV *

cf 2 (3)-- 4)
Cf L

which in plotted In Fig. 20. These curves in Fip:. 20 all obey the equation

-0.25 1. 4V
Cf 0.0793 Re + -0"i 35)

which is valid for 2 x 10 < Be < 10

S4.7.3 Application to Friction Factor

Equations 33 and 35 are applied respectively to the laminar a.nd turbulent flow regimes

of the host fluid during condensing flow. These new friction factors are then multiplied

by the p2 obtained from investigations of non-condensing two-phase flow. This

completes the application of the influence of boundary suction on tha friction factor.
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4. 7.4 Application to Momentum Loss

We now turn attention toward the influence of boundary suction on the velocity profile,

and therefore upon the momentum foes (which Is dependent upon vtlority profile). In

the previous section, -- omentuit-, loss by a condensing fluid Is shown to be determined

from the .mean free gas path and the velocity profile.

Laminar Flow. Using the previous assumption that the discrepanzy in the. first term

in brackets of Eq. 29 Is in error due to the nature of the solution, we apply Eq. 33

to the velocity profile In the laminar regime, with the result that in laminar flow

2U I- • -x 1-, + c(- 2÷+ -9,1 .+-2q3)*.. (36)

and for a distance the mean free path A from the wall.

U. 2UA -. l )2 1 tR [ 2 + 9 ii R" .L] + ... (37)

Ignoring second order effects, this may be rekrltten as

2 2[1711e,, ( Re Rec
- 21 - - C A. (2C (38)

36- 114 R 2 9.08

This Is denoted the momentum loss factor y

2 0,194Re. - 0. 0555 Re , (2 - 0.5 Re + 0.11 Re2)]
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• ,.w,, '. • .d • •• ••'t.- • -"/ , "" -. -

Turbulent Flow. Recall that Blasius gave, for 2000 < Re < 105

S 0, 3164 ReD -0p. 2 P2 I. 0793 Re- 25)

0 8 Di 2 D

e- 0.03325pU7/ 4 ,1/4 R- 1 / 4  (40

0. 01".5(4
Also recall t/hrt the frictior, veloci'y. V, is defined by

i ,e., from

T pV*
2

We see therefore that V*, which determines the rtape of the velocl.; profile, varies

with the square root of 7o and therefore with the square root of the friction coeffirient.

We showed earlier that with ,uction velocity V.

- 2 (o.o793 Re-25 + 1.4y!

So we see that V* becomes

U t [2 + V1j/2
V * [0 .079 3 R e - 4"(41

Using this calculation for V* and the method of Ref. 18 for inonontum loss, the

prcvlous inomentum loss calculatlo's are modified to include the influence of suction

on velocity profile.
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4. 7. 5 Results and Concluslons

MCPD-i, a digital computer program employing the Fog-FlOw M, iel using the Barocry-
Sanders two-paete factors, was modified to incotporate the tntlwuace of radial velocity
on frJction factor. Predfi.ticas for TRW run Number A-12, was made &nd is show n in
Fig. 20. We see that the agreement between test 1iata and analysis io not as good to
:hat obtained in previous sections. For this
reason, until better teat data is available
for comnjarlson, tM,ý method is not recom-
mended. It Is apparent that the influence of

condensaton o.n the velocity profile *11 12.0
yield a different friction factor for con-
densing two-phase flow than for noncon. W I.% L44
densing two-phase flow.

& ."•s7 VATA OF ant. 20
rhe question is: To which factor do we
attribute the change? Since we assume that
.the fricti •n factor of the host fluid is a host

fluid velocity pro'ile property, it remaineunchanged for noncondensing flow, an"Ay .

change is attrilbted to a fluid property

chance (such as dersity or molecule
distribution or mean free pcuth). However,
%e kIow that condensation gives the fluid a •
radial velocity (in pipe condensers) which It 'a
does not haie 13 noncondensIng flow;
furihermore, it is reasonable to believe that ,
this radial veloef>ty changes the flow pattern
in a manner Identical to that f•-• - m..I ' e t b o 

....layer suttlon. The counlurion one draws Is sus0n 0that ore must consider thea host fluid "~com- 
¶densing frictio4 factor to be a function of the Fig. 20 Cimdeming Pressuvr Prafll

wall shear strees (velocity profile) and must
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modify the wall shear stress appropriately when condensatlon induces a radial f1low
• component to be superi~mposed on the normal noncondensing velocity profile.
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DISCUSSION

SAn analysis of mine concernilng the formation of droplets or slugs in a condensation

beat transfer. process Indicates that the performance of a condenser can be g sensitive.

Did you make heat transfer measurements?, If not, this might be. hrought out by tests

in which the setup Is first tilted one way and later the other, the results of the two
- -- bnR-4€ompareO afterwards. I would recommend that you do this, if you haven't

already.

Abramson

We have not tried to determine condensing heat transfer coefficients. We looked at

some techniques which would allow us to estimate them, considering only small sys-

tem modifications, and concluded that we could only obtain order of magnitude esti-

•, mates at best. Because the radiation resistance from the tube in larne compared to

the condensing resistance, we probably culd not identify the change in condensing

coefficient resulting from tilting downward to tilting upward. In any case. all our tests

have some g effect normal to the tube Wei which might be slgidficant.

We understand that J. A. Albers* at the NASA Lewis Research Center has made pres-

•---"ffu~~doptests under I-g and zero--g conditions and that his measurements Indicate an

insensitivity lo gravity level. The distribution of droplets is, of course, different.

,!• *J. A. Albers and R. P. Macosko. "Experimental Pressure-Drop Investigation of
• of Nonwetting, Condensing Flow of Mercury Vapor in a Constant-Diameter Tube in

•;•:o1-G and Zero-Gravity Environment", NASA-TN D-2838, June, 1965.
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PAPER 7

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LIQUIDS IN PARTIALLY FILLED
CONTAINERS SUDDENLY EXPERIENCING WEIGHTLESSNESS

By FraNcis C. W. FIag
CONNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, INC.

ABSTRACT

The problem of dynamic response of liquid in partially filled containers after sudden

removal of body forces is solved as an Initial boundary-value problem for both two-

dimensional and cylindrical containers. The initial free surface is assumed to be

symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis of the container, thus restricting the

analyses to unidirectional body forces acting %.long the vertical axis. Additional

assumptions are thst the flow is invisaid and that the slope of the free surface Is

everywhere sumaU, so that the problem can be linearized. It is found a posteriori

that the linearizing assumptions are Justified as long as cot 9 Is small compared to

unity, where 0 is the contact angle.

Under the linearizing assumptions, the free-surface response can be reprasented by an

Infinite series of surface waves, symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis of the

container. It Is found that the amplitudes of the higher modes diminish am I/n 4 for
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the two-dimenalomal case, and as 1/Zn for the cylindrical case (where n 1,* 2,.3..

and Zare "eros of Bessel function of first kind find tirst order). The dynamic free

mnsrfae shape@ with cot G <IL are derived for both wettinG or nonwetting liquids.

When available experimental data are Interpreted In the light of this analysis, reasonably

good agreement Is found, despite the fact that most experiments have been conducted for

liquids with cot 9 not necessarily small compared to unity. Specifically, this linear-
ized analysle yields a time law for the free-surface vertex motion tha~t compares

favorably with experimental observations. Also the free-surface shape, as predicted

by this analysis, agrees well with the observed general shape. Finally, the frequency

and shape of the higher modes exiplain an observed "unexpected" vertex rising at

early times of drop-tower experiments conducted for wettig 1~~s
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LIQUIDS IN PARTIALLY-FILLED CONTAINERS
SUDDENLY EXPERIENCING WEIGHTLESSNESS

I INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest has racently been shown in the phenomenon of weightlessness as
introduced by the advent of space flight. For space ships carrying liquid fuels and
liquids required to sustain the 9iisehn6rs, It is necessary !hat the behavior of the
liquid-vapor interface in containers in the absence of body force be understood

(Ref. 1).

In the absence of body forces, the surface forces of cohesion (surface tension) and adhesion
(wettability), remain as the dominant forces affecting behavior of the liquid. As a first
step toward attaining an understanding of the behavior of the liquid-vapor interface when
surface forces dominate, some researchers have revived the calculation of the static
free surface shapes produced under various gravity conditions (corresponding to change
of Bond number). Among this group of researchers are notably Benedikt (Ref. 2),
Reynolds (Ref. 3), and Li (Ref. 4), who have established beyond any doubt that In the
absence of body force the static free surface attains a constant curvature shape governed
by the contact angle and container geometry.

With respect to the dynamic behavior of the liquid-vapor interface during weightlessness,
the literature indicates that analytical efforts, as a whole, have been directed toward
establishing stability criteria by solving the corresponding free oscillation (elgenvalus)
problem. In Ilis la pgard, Coccus (Ref. 7) concerned himself with the stability of liquid-
vapor interface in an inverted rectangular channel. Anliker and PI (Ref. 61 extended
the analysis to containers with various bottom shapes; however, contact forces were
neglected. One import ant finding of Ref. 6 is that stability is affected by bottom shape
if the equilibrium surface intersects the bottom of the container. Satterlee and Reynolds
(Ref. 8) extended their analysis to include possible variation of the contact angle, and
treated the particular case of a cylindrical container. These analyses showed that mo.'

tions of the free surface are stable under zero body force conditions.
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We also find that numerous drop-tower experiments have been conducted by NASA (Refs.

9, 10) and Shuleikin in the U.S.S.R. Itefs. 11, 12) to study the response of liquid-vapor
interface -1 contained liquid after step removal of body force. Subsequent to the earlier

experiments, NASA has performed an extensive series of measurements (Refs. 13, 14,

15) designed to shed light on the time required for the liquid-vapor interface to reach
the constant curvature equilibrium shape in partially filled containers. At this point,

the time required to reach final equilibrium remains unsettled, and questions still remain

as to the detailed time history of the interface motion. Despite the obvious need for
analytical resultE, efforts in this direction have been relatively sparse and unproductive.

For example, an attempt was made (Ref. 16) to study the interface motion of liquid in a

partially filled cylinder after step removal of the unidirectional body force acting along

the axisymmetric axis. No meaningful results were obtained because the formulation

effectively neglected the all-important surface forces. Paynter (Ref. 5) developed a
simple energy analysis to predict the motion of the liquid-vapor interface in a spherical

container after step removal of body force. As a result of his assumption that the inter-

face always maintains a constant-curvature noretiguration during\the motion, his analy-

sis is in effect a quasi-static analysis. Furthermore, this assumption is known to

violate experimental observations (Ref. 14).

The objective of the study reported herein has been the treatment of the dynamIc response
-7 . of the liquid-vapor interface, after step removal of body force, as an initial boundary

value problem. Because of correspondence with experimental results, the initial brdy
force has been assumed to act along an axisymme.rical axis of the container, such that

only symmetrical motion need be considered. Both two-dimensional and cylindrical

containers have been treated in the following analysis.

2 FORMULATION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS

Consider a liquid with density p, surface tension a, and kinematic viscosity v

enclosed in a container with the characteristic dimension L . In the absence of body

force it has been showit (Refs. 8, 17) that the surface forces dominate visonous forces

for most liquids when placed in containers having characteristic dimension of practical
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interest, say one cm or larger. Thus, In the following analysis, we asaume the liquid

to be Inviscid and the motion to be irrotational. For Irrotational flow a scalar potential

0 exists such that

V -V where V is the velocity vector (1)

Together with the assumption of Incompressibility we can express the continuity

equation as

V2 0 (2)

The equation of motion for the liquid-vapor interface can be expressed in the following

familiar form, derivable from BerncAlli's equation (Refs. 6, 8):

v2p j + a + O+ Cr (t) co (3) :i'

where pg Is the vapor pressure, J is the total curvature of the liquid-vapor interface,

v is the magnitude of the velouity, 1.C is the body force potential, and C(t) is

Bernoulli's oonstant. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, we let f denote the initial liquid-

vapor interface and S the time-varying liquid-vapor interface following the removal of

body force. On expressing Bernoulli's equation in terms of f and S, we obtain, re-
spectively, the static equation governing the initial free surface shape:

" + Ngf = C at f for t < 0 (3a) I
P Pf

and the equation govening the time-varying interfaca after the body force is annulled: S

. + - -Cat.SfortO (3b)P - a • 2 t(3)
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Fig. I Coordinate System for Liquid in Two-Dimensional Channel
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INITIAL EQUILIBRIUM
SURFACE LU t'T t

h

Fig. 2 Coordinate System for Liquid In Cylindrical Container
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where Jf and aS are the total curvatures for the free surfaces f and 8 respectively. j

Note in Eq. (3a) we have restricted ourselves to a unidirectional body force acting in

the negative z direction, where for convenience the body force has been expressed an

a constant multiple N of the usual -gravitational force due to the fravltational acce err--

tion g.

With the coordinates chosen as sho•vn in Figs. 1 and 2 (such that f(0) * 0). the

Bernoulli's constant is evaluated from Eq. (3a) to be

C = -
P P f(O)

On substituting into Eq. (3a), the static equation for the initial free surface shape becomes:

2AJf - p2 f - J 1 (0) at t < 0 (4)

2where 2 -Npg/c,

In like manner, the dynamic condition for the time-varying liquid-vapor interface

becomes

2 J+ tX.u 2  2
a1J + Ot aJf(O) atS for t>0 (5) I F

where a, OF/P.

Since we require that the free surface remain a free surface, we have the following

kinematic condition for the time-varying Interfice S8

F- ~0 at 8(6)

where F a a - S is the equation of the time-vsrying interface S.
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In the following sectionas of the report, linearized versions of Eqs. (5) and (6,.

together with Eq. (2). are solved to obtain the transient response of the free surface,

where the initial free surface is given by Eq. (4). and with * satisfying the conditlon

of no normal flow across solid boundaries.

C0
an (7)

at the walls of the container.

3 THE SYMMETRIC MOTION RESPONSE IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONTAINERS

Consider liquid in an infinitely long rectangular channel oriented with respect to aset

of cartesian coordinate axes as showL in Fig. I. It has been shown from consideration

of differential gecnetry (Ref. 8) that the curvature is related to surface shape (for the

two-dimensional case) as Zolows:

,Jf "3/2 and JS 3/2SI X1I

where the subscripts denote differentiation.

In the folloing, we assume that the slope of the free surface is at all times Amall

compared to unity. This assumption permils us to linearize the above curvature expres-

sions by dropping the product terms. It should be noted that this assumption is always

satisfied during the steady state as long as we require cot 9 to be small compared to

unity, where 9 Is the static contact angle. It Is pnisible to show, a poeteriori, that

the slopes of the time-varying free surfaee 8 are small whenever the static contact

tingle 9 is in the neighborhaod of r/2. We note that tho linearized curvature expres-

• - s- ni • can also be found by an alternative method as suggested by Landau and Liftshits

(Ref. 18).
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On substituting the linearized curvature expressions in Eq. (4). we obtain the equation

for the initial free surface f in the following form:

fx P2 f -f. for t < 0(8

Similarly, the dynamic coodition of Eq. (5) can be written as:
a

2 1 2 2

5 ~x+ '0 fx at 8 for t >0

From the kinematic boundary condition of Eq. (6) we obtain, for the two-dimensional

container, that

dz.
9- - oat S

d t x dt

where dz/dt = w, dx/dt u are the vertical and horizontal velocities respectil%3y.

Together with Eq. (1), the above kinematic condition can be expressed as

st - O +- ÷ Ox at 8 (9)

At this point, we linearize the dynamic condition by assm.nig the 1/2 v2 term to be

of smaller order than Ot, and re also linearize the kinem Uc conditon by dropping

the Sx Ox term in comparison with It will be shown. a posteriori, that both of

the above approximations hold as long as cot G has been assumed small compared to

unity. Accordingly, we obtain t,. following set of linearizad boundary conditions:

at+ or 0 at 8 (10)

and

2x, + O a x . 0 at 8 (11)



S-i•-/ations (10) and (11), together with the equation of continuity of Eq. !2) and boundary

condition of Eq. (7) (i.e.. no normal flow acres solid walls) are the Xh. ',rnIng equations

that we choose to solve. We combine Eqs. (10, &Ad V'1), by eliminating S. Together

with Eq. (2) we obtain

Ot+0 0Et OatSa (12)

Let

*(x.I.t) - 0(t);(x.z) (13)

and substituting in Eq. (2) we have

0 a ;22" 0 (14)

A solution of Laplace's equation I.i.., Eq. (14)1 with the following boundary conditions

8s/ex -0 at x xo. and 8./as * 0 at a* -hyields (Ref. 18):

C -0

where k. nr/xo

On substituting Eq. (13). together with the abov e,:4pression for •(x. a) in Eq. (12),

we obtain

ptn A. 005 [k0 (h 8) 1 os(k .x) A, slnh [kn(h I)jcoe(kna) o
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On restricting ourselves to the case that h/x 0 is of order unity or larger, we will

neglect S/x0 henceforth in comparison with h/x 0 . This is consistent with our linelir-

ization scheme and will also be jstifled a posteriori. After simplification and letting

,(t) - n 0 4pn(t) we obtain from Eq. (15) an infinite set of equations governing qP,

S)t+ W2 4V
(ipn~t n •n =0

where W. -a )ktanh (kn h), and n -1.,2.,3,..

Swe require in addition that q0 (0) - 0, the above set of equations yields

V- -'k- -80 -4' Bn Sin wn t)
Sn-1

Hence. substituting qp and 7 In Eq. (13), we obtain finally

Cý , C. osh Ikn(h + z)]Icon (knx) sin (wnt) (16)
n-1

80
From the linearized kinematic condition of F4. (10) we have •

- -8- -t C kn slnh (k•nh) coo (knx) $lnw t

Therefore

S " sinh (k h)cookncxoswnt t +S(z)

n-i n

The function g(x) canbe determined from the initial condition S(x, 0) - f(x),

hence 7...



S(x' t) sinh (kn h) Cos (kn X)(CosWn t- 1) + i(x)

n
n=l

5iondefining d(x,t) = S(x.t) - f(x) as the displacement from the Initial free surface,

we have

C k
d(x, t) = n-- stanh(k h)cos(knxllc°SWnt -17,

nl

The constants C can be determined from the linearized dynamic condition of Eq. (11),

which at t = 0reduces to

o- 2  

N .
fxx)

On applying the initial free surface Eq. (8) to the right side we have Ot Ng f.

On substituting . as obtained from Eq. (16) and f (as derived in Appendix A) Into

the above, we obtain

CO+ CnW cosh(knhl ) c knX p asinh I# [x cosh (x) (19)

anl

In Appendix B, the constants C are eval'Ated by performing Fourier analysis on

Eq. (19). With C thus determined, Eq. (17) tecomes

P 2 Con . .
d(x.t) - t (-2) k2 2(k+x) Cosw nt)

n= I
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Let us Introduce a characteristic time 1' defined by 7r 1w and a characteristic

dimension x0 . We thus obtain the dynamic displacement in the following nondimen-

slonal form.

-2
a(, 1 2cotO Z (1 -n ' coso. (1 -(oft.) V2b) X.

n= l(nir)2 (12 n2 2 2

where all barred quantities are nondimensional, viz., 2 (Npg/a) x 2t the initial

Bond number, w. = •wnI, and = t/Tr= w. t.a n 1

4 THE SYMMETRIC MOTION RESPONSE IN CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

For liquid in a cylindrical container, we adopt the set of polar coordinate axes shnwn in

Fig. 2. Since the initial free surface Is symmetric with reopect to the vertical axis,

the motion response after step removal of body force must be axisymmetric. Following

the procedures used for the two-dimensional container, we can immediately write the

governing equations for the axisymmetric case in their linearized form:

Continuity equation-,

1 8 2 0 0 (21)Sr2 r•ar 2 z2

Kinematic free-surface condition:

o 0 at S (22)

oynamic free surface condition:

a2Jrt + - 2if t > 0 at 8 (23)

where a 2  /P
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Initial static equilibrium eMuation:

Jr(r) - f(r) -J(r)I at t - 0r (24

where 2 Npg/u

Wall condition:

O0 at r r. andz -h (25)

Consistent with the assumption tha. cot 0 < I the expression fo.r total curvabire can

be linearized to yield (Ref. 8):

Ji = (r !) and JS( (26)

(For an alternative dovelopment, see Ref. 18)

On combining Eqs. (21), (22), (23), and (26) we obtain

2
Ott zzz at S (27)

which equation is identical to the combined dynamic and kinematic boundary condition

obtained for the two-dimensional container. As before, we let

*(r.zz,t) q,(t) q(r.z) (28)

and from Eq. (21), we obtain

1 (r - 0 (29)rar r zz
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The solution to Eq. (29), subject to the wall conditions of Eq. (25), wad the condition that

Sbe finite at r 0 re known (Refs. 19, 20), viz.

-(r,z) 2 Acosh [k(h + z) Jo(kn r)
n-0

where k must be chosen such that J (kn r 0 1 = 0, i.e.. k. r0  Zn are the zeros

of the Bessel function of the first kind and first order. On tubstituting Eq. (28) togeth-

er with solution for. V into Eq. (27) we obtain:

[C t C cosh ( zJ(knr) n (30)

where -Ln a k3/2 Itanh (kh)/2]

From the linearized kinematic condition of Eq. (22), we have that

t - = - -s[I (h)]

n-I

Therefore- -

L bn- n
Slr, t) B C n 'nh (kn h) JO lkn r) co g ÷lr) ;o

where we have taken b/r 0 to be large compared to unity and have neglected S/iro In

comparison to h/r 0 as In the two-dimensional case.
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- --Slni- at t 0" S(r,0)- f(r) we have

s C k.
d(r, t) n n sinN (k5 h) J 0 (kn r)(cos wn t - 1) (31)

n=1

where again we , ,-•i•,ed d(r, t) = S(r.t) - f(r) as the displacement from the

I'ttiel e'uilibrlu:-: ;, i-.ace. The constants Cn can be determined from the linearized

6ý,tamlc ccnditton uf Eq. (23). which at t O reduces to

tt=

On substituting for *t. as obtained from Eq. (30), and on applying the initial
equilibrium equation to the right-hand side, we obtain

c + C Cn~w cosh(k h) Jo(kn r) -Ngf (32)
n=1

which upon substitution for f, a.; given in Appendix A, yields

SNg cot
CO + CnWnosh(knh)J 0 l(k.r) 1 1otl 0 - 10 (or)I (33)

n=1

where I0 and hI are modified Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order

respectively.

In Appendix B, the constants Cn are evaluated by performing Fourier-Bessel analysis

on Eq. (33). With Cn thus determined, Eq. (31) becomes
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i1

2 cte02 0(k n r)d(r,t) = o._• . .. . (I -cooSWnt) i

2______ -V2 + 2 .(k o

U.-

We now introduce a characteristic time r (defined by r = 11wI) and the characteristic

dimens:on r 0 , and obtain the dynamic displacement in the following nondimensional

form:

2cot 2 0(Z n 2 (1 - os; (34)
Zn-1n n 0(

n= 1

Where all barred quantities are nondimensional, viz., 2 = lpg/o r2 Is the initial I

Bond number, wn = Wf nlwI , and f = t wr = t.

On comparing a(r, ) to the expression obtained for d(x,t) (i.e., for the two-

dimensional container) one finds that they are similar in form. Note that in the

present ease J 0 ( Zn ') plays the role of coo (n rx), Zn plays the role of the zeros

of the sine function which is na, and J 0 ( Zn) plays the role of cos (nr) which in

n.

6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

For the linearized system, we see that the response of the free surfac to a step removal

of body force (originally aligned with the lIkgitudinal or axisymmetric axis of the con-

tainer) can be represented by an -nfinite series of symmetric surface waves. Further-

more, the amplitudes of the higher modes diminish as 1/n 4 for the two-dimensional

channel, and as 1/Z4 for the cylindrical container. The frequencies of these response

modes are given by wn =(o/p11/2 (nw/x 0 ) 3/21 tanh (nrh/xo)l 1/2 for the two-

dimensional channel and by Wa - (u/pl/2 (Z /ro 31 n2 h(Z 1/ro /2 for the
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cylindrical container. It should be recognized that these modal frequencies are
necessarily the same as the results yielded by the correspondilg elgenvalue problem

(Refs. 6, 8, 18).

The dynamic free surface shapes (as given by the first three modes) have been com-
-.. .- puted for various container dimensions with the results plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.

A value of the specific surface tension a/p corresponding to the properties of water

has been used in the computations, and the contact angle has been assumed to be

75 degrees, consistent with our linearizing restriction on * . The initial load factor

SN has been chosen to be unity, the situation that prevails in drop-tower experiments.

Figure 3 (computed for a rectangular channel with x = 10 cm) and Fig. 4 (computed

for a cylindrical container with ro 10 cm) are composite plots showing the main

0.2
"- --- -NONDIMENSIONAL ZERO BODY FORCE SURFACE

NONDIMENSIONAL FREE SURFACE AT MARKED
NONDIMENSIONAL TIME I

0.-----------------------" - 0.5-

0. 7_

: -0.0.2

0-

-0.1 '

1.0 0 1.0

Fig. 3 Time History of Free Surface In a Rectangular Channel



features of the time history of the free surface. The particular characteristic dimen-
sion of 10 cm was selected because the NASA experiments were conducted for coa-
tainers of roughly the same dimension. All plots are for h/x0 or h/r 0 of order

unity or larger.

It is not surprising that the predicted oscillating behavior of the free surface has not
been fully confirmed by experimental observations. An examination of the character-
istic frequencies associated with the dimensions of test containers indicates that the
dominant observable oscillation has a long period In comparison with the time available
for observation in drop-tower experiments. For a typical test container of 10 cm ra-
dius, the period of oscillation (as calculated from 21w, the period of dominant

0.2 .
- m - NONDIMENSIONAL ZERO BODY FORCE SURFACE

NONDIMENSIONAL FREE SURFACE AT MARKED-
NONDIMENSIONAL TIME 70.I - - - - -- -- ,

0.10.6

-,-- - EQU -BRIU

0 - •

-0.2 - "

I

"-I.0 010 01.0 0.5"

Fig. 4 Time Hihtory of Fr.. Surface in a Cylindricol Contaner '""
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mode) is of the order of 10 seconds for most test liquids. However, the time available

In drop-tower experiments has been limited to approximately two seconds. It should

be noted that a container of one cm characteristic dimensions has a period of 0.2 second

for the first mode. Thus Shuleikin in Refs. 11 and 12, when testing small puddles of

nonwetting liouids of 0.5 cm characteristic radius, was able to observe the oscillating

response.

A physical explanation of the observed and predicted oscillation behavior can be stated

In the following manner. The body forces in the Initial steady state may be considered

as the mechanism whereby the free surface Is displaced from its zero body-force con-

figuration (Refs. 2, 3. 4). It is easy to visualize that on sudden removal of body forces

the free surface will move towards its preferred zero body-force configuration. The

inertia of the liquid will carry it past that state as shown In Figs. 3 and 4; however,

the excess curvature and surface tension will then act as a restoring force, inducing

the resulting oscillations. On drawing an analogy with a simple harmonic oscillator,

it can be shown that the free surface will oscillate around its zero body-force configuratio

Let us now consider the validity of the assumptions that the free-surface slope is at

all times small and that v2 is smkIl with respect to Ot provided only that 0 2, r/2.

An examination of the solution for the free surface shape in the form S = F + a for

either the two-dimensional or cylln'd-cal container shows that when either T or

dominates correenoonding to small or large Bond number, reepectively, in the Initial

•..~.tdystate, the maximum value of § is of the order cot 0 . Similarly one can show
that the maximum slope of the free surface § Is also of the order of cot 0, In order

to check the validity of the linearizing assumption that 1/2 v2 is small compared to

Ot" we evaluate both terms as given by the present solution. It is found that for the
case of large Bond number in the initial steady state corresponding to maximum

2
response motion, the ratio of 1/2 v to Ot goes as cot 0. Hence, restricting
cot 0 to a small value as compared to unity is equivalent to stating that 1/2 v2 is

small compared to Ot . From physical considerations we can see that the restriction

that cot 0 be small limits the response to 'mall-amplltude motion'. In the limit, i.e.,

* -- r/2 , there is no response after the removal of body force, stuce the Initial free

surface shape is already in final equilibrium.
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6 COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTS

1.i-gert, et al, (Ref. 14) made dr_ wr rveasuremerts of the time required for

the vertex of the one-g free surface to traverse the straight-line distance to a

point corresponding to the constant curvature static equilibrium position. These

measurements led to the postulation of the following time behavior law for

cylindrical containers, viz.

1/2
T O.146 (D)3 /2

where T is the elapsed time defined above and D is the diameter of the cylinder.

On examining Fig. 4 we find that the free surface vertex passes the prede:ermined

point somewhere between " = ir/2 and t 3r/2 . Interpolating between the two

values, we obtain a value of T corresponding to 0. 5r . Therefore:

S 0.56 r(- 3/2 1/2 3/2T W "! 1l3/2 1/2, ( D)
I1  (Z1 )

3  Itanh (Z ~I 1 2i) N

On substituting Z1 = 3.83 and assuming 6 tobe of order unity, we have

T" 0.085( (D)

Since the drop-tower experiments (Ref. 14) were conducted with liquids with zero con-,,,
tact angles, the noted difference In the scaling constants for the time T is In large 4

part due to the extent to which the experiment violates our linearizing assumptions.

An additional experimental finding In support of the present analysis la provided by

the observation of a rise nerxr the center of the free surface at very early times fol-

lowing release of the drop-tower package. (Private communication with Mr. Donald

Petrash of NASA.) This rise of the free surface rear the vertex is fully reconciled
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by the results of this analysis. At times that.are small compared to the period of

first mode, the higher modes (which possess higher natural frequencies) manifest full

wave amplitudes before the first mode has ýsd time to produce a large drop in the

vertex. A comparison of the period of oscillations of the first and second modes shows

that:

3/2 S2. 42 for the two-dimensional case

w-• ' -] "2.48 for the cylindrical case

While the ratio of the period oi the free oscillations Is of course Independent of the

- -- tnital conditions, the solution Indicates that the relative importance of the higher

modes is Increased as Bond number is increased in the Initial steady state. For large
Bond numbers the ratio of the displacevients of second to first mode approaches:

1r f 1 . t2 t I for the two-dimensional c ontainer

an2 _ for the cylindrical container

rl iZ2 j(Z)

Accordingly, It should be possible to observe an appreciable bulge of the free surface
at the vertex when the displacement of the first mode to still small. In Flps. 3 and 4
the free surface shape is plotted at o. -037sw amd o. U Q for the two-dimensional
and cylindrical containers, respectively, in order to show this pheowmeson at its
maximum. For the cylindrical container, the vertex bulge actually rises appreci-

ably above the initial free surface.
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Our previous result expressed as a dynamic displacement from the initial free surface

can also be intepreted as an equivalent wave motion, j, about a final equilibrium

free surface, g. Equating 4 to our previous result w= +. we obtain

for the two-dimensional cae

n i2 coo (nix)

n-1

and

.. x) j)2..2 Cos (nw;)
SKX) f f'(x) + 2 cot e ()l(nr) 2 (1 2 + n 21r 2 )

n-I

co~twhere (c(o) " , [cosh (px) - 11 is the initial equilibrium free surface.

~sinh (0)
Consider now the ase when the Bond number, 2 Is large ir the Initial steady state,

corresponding either to large container dimension or Lad fotor, N . We see 6tha

f(Zok 0 and

f'(cot- 0 2

S: (at)2
n-I

By simple Fourier analysis one cm show that

.)n cos (n•) X_ /-2
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Therefore,

which is a solution to the linearized static equation for the free surface when body forces
vanish. Furthermore, this solution satisfies the constancy of total liquid volume con-
ditlon of

og(x)dx f O f(x) dx 0

Similarly one can easily show that the free surface shape In the cylindrical container,
for the case when the Dond number Is large in the initial steady, state. can be expressed

I . .. .. • A2 Jo (ZnF)--"

S (r.t) g(r)- 2cot9 2ý2O on (iit)Ji n~~~~lZn• J2 , J(Zn s(nt

where It o 9.• (• - I a solution to the linearized static equation for the

free surface when body forces vanish.

In the other limit. I.e., when the Bond number approaches zero In the initial steady
state, we see that g then approaches f for either the two-dim.enslonal or the cylindrical
cotainer, and that f in this case is the zero body force equilibrium configuration. It
naturally follows that • vanishes in this case since the free surface is already in
final equilibrium.

With our free surface motion expressed as a wave motion about the final equilibrium
configuration, one can clearly see that the contact angle remains constant during
motion and is equal to the Initial contact angle. This is a dlrewt consequence of our

, •.- linearized kinematic free suriace shapes in Figs. 3 and 4 are plotted with this alterna-
tive Interpretation of by taking into consideration the first three fundamental
modes of 7, .- 24
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Appendix A
SOLUTIONS TO THE LINEARIZED EQUATIC'q GOVERNING THE

EQUILIBRIUM SURFACES IN'THE PRESENCE OF BODY FRCES-

A. The linearized governing Eq. (8) for the initial equilibrium surface is t

fL() - P2 f(x) fxx(X) x-r,

for the two-dimensional container.

The solution consists of a homogeneous part fH and a particular solution fp. We

obtain

fX f (X) +fpox) ASP" + Be- x - "O

On evaluating A, B, and f"(0) using the boundary conditions:

at

x 0; f(x) -0, f •j) -

at

x -A X0  f'(xf cott

yields

f CX) a cot90 coan(Ox)Bi snh (8xo)
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B. The lincarized governing Eq. (24) for the initial equilibrium surface is:

2 1
1 d(rfr)rdr -rr " f(r) = rfrrr)I

,~ rdr rr r=O

for a cylindrical container.

The solution to the homogeneous equation is the modified Bessel's function (Ref. 20)

and the particular solution is a constant, viz:

f(r) = AI 0 (r) -2

where

rB d (rfr) r 0

On evaluating A and B using the boundary conditions:

at

r =0; f(0) 0

at

r=ro; fr(ro) -cot9

4A

f(r) Pl I( Pr)
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Appendix B

CALCULATION OF THE CONSTANTS Cn IN EQUATIONS (19) AND (33)

A. Equation (19) for the two-dimensional container can be rewritten in the fo~lowing

form:

Co snh (x) a cos keX I - cosh (x) (19a)o2p cot 0 nl

n= 1

where

Cnwn cosh (knh) sih (Oxo)
an2

n a 2 cot 9

Performing Fourier analysis on Eq. (19) we obtain

Co slnh (pxo)
So 2 -

.cot 0

and

x

% cosh (x) cos1-d
%0 0o

Substitute

cosh~fx) - + ( e-Ox)
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we obtain

2_=s sinh (Sxo)

an 01- x + (nw/Xo) 2

0 0

hence,

Cn 2 cot e (. )n" 0,2 21fo
= .. . ..)l a2 2 for n= 1,2,....m

0 W cosuh(knhjp 2 +k .

B. Equation (33) for the cylindrical container can be rewritten in the following form:

Co" (Or)
2(r° - faJo(kr) 1 - o0(pr) (33a)

c,2p cot 0

where

Cnwn cosh(knh)J(Oro0 )

n &2ap cot 0

Performing Fourier-Bessel series analysis (Ref. 20) on Eq. (33a) we obtain

CoLJ(pro)

2 -12a 2 cot e

and

An 2 2 Jo(knr )Jo(tr)rdr
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To evaluate an we let u - Jo(knr), which satisfies the Bessel's equation

r2d 2 u du 2ra
•- r + kn~ru -- 0()

and v = lo(pr) which satisfies the modified Bessel's equation

r2a 2 v dv 2

r 2 rd -ry p r 2 0 (b)
dr 2 d

Combining (a) and (b), we obtain

+p r ~ (ur -wr)dr d r ,;

Integrating once, we have

. 2 )fuvrdr , r r ,

0 0

Substituting for u and v, the above yields

kn + P2) Jo(knr)lolpr)rdr =ro 10Jo(kuro)Il•iroro) + k,

ro[$Jo(knro )l,(Pro )J

since JI(knro) - 0 (wall condition).
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PAPER I

LOW-GRAVITY LIQUID REORIENTATION

NY M. P. Hellister and N U. Satterfee

LOCKHEED MISSILES I SPAN CONPANY

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an -experim6fttal study of the reorientation of liquids in cylindrical

containers under the action of low and high acceleration (or gravity). Using a 25-ft

drop facility, a series of experiments was performed with carbon tetrachioride as the

liquid in a lucite cylinder of 3.16-cm radius. By accelerating the test specimen parallel

to the cylinder axis during free fall. reorientation Bond numbers of 8. 7 and 185 were

produced. The resulting free-surfbce reorientation flow was observed photographically.

In this manner, the reorientation behavior of liquids under low. and high-gravity con-

ditions was investigated. Flat, convet, and concave tank bottom shapes as well as

varying liquid depths were used.

In a related investigation conducted by another group, a numerical program was

developed to calculate the time-dependent motion of the free surface of an inviscid.

inv.ompressible fluid subject to a constant or time-varying acceleration field acting

along the cylinder axis.
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Limitations in both The analytical and experimental portions of the program resulted In
obtaining only qualitative correlation between the numerical program and experiment$.
Conclusions reached on the basis of this work and the experience of other investigators

(1) For a given Initial. flatness of the free liquid surface. there is a value of
reorientation Bond number below which a single larg bubble forme and
rises in a direction opposite to that of reorientation body forces. Above

- this value, the free surface breaks in a more complicated way, and liquid
falls in the center of the cylinder following the body force direction.

(2) When the Initial free-surface shape Is a segment of a sphere. only the
single large bubble Is formed.

.1(3) The wavefront trajectory at the wall travels at less than the free-fall
rate. For low BR the wavefot response Initially is more rapid due
to the Initial accelerating effect of surface tension.

(4) The rise rate of the large central bubble formed as described above Is
reduced an the bubble approachs a hemispherical tank end.

NOMENCLIATURE

English Symbols

a Acceleration (CM/sea)
B Bond munber based on radius
d Displacement; liquid wavetrot't displacement at cylinder wall (cm)
D Diameter (cm)

.7 Camera frame rate (framea/sec)

* g0  Unit gravitalional acceleration a360 cm/sec
h Distance through liquid from liquWd surface to end of tank.

measured along cylinder We~ (on)

*H Original liquid depth (am)
n Frame numberI



Enalish Symbols

r Radial distance from cylinder axis (cm)

R Test tank radius (cm)

t Time (sec)

Greek Symbols .
Kinematic surftae tension, /p (cm3/aec2)

p L/quid density (gm/cm )

SIUquid-gs surface tenson (dynes/cm)
7 Characteristic response time

Suberrpts

a Critical wavelength or cylinder radius

g Normalized on "tree fall" response time

R Reorientation

a Normalized on surface tension response time

t Differentation with respect to time

Superscript

* ~Nondimenstonal quantity
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LOW-GRAVITY LIQUID REORIENTA^T'ON

I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Low-gravity liquid reorientation is part of a class of liquid-gas, free-surface flow

problems of interest in the study of liquid propellant behavior ir rocket flanks under

low-gravity ortit conditions. Low-gravity, free-surface flow includes such problems

as propellant slosh, tank draining, and liquid-gas phase separation. Information genera-

ted in these and similar investigations is useful in those areas of optimization of vehicle

design which call for such improvements in propellant management as passive propel-
lant orientation or ullage rocket impulse conservation. Life-support equipment using a
liUquid as a working fluid and as part of a process in small containers also would benefit.

Such aspects as the time required for the liquid to reorient to the tank bottom, and

estimates of the rate and manner that the liquid drains from one end of a container to

the other, are also of interest.

In the investigation reported here. liquid reorientation refers specifically to the flow of

liquid from one 6nd of a closed cylindrical container to the other under the action of a

local acceleration parallel to the cylinder axis and directed toward the liquid from the

gas.. During this reorientation the liquid flows in an annular sheet along the tWnk walls,

with the gas "rising" centrally into the liquid and ultimately assuming the well kmown

Taylor bubble shape. However. with the flat initial surface shape characteristic of the

high-gravity condition followed by a high reorientation Bond number, a central flow of

liquid is generated in addition to the wall flow pattern; this central flow is delayed rela-

tive to the trajectory of the liquid wavefront at the wall. It Is estimated that when the

reorientation Bond number is less than 10. this central liquid flow will not occur and the

gas will tend to form the Taylor bubble shape.

The objective of this program was to develop, through analytical and experimental

correlation, approximate techniques to describe and predict the teorientation of liquids

"in low-gravity and high-gravity fields. Also. the experimental program was designed

to provide more specific insight into the flow process than was obtainable in a series of
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earlier" investigations. *Finally, the additional experience gained In the technique of

drop testing with controlled test accelerations will be applied in the design of the LMSC

!F

drop-test facility now planned.

This report describes the results of an analytical and experimental investigation of

liquid free-surface behavior during axial flow from one end of a partially filled, enclosed,

cylindrical container to the other. The flow is Induced by virtual gravity acceleration

acting normal to thq initial liquid-gas interface and directed from the liqaid to the Sum.
A numerical program was developed to calculate the time dependence of the free iurface

of an invigcid, incompressible fluid subject to w constant or time-varying acceleration

field. Using the 25-ft drop facility at Stanford University, n series of epperiments was

performed with carbon tetrachloride in a lucite aylndr of 3.e16-cm radius. By atooler-

ation of the test specimen during free fall. reorientation Bond numbers of S. 7 and 185... •
were produced, inducing frd-surine reorieatation flow which was recorded photof,, ecs

graphically. In this manner, the reorientation behavior of liquid under low- and high- '4,
adverse gravity conditions was invertihted, aws wnu the terminal draining behavior of

the liquid i a the rising Taylor bubblo approached direcd of the end to the gank.

Although certain restrictions encounterrdt in the numerical solution, t-other withsuf

limitations, in the experimentr, apparfldsu prevented a quantitative correlation itweeon

the analytical and experimental re2rltya qualitative agreement was noted. In addition,
a number of specific noteworthy features of the liquid reorientotmon flow process wlre

exhibited during the experimental program. :

2 ANALYTIC PROMRAM

In parallel effort within dUe- 4ring propellant reorientation program nt LMSC, an 1

analytic desdription of the free-surface behavior during reorientatin flow was developedt

by L. M. Perkn and R. E. Moore.** The details of this work will be reported elsewhere.
The results of the analysis Tar of interest to the extent of any correlation with the rk.ts

the experimental program.

n Lockleed Missiles & Space Company. Test relorientationpr aaLS a

__t_ by M. P. Hollister and H. M. Satterlee, LMSC-A664570. Sunnyvale, Calif.,
I May 1964.

•*L. M. Perko and R. R. Moore. "Inviscld Fluid Flow in an Accelerating Cylinderical
Container," to be published in J. Fluid Mech.
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face Is lmpomd as the initial condition.

--The 11fsi1-tVIty Of the solution to such
factors as the Smoothness Of the fnitial
surfac eand the size of fte time steps I 1
for Iteration, have not been fully deter-
mfAod. In addition, the numerical cal- (M
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which the effect of soffsoe tension is
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3 EXPERIMNTAL PROGRAM LAIIA

3. 1 Description ofthe Test

Thortestin was Stanformd Unvrity. This-f

facility provides am.roaclmately I seec of
* free-fall test time. "~gune 1 shows

schematically the configurtion of the
* test equipment. The Stanford facility

consists of a drag shield, hoist and Fig. I Twenty-five-ft Drop FocUity
* release mechanism, pneumatic



- - -i . . ..... ........

arresting gear, guide cables, and necessary electrical power and compressed air. The
test module, test specimens, and Istrumertation were provided by LMSC. FIrare 2
shows the test module emplaced In the drag shield, with the shield side panels open.

The drag shield, which weighs 71 lb, encloses the test module and provides an essentially
drag-free environment in a cylindrical cavity about 18 In. in diameter by 3-1/2 ft long.
Prior to release Into free fall, the drag shield is suspended on the test module at the

upper ring flange. The test module in turn Is connected to the hoist through a solenoid- 5;

activated mechanical r•lease coupling. The hoist and release mechanism is shown in
Fig. 3.

The test module provided by LMSC Is shown In three photographic views of Figs. 4, S,
and 6., and schematically in Fig. 7. It consists of an aluvinum struoture on which is
mounted the test tank, optical instrumentation, spring motcrs and acceleration tbes".
The module weighed 36.9 lb with il1 equipment installed.

The test tank was aluclteblock, 3.25 by 3.25 by 4.5 in., into which a cylindrical hole ,
3.16 om in radius hadbeendrilled toadepth of t0 m. The open ad of the holewas
covered tightly during testing. A convex hamIspherical bottom shape was obtained by
attaching a lucite hemisphere at the tank bottom. To obtain the concave hemispherical
tank bottom shape, a glass tube with one end formed Into a hemisphere was Inserted
In the test tank; in this case the Inner diameter was 5. 64 am.

The test liquid employed was carbon tetrachloride, which has a low ratio of surface

tension to density, w/p, of 16.8 cm3/seo2. This choice was made to provide " high
a Bond number, SR , as possible during reorientation.

The behavior of the liquid specimen In the tso* #tas during reorientation was reoorded
with high-speed motion picture photography, using a Milliken DBM4 camera with a
140-del shutter operated at a nominal rate of 400 frames/seo. A 17-mm 1s.s, shlmmed

out from the camera to provd focusing, was employed. The luItte tst tank was
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Fig. 2 TestModuleIn Drag Shield
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4, back-lighted with a 73-w opal photo-enlarger bulb behind a frosted-plastic diffuser

screen. Incombination wihthe test fluid employed, the arrangoment provided ezoel-
lent liquid-gas Interface discrimination and minimum refractive distortion. Figure
8 is an example of the pictorial record obtained.

J4

Fig. 8 Liquid Rsori.fattion (SR 8 .7)
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The camera's field of view also included an accelerometer, adjacent to the test tank
with axes parallel to the tank's cylindrical axis, consisting of an evacuated glass tube

containing a steel ball bearing. The camera record of the motion of the bearing with
respect to the test module provided a rectilinear trajectory with which the capsule
acceleration relative to a "freely falling" referance frame was determined.

To fix the instant of capsule releie into free fall, a microuwitch mounted on the release
mechanism was opened by motion of one of the capsule release fingers - shutting off a
light-trace signal am' thus providing a time zero reference on the flm. Tuming ligbt
pips placed on the film at 0. 01-see Intervalo provided elspeed-time Informatim. Dis-
placements were measured from the film as a function of frame number with a precision

film reader.

A 28-vdc supply provided electrical power to the camera and to the 100-cycle timing
light generator, while the first-motion light required a 150-vie power supply.

Accelerations relative to a zero-g, or free-faling, reference frame were imposed on
the test module by applying ai constant force during the drop period, as diagrammed In
Fig. 7. A Neg'ator spring motor has the property of a constant spring force over the
length of its extension. Thus, the tension force In the line it constant as the motor
rsels in the line, pulling the drag shield and test module tapther following releame
into free fall. Since the mass of the test module is essentially constant (the only
deviation Is that produced by the movement of the relatively small amount of test lbuid)
this constant force yields a constant acceleration. By varying combinations of pulley
sizes with a 1-lb or 5-lb force motor, a range of test accelerations is available.
Figure 4 shows the Neg'ator motors mounted on the test module.

Primary test conditions were as follows; two runs were made at each setting:

(1) Acceleration (nominal):lS. om/sec, 319 m/asc 2

(2) Initial liquid level, H/D: 0. 7, 0. 5, 0. 3
(3) Tank bottom shape: flat. ooncave hemispherial, convex bemispherical

For the convex bemispherical tank bottom shape no runs were made at H/D - 03.
Tests were run at all other combinations of the listed conditions.
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3.2 Acceleration Measurement

The acceleration experienced by the test capsule wan computed from the photographic

record of capsule motion with respect to a freely falling body - the ball Searing in the

accelerometer tube. The displacements of the ball bearing from a reference point onI the test module were measured from the film with a Gerber film reader. These die-
placements, along with the elapsed time corresponding to the respective film frames.

provided a recinear trajectory from which the capsule acceleration was computed.

,: , The computation was complicated somewhat due to a constant drift rate superimposed

on the aceleration trajectory by the relaxation of structural strain energy stored under

1 g conditions and released upon Initiation of the drop; the net effect is a "springlng

away" of the bail bearing. The drift rate was noted also during the zero-g drop-test

runs.

Since the acceleration values obtained are fundamental to the quantitative conclusions

drawn in the investigation, and since some dispersion of acceleration values was obtained

from the data reduction, the possible sources of error and uncertainty should be exam

Strictly speaking, we are concerned here with uncertainties in the following:

(1) The repeatability and constancy in the Neglator force-versus-displacement rate

characteristic during operation

(2) Transcribing the data on ball-bearing displacement as a function of time, and the

propagation of this uncertainty in the curve-fitting data reduction technique

In the experimental program sufficient time and funds were not available to investigate

the dynamic characteristics of the spring motors. Thus a quantitative statement cannot

be made concerning the first-listed uncertainty. The approach taken here was to deter-

mine the magnitude of the uiecond source of uncertainty and from this and the gross

-- 'reatures of the data, to infer the magnitude of the first source of uncertainty.

Table I lists data for the test runs for which time-versus-distance data were reduced.

Approximately 5O to 100 readings were recorded for each of the high and low runs.

Each set of readings was used as inp. to a least-squares polynomial fit routine written
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Table I

SELECTED TEST RUN DATA

Acceleration Standard

Run No. (cm/seC2) Deviation of Computed
from Mean Acceleration

Computed Mean Design (percent)

91701C 317.1
91702B 316.9 2
92202B 298.6 311.1 319 *2.9 (4.6 em/seec)
92304B 309.4
92306B 313.6

92203B 14.44
92204B 16.10
92205B 15.36 14.61 13.3 *10.2 (1.49 cm/sec2 )
92206B 14.52
92301B 12.61

for the IBM 7094 digital computer. In tUiP routine, time was the independent variable

and distance the dependent vaiiable. Polynor.JOas of second through fifth order were
fitted to the input data. Although ascend-order polynomials fit the data reasonably well,

the square of the deviation between input values and the calculated curve decreased as

the order of the polynomial was Increased. However, the deviation never beecme
random; i. e., the input values systematically fluctuated about the calculated curve,
indicating nonconstant behavior in the spring motor system.

A single-sample error analysis using the method presented by Kllie and Mqq!!!tock*
was conducted to ascertain If measurement errors could account for the dispersion of
the computer accelerations from run to run. A * 2* deviation correspond. approxi-

mately to th. 20-to-I odds used as a basts for measurement uncertainty in the error

analysis. Table 1 indicates that a 2* interval is *2.9 percent for the high-acceleratton

*S. J. Kline and F. A. MoClintock, 'Doscribing Unoqirtainties in Single Sample
Experiments," Mech. Ent. Jan 1953.
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measurements and a 10.2 percent for the Iow-s.olearstion measurements. The

uncertainty interval or error contribution due to measurement data-reduction error
as calculated is *4.4 and * 1.5 percent for the high- and low-acceleration levels,

respectively. Based on only three points, this error contribution is conservatively

large. Neverthelesq, these values Indicate the degree of accuracy that can be .,-

pected trom the acoelersaton-senulng technique. The relatively small deviation of

the h/gh-accelerition data Indicates that any force-system nonrepeatability or non-

linearity of the 5-lb motor is not discernable within the basic accuracy of the data-

reduction technique. However. for the low-acceleration cases it must be concluded

thatthe dispersion of the acceleration values Is due at least pertly to nonrepeat-

ability and nonlinearity, which are proportionately greater for the 1-lb motor,

3.3 Test Results

Data regarding the behavior of the liquid were talen from thý motioa pliture film records

by projecting selected frames onto graph paper sad tracing wýve profiles for specific

times. In this maner, the wave profiles and trajectories of surface wave displace-

ment vrsus time were obtained.

. ... -o present the data In an orpgan d msmer and interpret any trend in behavior, the

time and distance measurements were nsndimenstlanlized. Since t*e reorientation

tests ware esmtiaLly gravity dominated It esemed logical to base the nondimenslon-

alization on free-fall behavior; also, such treatment was consistent with that used in

the theoretical program. Displacement aw soadimenslonalized on task radius, R.

For all except the aero-gravity runs, tim was ndlmnalilzed on "free fall" through a

distance d as the characteristic reosoe time. The zero-g daft were compared with
the response time for surfaee-teslion-dmlntAted phenomena. Thus we have:

C

' r - rf N

*d/R
-
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*a

t t/rwith

where a in the test acceleration, and

where a in the liquid surface tension end p he density.

Time, t, to related to the film frame number by the relation

At - F

where An Is the sunA'*,- of frames elapsed dwing the time interva! At and F Is the
camera frame rate (which was constant over each test rum within *1 percent).

For the test coditions imposed, tho pertinent parameters were the following:

R - 3.16cam forflatbottom, 2.Scmforconcave

V/p a 16.8 amo3 /se 2 for CC24

&low a 14.61 emase" 2 (BR a 8.7 for flat bottom, 6.8 for concave)

ahto, a 311c m/s"c (R - 185for flat bottom. 45 for ooncave)
rg(high DR) " 0.143 iec

T~(lWB3 0. O658 ec- -

' * 1. 372 am

3.3.1 Wave Profiles. Figuies 0 through 11 display noiadl.ed wave shapes in cross
section, traced directly from the film records at selected nondlmenslled times.

To compare the behavior of the low and high 8R flow patterns at each "/D level.

the low and high BR profiles are displayed together. The left half of the cylinder

contains the wave profiles for the low-reorlentation-Bond-uumber case, while those

S8-15
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wave profiles to the right of the centerline occurred during the high-reorientation-Soud
number runs.

A number of features of these wave profiles will be discussed. At the outset it must be
emphasized that the shape of the wavefront Immediately adjacent to the wall (I. e., the
leading ed•, of the wave) for r A 0.96 was not defined clearly on the film, due to the
optical refraction. Accordingly some extrapolation was necessary to fix the position of
this leading edge. Dished-line portions of the wave shape traces (Figs. 9 through 11)
also indicate regions where the exact position of the liquid surface either could not be

seen or was distorted by refraction. In these cases also, interpolation between known

points was employed to "f-ar in" the surface shape.
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For all H/D values and bottom shapes shown In the figures and within the tI value

range obtained, the response of the low BR waves in terms of progressIon along the
wall is more rapid than in the high BR cases. (This feature will be discussed further

below.) The forms of the low BR surface shapes differ markedly from those in the high
BR cases. The high BR wall sheots are thinner, with correspondingly greater local

surface curvature at the leading edge of the wave. '4

Perhaps the most striking feature is the appearaene of a "hump" or wave located In
the center of the cylinder. This Initial wave occurs in all case. Including the surface

,orieutation during the .ero-g run. or the high BnR reorientatin cases, this
central wave grows in amplitude continuously and develops a secondary wave or central

depression. However, In the ase of the low BR runs. the Initial growth of the cean-

tral wave under the Influence of the local gravity is arrested and reversed, causing the

decay and eventual disapperance of this central asxial flow.

The different-behavior of this central wave is due to the stabilizing affect of the liquid

surface tension in the case of the low BR flow. Based on the flat Interface theory

(90-deg contact angle) as presented In another report,' the criterion for stability of a
surface wave in a cylindrical container is that the Bond number based on tank radius

not exceed 3. %9. Since the low reorientation Bond number cause were run at DR

8. 7, we can scale the critical dimension for wave stability, r0 :

Bcrit. .)

- (rerBR

'Stanford University Department of Mechanical Engineering, The OYUm fthe
Free Liquid Surface in a Cylindrical Container Under Strong :2 llaZ and Weak
Cravity Conditions, by H. M. Satterlee and W. C. Reynolds, Test Report LG-2,Stanford, Calif., I May 1964.
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The most obvious feature displayed in Fig. 12 is the more rapid response of the low

BR reorientation wavefrait compared with those of the runs for BR = 185. After

this initial leoad is obtained, the low B Rtrajectories appear to parallel those for

the high .

The equilibrium location of the liquid front at the wall under a zero-g condition with

a hemlspherical shape (zero contact angle) has been indicated at d• = 0. 07. Beyond

this point, the initial accelerating effect of surface tension in reLming frmm the high

Bond number initial condition is no longer present, and the wavefront trrfjectory

appears to parallel that for the high BR cases.

Except for the case where H/D - 0. 3 and PR R 8. 7, no initall iUc level or tank

bottom effect is discernible as far as wave growth at the wall is concerned.

LOWAe
1.0 -Y - /0 k

0.6 ZEtO-G [QUILIMIUM 0 / tc'
POSITION 0u0/ •0

d* . H/D 0 .25
0.86 ER- A / N 8

ZENO-G0 aft 8 .7
RESPONSE / 0 - 0.$ 60.4 - 0 N - 0

0.2 be -6.7

WD - 0.7

00 0 I I 6.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.7 1.4

t.

Fig. 12 Wall Wavofront Trajectories
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The difference in response of the

high BR and low IR wavefronts ___

at the wa.ll is an effect of the 0.60..

gravity-dominated Initial condition. 0.2

Figure 12 shows that the character 0.4

of the response of the low BR flow

is initially similar to that for the

zero-g reorientation (Fig. 13). which .

was surface-tension dominated. The

initial surface shape is stressed 0

relative to the zero-g configuration.

Since the reorientation flow passes

-t"h-ough this condition when the

gravity vector is reversed, the

initial effect of surface tension is

to aid the reorientation. In the

case of the low BR flow, this

additional force is noticeable,

whereas for the high BF,. gravity-

dominated flow, it is not.

Another feature, displayed in Fig. . 0 0, 0 , 9 .... 0*0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 .0

12, is the departure of the wave-

front trajectories from free-fall

behavior. The behavior was noted Fig. 13 Zero-g Wave Prof iles

-"--'so by Emmons, Chang, and Watson

in a serips of experiments on the instability of finite surface waves. * They report a

wave!ront acceleration at a wall of 0.6 to 0. 7 of the virtual gravity. The curve d*

0.65 (t*)2 fits the high BR data very well. This slow response probably is due to

a combination of viscous drag at the wall, thinning out of the sheet in accordance with

*H. W. Emmons, C. T. Chang, and B. C. Watson, "Taylor Instability of Finite
9.rface Waves&, J. Fluid Mecu.*, Vol. 7, Part 2, 1960.
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continuity, and the resulting locally high surface curvature at the wavefront. This

curvature creates relatively high pressures at the wavefront that retard flow into

this region to replenish the liquid being removed in the boundary layer.

For the low B wavefront trajmUrwset relation

d* = 0.65(L" + 0.35)2

fits the data for the region t* > 0.3. The initial effect of surface tension during these

low BR tests can be approximated by the relation

d*= t*

0 5 t* -_ 0.3

As shown in Fig. 10 the primary effect of th•e proximity of the tank end is that It produces

a thinner wall sheet than would otherwise occur during a low BR flow. The results, as

shown in Fig. 12. are a slower wavefront response than in the other low BR runs, and

a behavior more similar to that for a "

high BR. This effect is indicated more

clearly in Fig. 14, which shows datafor ..

the hemispherical tank bottom shapes. /

For the concave tank end, no bottom ef- '-A *

fect is apparent at H/D = 0. 5. For A %_ - S.. I
0.41 WN&Vt AMMMIE aT

the convex tank end, however, the effect e ,. I
of the protrusion of the tank end into the 0.4 1A *

central liquid region again produces a / S0.4 0

slower wave response at the wall at

BR = 8.7, even in this case slower ' -

than that for the high BR data. # - *-g

~ I.0 .P 04 t

3.3.3 Terminal Flow Effect. It was F;g. 14 Wall Wovefront Trajectories (Hem-

decided during the latter phase of the ispherical Tank Bottom,H/D - 0.5)
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program to extend the scope slightly to
include an Investigation of the terminal

behavior of the centrally rising liquid-

gas interface As it approaches the end of

a hemispherical tank (concave toward

the tank). This investigation required

additional data reduction near the end of

the concave tank bottom runs. These

data were then compared with the simple

theory developed id Appendix A. Figure

15 shows a typical test frame. C SWE

From the film record the displacement

of the central liquid surface relative to

the hemispherical tank end was meas-

ured, along with the elapsed time. Only Fig. 15 Liquid Reorientation in Tank WithHe.-;spherical End
the runs at BR .S. G could be used

_. since for the runs at BR = 145 the

standing central liquid wave previously 4

die -ussed prevented the formation of the single-Taylor-bubble flow configuration. One

test run did not provide sufficient time to set up a steady-state draining situation at

some large initial liquid depth in order to observe the entire draining of the hemispher-

ical tank end. Accordingly, data from runs at liquid depths of H/D 0.7 , A. 5, and

0.3 were taken with the ooJective of observing the entire draining process in taree seg-

ments. The data from each run were related to data from the former at the fame h*

value. The data obtained In this manner have been plotted in Fig. 16. Equntions (A. 8)

and (A. 10) of Appendix A are P lso shown. Since the value of t* = 0 for the Taylor

bubble, Eq. (A. 10) -and hence the position of the data on the t* ,cale - is arbitrary,

the curve for Eq. (A. 10) was placed so as to match the slope of the data for the run at

H/D = 0.7. Smoothed curves were drawn through t•hese displacement points, .,'d slopes

-- We-re-cfetermined. The results arm plotted in Fig. 17 slong wiui Le curves for bqs.

(A. 6) and (A. 9), Appendix A.
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Fig. 18 Computer Plot of Liquid Reorlentation From e Flat Interface ,J
(Initial aord No. - 2203 Reorlentatin SoWn No. -..a )

The nunvrloal program behaved more satisfactorily when a highly curved (L e.. low-
or sztro-grwIrty) initial surface shape was used. Unfortunately this Initial condition

could not be duplicated experimentally. Prior to initiation of the reorientation *osel-
eration, a period of lop, or zero gravity Is necessary to allow the formation of the
highly curved surface shape. This feature for delayed roorlentution during the drop
was not designed Into the Stanford drop-test facility.

4 CONCLUMONS

A number of general features associated with the reorientation of Uquids in closed.

partially fMold cylindrical containers were observed during this Investigation. The
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basic configuration of the flow is determined by the ohape of the liquid surfacQ atmh
onset of the adverse acceleration producing the reorientation flow. For a quiescent
Initial condition. an In this investigation, the meniscus at the wall is the dominant sur-
face perturbation governing the subsequent liquid flow. The Initial flove then becomes a
cylindrical sheet of liquid flowing "dowW" the tank wall with the gas penetrating the
cntral portion of the liquid.

For large reorientation Bond numbers (B,, 180 or greater) the wall wavefront does
not follow the normal free-fall trajectory. In these cases the wavefrcnt trajectory can
be approximated by the relation

d= 0. 65(t'

For teorientation under low-level body forces where B R 10C' wavefront respmons is
quicker In sncimdnensiocal form than that for the high 8 R response. In theso cases
the wavefront trajectory has the form

d- 0.95V' for 0~d*0.4

d* 0. 65(t* + 0.1,) 2 for 0. 4 < d* < 1. 2

The reorientation flow in fur-ther characterized by the combination of Initial surface
saeand the magitd of DR. For a high-gravity, flat Initial surface shape the

flow for a lax-ge 8a during reorientation genbrates centrally located standing waves
that ane themselves unstable awA grow to produce liquid flow "down"t the center of the

tank. For 9 <(10o, this central flow pokttern ts stabilized by surface tension so that
the Inteoml Taylor bubble shape results in the entire liquid mass traveling along the

Wall.

Investigations of terminal draining behavior as the liquid-gas interface approaches the
top of a hemispherical tank end Indicate that a decrease in the interface velocity occurs.
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When hchcvr the initdrial wnef~ hp prallsatnd the haerogpherical fowad od I t htore
"shapeha the ctrliqi toInoprssbe and wallcid shee thontsfiguri iration awy apasee frhg

AReteringi teorFig.A-1 thowatinudrity eqaind fof the thin, shet ofliu In arltvl theinm

spherical tank end, using subscripts to denote partial differentiation, is

+ h u+ u h +u hootj 0 (.l

where a is a curvilinear coordinate following a meridian of dotheak walls. The Euler
momnu equation in this direction can he wuifmn; if it is farther assumed tint at
any point along the meridian In that thin sheot of liquid the velocity to a function of Its

*R. U. Davis@ and 0. E. Taylor, "The Mechanics of Large DSubles Rising Thrwou
ExeddLiquids am! Through Liquide In Tubes," Proc. Eve ~. (LandouL. Serie A,

Vol. 200.



location and not of time, then this eqVuAtto

5 am be integrated to give tdo Bernoulli equa-

s ds tioa alog a streamllne n the m direction:

U2f.g~ 0ce~ comstant

(A. 2)

The ps pressure in the tank Is costant. It

can be deduced that the liquid ,)ressuwe also

Is constant. The Bernoulli equation, then,

can be written

Fig. A-I Coordlnote System 2c
for Shoot Flow 2-- " Iz -coel) (A.3)
Analysis

H Eq. (A. 1) is evaluated at m 0 , the result is

h + fts - 0, a - 0 (A.4)
Rt 5

Bubstltution of the velocity from the Bernoulli equation Into Eq. (Aý 4) at s3 0 gives

the following result, which is a velocity of %he bubble near the hemispherical emd:

"t"• 2 (A.5)

This relation can he written in nodimensisal form as

2d h (A. 6)L-3



- - .. ... . .. . . .. .. . . .. ... .... ._- -

where -

h* b/R

Equation (A. 5) can be Integrated to determine the time for the bubble to move throuah a
given distance along the axis of the oylinder near the hemispherical end. The result is

- 2 plJ.t - h) (A.?)

Rewriting Eq. (A. 7) in nondimeusional form, we have

or -

'-' (A.8)

Taylor's theory* for the ta&dy-state use rate of a large Sa bubble in a liquid-fillsed

cylinder yields the reliUor

V - K•JiK

where R Is the cylinder radius and g Is the local gravitaticial acceleration. The
value of K obtained by Taylor from potential flow theory is 0.464. Harmathy**

*R. M. Davies and 0. E. Taylor, "The Mechanics of Large Bubbles Rising Through

Extended Liquids and Through Uquids in Tubes, ', Prop ROY. SM., Vol. 200.
**T. Z. Harmathy, "Velocityof Larp Drops and Bubbles in Media of Infinite or

Restricted Extent:' Am. unst. Chem. Enar. J., Vol. 6, No. 2, Jun 1960.
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reports an effect of surface teesion on the gas ris rate. Based on the experiment!
data of Hutton, Dumitresu, Davies, Taylor, et al., HIarmathy specifies a value for K

of 0.44 for the reorientatior Boad number of B.I obtained during this low-g reorientation

test. This value for K will be used to check the correlation of the end-effect theory.

If 'a is the distance from the tank end to the rising bobble Interfro, along the cylinder

axis, we can write

dh

which upon normalization becomes

dh* - -0.66 (A.9)

Integrating between ho at t and h at t, we have

0 0
h* - h*, -0.66(t" - •o)

b. - 0.66 to (A.10)

To connect tiO .- ady-state rolation with the end-effect theory and obtain values for h*

and I• we equate the bubble vo,•,ltas as represented by Eqs. ý. ) and (A. 9), yeelding
hf 0. 23. For this value of h? we obtain 1 1. 17 from Fq. A-u.
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PAPER I

INTERFACIAL STABILITY OF LIQUID LAYERS IN ELASTIC SRFACES

LOCKPEED MISSILES 6 SPACE COMPANY

T71 materill is this paper will ceestittl port of a diswsttisq te he shlmitted fe
th Ph.D. Dleee at Stmldeld bi•weIt. Deportuect If Aerela5tics aI4 Abtoitaut cs.

ABSTRACT.iiT•T i

The criteria associated with the dynamic stability of a liquid layer supported by an elastic
surface are investigatted theoretio~rym-bl of a lin~ear vibrationa m~yes.l The
Investigation takes Into consideration certain upects concerning the orientation and

stabill.ty of liquids stored in elastic containers of space vehicles operating wuder low-
grivity conditions. It, w assumed that a layer of incompressible, inviseld fluid having
a flat liquid-ga inte."ice is stored in a two-dimenaiona rectangular channel haying
either flexible walln' or a flexible floor. Thes flexible surfaces are elastic plates sup-
ported at their edgd In such a manner that the middl•, surfaces undergo only bheding f
deflections. Moreover, the boundary conditions are assumed to be of the simple horo-
geaeous variety representing either clamped or hinged Pdges. o

To asseas low-gravity oonditions realistically, the effect of surface tension at the ftree
surface of the fluid layer Is taken Into account. Particular emphasis is given to the
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stidy of the individuadl effects of the flexibility of the channel wall. andnfoor on the
stability criteria. 'the influence on stability of fluid depth, plate bending stiffness,
and idge conditione Is also examined. A simplified analy-sis is used to evaluate in a
q~ualitative manner the nonlinear aff--#- ' to In-plane defaiectionx of the middle sur-

face of the flexible floor.

The dynamic stab~ity crlkrIa atre given in the forme of a oft of inequalities involving
the net unidirectional body force Intea1sity g, hx~th for channels with rigid walla' and

fl'e.lblenfoors, and for channels with rigid floors and flexible walls. In addit~nn,

verificatlon of these criteria for antlayinmetric oscillations of the Vflud in the chin-
eel having rigid walls aind a flexible floor Is prv,.ented In terms ot a plot of the
squares of the first eight eigenfrequencies of the sy'stem versus the liody force intens -

ity g. A result of particular interest with regard to the design of elastic fluid co'n-
tainers for space vehicles is that, for a channel having a flexible fltxm., there is a

finite upper bound fkr the rauge of values of g required for the Gyramic stabt lity of
the system. This upper bound increases monotonic %1ly with the bending stiffness of t

the channel floor.

4 ~NOMENCIATUREI

a Half the undeformed length .)f the flex~ible floor
c. f Arbitrary functions 9f time
E Young's Modulus

g Net unidirectional body fbrco Intensity

U A modified Green's function
h Height of the fluid layer ft.,ove the origin of cooN -.nates at

* L ~~static equilibrium feil
L ~~~hoight of the undeformed flxbewais

p Pressure field in the fluid

PO. P1  Constant external gas prex-..rea

m 
V~s eruni 

ae% f 
he lexblnoo 

ad9wll



ql' q 2 , q3  Arbitrary functions of time

Time

T Surface tension

u. w Total displacements of a point At the middle surface of the
flexible floor !- the +x and -3 directions

V-- (Vx, Vt) Two-dimensional vector velocity field of the fluid

w: Static com.ponent of w

Dynamic component nf w

w . w 2 Total displa.ements of the middle surface of the flexible
walls at x = -a and x a respectively

Wi " Static components of %Y and w2

Wl w2 Dynamic components of wI and w2

(x. y. Z) Cartesian coorcinates

Grcek Symbols

a Separation constnnt

V- a-n -a) Two-dimensional gradient operator

a Thickness of the flexible walls and floor

free surface displacement from static equilibrium in the
+ z directicn

V Poisson's ratio

P Density of the fl*id

•n Eigenfrequenctes asscolateA with fros vibratdon of the
flexible floor

Velocity potential functions

40n(X) n (s) gets of orthonormal eigenfunctions fcr the respec'im problemsof the free-vybration r4 ',he flexible floor and walh

w System eigenfrequency
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INTERFACIAL STABILITY OF UQ'JID 1J.YETS ON ELASTRC SURFACES

I INTRODUCTIOe4

An important ox asideration in the design and operation of space vehicles is the ability to

predict the location of various stored liquids in their respective containers in a low-
gravity environment. Predletion is necessary so that the engine and the life-support
equipment may be activated at the proper time. An impnrtant step in predicting the

location and orientation of stored masses of liquid Is to determine any dynamic insta-
bilitivs that may arise for motions of the liquid about given states of static equilibrium.
Mcny of the studies performed in this area are concerned with evaluating the effects

of surface tension at the liquid-gas Interface, and of the body force distribution on the
dynamic stability of static-equilibrium liquid configurations in containers having various
geometries. Eem :rences I through 3 are representative of such analyses.

R. M. Beam (Ref. 1) has obtained dynamic stability criteria for layers of liquid of
uniform depth spread over rigid cylindrical and spherical surfaces. Wen YI Pi (Ref. 2)'
considered various two- and three-dimensional contakirs whose surfaces (obtained by

an inverse method) were not representable in a simple manner in a coordinite system
where the "separation of variables" technique vay be applied to Laplace's equation. A
flat-bottomed cylindrical container was examined by H. M. Stterlee (Ref. 5) who also

Investgated the effects on the otability criteria of the equilibrium contact angle and the
dynamic variation in the contact angle at the liquid-gas Interface. In all cases the analy-
ses were concerned with rigid containers. The liquid storing containers used in the
space vehicles do, however, exhibit elastic properties. This is particularly true of the

fuel tanks that are thin-walled structures with dimensions about the same as the overall

dimensions of the vehicle.

This paper presents the results of a study of the effects that container flexibility has on

the stabllty criteria essociated with the stored liquid at a given state of static equilibrium.
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T'he analysis will concern itself with a two-d'imensional channel-like container, in
which is stored a layer of incompressible Inviscid fluid havlng a fiat static equilibrium-

'free surface. The floor is assumed to be a two-dimensional Bernboulli-Euler plate,
while the walls are considered rigid. A linear vibration analysis is used to study the
:stabillty of small motions of the system about the static equilibrium configuration.
Instabilities associated with the flexible floor that are predicted by the linear analysh'
,are more extensively studied by a non-lineir representation of the system.

Stability criteria are then determined for a container with flexible walls and a rigid
floor. As In the previous case, the flexibilit) is simulated by simple Bernoulli-Eider
plates. I
2 ANALYSIS FOR THE CASE OF A FLEXIBLE FLOOR

2. 1 Statement of the Problem

Consider a two-dimenstlonal channel vf-recniiflar cross sectinm hnaving rigid walls
and a flexible floor, as shown in Fig. 1. In this channel Is stored an Incompressible,

Fig. I Two-Dimensional Channel With Flexible Floor
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InViscid fluid of density P and surface tension T. The surface of the fluid, as well

as the region below the floor, is characterized by a constant gas pressure p1 . It will

also be aseumed that the density of the gas above and below the fluid Is so small that,

during vibratory motions of the system, only a negligible amount of energy is lost by

way of acoustic radiation Into the gas.

I Let (x . y. z) denote a cartesian coordinate system fixed in inertial space with origin

-located as shown in Fig. 1.

II 2.2 Consideration of the Dynamics of the Interior of the Fluid

41/• Since the fluid has been assumed Inviscid, the condition of equilibrium (in the sense of

D'Alembert) at a point can be characterized as-

-- • (1),i•, -••givz + (v V V+-

"Since

(V. )v(= Y(3 - V Y V (2)

Equation (1) with the assumption of irrotational flow, i.e., (V x V - 0), becomes

iV + gz * + =0 (3)

Another consequence of the irrotatonality of the flow is that there is a function 0 such

that

IV 9-(4)
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Equation (3) then becomes

+ z 0 (5)

or

2 -
- gz - fMt) (6)TP /at

Where f (t) is an arbitrary function of time. For convenience, f (t) will be taken as

P,
f(t) - gh +÷- +c(t)

p

where c (t) is equally arbitrary and h is the height of the fluid layer above the origin

of coordinates at static eqiaillbrium. V
We will also define

t
4 (x. z t) t+ f cI ,.t f (t)dt

-- • 0

Equation (6) then becomes

V l -h p " t 1
2 g(z h)e+ 0 (7)

FSince the operator V does not contain the variable t . Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

V -V(8



Te analytic characterlzaton of fluid incompressibility Is

V 0 (9)

which mneans that

V =0 (10)

Since the walls of the channel are rigid,

2.3 The Dynamics of the Free Surface of the Fluid

The free surface of the fluid is assumed to have a static equilibrium position denoted by
z = h and a dynamic displacement In the sz direction from the static equilibrium

position denoted by 17 (x , t ) for the range - a S x ' a. The microscopic interactions
of the molecules of the liquid and the gas above it give rise to a macroscopically

de~lnabie surface possessing a macroscopically measurable tension of constant magni-
tude. This surface can be simulated for the purposes of continuum mechanics by a

massless prestretched membrane of constant tension T.

Another macroscopic mdnifestation of inter+holecular interactions to the "contact

angle" or the angle, measured In the fluid. at whch the free surface joins the walls.

In the interest of reducing the complexity of the analysis, the contact angle will be

assumed to possess a value of 90 deL for any motion of the free surface. This

assumption corresponds to the conditions:

all ) ( 0 o (12)
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The dynamic equilibrium, In the sense of D'Alembert, of an element of the continuum

model of the free surface, can be expressed as: 4

-T 1  p(x ,n + ,I[x t] t) - P (13)

Using Eq. (7), the presnure at the free surface can be expressed as:

p(x,h + n (x,tj t) * P f +p CxIh + i•,t) - -ViLxhJ (14)

h + t) (14 ),: L

2A

Substitution into Eq. (13) yields:1)2"
In addition to Eq. (15), there must be a restriction to the effect that no fluid pass.

through the idealized free surface membrane. Thils restriction takes the form of
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Expanding the substantial derivative and using Fq. (8), Eq. (16) "emes

4t(x .t) + DON .zt) - &4(X z t) on(x.. (17) 0

2.4 Considerations of the Dynamics of the flexible Floor

The flexible floor will be characterized as a simply supported plate of infinite extent

In the y direction that possesses the following parameters:
Z - Young's modulus

P a Poisson's ratio
m - mass per unit width

8 - thickness

2a - undeformed length

The total deflection of the middle surface of the plate from the coordinate plane,

Sa 0, Inthe-z f.recton will be denoted by w(x,t). It will be assumed that only

---- "lmipfe bending takes place such that plane sections remain plane during deflection of

the middle surface. It will also be assumed that the strain in the middle surface Is

negligible in comparison with the maximum strain due &o bending. This assumption

limits fte validity of the analysis to the range of deflections for which I w(x,t) I cc 6.

Further, this assumption gives rise to the requirement that one edge of the analytical

model of the floor be on a roller support, as shown in Fig. 1. Also, the effects of

shear deflections and rotary Inertia will be neglooted.

Under the above restrictions, the condition of the dynamic equilibrium, In the sense

j of D'Alembert, of an element of the floor can be written as

D M 92w plx -w(xt) tJ - (18)

-at 2
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i44

where

D Ed3

12(1 - 2 )

Using Eq. (7), we obtain

P(X.~~ -W 0 pi(+ -w(x,)1W, g(h +,P- (19)

Substitution of Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) yields

Dt p[ " (X." w.t)- 1,7#(X, -w, t)I (W + h (20).

As In the case of the free surface, Eq. (20) must be accompanied by a kinematic con-

dition given by

D.A50'-l-w~x'tl]- 0 (21)

or r

84xz~)+ 8*xztOixt wxtJ-0 (22)
8z ex ex at~z.wt

Since the plate Is assumed simply supported at x- *a, the conditions

w(&,,t) - O -0 (23)
ft Ix-*a

must be imposed.
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2.5 6l~nearization of the Equations Of Motion

The equations of motion given by Eqs. (15). (17), (20), and (22) may be linearized for

those motions of the system In which the quantitien

'7 ex * at

Ow aw

and

ar is-order small, while products of the dependent variables an their derivatives,

and terms such as

Os' Iz-h

are second-order small.

Equations (15). (17). (20), and (22) then become

&2"(x. tt)

2 at

D &w(x, t) +m In8w(x. t) . ___&# ___ t
4l a 2 ao(0t~ + gw(xt + k] (26)
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14

and

(at ,t) -- (x,-zt)jz~ (27)

If the total floor deflection w(x, t) is separated into a static deflection w(x) and

dynamic deflection Wv(x, t) , and If a harmonic time dependence of the form

iwt

#(x, 2 tl ON, z)J

is assumed, the initial value problem is converted to an eigenvalue problem of the

form:

92# + 0x

-T 22 1  K (30)

= 1 Jz-& (31)iz!h

D9" 4w 2
D - (m2 + pg)w plf,"0 (32)

- m z=0 i I

-- I
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K- - • _ •• •.a. ..... . ... ,. - -

0, W(.*a,t) '0 8w(&j. =) 0 (34)

where w is the elgenvalue and

O(x' 01

-. is the elgenvector.

2.6 Definition of Stability

The stability of the static equilibrium position denoted by Z(x, t) 1)(x, t) =0 for

a certahi value of the net unidirectional body force magnitude g is defined In the

paragraphs that follow.

The system governed by Eqs. (29) through (34) Is stable (see Ref. 4) about the

equilibrium position w(x ,t) 17 (x *t) 0 if and only if, given r > 0 ,one cc,'

find > 0 so that

/1/

*- 0 2a '(t) l ,-3

Sefor a given x and for all t whenever

11~,)2  2+ [I8;(x,012 +j (x.O)]2  1/2.II '

9-14
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Such a condition of stability can be assured if all the squares of the elgenfrequencles
2 k = 1,2,3,... are real and pcltIve. Since the system to conservative, I.e.,

all the active forces cwt be derived from a potentil function, the squares of the elgea-

frequencies, wk , will be real.

The stability criteria will then be defin,)d as the met of values of g (assuming tL.at all
other parameters remain fixed) for which all the squares of the elgenfrequencles are

positive.

2.7 Solution of the Elgenvalue Problem

The general solution of

8#+ 8;0 o
O2 32

subject to

=0

l(x.z) (Co+zDo) + ain (ax) IC. cosh (&nz) + D. sinh (a 2)1

n odd

Cos (a•nx)I cnosh (anZ) Dn. snh (anz) (35)

n=2
n even

where an nw/2a and C o, o, Cn, Dn ,Cn, and D5 are arbitrary constants to
be determined. - "
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The function w(x) can be expressed as

w(x) = Unn(x) (36)

DWI

where- *,(x) constitute the get of orthonormal elenfunctionsl of the problem

In

.D - mo2*(x) = 0 (37)

and

21

and are given by

c Cos for n an odd integer
n T) n(38)

I-lwi• for n &n even integer
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with

If the expressions given by Eqs. (35) and (36) are substituted Into Eqs. (32) and (33).

and use is made of the properties of the On(x) , the coefficients Un may be

eliminated. This gives rise to:

n=2

n even

+ ?5 P~k 0 (39)

n=2
n even

for k an odd integer, and

aei

D n aInaO - (mw2 + Pg)J Qnk I + ý Cn (Pw2Q.n) a0 (40)
n=1 n=l 1

n odd n odd

for k ar. even integer, where

n + n2k - 2

Pnk • k(x) oo(axdx 4&k 2 2.

- V(n k)
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*j - Ai

for n. even, and k, odd,

n +÷2k- 1
4ak(-1)2n f. k (x) sin (cx)dx= 1 211 ...

-a

for n, odd, and k even, and

a

-aa
SPk f k (x)dx ----

Since the contact angle Is assumed to be 90 deg for all motions of the free surface,
noboundary conditions needbe applied to TI(x,t) at x a *a The function 7(x,t)
may then be eliminated directly by substitution of Eq. (31) into Eq. (30). If use is
made of the harmonicity of * , there results

+ I -h 0 (41)S8z3 ft -h

Upon substitution of Eq. (35) into Eq. (41), with recognition of the fact that
[I, cos (oax) , sin (atx)] form a complete set nf ortho•-inal functions, we get

2 2
00

fo 1(+ a2)tanh (Onh)..w2J Zu + [0, (go + -)w2 tanth (ai B)J 0 (42ý
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for n, even, and

for n, odd.

The four infinite sets of linear homogeneous algebraic equations In the unknowns
CO , Do , Cn , Dn Cn , and Dn may be divided into two independent groups. The first is
given by Eqs. (39) and (42), which govern symmetric oscillations of the free surface
and the flexible floor; the second, by Eqs. (40) and (43), which g,-vern the antisymmetric

oscillations.

In each case a nontrivial solution can be obtained only if the determinant of the
coefficients is equal to zero. This condition results in two equations of infinite order
in w associated with the respective symmetric and antisymmetric oscillations of

the system. These equations can be cast into the form

[AIw 2 -[BJ) 0

where IA] and I B I are square matrices, and solved for the respective symmetric
and antisymmetric frequ-mcles of vibration of the system using digital computer tech-
niques for any given ordir of I A I and I] .

2.8 Examination of the Stability Criteria

The necessary and sufficient conditions fo' , stability of the system as previously
defined are w > 0 for all w of the ap:.,opriata matrix equation. If all other
). parameters are hold constant, then the boundaries of the set of values of

the unidirectional net body force g for which all > 0 are those values of g
for which one w 0 . It does not follow, however, that, If there Is a value
of C, say g*, for which one - 0, Wtol greater than 0 for g on one
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side of g* andc is less than 0 fcr g on the other side. Accordingly, the

14 stability criteria are arrived at by setting W equal to zero. The resulting
equation is then factored Into the form

n

JI7 (g -go 0
o k = l

For a given root g, the value g Rk + A In then substituted Into the matrix equa-
ton, which ts solved for w2 . The same is done for g =gk - A The positive
quantity A Is taken small enough so that A < I gk + and A< I - gk
After the resulting values of w2 have been examined, the region of g for stability is

2determined as that for which all I,• are greater than zero.

If NW is set equal to zero then the symmetric and antisymmetric equations become,

respectively:

n

g+ ) 0 (44

iv2

where n Is an even integer and

kn+l In2 g 17 .(g 4 0,2
i= 2 J --l

where n Is an odd integer.

In Eq. (44), the following roots are of Interest:

;• g ffi T 2 m 21.12

where g, Is the smallest root of B'i 0.
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where g, was solved for by digital computer techniques

and n = 2,4,6, ! V

Also, for Eq. (45) we have

m 2
g. I i

where

n = 1,3,5,7,

J 2,4,6,

2.9 Stability Criteria for Antlsymmetric Oscillations of the Free Surface
and Flexible Floor

The negative values of g for which at least one value of w2 is zero In the anti-

symmetric case are

9 27(46)
pa

where

n 1,3,5,7,

The values of g are the same as would be encountered for the case of a rigid floor

and are thus independent of the elastic and inertial properties of the flexible floor. Th%

poalttive values of g, however, given by

2(47)
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where

J * 2,4,6,8,

are dependent on the elast'e: ;pr•pnrties of the flexible floor. Although the analysis

has been done for the catet cT flexible floor with simply supported edges, examination

of the character!.Atc detvm-' !ýýnt shows that the equation g, - M 2

result ip;1lcable for the case of general identical homogeneous boundary conditions on
2the. edges of the floor at x - +a. In such a case w will be the square of the (J/2)th

elgenfrequency for antlsymmetric free vibration of the floor associated with a given set
of homogeneous boundary conditions of the same form at x - •a. The expressions

for go and gj for a given j and n are also valid If the characteristic determinant

is not truncated but allowed to become a polynomial of Infinite degree.

The solution of the matrix equatlo, by means of a digital computer reveals that, with

all other system parameters held fixed, the system is stable (i.e., all values of w2

are greater than 0) for antisymmetric ilitial disturbances for those values of the uni-

directional body force magnitude g in the range

T 2 D (48

p 2a)
2

The results of the digital solution for the squares of the elgenfrequencies for the anti-
symmetric case are given below for the case of

[• a a 5ft
"h - 0.5ft

D - 6.2 ft-lb

Sm - 1.47• x 10.2 slugs/ft 2

P - 1.94 slugs/ft 3

_ 2.64 x 10-3 ft 3/,ec 2

9-22
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The determinant was truncated at order 7.* These parameters are characteristic of'

water at room temperature and a simply supported magnesium floor.

Figure 2 shows the squares of the first eight eigenfrequencies associated with anti-

symmetric miotions of the tree surface and flexible floor plotted against values of g

in the range of

- 0. 02 ft/sec 2 < g < 32.2 ft/sec 2  gV

4
Sep

2. 10 Stability Criteria for Symetric
Oscillations of the Free Surface
and the Flexible Floor -

I,,

The negttive values of g for which at

leaFt one value of w2 is zero in the f

symmetric case are

0 2 s

p(a)

where n t y4,6,8, r io l•t ,e

and are the same, as in the case of

antisymietric oscillations, as those

associated with a rigid floor. The

corresponding smallest non-negative

leovalue of g given by-

g 0

91 0 2 D ~(122) 4 (5. 212) (9
nP P(a) 4 2

UNIOWCTK*OWM Y Pena IP110.tity. I

Fig. 2 Numerical Results
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Again the result can be generalized to the case of general identical homogeneous

boundary conditions on the edges of the floor at x - *a. In such a case W, will

--- '- the square of the I (J + 1 )/2 1th elgenfrequency of symmetric free vibration for

the given homogeneous boundary comlitions that are of the same form at x - *a.

In the case of the antlsymmetrlc oscillations, the expressions for gj and gn

remain the same for the case of an untruncated characteristic determinant.

Considerations similar to those associated with the antlsymmetric case yield the
following range of valueA for the unidirectional net body force Intensity g for which

all W2 are positive for the symmetric case:

T 12 < (!<)D (5.212) (50)
pa (00.(a.(2)

L•Pa 2  g p (a)4 '

Since a general disturbance characterizable as an Initial condition can he decomposed

Into symmetrical and antlsymmetrical Fourier components that will excite the sym-

metrical and antlsymmetrical modes of oscillation of the system, the general stability
criteria for the system will be

- - I g a -" 4 (5.212) (51)
0p (2a) 2  P(a)

For the case of a rigid floor, the general stability criterion il

TI 2
() < (52)

I S 2.11 Discussion of the Stability Criteria

On an intuitive basis, the lower boimd of the range of values of g for the stability of
___ antisymmetrie oscillations Is acceptable. One can see that, f(r some negative value

of g (I.e., the body force vector pointing In the + z directloni the free surface of
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the liquid will become unstable and the liquid will eventually undergo displacements of

a magnitude comparable with the static equilibrium fluid depth h.

Regarding symmetrical oscillations of the system, one of the Fourier components 6f

the free surface displacement function np (x,t) is a constant. The coupling of this

Fourier component with the Fourier components of the floor deflection gives rise to

the transcendental equation I B' = 0 , as opposed to the simple infinite product in

the antisymmetric case.

It Is not Intuitively obvious, however, that there should exist finite uPer bounds for

the stable regions in contrast to the Infinite upper bound obtained for the can of the

rigid tank. One might ask how the liquid can become unstable if it is In a state of static

equilibrium in a container, with the net body force vector pointing into the liquid region.

As Eq. (51) shown clearly, If the bending stiffness parameter of the floor Is increased

indefinitely (i.e.. the plate is made increasingly more rigid) the upper bound becomes

positively unbounded and we have-ag-eement with the case of the rigid floor. Since the

analytic structure of the upper bound, D/p (a) 4 , in Eq. (51) is similar to that given

for the lower bound, T/p (a) 2 , given in Eq. (49) for antisymmetric motiono, it is

conceivable that the upper bound would be associated with an instability in the flexible

floor. This association would lead us to conclude, from the viewpoint of deflections
sufficiently small to permit the linearization of the equations of motion, that the static

equilibrium position of a Beraoulli-Euler type of plate with a hydrostatic fluid pressure

field acting on its upper surface becomes unstable when the net body force intensity

reaches a certain positive magnitude. This instability occurs because the total potential

of the internal bending stress distribution in the beam, and of the external pressure field

applied by the gas and the fluid, has a negative second variation with respect to a deflec-

tion parameter at the static equilibrium position. The linear equations characterize the

instability in terms of "deflection withoutl limit."

As the dynamic displacements of the flexible floor become larger, the simple Bernoulli-

Euler representation that leads to the "deflection without limit" characterization becomes

less valid.
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A more realistic representation of an actual container floor undergoing dynamic

deflections comparable to its thickness would Include the effects of middle-surface

stretching. These effects would involve, in terms of the physical model shown in

Fig. 1, the remov I of the roller support at x a a. Since the curvature of the un-

lorded floor is zero, the effects due to middle-surface stretching will be nonllnw at.

Such effects will also change the analytic structure of the total potential function, and

will consequently lead to a modification of the "'deflection without limit" character-

.. liration given to the Instability by the linearized equations of motion.

3 CONSIDERATfON OF NONLINEAR ELASTIC EFFECTS

3. 1 Statement of the Problem

To assess the importance of '.onlinear elastic effects, the edges of the flexible floor !

were characterized by fixed Itn supports. Such a specification gives rise tn nonlinear

terms in the elastic restoring torces in the equations of dynamic equilibrium of an

element of the flexible floor. These nonlinear terms contribute to the modification of

the stability criteria given in section 2. To evaluate these modifications in t relsttively

uncomplicated manner, it was necessary to make some further a.mplificatlons. Since

the finite upper bound for the stable range of values of g given in section 2 depends
Sonly on the elastic propic-ies associated with the flexible floor and not on the surface

tension T, the free surface was assumed constrained by a rigid flat surface at z = ,

as shown in Fi. 3.

Another simplification was the specification of a static equilibrium position for the[ . flexible floor involving zero static deflection. This simplifi-!ation can be achieved by

providing a constant gas pressure field, pi - P o + pgh, external to the flexible

floor, which provides static balance to the weight of the liquid layer and the pressure

Po ,which is assumed to exist at z =h.
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With the total displacements of an element of the free surface of the flexible floor in

the + x an~d - z directions denoted as u and w respectively, the equations of equilibrium

(Ref. 5) of the element., in the sense of D'Aiembert, become:I

EA +m a (53)

D -4 EA 4 + lo (54)

The linearized kinematic condition

aw 846
12-J07i (55)

DEN•<SITY#~
RIGID WALL-

f VERNAL. OAS
POIN SUPPORt PRSSR P-PON RUPPMR

Fig. 3 Two-Dimensional Channel Analyzed To Determine Nonlinear Effects}
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will also be used. In addition. 4 must satisfy

ax2 Oz2
a2• a2*

= 0
I91X=*A, (56)

land

I0

3.2 Approximate Solution

Because of the nonlinear terms in Eqs. (53) and (54), the methods used in section 2

involving a superposition of particular solutions is no longer valid. As an approxima-

tion, the simple one-term solution to be used in conjunction with Galerkin's method

given below will be assumed

w(x,t) = q,(t)lcos(

u(x.t) - q 2(t)aln (a)

*(lx. 2t) c 3tlo osh Elh -z)

whera q q 2 * q3 kre arbitrary functions of time to be determined. The results of

the nonlinear analysis indicate that the simplified nonlinear system is stable about the

zero-deflection static equilibrium position for

,g - D (
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For

P a) g <

the floor will deflect to a new stable equilibrimn position given by:

wx, t) = * ..... 4 1/2

1 0 I

P
U(X. 2 'p ~2a 11I

u~xt) 2EA liv' M

These rdsults, arrived at by an approximate method for the simplified system, give

a qualltative picture of the behavior of the system, considered in section 2 for the range

The nonlinear elastic restoring forces that arise because of the stretching of the mid-

dle surface enable the system to establish a new stable static equilibrium position.

The new equilibrium configuration involves a different static stress distribution In the

floor as well as different analyticreprdeis ttions of the natural frequencies associated

with linear oscillations about the new static equilibrium configuration.
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE CASE OF FLEXIBLE WALLS

4. 1 Statement of the Problem

The~system discussed in section 2 was modified to the extent that the floor was assumed

rigid and the walls. flexible. The flexible walls were Bernoulli-Euler plates of infinite

extent in the y direction and had the same elastic properties as did the floor analyzed

in section 2. For simplicity, the edges were considered simply supported, with the

upper edge of each plate mounted on a roller support, This description neglects the

Importace of middle-surface stretching.

With the container empty, the width was 2a, as shown in Fig. 4. In the static equil-

ibrium position, the fluid had a flat free surface and a depth h. The sides of the

container adjacent to x -a and x - a had static deflections w 1 (z) and w 2 (z)

respectively. The free surface and the exterior of the container were exposed to a

gas pressure P 1 • which remained constant during undulations of the fluid free sur-

face and the walls of the container.

QSTATIC

CONTACT

IWA

FLUID OF

L~ ~ ~ STTI )~tDNIY

}.-. Fig. 4 Two-Dimenslonal Channel With Flexible Wells
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Since the wall boundary conditions are much more involved than in the rigid wall case,

a direct expansion of the velocity potential in "separation of variables" type product

solution was not attempted. Rather, the present problem was recast into in Integro-

differential equation representation. Such a representation involves the use of a

modified Green's function having the following properties:

92G + 92 G 1 (5z +
2 2- 2ah (58)

8S 3 i "

nix, Z) "0 for xandaonC

ffodx"z
f;dxtdz -0 i,

D

where n(x, a) denotes the direction of the normal on C pointing outward from D.

Application of Green's theorem to the functions #(x, z, t) and G x, Z, X', z')

over the region D, together with the harmonicity of 0 (x, z, t) and the reciprocity',

of G in (x, a) and (x', z, ), yields the representation

*(x, so t) * G(x, a, xO, a')t (~ a' ,t) ds(x' z ')
C r

•+• (x! , z' t) dxt dz1 ..

D

where ds' is a differential element of are on C, the boundary of D. Application

of the conditions of dynamic equilibrium (in the sense of D'Alembert) at the free

surface and the flexible walls, aswelLauthe kinematic conditions on C, yields a

set of three Integro-differential equations in the deflections of the free surface and
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Vi I
the walls. Expansion of these deflection functions in the appropriate sets of ortho-

normal eigenfunctions with nontrivial expansion coefficients yields a frequency

equation associated with a determinant of infinite order. Solution for g with the

condition that wo2 = 0 gives rise to the following range of values of g for the

dynamic stability of the system:

0< £ <

V - 4.2 Discussion of the Stability Criteria

* In contrast to the container with a flexible floor, there is no finite upper bound for

the range of values of g for stability of the system about its static equilibrium posi-

tUon. The primary reason is that the walls can undergo deflection only in a direction

perpendicular to that of the net body force. The lower bound g - 0 arises because

of a constant (zero curvature) component in the Fourier expansion of the free surface

deflection function. In an actual container there would be some degree of elastic

coupling between the walls and the floor. This coupling would lend to a modification

of the aforementioned range of values of F for stability about the static equilibrium

position.
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DISCUSSION

W. E. Jahsman, Lockheed

I share your desire to see the effect of flexibility on the stability criterion as deter-

mined experimentally, and I wonder if you don't already have that. After all, how do

you differentiate between a flexible wall and a lucite wall which possesses finite

modulus? Isn't this also flexible? It's interesting that when cne uses a completely

rigid solution, a negatiie lower bound for stability results, whereas If one admits

_oany-small bet non-zero amount of flexibility, then the bound immediately comes up

to zero.

Smith

The wall thickness of the fuel tanks used in space vehicles Is much smaller in com-

parison to the other characteristic tank dimensions than is the case for the lucite tanks

shown in the movies. Such model tanks will, in general, exhibit much less overall

flexibility than will the actual fuel tanks. While it is true that any configuration util-

ized in a drop test will possess flexibility, it would be instructive to compare the

results obtained from the drop test of the lucite configuration with those corresponding

results obthined from a similar test of a more flexible tank.

P. G. Bhuta, TRW Systems Group

I share the view with you that there is more need for experimental work in this area.

We did some experiments in which it was found that the shift in frequency due to flexi-

bility was very small. In other words, take a completely rigid container and determine

9-34r/d
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the frequency experimentally. Now when the rigid walls are replaced by a flexible

membrane, the frequency shift is very small. With a flexible w'AJ the forced response

was considerably larger than one might expect. This of course has got. to do with the

stability of the free surface. Mpe.U"Js that information on flexible containers is

needed even in one-r. This would certainly be easicr to do than drop testing.

Richard Warren, Lockheed

I was wondering how reasonable the boundary conditions are in comparison to the real

case. You mentioned that the linearization limits the displacement of the bottom to

the thickness of the bottom, and also in one of your cases you assume that the bottom

was restrained such that it is less stiff in the radial direction than the walls of the

container.

Smith

Since linearized equations of motion are of questionable validity for other than small

motions, and analysis was made of the non-linear effect of middle surface stretching

in the flexible floor. For small oscillations, instability Is characterized by the condi-

tion w < 0 , which is indicative of an exponential growth of the system response. In
actuality the non-linear effects become dominant for larger amplitudes, and the system

assumes a new configuration. For the problem considered this configuration consisted

of a new finile deflected static equilibrium position.

1!
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PAPER 11

SLOSHING OF A LIQUID IN A DRAINING OR
FILLING TANK UNDER VARIABLE G CONDITIONS

3y P. 1. e&te aid L. 3. Kvsal*
TAW SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAIORATORIES

ABSTRACT

The sloshing of a liquid in a tank which is subjected to variable accelerations along

its axis in a gravitational field, and which may be In the process of being filled or

drained, Is studied in this paper. The complete formulation pertaining to the linear-

ized problem of the free-surface oscillations in such a tank is given. The effects due

to surface tension are included. It is shown that the equations reduce to the proper

Sresults in the limiting cases.

The solutions of Initial value problems for certain specific examples are given and

the results for a draining tank indicate the possibility of a blowthrough of the vapor

during zero-g draining. The results for a filling tank In a low-g environment show

the need for the provision of adequate baffles to damp the free surface motion.

*Also, University of Southern California.
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NOMENC LATURE

a Outer radius of tank

0 o(t) Function of time. Eq. (14)
0 (t) Function of time, Eq. (13)

B (t) Function of time, Eq. (14)

Bn(t) Function of time, Eq. (13)

Cn(t) Generalized coordinate for free-surface distortion, Eq. (16)

f (t) Time variation of outlet velocity

f(t) Acceleration of tank along z axis

g Gravitational acceleration I

h (t) Mean free surface height

h° Initial mean free surface height

Bessel function of first kind and order m

kn Separation constant for Laplace's equation

m Number of nodal diameters, Eq. (27)

p Pressure

(r0 , 9 0 ) Cylindrical coordinates

t Time

u, v ,w Components of liquid velocity

SWeAmplitude of outlet velocity

a Consteunt rate of draining, Eq. (39)

. _Radius of outlet

C Free surface displacement

p Liquid density

a Surface tension

Velocity potential
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SLOSHING OF A LIQUID IN A DRAINING OR FILLING TANK
._UiMDER VARIABLE G CONDITIONS

1 INTRODUCTION

Considerable interest in the dynamic behavior of liquids with a free surface has arisen

because of the use of liquid propellants in space launch velicles. Recently attention

"has been devoted to the behavior of the liquids under low-gra-.1tational conditions

because of the long periods of weightlessness or near-weightlessness which will be
encountered during longer missions of planet explorations. A problem of particular

concern is the draining and filling of tanks under low- or zero-gravitational conditions.

Filling of a tank is of concern for refuelling of spacecraft or space stations. In this

paper the problem of draining or filling under low-g conditions is studied. Since

extensive bibliographies (Ref,. 1, 2, 3) are available In the literature, no attempt

will be made to reprdc them here. Rather, only pertinent references are cited.

Axisymmetric sloshing of a liquid due to the outlet velocity fluctuations at the bottom

of a circular cylindrical tank was studied by Bhuta and Yeh (Ref. 4) with the object of

determining the forces rather than the stability of the free-surface motion. They

assumed that there was no net outflow from the tank - I.e., the amount of liquid in

the tank remained unchanged. Miles (Ref. 5) studied the free oscillations of a liquid

in a cylindrical tank and analyzed the decrement of motion caused by lar."nar boundary

layer friction and time varying depths. Miles also studied (Ref. 6) the effect of damp-

Ing on free-surface oscillations due to drainage. Although the mean free surface

height, h(t), was permitted to vary slowly with time the variation of h in averaging

over one cycle was neglected, and the motion of the free surface was assumed to be

approximately simple harmonic. It should be emphasized that the objective of the

work of Refs. 5 and 6 appears to be to study the nature of damping provided by drain-

age, rather than to study drainage-induced disturbances; also, zero- or low-g con-

ditions were of no concern. It may be remarked thmt the report of the experimental

investigation of Ref. 7 states, "For tanks of practical size, the incremental damping
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as given by Equation (11) is extremely small and no experimental data have been

published to either substantiate or refute these theoretical predictions." In the present

i luvestigation the problem is utudied with the object of studying the draining- or filling-

Induced free-surface distortions, and It it found that considerable distortion of the

free surface without oscillations can occur Curing drainage under zero-g conditions

and that the free surface can continue to oscillate during filling under low-g conditions.

Saad and Oliver (Ref. 8) studied the motion caused by draining or filling of a tank in
the presence of surface-tension forces. The present paper considers a more general
problem than the one they treated and takes into account in the formulation the effects of

4 •of v"rying the acceleration along the axis of the tank. It is found in the limitir4i case

•,4 that an incorrect linearized free-surface condition was used In Ref. 8 and that the
Initial value problem was not well formulated. It was concluded in Ref. 8 that "1... the
oscillation may be either damped (in the case of the filling container) or exponentially

enhanced (in the case of the emptying zontainer)." Computer solutions of the governing

differential equation given In the present paper dý not show a damping of the free -

surface oscillationt during filling of a tank. The results obtained here for a tank
draining in a zero-g condition indicate a significant distortion of the free-surface

-j Interface and a possibility of a vapor biowthrough. These results are in general

agreement with the experimental observations of Nussle. Derdul, and Petrash (Ref. 9).

* 2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0. z) attached to the bottom of the

tank as shown in Fig. 1. The mean free surface height is denoted by h(t) . The

radii of the tank and the outlet are taken to be a a. 0. rerpectiveiy. It is assumed

the liquid is Inviscid and incompressible and that the magnittde of the free surface

-ways -height. C. is much smaller than h. Within the liquid a velocity potential 49

exists and satisfies Laplace's equation

920 82 a

or r 80 as2
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SA IAN FRE SURFACE•S~HEIGHT

V-4

• V

0 w

Fig. I Geometry of the Problem

The component• of the veloc iii#7tob*e tank In the radial, tangentialand axial

directions are obtained from

U C i anid Wu (2)

The requirement that the normal component of the velocity vanishes at the wail gives

ft O (3)• r -ia
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The boundary condition to be satisfied at the bottom of the tank Is

W (r. r ) f(t) , 0 r 8
(4)

0 < Or sa

The kinematic free-surface condition which requires that a particle on the free surface

moves with the velocity of the free surface in the vertical direcUoa (Ref. 10) yields

,+ at + (5)at ar r 8

K+'+

where t is the free-surface wave height measured from the mean free-surface

height h(t), t is the time, and the components of velocity (u ,v ,w) are evaluated

on the free surface. The dynamic condition to be satisfied on the free surface is

obtained from the integral of the equations of motion, viz.

*P• (I2 + *w ) + - f(tK- F(t) (6)p at,2

where p Is the pressure, f(t) denotes the prescribed vertical acceleration of the

tank along Its axis, and FI(t) Is an arbitraryi function of time. Following Benjamin

and Ursell (Ref. 11). the quantity 1(lt) is included to account for the acceleration of

the tank. If surface-tension effects are included, the pressure on the free surface is

related to the surface-tension forces in the linear theory by

ar r r2  2

where i•is the surface tension force per unit length. On the free surface

a,+ +.hit). 4 I(r,9.t) (8)
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and'the kinematic free-surface conditions, Eq. (5). when linearized under the assump-

tion that slopes of the free-surface waves and radial and tangential components of the

velocity on the free surface are small, takes the form

4 M- (9)

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time and 80/Os is evaluated on

the mean free-surface height, h (t) . Substituting from Eqs. (7) to (9) into Eq. (6)

gives

"f C + g + [(3•)r2 + ( 22r e/ + (h1 + ¶2 +t! zt-h.# C F (t)

(10)

Neglecting squares of and in Eq. 10 giveSr r80 (1

at) at~~V P ~ ~ 2(t - g - f(t)1 h (11)
(Mz-h ~ +I

where 8qp/at it evaluated at z -h due to the linearization. Since the right-hand

member of Eq. (11) is a function of time alone, it may be set equal to zero by Incor-

porating it into the definition of •-lThllhe dynamic free-surface condition of

Eq. (11) becomes

+~ ~ i V2C + It - (t)1 t 0 (12)
at t P I

Equations (1), (3), (41), (9), and (12) define the boundary-value problem to be solved.

The initial-value problem is formulated In a later section.
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41
It may be noted from Eqs. (3) and (9) that

atar r =a

Hence, Wa/er equals a constant (its initial value). If. furtherohw- assumes for

•.i~ithe same functional dependence in r and] 0 as for w. then as a consequence of

Eqs. (3) and a mti lbe eof contact of the free surface with the tank wall is 90 deg.

Such an asumption will be made in what follows and hence the contact angle will be
• ~restricted to 90 dleg.

It is appropriate to remark at this point that if we neglect the acceleration F(t) due

to the motion of the tank itself in Eq. (12). we notice that 1 - does not appear in

Eq. (1. 8) of Ref. 8. The contribution of this term will be small only when o is of

the order of magnitude of at/at.

3 SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

In this section the differential equations govarning the time variation of the free-surface

waves and the velocity potential are derived for the axisymmetric case. and the pro-

cedure for obtaining similar equations for the asymmetric case is outlined.

The derivation of the equations will involve Bessel functions of the first kind and all

orders and expansions of these functions into jFourier-Bessel series. The aximym-

metric case will be treated first because it Is', an exceptional case (Ref. 11) in the

Fourier-Bessel expansion, and as such it must be treated separately.
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3.1 Axisymmetric Solution

For the axisymmetric case a solution of Eq. (1) which Is regular at the origin may

be written as

on .1o(kr)I[An (t) cosh knz + b.(t)asinh kz * n ~ 0 (13)

where An(t) and B (t) are undetermined functions of time. k Is a constant,nn n
and Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. When kn 0, a

solution of Eq. (1) which Is regular at r - 0 is

o = 0 tM + ot) z (14)

where A 0 (t) and B 0 (t) are to be determined. The total potential q isogivein by

summation of (p and iv over n fromione to infinity. Application of the boundary

condition of Eq. (3) to Eq. (13) yields

SI(knl) 0o (15)

which determines the values of k. . It should be noted that kn 0 is a solution of

Eq. (15). and this requires a treatment of the axisymmetric case separate from the

asymmetric case. Equation (14) Identically satisfies the condition of Eq. (3). Let

the free-surface wave height C be given by

r,t) = (t) o(knr)1)

For the axisymmetric- case, the boundary condition of Eq. (4) takes the form

00r5
ft (17)

8111.0 0 r• : 8 . a
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To satisfy the boundory condition of Eq. (17) we expand in a Fourler-Beusse

series:

W w)~ 2 w Wf (t)8 a J1 (kn
8)JO (kn r)

ah 
4

W ft) f (t)8 62 +I o k 1 (18

a ......
o(kn

U. use of Eq. (17) yields

Wt ( ) 
(19)

ari!

2W2f

%f ( t)6 (11(kn9)

2 2
kaO~

Use of th~e kinematic free-surface condition of Eq. (9) yields

Bo(t) - ii (21)

and

Ankn .inh knh + Bnkn cosh k h (22)

Equations (19) and (21) show that the continuity requirement relating the rate of

change of moan free-surface height, h(t). to the outlet velocity is satisfied. The

dynamic free-surface condition of Eq. (12) requires

A0  -o h (23)

F 10-10
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and

A ricosh knIt+ B nsinhk nh + + Ik n +g - f(t)J C n-0. (24)

andn + "+k 3 -+t~C og 1. k.k

2khdn 3J,(a 6)

E imintOn? I2k h 1g d 12t esl tanhkh un 2 2tn (r ,i.n t-b 3, k1ehk k h " (kn &)I2

2hJ 6k3 ) (26)
8 sinh k~h jJ0 (k~aj

To evaluate the free-surface distortiow- Cone needs to solve Eq. (26) for given Initial
conditions, for various values of ku given by Eq. (15). and for the prescribed outlet
velocity. One then uses, Eq. (16) to sum the modes. Te formulation of the Initial

value problem is discussed in a later section. If surface tension and drainage effects
are neglected, the present problem reduses to tat of Yeh (Ref. 12). It may easily
be verified that the present formulation reduces to that of Ref. 12 in the appropriate

limiting cane.

One also notices that in Eq. (6) of Ref. 6 the right-hand member of oar Eq. (26) is
absent -because the problem In Ref. 6 i. formu!ated In terms of a sloshing potential
only. In such a formulation our boundary condition of Eq. (4)1 is replaced by a

"10-11
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homogeneous boundary condition, and hence the homogeneous equation for the general-
ised coordinate was obtained. In the present paper the problem is formulated In terms

of the total potential.

3.2 Asymmetric Case

J11 If the outlet hole is located eccentrically, or if the outlet flow is dependent on 9, the
asymmetric modes will be excited. Hence an oatline of a procedure that may be
followed Is given here. One proceeds In the same manner as for the axisymmetric
case except that inn and rin now are taken In the form

L- mn [Amn(t) cosh kmnz + §mn(t) sinh k nZI Am (kmnr) cos m G (27)

rmn Cmnn(t)Jm (kmnr)coo m ( (28)

In obtaining the potential 0 or the free-surface wave height. t. one sums over m

from I to infinity and over n from 0 to infinity.

4 THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM

To solve the Initial value problem for wave height, t. or velocity potential, 0, we
need to prescribe the initial conditions over the entire field. In Ref. 8. Sand and

Oliver concluded. "The condition on velocity is more readily formulated In terms of the

potential function since it Is not obvious that the initial surface velocity can be pre-

scribed arbitrarily; in fact. it cannot." The initial value problem for turface waves
is a classical one and is discussed in an expository article by Wehausen and Laltone

j: (Ref. 13). which refers to the early work of Cauchy and Poisson. In the problems

discusted in Ref. 13 it In shown that one needs only to prescribe at the Instant t a 0

the shape of the free surface and Its vertical velocity to describe the subsequent motion.
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In the present problem the fluid is of finite extent and we have an inflow or outflow

through the circular hole in the bottom of the tank. Since some of the recent experi-

mental inveetigations of Nussle, Derdul~and Petrash (Ref. 9) concern draina-ge from

quiescent initial conditions, the formulation is given for these Initial conditions. The

formulation may be extended easily to other arbitrary Initial conditions. It will be

shown that for the draining or filling problem It io also necessary to prescribe the

outlet liquid velocity and the outlet liquid acceleration.

For the how starting from rest

t (r. 0) *0 (29)

and

0) -0 (0

Using Eq. (16), one then obtains

C n(0) *0 (31)

and

C(O) 0 (32)

From Eqs. (19) and (20), onereqiiliis

- ~ (0)~ (33)
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and

2Wof (0)8 J 1 (kn,) (34)
Bn(O) - k2ag 2  )12

~~~ ... J. n J (k. a l

It also follows from Eqs. (19) and (20) that

•2

W 0 IAO)-j(35)"•o(O) -. Woi.(o) -235

an

n(0) k.2a 2 IJo(k a)12
Knn

To obtain the Initial condition on A one uses Eqs. (32) and (22) to obtain

-2W f(06 (k )
"Af (0) =02 2 coth knh (0) (37)n~c 2 .z2 n

na [JJo(kn*)

The corresponding initial value of A is obtained by making use of Eqs. (31). (32).

and (24). and is given by

2Woi(0)6 J, (kn6)
f(0) k2 a 2 J(ka) 2  h() (38)

Hence the initial conditions for the entire field are prescribed. It It clear that the

same procedure applies also for any arbitrary initial conditions.
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5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section. digital computer solutions of Eq. (26) are given for certain specific

examples (for the first-mode contribution (n = 1) , and for f(t) -0) to illustrate

the method. For any specific application it will be necessary to evaluate the contribu-

tion from higher modes also. It is possible to obtain asymptotic solutions of Eq. (26)

for certain values of the parameters involved. However. the regimes where such

solutionr are valid are not necessarily the ones where principal physical interest lies.

and her,ce such solutions will not be given here. In all the examples presented, quies-

Lent initial free-surface conditions are assumed.

In Fig. 2, the free-surface distorted shapes are giveti for various values of time dur-

ing zero-g drainage of a liquid at a constant rate from a tank of radius a - 60 in.

through an outlet radius 6 = 6 in. For drainage at a conrtant rate, h = 0 in Eq. (26)

and h is given by

0 + a-t {(39)

a a a

where h0 is the value of h at t = 0 and a denotes the constant rate at which h

changes.* For the example considered in Fig. 2. a/a -0.015. g - 0. ar/p

0.446 in. 3/sec 2 . and h /a - 1.0. The right-hand portion of the figure shows that

(based on the contribution from the first mode) the possibility of the vapor blowing

through exists since the free-surface distortion is rapidly increasing. Such results

were obtained in the experimental investigations given in Ref. 9.

In Fig. 3, the time history of the free-surface distortion at the center of the tank dur-

ing drainage at a constant rate is given for g - 38.6 in. /sec 2. In this example, again

a - 00 In., 6 - 6.0 in., a/a - -0.015, a/p - 463.2 in. 3 /sec 2 , and h"/a .1.0.
0

*For drain!ng, a is negative.
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In Fig. 4 tlw time history of free-surfane distortion at the oenter of the tank Is given

V for gravity-induced drainage at the 0. 1 g level. For gravity draimag governed by
Torrieellf's law

h 1( ) 21/2 62
t2- (2gb0o) - t h. (40)
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h =~ (2gh) 1/2 (41)
a2

a' V 2 / (h)-1/2h (42)
a2 2

where for simplicity the coefficient of the vena contracta has been assumed to be unity.

The values of the various physical constants used are given in the legend of Fig. 4.

Figure kgives the time history of the free-surface distortion at the center of the tank

during ftilling at a constant rate. It will be noted that during filling the oscillations are

1.0

0,

V 0.
z
4

.......
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n6t damped. This fact is explained by examination of the terms in Eq. (26). One ob-

serves that the damping-like term (second term in the left-hand member) and the

forcing term (second term in the right-hand member) approach zero as h increases,

whereas the. oefficient o-hepI aterm approaches &'constant value - since

tanh knh • 1.0 as h increases. Hence one would expect that free oscillations, once

started, would persist unless adequate damping is provided.

On the other hand, during drainage at a constant rate, the forcing term in the right-

hand'member of Eq. (26) appears to dominate the damping term containing Ck as h

decreases. It is this domination which gives rise to large free-surface distortion and

the possibility of a vapor blowthrough during zero-g drainage.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a formulation for studying the distortions of the free surface of a

liquid, during variable low-g conditions induced by draining or filling of a tank. The

formulation also provides the appropriate conditions for the solution of the initial-value

problem. It is shown that the equations derived reduce to the appropriate results in

the corresponding limiting cases. Several specific examples illustrate the method to

be used in the solution of the drainage- or filling-induced disturbances of the free

surface during viriable zero- or low-g conditions. The stability of the free surface

may also be studied using the given formulation.

One of the examples considered for drainage at a constant rate under zero-g conditions

indicates the possibility of a vapor blowthrough such as the ones reported in Ref. 0.

An interesting result of this study, of concern for refueling of spacecraft or space

stations, points to the necessity of providing suitable baffles in tanks to damp the

motion, of the liquid free surface induced by the refueling operation. Unless such f
motion Is damped adequately, it may adversely affect the attitude stabilization of the

spacecraft or space station.

Only a limited number of examples are presented to illustrate the method and the

trends predicted by the present study. It is recommended that additional specific
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examples be studied to delineate the problems which may be encountered by space-

craft during periods of weightlessness or near-weightlessness. The present analysis

also provides a means of studying the problems theoretically to supplement the current

experimental work using a drop tower facility where only relati'0ely short periods of

weightlessness are available.
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pap Michel asa, Universlity of Santa Clara

qI have thrWe comments. I would like to ci l attention to the following equation:

-- (km w)2 tanhk or da T2 tanhk s 4t eme

dt *v

t This io an equation for the frequency of oscillation. It is equation 4-4, page 90 in our
• • paper last year'. The velocity of the surface is i . The bars indicate nondimensional

S~quantities. We note from this equation that if & is large we have damping. The state-
-... ..-- mcent was made that by filling and draining the tank we could enhance or damp the

* oscillation. This is not true, aind this statement should be deleted. Our paper wag
Srestricted to small h and the alledged damping term is of higher order in ft's, hence

i to the order of approximation in our work, the oscillation frequency is purely real.

*Proceedings of the 1964 Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute, Stanford
University Press.
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Now, as to the comment on page 10 of your paper that the initial surface velocity can

be arbitrarily specified. The velocity of the free surface should be consistent with the

continuity equation. In other words you cannot take any velocity at the free surface,

You have to specify a velocity distribution consistent with the continuity equation in

which the mass flux at the outlet is explicitly included, which I think Is what you had In

mind there.

Now, the third commot is that the problems of filling the tank and draining the tank

are quite different.. One cannot just take a tank and assume a general velocity, V,

at the exit, obtain a solution, and then just write minus V and think that this solution

will be applicable. One may assume irrotational flow while draining a tank, but this

assumption iF not acceptable when filling the tank. In draining a tank one can assume

isentropic flow, but filling a tankUnvlves-dissipative effects and one cannot assume

isentropic conditions.

P. G. Bhuta, TRW Systems Group

I would like to thank you for your paper because that is what gave us the impetus for

doing this particular investigation; without that I probably wouldn't have ever done It

myself. The assumption of irrotationality for draining the tank Is not strictly valid

either. We know this because we have to install anti-vortex baffles In tanks.

Saad

I have one other comment. The curves at the end of our paper are correct since they

do not involve the oscillatory part of the surface displacement, but only the non-

oscillatory part of the motion.

Bhuta

Oh, sure, I didn't mean to imply that they weren't - what I said was that those solutions

are valid; however, they are not applicable in practical situations because more inter-

eating things happen like, as you point out, when h is sm•ll. Unfortunately, you crn't

find analytical solutions when h is real small, anyway.
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Robert Smith, Lockheed

In practical applications in the space vehicle is there coupling between, say, the pump

and this oscillation?

',EBhuta

For the examples considered in our paper f(t) is equal to zero, but f(t) does not

have to be zero and this would have definite effects on stability. The formulation given

in the paper permits one to consider such effects. The paper by Tong and Fung con-

sidered this aspect; not the draining case. but the stability aspect when you do shake

the tank. Of course, you have an additional.damping-like term now which might cause

additional instability or stability depending upon whether you're filling or draining the

tank.
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PAPER 11

THE EFFECTOFWALL ELASTICITY AND SURFACE
TENSION ON THE FORCED OSCILLATIONS OF A

LIQUID IN A CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER

By P. Teg sod iV. C, Fuol

CALIFORNIA INSTiTE OF TECHNOLOGY

ABSTRACT

The stability of a fluid contained in a circular cylindrical tank with a flat, flexible

bottom under a periodic axial excitation is studied. A variational approach is

formulated. An approximate solution results in a pair of coupled ordinary differ-

ential equations with periodic coefficients. A method of handling the stability of

the solutions of such a system of equations Is presented. Numerical results are

discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

An. Bn aConstants

Membrane number

BC Bond mumber
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e d Amplitude of the nth sloshing mode

Fl Potential of the solid-liquid-gas interisce

F3  Potential of the edge load acting on the rim of the tank

bottom

g (t) Gravitational acceleration, time dependent

go Mean local gravitational acceleration

9l Amplitude of the Imposed axial acceleration

G(O) Nondimensional gravitational acceleration

h Membrane thiduness

H Nondimensional free surface shape

1, I' , '2, 3,4 Functional*

JO 1 Bessel functions of first 'kind

thkn n root of the equation J, (kn) = 0

I Depth of liquid

L Nondimensional depth of liquid

L1 Pressure energy In nondimensional form

L2 , L3  Lagrangians in nondimensional form

Matrix

Nr Micplane stress resultant

pnnth sloshing frequency for rigiU tank

p Pressure

P Nondlmensional pressure

ro Radius of the tank

---.... 0, z) Cylindrical coordinates

(R, Z) Nondimensional cylindrical coo'd-.4.s
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S' 1 2-' S3 Surfaces

t Time

U MModal matrix

w Transverse deflection of membrane

W Nondimensional transverse deflection of membrane

z Vertical coordinate

Z Nondimensional vertical coordinate

Greek Symbols

a Nondimenslonal imposed axial acceleration

Constants

r, r Boundary curves of S1, 83 respectively

81 82 ,83 Constants

Free surface shape

9 Azimuthal coordinate

Mass ratio

An Constants

An '•n -'C6tants

p Dcz:.•iLy u4 membrane

P0  Density of liquid

a •Surface tension

" Nondimemsional time

S * Velocity potential

4 Nondimensional velocity potential

Ca) Forcing frequency

O1 Nondimensional frequency

*1-



I/I

2 2
S•. .. (n-m . N) Elgenvalut of a2 where M.., N Indicate the

1'2' em. ea o
fluid modes which are chosen for the approximate

sohaution

S2F Prequency parameter for the membrane
2

Frequency parameter for surface tension

Two-dimenstonal Laplaor operator

- V r a + - in cylindrical
20  r O~r Or rO 2

-oord-ates)

, *Y Three-dimensional gradient oeerator

in cylindrical coordliates; for the free surface and

the membrane, ignore the z term)

.;}'.
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THE EFFECT OF WALL ELASTICITY AND SURFACE
TENSION ON THE FORCED OSCILIATIONS OF A

LIQUID IN A CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER

1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamics of large liquid-fuel rockets naturally involve the motion or. a liquid in a

flexible container. The symmetric modes of the fluid motion, which influences the

prt,,&u.- at the tank bottom. and therefore influences the pressure in the pump and

in the combustion chamber, as well as thrust ýnd rocket acceleration, have an impor-

tant effect on the stiuctural dynamics of a rocket. In some instances the longitudinal

oscillations were so serious as to affect the safety of the vehicle. For this reason,

the analysis of the forced oscillations of the liquid container is important.

At ground level, perhaps the effects on fuel sloshing of the flexibility of the tank wall

and the surface tension of the free surface are negligible. At reduced gravity condl-

tions, these effects become more evident. It is the purpose of this article to evaluate

the effects of tank flexibility and surface tension on the stability of liquid motion in the

symmetric modes.

Sloshing of liquids has been studied by many authors. Although most of them considered

rigid containers (Ref. 1), Miles (Ref. 2) considered bending modes of a flexible con-

tiner, and Blelch (Ref. 3) Investiated the longitudinal modes. Recently, Dhuta and

Koval (Refs. 4 and 5) studied the coupled oscillations of a liquid In a tank with a flexible

bottom. They defined the normal modes of the system, and treated the orthogonality

and expansion theorems. Bhuta and Yeh (Refs. 6 and 7) considered the problem of

arbitrarily assigned yelocity di•eft'lniion the tank bottom.

On the other hand, there is substantial literature about the influence of surfae03 tension

on sloshing, e.g., Yeh's bibliography (Ref. 8) and papers by Bond and Newton (Rof. 9)

and Reynolds (Ref. 10). Most of these studies, however, are concerned with free

oscillations. Very little has been done about the influence of surface tension on forced

oscillations, and no work seems to have been done on coupling with the flexibility of

the tank.
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In the present paper, a circular tank with rA flexible bottom under vertical periodic

excitation is studied. The problem is first formulated in the form of differential

equatlons and then in the form of a variational principle. An approximate solution is

presented, which results in a pair of coupled ordinary differential equations with

-•' r iodic coefficients. The stability of the solutions of these equations is discussed.

2 STATEMENT OF TIHE PROBLEM

A circular cylindrieal container with rigid side walls and it flat, flexible, bottom

contains a liquid with a free surface. The tank walls are subjected to an oscillatory

axial acceleration, In Addition to a constant mean-local-gravitational acceleration

directed along the axis of the cylinder. Above the liquid surface is a gas with con-

stant pressure. No external force acts underneath the tank bottom. The situation is
pictured in Fig. 1. The problem iH to determine the motion of the liquid and, in

particular, its stability.

The flnod properties, including the surface tension, are assumed to be uniform,

constant, incompresslbt e, and Inviscid.

The mean free surface of the li~aid is assumed to be a plane perpendicular to the

cylinder axis. In low-gravity and finite surface tension, one may have to consider

a curved mean free surfac.. The governing criterion ih the Mond number defined

below. In this paper, we assume that the

bond number is sufficiently large so t st ..t W- W i *-. ,

the i ee surface Is approximately a rlane.

The case of low Bond number is discussed "

later. J

As a further simplification, we assume that .

the deviation from the static equflibrium con-

dition is small, so that the deflections of the

free surface and ef the tank bottom, the fluid Nondimenstofal Variables

velocity, and hence the velocity potential,

• li-\
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may be considered Infinitesimal quantities of the first order. Under this assumption,

all the equations can be linearized, and the mathematical problem is relatively simple.

A number of interesting nonlinear problems are ruled out by this assumption. But,

as an investigation of the initial tendency toward inst-ability, the linearized theory

should be adequate.

3 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider a quantity of inviscid liquid situated in a cylindrical container of radius r0

es !s shown in Fig. 1. The cylindrical polar coordinate system is chosen so that the

Sz diroction is directed upward away from the liquid, the zero on this axis being fixed

* on the mean free ourface. If the fluid is assumed inviscid and incompressible, and the

motion irrotational, the eq'iation of continuity may be expressed in terms of the velocity

potential 4

rir r r-- 2  z~ + -a + 2()

and the velocity components u, v, w are

The usual subscript notation is used to denote partial differentiation.

The kinematic conditions at the tank walls and the free surface are

u0 •e = 0 on r r0  (3)

4t on 2 0 -5)

11-7___



where w denotes the deflection of the tank bottom, and q1 denotes the deflection of

the free surface, both posiatve in the + z direction, and both assumed to be

infinitesimal.

Since the mutton is irrotational, Bernoulli's equation is satisfied throughout the liquid

domain. In particular, at the free surface, we have

- - - .(t)? - *t + c(t) (6a)

U.O
g(t) go + gI coo Wt (6b)

where

a (t) a aibitrary function of tim'e
i Taken as positive if they

a mean local gravitational acceleration are directed toward the

gcos wt - imposed axial acceleration* tank bottom (along the
-z direction)

p - pressure just inside the Interface

The pressure p Is related to the pressure just outside the liquid, PG' by the

relation

PG "p K (7)

where

a a surface tension

K - total curvature of the free surfaces
i4

*Here %e just write out a special form ef imposed axial are"eleration. The method
developed later can be applied to a general periodic imposed axial acceleration.
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In linearized form, under the assumptions that i/r 0 << I and •grad tl] < I, we

have

S(8)

if the pressure of the gas p0 is a constan#, then without loss of generality we may set

- 0. The function c (t) can be absorbed in ot" We can also neglect •V#l2 inPG

Eq. (6) and evaluate *t on the surface z - 0 under the scheme of linearization.' Thus

we obtain the linearized free surface condition,

S-2 (r). +.
P0 at(1) + =0

Similarly. Bernoulli's equation given the pressure on top of the bottom wall

(P)z=---+w PO0 (.Ot* g 1 - )(0

No other forces are assumed to be acting on the tank bottom. If the tank bottom is

very thin and is prestressed so that it behaves like a membrano, then the equation of

motion of the bottom Is

[92wp ~!!g Mi + (P)11

where

Nr -- terslle stress resultant. in the tank bottom (assumed to be a constant)

p - density of the tank bc'.tom material

h - tank bottom wall thickness

ph = mass per unit P.rea of the tank bottom

11-9



A combination of Eqs. (10) and (11) gives ze linearized equation of motion of the
elastic bottom aa a membrane.

"r " "Viv ph8 '- pog() - a• + (ph + p•t)g (t) (12)r t 2 - P g ( ) 0O t z = - 1

In reality, a tank with flat bottom develops both bending and stretching stresses under

fluid pressure. Equation (12) is a good approximation only if a membrane tension is
built in at ti-s edges. by stretching the bottom onto a rigid cylinder before the two are

welded together.

It is necessery to specify the boundary conditions fov vy and w at the edge r r0 .

w - 0 when r a r0  (123)

= 0 when r 0 r0 (14)Or

The last condition is a special case of zero capillary-hysteresis. It is consistent with

the simplifying assumption that the undisturbed free surface is a plane z W 0. In a

very-low-gravity condition, the mean free surface In curved, and Eq. (14) should be

replaced by the condition 8Oi/8r- . at the wall where y is a physical constant.

These equations define the linear, .nviscid problem of sloshing under appropriate

initial or periodicity conditiona.

4 DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS

Taking the radius of the cylinder r 0 as the characteristic length, the gravitational

acceleration g0 as the characteristic acceleration, and w as the characteristic

frequency, we define the dimensionless variables as follows:

11..10
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R = r z 2

2 r
ro 0L Wt

roo

2O r

W r 0

0 ~

We define the dimonsionless parumeters as follows:
Bod.,•umber P og= 2ooo

Membrane number B g 2r N

Frequency parameter for surface tension - - P,, r2 ( 1)

Frequency parameter for the membrane - Po ri w/r

Mass ratio -A O a
PO T0

amnd the operator

2 1/RI /OR (R u/8R) + 1 2#l2/0 - r t 2  (17

Then the equations become

+ - o (2S) ..

iI-11



V2H 2(,,)7B %CHm 0 (191

2+ B2 +MGMrW (A +L)BMG(7) -0 (20)

with the boiinftry cond~tlos

0 on Rinl (21)

OW on 7, -L (22)

an z 0 (23)

W 0 on R 1 (24)

PH 0 on Ru 1 (assuaming v-V 0 (25)

Equstion. (1S) throuhb (25) show that the problem Of sloahing depeidi On tue para.'ietrs

so nM M ,A , m L.

7uhemd enlne parametrs wre not ani Idependent; $wne

a 2 2 end B (26)

r
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therefore

2

M M

However, we retaLn the sets of Rymbola 0C* B and 0 , BM tweaus .tW •

pairs of parameters are not both likely to be important. Ths conditions are,

f2 •
0 O BM .0 o i the tank bottm in rigid

2 RB• - - If the surface tension has no effect

5 DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Coasider symmft.v-ic modes -f motion In which #, H, W are Independent of the angular

coordinates 0 . A sokution of Eq. (18) may be posed as

cosh kt Z . sinh k.1 Z1
d. (t)z ,+ .0 0 + a 1o("a J6 A 7). nh ÷ k-

Then Eqs. (22) and (23) give

n-i

n= I

11 -13
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Both F~qs. (21) and (25) arm satisfied if the kh a are the roots of the equalon

J,(k..) 0. n 1,:. 2. 3 ...... \(31)

Eq. (24) is satisfied by taking

"o(7 + k jd() Jo(k.) 0 (32)

n=1

and

f()- + L) I Jo

Here, f (R) Is the static deflection of the membrane. We assume that, if BM is

positive, V is less than the first root of J 0 (x) - 0, namely, 2.4048. To satisfy

Eqs. (19) and (20). we substitute * , H, W from Eqs. (28) through (30), collect

terms, and represent the lefthand side as a Fourier-Bessel series in J0 (kn R). Since

t..• serlms vanishes, every coefficient of J 0 (kn R), n .,2 ...... must vanish.

Thus, from Eq. (19) we obtabl the necessary conditions

2"

n 0 + B0O G()d 0 (o ) 0 (33%)

and

.0()+ knrni L x + BG(, ) dn(r)u 0 (33b)

To avoid the divergent difficulty, we modify Eq. (20) by multiplying by R; Integrating

w~th respect to R from 0 to R, we get
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2 r

2 O

R

(A+ L)BM GR2 + D2 f "I RdR 0 (34)
2 M 0a Mj8TIL

0

Any function W(R, ) of class C2 intheclosedlnterval 0 to I for R satisfying
the above equation will satisfy Eq. (20). A substitution of Eqs. J28), (29), sad (SO) into
it gives

d 1
n-i n-l

- 9, 1 2. nJ ,l a -k 1nk n ) + .0 2• R + J (k n R

Byexpanding R and J 1 (•MR) intermsof J 1 (k 3 R). wecmcoliectthecoefflclents

m 2 a m 2

of~ln-R 1nsetbmqultunotobu

02~( + L) VM~

~ -Tkn~Jo A4(÷L["0 4. O 4. ."..-'MdoJ • .... ?n.O~ WI.O(/• kJ

111(3)

BexadnRanJV%-R fttrso ,(aRw anclettecefcet
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Now, if we want to truncate the Infinite series In Eqs. (28) through (30) by taking
n - m ...... N, we see that Eqs. (32), (33), and (36) alwav, Involve 2(N - m + 2)
unknowns and 2(N - m + 2) eqtations. which l, general have solutions.

Of course, we can do the samne thing for Eq. (19) to obtain

;n + + G)kntanhknL)d. Binh 2 Fo + B1Gd 0  (37)

However, since we have assumed 8H/OR= 0 at R - I , the series of Eq. (29). after

tj' twice term-by-term differentiation, Is still convergent. Thus Eq. (37) coincide# with
Eq. (33).

. -- W s-hall now discuss the solution for Eqs. (32), (33), and (36). For the case of free
vibration, I.e. 0 1 or a 0. solutions for cn, dn can be obtained rather easily,
1I we let

!,.•:• Ca - Cn elO'

dn - Dn ore,and

then, from Eq. (33), we obtain

B

f and (39)

4 Cn 2

Cn 2 D n n j
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and from Eqg. (36) and (39),

~2 2 (L +A)D
M J 0 ( k) 0)O D On (40)

where

2 2 2 2

on = m MPn(coth knL + x. k) n ) m a(tanh knL+ A k)

kn R•n BM) n 4i

Substituting into Eq. (30). we have

a+ 2 k 2(L+A) (k R)[ efl I + koMPnJ + f(R) (42:

Now we c asnly see that the coefficient of Jo ( kR it) In the above series Is of order

1/(kp/2) for large n ; so the series is actually divergent after twice term-by-term

differentistioawithrespectto R. At R - 1, W= 0, we have Do 0 for 2 00

(PM 0 corresponds to rigid tank); therefore,

•2 (L + ,)k

2(") " + ... -. (-- a 2 )-o,
C~) *1 f(91 Pn) 0 (43)

nl-I
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This.equation will determine the eigenvalue a. It can be shown that, for P2  .

... 2n' , all the roots 1n are real, and no double roots exist. In the case 02 0, some

CI's can be obtained asymptotically in a rather simple fashion. Let

2 2 2 (1 6 -02...( (44)
I tM 21 M 6 31 2 M '

Then we have

1p, - f~ (coth k, L+ Ak1 ) - p( 2 - M ... )(tanh k, L + X k,)
64 2)4

where

Equation (43) becomes

1 -PIL+ 1• - + 2 + I 14

2 - 2

61X ct ah 11-1, j



In order that the above equation be valid as 2- 0, we must have
M!

coth kfL - tWnh kIL 2

•1 =pX (48)

mnd, since

- . (49)

kn 1 B 24iM Jl(4I r)

Eq. (43) becomes

~p2 (L.A(61 +2 LNJ(~ 1 *~~

4p, L A I J JB (50)[• . M J--N - -].) o(of (o

2
Expnding the lefthand side in power series of Ili, and putting the coefficient of

2n
nlM equal to zero, we get

p 2 (L + X) 61
20- L~) 1 -0o (51)

-•-~~ +6 -P1(tanh kL+ X

and

p2 (L A) - 6 2 6,2
p (L - ÷ 62 + X3)x + PI 2 (tanh kiL + A k1 )

2 2 19 JO (4 _B1

p, (L Xl BM11-19 , 4M k

____ _____ _ t



i~44

Sii

Then

2

and (52)

a- 1 15 n2, (62+25 aP2 (L Aj 1 2r JO (;BM)
3 -XI1~ I 1 1 256)~ V p(L + -24J (4i

ki k BMJI I
Therefore, after some rearrangement, we get

2 22 4p~~ <
2 I [2 (1 - (ft - 1)~ 1)) 

3

where

A1  2 -- (54)

From Eq. (53) we make two interesting observ&tions:

e The term p, In the fth nondimenslonal nitural sloshing frequcncy of the

liquid in a rigid tank. Since (p/",) > 1, we !onclude that r,2 < P2

e The elastic effect is at least of order

M 2
sinh 2k L ~j A,
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Because of the presence of the-elastle bottom, the sloshing mode shapes are no longer

as simple as those in a rigid tank; but, in rigid tanks, the influence of crass coupling

of different fluid modes on the natural frequency Is of order 06

The other limiting case Is: p0 . the density of the fluid, tends to zero while B.. a 2

are bounded away from zero; then Eq. (43) will tend to the free-vibration frequency

equation for a circular membrane - i.e.,

J:(n21., I ÷2112
n n ý- k2,n 2- k 2

-kA J (k

2Jl(k ti)

or

Jo(kO) - 0

where
2 2, k .Pbro W

Nr

6 STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION

To study the etability of the solution (Refs. 11 and 12), we shall oansider the following

more general system of equations:*

+ 2 A e int Y, + l 2nt 0
n- 2n Y r 2n1 2 =0no=-s no -.4An

(1s6)

1n soi2nt

S+ B2n i2nt + B2 1 M l Yl 0 -..

This Is an extension of Hill's method (see Ref. 12, p. 413) to a system of two equations.
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where 13o.iAo, 0Ao0, * o•0 A.1 =B 1 = 0,, B wee• IAlor

jBnl) is an absolutely convergent series. Equations (56) are Invariant when t is

changedto t+w thereforeif y(t) IsasolutionofEqs. (58), y(t+r) isalsoasolu-

tion. By the Floquet theorem (Ref. 13), Eqs. (56) have solutions of the following form:

ylt) Ot #(t~t)

where

I= ,*. ±=
Y2 - 2

Theterm #(t) is periodic function mod (r). If Re > 0 , y - as t-- an unbounded

solution exists, which is said to be unstable. For a periodic solution mod (r) to exist,

Imi must be equal to an integer, whereas Reg = 0.

Let us assume a solution of the following form:

: / Y2It) " It • • le2nt

n---t

wherT. a - 12 2 are absolutely convegent "rise.

S~11-22



n= - -ra =a

2~i (2n1n)t n r

;(2n+U eA 2 ~ 2m-1~ *(2n1+ I)

nw -r

(57)

rn= raw s rna s i

+ 2 B2m+i 02i 7 2n 04)
Mi-r no-r

On rearranging the tergiio-F-04absolute convergent series, and equating the coefficients
of 0(2rd + )t to zero, we obtain

(t 2n + Im 0 -

-72n A mnr2 A -4a27n -
0 40~~VD.

B0 -4n Mu- B-n nlm

provided that A B-n,.TedvorA 0 n2 a2

introduced in order to make an infinite determinant. which will be formed below, to be
convergent.
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Equations (58) are a met of homogpueco. oquations. For yto have nontrivial solutions,
the determinau. formed by the coefficients of the eutosmuoi vanish. Call this
determinant A( It;then

a04) IaljI 0 (59)

Where

Ae - (it2m)

'A -4m2

:1~~D 0 2*,24 4w2

2-a
0, for 2m- a0"

0 ~1, B~~ 3  for 2m+1 -n '0

J~~0 *1~ - ,i1 *2,...

I'We couuider mnother Infinite deinrulmant A, (4). I wher'e

-, 1 (60s)

&2ma ;A 2m-a - for 2m -n 0 (60b)02, &2m. 2r AO -(4t 2 m

'2m+l.n P 2m+I -n 1o 24-u0 0,(6k)
#2m+1,n foru2m+
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Since

M=~ m1=
rn --- •0 eo / zl~r - -n\

converges, provided • does not have such a value that one of the denominators of
pm'n (i 4) vanishes. Thus, the infinite determinant A, (41) is absolutely convergent.

Then (Ref. 14). .

Ai iI =A•0 (i4- 2n)2 [B0 -(i4- 2n)2]

A N (it , -. 7 (A0 - 2)(Bo - n12)

sin it q' q~) sin Z( i + .fXq)sin Z(it ,I-Ei R-
A, M 2 (. ýXu i2 (. 2O-

(61)

We note some interesting properties of A, (1i): (1) A, (it) a a meromorphic function
of • and tnds to I as Re. _12*.2L Q() ts a periodic function of 1 with period
21, If we form another function,

cot -- 4 - 1 [c-it. + -/No - cot -V0N

I + cot

- Kfo t~ + MO) cot .1(i - M

4 Kj.jotj( + (I + M cotF .5 (It ) MO2



'A

where K.In ane so chosen that F b)a no pole. at 4 - *d• *-10' then, since

A, (i( to a periodic function of , It follows that F(t 1)has no poles at

i 2n *XO, 2n * o'n - *1 , *2.

Thus. F() is a meromorphic function with no pole on the entire plane. F( ) is

certainly bounded, therefore, by Uouville's theorem, F (•) must be a constant, say

C. As Ret .- bsA 1 (4 i1 1. Therefore,

C = 1+2 21 +K41) as Rot--

= I -2(K2 + K4)1 as Reg ---

Hence, K2 + K3 0 and V 1U= I for all . Uslng•this result and Eqs. (61) and

(62), we get

s.n 4 ' 4-26 sin2 It'+ 61 + ,sin 2

where 6, are some conasants relating to Klj's A, anO Bo. Put i4 0, 1/2 and

1 in Eq. (63) and we get

D) (0sin 2 (j fXO).Nln2 (I A)

2 " + sin 2 (! ro) .in2 o)21o -\A() - A(1)j
23 2 20 si 2I 2f1
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In a special ca'e, if the coefficlents of Eq. (56) are even functleono of t, then Eq. (56)
Is unchanged when we change t to -t ;we oen that, if & is a solution, then - is ulso
a solution. Therefore, if A(li 0 ) - 0 and 0n(0#),, 0 then 83 = 0. Therefore,

when we want to find the roots for A (1) 0, we always have 63 sin (1 1 t) 0 and

the roots of Eq. (63) can be written out In a simple form,

sin2 _4 _ 6z*\F2ýj? (65) r
For abounded solution, i.e. for. Re= 0, we must have I

Z 6-52, 6 1 a 2a 0 (66)

In Eq. (63), by putting A (4_1 0_, _can compute ' , and determine whether this
is an unbounded solution or not. Then, from Eq. (S8), we can compute y alnd obtain
the complete solution of Eqs. (56). For a periodic solution, we must have A (0) = 0 or

4(1) - 0.

If a periodic solution of an' inho counterpart of Eq*. (56) is considered. e. g.

X + Al(t)Z B(t)

where B (t) to a column matrix with its elements as periodic function, we can use
Eq. (57) (with non-zero righthand side) by putting 4 a 0, whereas Eqs. (58) become
inhomogeneous. If A (0) is notequal to 0 , we can solve for V, uniquely. If A(0) 0
we are on the boundary where Eqs. (56) have an unbounded solution. Therefore, for
such an inhomogeneous equationa-sarinarroblem, the zone of instability is determined

by the homogeneous solution.



At,

7 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

We choose

N R) am' kn Z sinh k Z

-A-ui-d(T)Z + o v(7+ IJ. (k3 R sin (T)rcýT L + I' 6

k N k (k R)
IH udo(T) + ~d.(r) oohk (68)

n]m

and

N

W dnT + nd ,r .() Jo (k R) + f (R) (69)
n-rn

where

N

d (r) *n-rnn, J (n (70)

ici

These equations satisfy Eqs. (18), (19), and (21) through (25). Then the equations

Uc 0 (J+)8 G (r) do(r) in 0 (71a)

22- + k3 tanh knL 2 ~+ 9 OtTi d,tTr) k* 0 (71b)

hold for r ,m+ 1 N.. Now, N - (m - 1) of te on, d. are left arbitrary.

To deterrnne these arbitrary functions. we use the Ritz method by substituting *
H, and W ot Eqs. (67) through (70) into the variational equation
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11 6f (0,H. W;r) d7 0 (72)

I -

where

I fPdv + (. IdS1

v CT

•M SM

and

V - actual volume ocupied by-the fluid

P a nondimensional pressure In the fluid

The Euler equationo are exactly Eq. (36) for N -m ... N. with a. . do satisfying

Eq. (71s).

For free vibration, by taking a single term m - N, we get the "one-term approzimation":

(L + A) 2 k"

1 - 0 (73a)
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or

01 12 Am Am. ' AAl I~ 2m i 212 (73b)
022gmm Pm n/02 Y.m Im "in mm Pm

which is the same as neglect!ng all the terms in the summation of Eq. (43) except the

mth term. If we take two terms, i.e., N - m + I ("two-term approximation"), we

get the following characteristic equation for n I
i1 + SIM (L + •,B n )kn 0

nwm

8 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Some numerical results are obtained using the method discussed above. In Figs. 2

through 5, the first three natural frequencies normalized by the first sloshing frequency

p, , which equals

k E L1/2

It[B taah k L]
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of the corresponding rigid tank, versus the membrane number BM. which equals
Ip go ro)/Nr were plotted for parameters B , L, X. Shice (I is normalized

by p, , thle parameters A2and 2,which equals 2~ (EM/Ba,) can be eliminated.
The computation was based on Eq. (73) (one-term aprroximation), with m a 1. and

on Eq. (43). In mi.st of the calculations, the one-term approximation and exact solution

gave almost identical results for the lowest frequency, which cannot be distinguished in

the figures shown.

From these figures, we see the general trend clearly that frequencies decrease as

BM Increases. In Fig. 2, the Bond number Is large (B. - 10), and BM does not
have much effect on the lowest frequency. As B. decreases (see Figs. 3 and 4,

.B 1,0.1), the greateffect of EM canbe seen. At certainranges of 3 M* the
lowest frequency decreases sharply as BM Increases; and the range Is approximately
determined by the ratio of B. to BM, and the depth of liquid L. This relationship

can be seen clearly from Eq. (43), if the terms in the summation sign are normalized

in a slightly different form, i.e., for Bo,, BM small,

-/0\ u2k 2tanhk 8L k ah k, 2 "-

4 k .( L + A) I - I l',I,kDt.nh k -1 tnhknL + B.n) k. tankn L]L

2 +k3tBktanh knL k2 B

n(tanh k .L 4 Akj) * n M"p (k +B, k .tanh k nL +ah B)! \P/tanhk It 7L2

n a

1S)
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Apparently the rcts for 0/ 1, depend on B./M only for fi•ed L, X. Physically •t

may. that, at low Bond number, the surface tension plays an Important role; its effect
depends mainly on BM/B (the ratio of the surface tension to midplane atress resultant
of the membrane). The argument holds for any N-term approximation.

-In-Figs. 4 and 5we can see the effect of the depth of the liquid to radius ratio L. It
causes the sharp decrease of frequency occurring at smaller EM for larger, L.

In Fig.. 6 (a and b), the stability boundary with a (g 1 /g ) is plotted versus forcing
frequency normalized by the rigid tank first sloshing frequency, according to Eq. (A-10)
in the Appendix, with I J I for one-term approximation only.

9 CONCLUSIONS

From the exact solution for free vibration, we make four conclusions for the elgenvalue
r 2fl: (1) (3 is always real, for pn' Xn ' 0 ; (2) the elastic effect lowers the natural

n~ n

vibration frequency; (3) the elastic effect on each sloshing frequency Is of order

ns 2a Ly; (4) because of the presence of the elastic bottom, coupling of different
---- sinhhing. modes occurs, and the effect of one sloshing mode on the natural frequency of

cnother due to this elastic coupling in of order B 6r

Numerical results indicate a great effect of surface tension on the natural frequency and
stability boundary atelow Bondtnumbers. If Beo BM arelboth small (<Ie then the
frequency depends on the combination of arameters 1
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Appendix A
APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY FOR A SYSTEM

O7 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.WITH PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS
TO HAVE UNBOUNDED SOLUTION

Following Struhle's (Ref. 15) approximate stability boundary for Mathieu's equation,

we extend it to a system of N equations:

SI
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+ Dy oco tA& (A-1)

where

Yl.

2 (A-2)01
2

02

A J

and nits are different from zero, a is a small parameter, aii are constants. We

assume that yIn. have the expansions

-Yi E.(t) cos(nit -0 1 t) + a yi) +a 2 y 2 ) + ..... (A-)

where Ei(t). 1(t) are slowly varying parameters, and that E i2 ei

can be neglected as compared with E, ' Substltuting (A-3) into (A-i), we get

20[, 1 IE (coo (n .)Ic'•"t - "- 2n01(i+ .. . "sin (n"0"' - + a '1 o 1 Yi

a2

a E- .... 1 , . . .1-92 al j IC081(1+ OJ)t IjJ+costo -0j)t+ + o 12
Jul

(A-4)
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For i 1 fli, we may solve for yi0) immediately by taking Ei, i to be constants.
I I

But there is a possibility that the expansion for y!l) breaks down because of zero or

small divisors for the solution of y0). * In orde-• to avoid this difficulty, we can use

ElVI to cancel those terms that cause trouble. We shall consider the case that

0 + tj = I + 0 (a ) for only one pair of bpecific ij.jL

In this case, we remove the troublesome terms In (A-4) by putting

20 1 Sil coos(0 1 t -0 - 20It 1 sin(nl t - G1)

9 a Ecoos(1 - nt++ 0.
2 ij j J i

.a11E1 Cos (I (I )~-0t + 81 + a1Jcos(n t - Ge)

s i n 1 - 0 n ) t + a s i n ( n t - 0 ) 1

(A-5)

S-and--a-stmilar equation with the subscripts I. j interchanged. Then by equating the

coefficients of coso(trt - 9 r). sin(flrt - Or) , r ) , lj we get

291 6 E a Sajjo Il E C3 [( 01 )t + e1 + 0~

20 It i as1i E1 sin I(1 - - 0 )t + 9i + I

2n 6 E !a Ei cos 1(-ni - a )t + i + Gl]

2n~ t1 . Za E1 sin (I -fh1  0)t + 81 + -6

•*Iru ,R. A.. Nonlinear Differential Equations. New York.MoGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1962, Chapter 8, pp. 221-227
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It can be easily shown that

n1 aji E I 0 a* E
(A-7)

I0= Gj

Substituting into Eq. (A-6). It becomes

a .1/2

2n0~ " [ q' Cos 1 - - n )t + 2e

" 1/2(A-8)

20 1 E It 1 1 i 1  E cos [(I n, 0 n )t + 20ij

The values of nl. V .jj all, al, c will determine whether EV, El in the above equation,

has unbounded solutions or not. We note that Eq. (A-8) has exactly the same form as

that obtained by Struble for a single Mathieu's equation. If ajj an 0l/0l is less than 0

from Struble's result, all solutions of E1 are bounded; if a jajj 0 inj greater than 0,

its stability criterion is

1/2 Stable

nn stab.e(A-9)• 1 n -I <• 2 Unsta V,,,,ble :

1 4,
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DISCUSSION

P. G. Bhuta, TRW Systems Group

Do you have a physical explanation for the line you get for instability? Generally there

is a region of instability.

Tong

These curv!es are computed using Hsuls first order approximation. In the case of very

large forcing amplitude you cannot use that approximation for the coupled Mathieu

equation. This is only the initial trend. Physicilly, It says that the stability zone is

narrow for relatively small forcing amplitude.

1 -

i
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PAPER 12

I SHAPE AND STABILITY OF IRE LIQUID-GAS INTERFACE
"IN A ROTATING CYLINDRICAL TANK AT LOW g

my J. 6. Seeteld" and W. C. Reynolds

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

The equilibrium liquid-gas interface in a cylindrical tank rotating at constant angular

velocity about its axis in an axial body force field is discussed. A variational princi-

ple leads to a boundary value problem associated with the equilibrium free surface

and an elgenvalue problem associated with the stability of that surface. The principle

results are a parametric stability map governing the existence of stable menisci and

shape parameters of the possible equilibrium interface configurations. Experimental

results provide quantitative support for the analysis.

*Presently with Lockheed Missiles & Space Company.
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SHAPE AND STABILITY OF THE LIQUID-GAS INTERFACE
IN A ROTATING CYLINDRICAL TANK AT LOW g

I THE PROBLEM

This paper presents a description of a study of the shape and stability of the axis-

symmetric liquid-gas interface in a cylindrical container rotating at constant angular

velocity about its axis in an axial force field. The objective of this study was to deter-

mine the influence of rotation on the capillary hydrostatics of the system, particularly

In a low-gravity environment.

The :2.-tive importance of capillary and buody forces is indicated by the Bond number,

Bo pgL 2I. * When the Bond number is very large, as usually is the case on earth,

capillary forces can be neglected. But in a low-gravity (low Bond number) environment.

or when the characteristic dimension of the system is small, such forces must be

considered. This is the regime of capillary hydrostatics.
\4

Rotational effects are of interest, not only for their own sake and for the sake of a

more complete understanding of capillary hydrostatics, but also because many systems

do rotate or could be made to rotate if this would prove advantageous. Applications

that immediately come to mind are liquid-vapor separation, positive liquid positioning

and expulsion, and optimum-position storage of volatile liquids.

'p is liquid density, a is surface tension, g is the acceleration of a free particle
In the body force field, and L is a characteristic dimension of the system.

12-2
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2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

There are three principle idealizations associated with the analysis upon which this

paper is based. * Perhaps the most restrictive is the assumption that the contained

liquid is In a state of solid body rotation. The importance of this idealization. depend3

upon when, after initiation of rotation, one chooses to apply the results.t

A second assumption is that all liquid properties, including p and a', are uniform

throughout the system and constant in time. It is also assumed that the liquid-solid

contact angle, 0, is uniform and constant in time. The contact angle is sensitive

to changes in surface and environmental conditions, and some dynamic hysteresis of

the contact angle Is commonly observed except ha the case of very pure liquids on

clean surfaces.

Constancy of the contact angle then implies that the liquid Is pure and uncontaminated,

the surface is clean and homogeneous, and the environment is constant.

The third important assumption is that the meniscus stability may be determined from

an Inviscid treatment. There are theoretical results indicating that static and dynamic

stability analyses yield the same results for the inviscid case and that viscous forces

do not appreciably influence the stability limit in a dynamic analysis. + Hence, this

assumption is felt to be both legitimate and expedient.

*The study upon which this paper is based was supported by ihe National Science
Foundation under grant NSF-GP-2720; the results are relprted in complete detail
in: Stanford University, Configuration and Stability of a Rotating Axisymmetric
Meniscus at Low-g, by J. G. Seebold and W. C. Reynolds, Mech. Engrg. Dept.
Report No. LG-4, Stanford, Calif., 1965
Development time for solid-body rotation cannot be predicted by simple viscous
diffusion theory. Estimates based on viscous diffusion are found experimentally to
be over-predictive by orders of magnitude. A much better estimate is given by:
H. P. Greenspan and L. N. Howard, "On a Time-Dependent Motion of a Rotating
Fluid," J. Fl. Mech., Vol. 17, Part 3, 1963
See, for example: P. Concus, "Capillary Stability In an Inverted Rectangular Tank,"
Symposium on Physical and Bilogi 1I Phenomena in a Weightless State, Vol. 14,
American Astronautical Society, ediaed by E. T. Benedikt and R. W. Halliburton;
Stanford University. The Dynamics of the Free Liquid Surface In Cylindrical
Containers Under Str~ng Capillary and _Wt.k Gravity Conditions. by H. M. Satterlee
and W. C. Reynolds, Mech. Engrg. Dept. leport No. LG-2. Stanford. Calif.. 1964
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In addition, we neglect the density of the covering gas in describing both the shape and

stability of the surface. The gas density can be included by replacing the liquid density

by Pljq - Pgas in the results of the present anilysis.

There are two methods by which one might formulate the theory. One method, which

might be termed the direct approach, is to set up the differential equation of the free

surface by considering a force balance on an infini.tesimal annular ring of the surface.

The meniscus shape is obtained by Integratiw, thif equation. Stability can be Investi-

gated by formulating the dynamic problem for infinitesimal motion within the liquid in

terms of the velocity potential. If a periodic time variation of the velocity potential

is assumed, characteristic frequencies can be obtained from the resulting elgenvalue

problem. The resulting normal modes of vibration possess either real or imaginary

frequencies. If the frequency is real, the disturbance simply oscillates in time and

the surface is stable. An Imagirary frequency Implies that the disturbance amplitude

will grow in time. hence, that the surface is unstable. A system with no unstable 14
modes is considered to be stable to snmall disturbAnces. t

An alternative metiet, w4.eh may be termed the indirec't approach, is to formulate

the problem in terms of a variational principle,. in this case Hamilton's principle.

This principle is an extension of the familiar proposition that a conservative mechanical

system is in a condition of stable equilibrium when its total potential energy is a rnmni-

mum. In this circumstance, a small perturbation produces only small-order changes

in the potential energy of the system, and the small forces that are developed are of

restoring tendency. Hamilton's principle allows consideration of kinetic , as well aa

potential, energy terms. It asserts that the motion must be such that the integral over

*This gives in "exact" correction for shape, and a good approximate correction for
stability. 1\
For an examlle of this type of analysis, see: Stanford University, The_.Ia.__ics.
of the Free Liquid Surface in Cylindrical Containers Under Strong Capillary and
Weak Gravity Conditions, by H. M. Satterlee and W. C. Reynolds, Mech. Engrg.
Dept. Report No. WG-2. Stanford, Calif., 1964

4 P. Concus, "Capillary Stability in an Inverted Rectangular Tank", Symposium on
Physical and Bilogical Phenomena in a Weightless State, Vol. 14, American
Astronautical Society, edited by E.T, Benedikt and R.W. Halliburton
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time of the difference of the kinetic energy and potential energy functions is minimized.

This difference Is called the "Lagranglan" of the variational problem. The necessary

condition for miniTAization yields the Euler-Lagrange equation of the variational prob-

lem, which is Identical with the differential equation for the equilibrium free surface.

The Euler-Lagrange equation can be Inmegrated to 9.-Oqn the surface shape, as before.

The sufficient condition for minimization Is that the second variation of the difference

integral be positive. The critical condition of "neutral" or "marginal" stability is

then obtained by setting the second variation equal to zero. The result is the Jacobi

equation of the variational problem, and an eigenvalue problin for the stability limit. *

The important contrast between these two approaches lies In the difference in stabrlity

analyses. In the direct approach, a dynamic analysis Is employed that must yield

dynamic stability limits. In the indirect approach, stability Is investigated by means

of a variational principle which can give only static results. The crucial link between

the two stability analyses is that, under certain circumstances, the eigenvalue prob-

lems for the stability limits that result from each of the two methods are identical. t

In this circumstance, static stability implies dynamic stability, a condition not com-

monly found in mechanic.-ie'-nthIs is the case, one can determine stability limits

by either method, preferably by the easier. In this study, the indirect approach was

employed for stability analysis. The equivalence of static and dynamic stability

criteria for the nonrotating cylinder has been established analytically. * This corre-

spondence Is assumed to hold with rotation, and the results of a companion experiment

appear to justify this assumption.

*For a thermodynamic formulation, see- Stanford University, Capillary Hydrostatics
and Hydrodynamics at Low 1j, by W. C. Reynolds, M. A. Sand, and H. M. Satterlee,
Mech. Engrg. Dept. Report. No. LG-3, Stanford. Calif.. 1964

t P. Coneus, "Capillary Stability In an Inverted Rectangular Tank", Symposium on
Physical and Bilogical Phenomena in a Weightless State. Vol. 14, American
Astronautical Society, edited by E. T. Benedikt and R. W. Halliburton

+ Stanford University, The Dynamics of the Free iUguid Surface in Cylindrical Containers
Under Strong Capillary and Weak Gravity Conditions, by H.M. Satterlee and
W. C. Reynolds, Mech. E-ngrg. Dept. Report No. LG-2, Stanford, Calif., 1964

* Stanford University, Configuration and Stability of a Ptotating Axisymmetric Meniscus
at Low-g, by J. G. Seebold and W. C. Reynolds, Mech. Engrg. Dept. Report No.
LG-4, Stanford, Calif., 1965
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3 NATURE OF RESULTS

The result of integrating the surface equation is the shape of the Interface. The result

can be presented in a number of ways. The most useful inform•ation for design purposes

appears to be the height of rise of the liquid up the wall of its container and the depth

of pene.r,-aIon of the meniscus toward the bottom. In order to make feasible the graph-

ical presentation of such information, it lerst one of the parameters of the problem

-- ,_fshould be fixed. Since the case of zero g is of particular interest, we have presented

the height ratios (height/tank-diameter) for the case of zero axial body force.

The result of the stability analysis is a stability map that one can enter with the

parameters of a particular situation and find out if a stable rotating meniscus can

exist. The most commonly observed type of instfability is the "falling out" type. In

a small enough system, such as a thermometer at 1 g, the liquid can be maintained

at the top of an Inverted cylind,,r awd stabilized by the capillary forces. Now. suppose
we are able to dil.te the cylinder very slowly in some way. Intuition tells us that

eventually the interface would fall and the liquid would fall. Instabilities in which the

fluid on top displaces the lighter fluid on which it rests are often called "Taylor"

instabilities. * We will adopt this designation in order to distinguish the "falling out"

type of instability from another that will be discussed presently.

When the cylinder is not rotating, Instabilities are of the Taylor type; whenever the

critical Bond number is exceeded, the heavier fluid on top displaces the lighter fluid

upon which it rests. Thus, if we have a tube partially filled with some liquid, when-

ever the Bond number is less than the critical value we will be able to invert the tube

without disturbing the meniscus. t This can be done rather easily with a 1/4-in.

*Even though his name Is often used in connection with this kind of instability, Taylor
did not consider surface tension effects.
Provided that the inversion process does not itself destroy the meniscus.
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diameter tube and water, for example, while it cannot be done with a 1/2-in. diameter

tube. The '-nverted configuration Is impossible in the 1/2-in. tube because the magni-

tude of the Bond number associated with the invert•d meniscus is too great. The

dependence of the critical Bond number on the contact angle 0 of the liquid-solid sys-

tem in a nonrotating cylinder has been thoroughly investigated. * The curve of critical

Bond number versus contact angle is symmetrical about the most stable case, which

occurs for the fiat interface (9 - 90 deg).

The stability results presented in this paper show that, when rotation is Intioduced,

two Important differences arise. First, the curve of critical Bond number for Taylorl,

instability is no longer symmetrical; wetting liquids become unstable at smaller nega-

tive Bond numbers, and nonwetting liquids become unstable at larger negative Bond

numbers. I Thus, in general, rotation tends to destabilize the wetting liquids and to

stabilize the nonwetting liquids. A second effect of rotation is to introduce another

type of instability. Suppose we have a specific container and a specific liquid so that

0 and Bo are fixed; It can happen that as we increase rotation no instability of the

Taylor type will be encountered, but that as soon as the rotation exceeds a critical

value P solution to the meniscus equation, cannot be obtained. We interpret this as

implying that there is no meniscus that will span the cylinder. The rotational instability

is one of nonexistence. The results of this study show that when the limit of rotational

stability is exceeded, no miniscus canexist-and the liquid-gas interface undergoes a

transition to a bubble or pseudoannular configuration. The limit of rotational stability

depends on the contact angle of the liquid-solid system, the syrtems with small con-

tact angles being the most easily disturbed.

*In the latter half of the 19thcentury, Bashforth and Adams were already conducting
investigations on this subject.

t We regard wetting liquids as those that exhibit contact angles less than 90 deg, and
nonwettinq liquids as those exhibiting greater contact angles. Bond number is con-
sidered to be negative when the liquid is on top.
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4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Numerical Integration of the differential equations obtained from the variational formu-

lation leads, In principle, to a description of all possible neutrally stable menisci.

For the nonrotating cylinder, the Bond number (Do) and the contact angie (0) suffice

to completely determine both the shape and stability of the meniscus. The introduction

of rotation has the concomitant effect of requiring an additional descriptive parameter.

We call this parameter the "rotational Weber number", 02 - (prj/v ) w2, where

r Is the radius of the cylinder and w is the speed of rotation. To each neutrally

stable meniscus there belongs a Bond number, a contact angle, and a critical rotational

Weber number. In Fig. 1, the lines of constant critical 02 on a Bo - 0 plane are
•s•hýwn. The line 02 = 0 represents the familiar relation between critical Bond num-

her and contact angle for Taylor instability in the nonrotating cylinder. The dashed

line separates the regions in which Taylor
+1 instability and nionexistence instability of

the meniscus occur. In the region above

%24 ,e3 the dashed line, where no Taylor insta-
KC cAums bilitins occir, solutions to the meniscus

*1 j Cequation can be found only if the rotational
speed Is not too great. Thus, the lines of

' , '6 covSCte l

the regions in the Bo - 9 plane in which
no solutions of the meniscus equations can

be found. This region includes two special

cases of interest, zero Bond number and

zero contact angle, which are shown

A 0 .a " • to m separately in Figs. 2 and 3.

CA-U.Consider, for example, rotation with 0 2  a.

Fig. 1 Stability Map The curve j12 a In Fig. "1 defines the

critical Bond number as a function of con-

tact angle for the given rotational condition.
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Fig. 2 Existence Map (Zero Bond Number) Fig. 3 Existence Map (Zero
Contact Angle)

For Bo - 0 combinitions above the curve, menisci exist and are stable to $mail

disturbances. Below the curve and below the dashed line the meniscus exists, but It

will exhibit Taylor instability. Below the curve and above the dashed line no solution

to the meniscus equation exists, and a shape transition will occur.

Point (a) of Fig. 1 can be calculated by considering the differential equation of the

Interface and a perturbation about the zero contact angle point. Since the surface slope

at the wall Is positive infinite and the curvature Is non-negative for rotational surfaces

that exhibit zero contact angle, one finds that t2 s 4 Is required for existence of

zero-gravity zero-contotct angle solutions. The procedure for calculating this existence

limit was extended to Include annular tanks. The result is

3 2
2 Pr W

(1- rl/ro)2

where r, and ro are the Inner and outer radii of t0 tank.
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A convenient means of characterizing the zero-g meniscus shape is to present the

extreme dimensions of the meniscus (the height of rise at the wall and depth of fall at

the center) normalized by dividing by tank diameter. These heifrt r i hos as functions

_ of-the-other pertinent parameters are probably the most signifi, ant aspects of the

meniscus shape from the standpoint of tank design. This information is presented

in Fig. 4, where LI is the height of rise of the liquid up the tank wall, and L2 is

the. depth of penetration of the meniscus toward the tank bottom. Both distances are

measured frori the mean liquid level and normalized on tank diameter. The dashed

lines correspond to the nonexistence limit discussed previously.

The stability analysis shows that as long as rotational speed is below a certain critical

value a stable zero-g meniscus v ill exist. As the rotational speed is increased, the

meniscus becomes more distended and may eventually reach the top or bottom of a

tank of finite length. This contact with tank top or bottom leads to destruction of the

meniscus, so it is of coitsidersbse importance.

"'IV eimxaiple, 'even in the regime of sub- L

critical rotation, the meniscus will fail .

to exist when the mean liquid level is too

high. In such a case, a meniscus that

could span the tank does exist, but the -

presence of the tank top prevents the

liquid from rising to its equilibrium

height. It seem inevitable that a bubble. 02.0

possibly attached at the tank top, will be

formed. This condition is characterized

by lack of sufficient ullage.

Ifwe define a factor that Is descriptive °o, .4 .

of tank loading and geometry, y -ML AMo U,, va

L( 1 - f)/D, we can obtain from the Fig. A Meniscus Configuration
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surface integrations an "insufficient ullage criterion."* This criterion is shown in

Fig. S. Points above the applicpble y-line represent "topped-out" menisci resulting

from insufficient ullage.

As an example of the use of Fig. 5. suppose we have a liquid that e-hibits a contact

angle of 4-1/2 deg contained in a tank of L/D - 3. Suppose that this tank will be rotated

at such a speed that g2 - 2, and we want to know how high we can fill the tank and

still maintain a meniscus. Figure 5 shows that, at 0 - 4-1/2 deg and V22 - 2 (since

L/D - 3), f should not be greater than about 0.867 If a meniscus is to be maintained.

Consequently, if the tank were filled to 90 percent we should expect to see a bubble,

and if filled to 80 percent we should expect to see a meniscus. Photographs of zero-g

drop-tower experiments Involving methanol in a tank (with L/b - 3). which gives a

contact angle of about 4-1/2 deg. are shown in Fig. 6. In the bottom row, the tank"
2

are rotating at a speed such that 12 2. Thus, all the conditions of this example

are fulfilled, and we see that the 80 percent surface is indeed a meniscus while the

90 percent surface is a bubble.

Destruction of tOe meniscus will also occur,

even for suberitical rotation, if the mean . ,

liquid level is too low. In this case, the

meniscus is prevented from falling to its

equilibrium depth by the presence of the

tank bottom. The bottom must then be par- '.4

tially exposed, and the liquid must form a J
sort of pseudoannulus. We have coined the

term "annuloid" to describe this surface

because, while It is not an annulus. it is

*L is the length of the tank. D in Its diam- ,
eter, and f is the fraction of-tankl-v6ume Fig. 5 Insufficient Ullag* Criterion for
that Is filled with liquid. Subcritical Rotation (go - 0)
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Fig. 6 Zero-Gravity Test-Run Photographs

like an annulus since both ends of the tank are at least partially exposed. If we define
--- nother tank loading and geometry factor. 8 = fL/D, we can obtain an "insufficient

liquid criterion" from the surface integrations. This criterion is shown in Fig. 7.

Points above the applicable 6-line represent "bottomed-out" menisci due to insuffi-

cient liquid.

Consider an example in which a tank of L/D * 3 contains a liquid that exhibits a con-

tact angle of 4-1/2 deg. This tank will be rotated at a constant speed such that 112 - 2,

and we want to know how little liquid should be present so that the tank bottom will not

be exposed. Figure 7 shows that, at C12 a 2 and 0 - 4-1/2 deg (since LWD - 3),
as long as f exceeds about 0.07 a meniscus should exist and no part of the tank bottom

should be exposed. This example has been chosen to correspond to the parameters

of Fig. 6: methanol exhibits a contact angle of about 4-1/2 deg, the tanks have L/) - 3,
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and in the bottom row the tanks are rotating ,Z'O?, oM

with 112 = 2.

We see that, even when the tank loading ,.S Z

is reduced to 10 percent, the tank bottom .hi
remains unexposed as this example would

lead us to expect. 0.9 '

No meniscus can exist in the region of 0.5

supercritical rotation. The evidence of 0.

Fig. 6 and many similar observations 00.2 1 0

seems to indicate abubble or an annuloid , ,* ,o o _ , *

is produced. The bubble forms, as CONATAU. O ING)

expressed in oversimplified terms, when
is forced up the wail in order to Fig. 7 Insufficient Liquid Criterion for

liquid Subcritical Rotation (Bo - 0)
reduce the effective diameter that must

be spanned by the liquid-gas interface.
If a sufficient reserve of liquid is available, the annular layer thus created becomes

sufficiently thick that an equilibrium meniscus can span the reduced diameter. If

not, the bottom of the tank is exposed and an annuloid results. The bubble configura-

tion fails when the length of the required bubble exceeds the length of the tank. By
examining the zero-g surface Integrations that exhibit zero contact angle, we can 11
obtain both-the configuration characteristics of rotating zero-g bubbles and an insukfi-
cient length criterion for the existence of such bubbles. The bubble major and minor

axes normalized on tank diameter are presented in Fig. 8. The insufficient lengtM
criterion for the supercritical rotation region is shown in Fig. 9. Above the appro-

priate line corresponding to tank L/D, we find the annuloid regime; below the line lies

the bubble regime.

As an example of the use of Fig. 9, suppose we have a tank of L/D = 3 rotating at
such a speed that n2 8. We wish to know how little liquid can be present so that a
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bbe sstillaton manandoigrf hw that, whenl (f12 = 8 and L/D - 3. Wsethtwntetask long-

Ing is reduced to 20 percent, a bubble Is no longer contained and the annuloid config-

uration results.

5 CONCLUSION

Whille we tend to think of the liquid-gas equilibrium Interface as a meniscus, it has

become clear that two other interface shapes may arise. either Inadvertantly or inten-

tionally, in rotating tanks at zero g. All three classes of shapes are represented In

Fig. 6. The classes are menisci, bubbles, and a third shape In which both the top and
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bottom of the tank are at least partially exposed. Though this shape is not an annulus,

it is like an annulus, and we have coined the term "annulold" to describe It.

There are three regimes in an t12- f plane in which these distinctly different liquid-

gas equilibrium interfaces-Iuiie expected. In the region of subcritical rotation,

a meniscus, annuloid, or bubble may appear; in the region of supercritical rotation

only the latter two shapes may be expected. An example of the location of these three

regimes is given in Fig. 10 for a liquid that exhibits a contact angle of zero deg (a

perfect wetter) ard a tank of L/D = 2. This example is obtained directly from the

three criteria presented in the foregoing section (Figs. 5, 7, and 9). Interface shape

characteristics are given for zero-g menisci and bubbles in Figs. ; and 8. The
characteristics of the annulolds are that both ends of the tank are at least partially

exposed, and all the liquid is on the wall of the tank.

I0

S ANNIJ SLULE

!4

•2

MIENISCUS

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
TANK LOADING FRACTION, f (DIMENSIONLISS)

Fig. 10 Regime Graph With VD 2, 8 0 deg,
and Bo 0
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DISCUSSION

Paul Concus- Lockheed

You pointed out that when the liquid is rotating, wetting and non-wetting liquids would

be affected differently. Did you try any experiments with non-wetting liquids?

Seebold

We didn!t try non-wetting liquids. We were not interested in them because ,4vacecraft

propellants are typically very good wetters. The non-wetting results were included

simply to complete the presentation of the theory.

W. E. Jahsman, Lockheed

Why did you choose to characterize your results in terms of a rotational Weber number

rather than a Bond number?

Seebold

If we interpre. wro as a velocity, the dimensionless grouping 112 looks like a Weber

number. By regrouping the factors, a radial Bond number would be obtained. What

is Important is that n is a number that compares the importance of radial body

forces with surface forces.

Jahsman

In a practical case for large tanks such as the Saturn where a small thruster is

employed to generate axial Bond numbers of the order of 200, wouldn't these large

axial Bond numbers overpower the destabilizing effect of the small rotational rates

you spoke of?
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7 Seebold

I'm sure they would. I pointed out that in a zero-g environment, the critical rotational

rates for large tanks would be quite low, being measured in terms of a few revolutions

per hour. When the net axial acceleration is not zero, as is usually the case, the im-

portant comparison would be between the resulting axial Bond number and the radial

Bond number you spoke of in your first question. There are parametric stability data

in the paper for the low axial Bond number range. If the axial Bond number were not

small, then the rotational rate required to overpower the axial acceleration would also

not be small.

Merte, University of Michigan

In your presentation you referred to the simple viscous theory for predicting time to

achieve solid body rotation. Were you referring to pure radial diffusion or do you in-

clude the axial diffusion to calculate this time?

Seebold

No, I ontv rofer to the propagation of a viscous boundary layer inward from the wall in

order to iliustrate the absurd development time that results, but I'm sure the estimate

will still be far off if you consider propagition from the bottom of the tank as well. A

much closer estimate, referenced in the paper, is given by Greenspan and Howard.

Viscous processes lead to the formation of an Ekman layer, which promotes a torroidal

circulation that seems to be the primary development mechanism of solid body rotation.

1*
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MENISCUS SHAPE UNDER REDUCED-GRAVITY CONDITIONS

By H. M. Satterlee and J. N. Chin

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY

ABSTRACT

The shape of the capillary surface in a right circular cylinder Is a function of the Bond

number, B (ratio of gravitational forces to surface tension forcem acting on the liquid),

and the contact angle, 0 (measured from the solid surface to the limiting tangent to

%he liquid-gas interface). The derivation of the differential equation for this capillary

surface is given along with the results of numerical calculations for 0 :% B < 81 and

0 deg :s 0 90 deg. An ellipsoid of revolution approxirmation to the capillary surface
shape is also developed. Experimental data regarding the shape of the capillary sur-

face are reported together with the experimental techniques.

Comparison of experimental data with numerical solutions indicates good agreement.
Comparison of the ellipsoidal approximatior to the numerical solutions indicates that
the ellipsoidal approximation can be used for engineering calculations in the range

1 ! B s 10.
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MENISCUS SHAPE UNDER REDUCED-GRAIVTY CONDITIONS

I INTRODUCTION

The design of a rocketshlp for operation in space nearly always involves consideration

of liquid behavior under nearly weightless conditions. Because the body forces that

act on liquids under normal conditions on the earth are very much reduced, the liquids

will behave quite differently. Liquid motions will ordinarily be much slower and the

interface shapes will be highly curved. The shape of the liquid-gas interface in cylin-

drical rocket tanks under reduced gravity is the subject of this paper.

Knowledge of the shape of liquid masses in rocketships in flight is necessary for sev-

eral reasons. For example, the different shape of the liquid in the tank results in a

different wetted area from that under ordinary high-gravity conditions. In addition,

the distorted free surface will ordinarily have a larger area. In the first example,

knowledge of the difference in wetted area can ýe used to calculate the heat transfer

between the tank walls and the liquid, In the second, the larger surface area can

change the calculated heat and mass transfer between the liquid and the ullage space.

The differential equation for the shape of liquid masses when surface tension in Im-
portant has been known for some time. In fact, knowledge of the properties of the

solution of this differential equation has been used as a means for measuring the sur-

face tension of liquids from measured heights of sessile dropy.,

Long ago, Rayleigh* reported a number of theoretical observationsi concerning the
meniscus shape in cylindrical containers. This effort grew out of discussions of

corrections of surface-tension measurements made by the capillary rise method.

Ray leigh, in fact, studied the capillary shape under what would today be considered

very low- and high-gravity conditions. In his works, he refers to a suggestion of

Hagen and Desains that the capillary surface in a cylinder is similar in shape to an

*Baron Rayleigh (J. W. Strutt), "On the Theory of the Capillary Tube," Scientific
?aper, Vol VI, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1920, p. 355
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oblate spheroid. The work of Bashforth and Adams* is often quoted by workers in

surface chemistry in connection with precise surface-tension measurements. More

recently Jahsmant used a series expansion method applicable for low Bond numbers.*

The work of all of these researchers can be used to p'ovide insight into the shape of a
meniscus under low-gravity conditions. However, the results of these efforts have not

been presented in such a way as to be readily useful. Recently, Reynoldst presented

the results of a large numbir-of-calculations on the shape of capillary surfaces in a
more useful manner. However, only the volume contained within the curve and its

rise height at the container wall were presented.

Use of the capillary shape in measuring surface tension is an adequate verification of

the differential equation of the free surface. How ver, experimental confirmation has

been limited to examination of nonwetting drops of .iquld on top of horizontal surfaces

or of bubbles in a wetting liquid on the lower side of hturizontal surfaces. In other

words, previous observations have been made with drop or bubble shapes that are

double valued with respect to the vertical coordinate. Measurements are made more

easily when referenced to the width of the drop or bubble measured where the slope is

vertical (see sketch at right).

In the remainder of this paper, the differ-

ential equation of the capillary surface is 7777, 7

*It is interesting to note that many famous investigators of the last century were inter-
ested in this subject. Among these were Poincalre, Mathleu, and Bashforth and Adams.
See: F. Bashforth and J. C. Adams, An Attempt to Test the Theoiles of Capillary
Action, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1883

tW. E. Jahaman, "The Equilibrium Shape of the Surface of a Fluid in a Cylindrical
Tank," Developments in Mechanics, Vol. 1, Eds. J. E. Lay and L. E. Malvern,
Plenum Press, New York, pp 603-612

+The ratio of gravitational forces to surface tension forces.
:Stanford University, Capillary Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics at Low X, by W. C.
Reynolds, M. A. Saad, and H. M. Satterlee, Mech. Engr. Dept. Report LG-3,
Stanford, Calif., 1 Sep 1964, p. 34
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briefly outlined and successful techniques for numerical integration are described.

An approximation to the capillary surface using the ellipsoid suggestion of Hagen and

Desains is developed. The experimental data are compared with both exact and

approximate theories.

2 DEVELOPMENT AND SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR

FREE-SURFACE SHAPE

The shape of the free surface of a liquid may be determined from Bernoulli's equation:

+ - constant (1)

The individual terms of this equation may be recognized as the pressure head and

gravity head, respectively.

Consider a liquid resting in a right-circular cylinder of radius R as shown in Fig. 1.

The coordinate system Is chosen so that
the vertex of the surface Is, for conve-

nience, at the origin. Replacing z by

f f(i) and assuming the pressure above
/ the free surface is uniform, Eq. (1) yields

p-p 4 Ppg( -gpa) -pgf (2)

SIn this equation, Pg is the pressure in

the space above the capillary surface and
p0 Is the liquid prssure in the free sur-
face at the vertex. The quantities p and

g are the liquid density and the local

F•g. I Geometry Used for Analysis of - acceleration directed as indicated in the
Liquid Surface Under Reduced figure. The pressure difference across

... . - Gravity Conditions
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an axisymmetric capillary surface can be written In terms of the surface derivative

and the surface tension, assuming constant surfoce tension:

Here, u Is the surface tension. The subscript notation Indicates differentiation with

respect to the subscript coordinate. The complete differential equation in dimensional

'form can be obtained by substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2):

if-

'r dr f2 r1/ pgf2O ()4
r f 2

THere eqation the surace to iensiona. 7 sbscriptnottion fondicate dif nlatiod with

where R is the tank cord inat e. Bond number. The result Is d.

dd rfFr!

13-5 1 ,"
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The boundary conditions for Eq. (6) are:

Fr (1) * cot 0 (7)

F (0) 0 (8)r

where 0 Is the contact angle defined in the conventional way. By expanding the

derivative, which Is evaluated at r 0, and using Eq. (8), the following equation

Is obtained:

I d r rr 1 r() B
r dr 1/j ~ I-2 F~ 1  - F2 9).

I + -2)r

Two numerical methods, the integral method and the Runge-Kutta method, were

developed to integrate Eq. (9) with boundary conditions (7) and (8). These methods

are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Integral Method

Multiplying each term of Eq. (9) by rdr and integrating from r 0 to r r with

j boundary condition (8) gives:

rFr

1/2 Ek(r) (10)

(1+ F2)

where
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E(r) Frr (0) r 2 + BfFrdr (11)

0

With boundary condition (7). the constant Frr (0) in Eq. (11) may be eliminated to

yield:

E (r) r 2 cos 0 + B Fr(dr r2 Fr d (12)

B(f0 d 0 rf dr)

Solving for Fr from Eq. (10) and then integrating from r = 0 to r - r, yields:

r

F / E(r)dr (13)
-4--E V r)I11 2 Ir - E(r)l12

where F = 0 at r - 0 has been used for a convenlent datum. Equations (12) Nod

(13) are the basic Integrals for successive approximations. An assumed Initial F

distribution, based on the ellipsoidal approximation to be discussed later. Is used to

calculate E (r) which Is then used to calculate F. The process Is continued until

the relative difference between two consecutive approximations of F Is reduced to a

small value. Experience in using this method with a computer program Indicates that

the convergence is very rapid for small Bond numbers (B < 10). However, Instability

was encountered with large Bond numbers.
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When B 0 . Eq. (13) may be integrated directly to yield

F 1 -I - r 2 cos2 0) (14)
Cos-" 0

which is an equation of a circle with radius 1/cos 0 and center at (r 0 .

__-,S--1-/cos 0). The meniscus rise for this case is

m F(1) I - sin0 (15)

Ft- cos 5

2. 2 Runge-Kutta Integration

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical scheme of integrating a second-order ordinary

differential equation was also used to integrate Eq. (9). An iteration procedtre is

required which involves assuming a value for Frr (0) and checking the resulting

contact angle at the wall. The Runge-Kutta method has the advantage over other

numerical methods, since no special techniques are required to start the computation.

Experience in using the computer pro3gram based on this approach indicates that

convergence is very rapid at all Bond numbers.

3 APPROXIMATION OF FREE-SURFACE SHAPE BY ELLIPSOIDS OF REVOLUTION

This approach is suggested by reference to the work of Hagen and Desains in one of

Rayleigh's papers. * These workers approximated the free surface in a narrow

capillary tube with a segment of an ellipsnid.

*Baron Rayleigh (J. W. Strutt). "On the Theory of the Capillary Tube." Scientific
Papers, Vol VI. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1920., p. 355

I



3. 1 Ellipsoidal Approximation for Meniscus

In a nondimensional form. the ellipsoidal approximation to the free surface is (Fig. 1):

F= 1 -[21 (16)

where a = a/R and / b/R . the nondimensional semimajor and semiminor axes.

respectively, of the ellipsoid of revolution. When a = 1/cos 0 , Eq. (16) red'ices

to Eq. (14).

Differentiating Eq. (16) and satisfying the results with the contact-angle boundary

condition. Eq. (7) yields

-a 1 + (1 + 4 02tan2 0) (17)

A second relationship may be obtained by substituting Eq. (16) Into Eq. (9) and evaluat-

ing the result at r =1

113/2 111/2

B ý (a (aK ~~]12- (18)
a2[ 1( - )1/2]

From Eq. (17). the~ following relationship may be derived:

-02 coso 1 [+(ei-if"' 
(19)
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Therefore.

,3 .2
(20)

Equations (17) and (20) may be used to define a Bond number in terms of 0 . 3 and

and a.

Manipulation of Eq. (19) yields

(1) /2 s ,(21)

Therefore. Eq. (20) may be written as

sin 0 2 - (2 B - sin 0) • - 2 sin 0 0 (22)

which may be solved fo' • . Once 4 is obtained, a and 3 may be calculated from

Eqe. (21) and (19). When 0 0 . Eq. (22) reduces to-

3S4 - (2 + B) = 0 (23)

which may be solved analytically. Note. for this case.

I= and 3 =-1/A

Once a and ? are obtained, the nondimensional meniscus rise is simply calcula,•.d

by

- [ 1"/2"
m) ( F(l) - -(1 (24)
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Figure 2 shows the results of parametric calculations based on the ellipsodal

approximation.

It may be desirable to calculate-theweti-d area In the tank. This may be done by

Integrating the volume under the meniscus and comparing it with a known volume of

liquid. However, in order to make the calculations in this paper most useful, the

volume contained within the meniscus (as If it were a cup) Is presented. This is given

in dimensionless form by

1V [.2 (c2 12) )1/2J(5
2'3 a2

The ratio of the increased wetted side wall height to tank roalus ýs simply (2/3) of the

foregoing d'mensionless volume. Another quantity of interest is the free-surface area.

This also may be obtained by Integration. The result in dimensionless form is given by

2" 1/2 [•/ 11/2

__ -= - I -( - _V I -lL
2r 2  2 2A/ 2" 2/al

1 -2/)2 \/2

(22)
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Introducing the ellipse eccentricity, e (1 - /3 2 1/2 so that 2/o = 1 - e2

and a 2 1 + (I - e2) tan 2 0 , Eq. (26) may be manipulated to yield.

A 1 21 (1 e 2 ) sin 0 l-e 2  /1 + el 11- esin 0
In~ \

SI - + In ÷- e(27)
2r R2 I e2 coos2 2 2e ý - el k+ esin (27

Figure 3 shows the results caleulatedW-th Eqs. (25) and (27).

The preceding results are deried for liquids inside a cylindrical container. However,

with appropriate transformations, these result' may be applied to other axisymmetric

containers. For instance, consider liquid in a conical tank of half-angle 0 and contact

angle 0 . Then. by using an effective tank

radius Re (see sketch to the right) in defin- IS- P #
ing the Bond number and an effective contact a

angle 0e = 0 + , the foregoing results

become directly applicable.

3. 2 Ellipsoidal Approximation for "Swallowed Bubbles"

If the ullage volume is small, the liquid may wet the top of the tank. The result is

that the vapor bubble will be "swallowed" and will rest against the top of the tank in

an undetermined location. The ellipsoidal approximation may be extended to cover

this case as well.

The differential equation of the free surface and the ellipsoidal approximetion can be

used again to obtain relations to describe the swallowed bubble. Equation (4) is non-

dimensionalized in a different manner that is based on the semimajor axis of the

bubble. Here,

rb a a Bb * pga/2l (28)
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The resuta's are

rbFb

I d H72 2Ff, ()D~= (29)

22

rol 
2

The esblsrbr

* J

Fb PbL (i - 1( (30)

The plus alp refers to the upper limb of the ellipse and the minus to the lower.

Equation (30) is substituted into Eq. (29) and the result, evaluated at rb =I , Is

The contact angle constraint in this case Is

~b 0otmai 9 - (32)Bbro

where r- r/a, and ra is the radius of the dry area at tank top. This equation

can be used to find an Initial value of ro for calculation puposes:

2o - nS+ (33)
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The volume of the bubble In dimensionless form In

1/ 9]V + 2v/(2 " , " r.) (-1 2)](4,,/ ),

Since a is usually not known, it may be elimin.ted from Eqs. (31) and (34) to yield:

2sv)2 /3

2/

Where B is a Bond num.ber based an the bubble volume. Equations (33) and (35)

determine re ad 0b for given 0 and BV. Since V Is also known, a may be

calculatd from Eq. (34).

From the foregoing results, the following quantities may bo derived: dimensionless

depth of bubble,

d +- (1 -2r)2 (36)

and dimensionless free-surface interface area of bubble,

Ci ( .~os#* 1-4 1 eb 1 +ebO-56O0
+ 1 - 0e, 0 +- 20 b--I- 2 /- / (( 1)
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where % (a I p2)l1 the. bubble eccentricity. Orap1,9 of bubble eccentricity
versus bubble-volume Bond number and other useful ratios such as ra.# d/a,

rs/

3V/4 7 and A/4 r a may be easily prepared. However. experimental data with
"swallowed bubble" conditions were not obtained. Graphs of parameters calculated 4
from these relations (as In Figs. 2 and 3) have, therefore, not been presented.

4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The following paragraphs Indicate the procedures followed In the subject experiments t,
of this paper and the res-alts of the experiments.

4.1 Equipment and Procedures

The meniecus information was gathered using equipment assembled at Stanford

University to study the sloshing of liquid in circular cylinders under weak gravity and

strong capillary forces. The equipment consisted of a high speed 16-mm movie cam- 4
era, * a front surface mirror, a 375-w reflcc&or photoflood lamp, a mirror/scale/ligl•t

asse mbly, and a black-light mask.'

The specimens were fabricated from lucite blocks approximately 2 by 2 by 4 in.

Different diameter holes were machined in the blocks from end to end, and the cylinder

walls were given a high polish. The holes in the six splcimens were 0. 900, 0.750.

0. 629, 0.500, 0.375, and 0. 285 in. in diatneter. Separate top and bottom pieces, each
with an O-ring seal, were fastened to the blocks with :small screw$. The experimental 4•

setup is shown schematically In Pig. 4. The mirror/scale/light assembly %nd the light

mask are not shown in the figure. This assembly was mounted to one sida of the spedt-

men so the image of a scale appeared in the object plane. The light mask surrounded

the specimen and admitted light-entI"roib a 0.25-in. horizontal slit in line with the

meniseus. This was to cause the light to enter the back of the specimen as undirec-

tionally as possible. This lighting technique produced an excellent black chadow profile

of the meniscus shape except at the very ends of the meniscus.

*A movie camera was used becauw th• data reported here were part of a larger pro- I
ject to obtain low-gravity slohing data at Stanford.i
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tube than It really is. The distance from camera lens to subject, although small, was

large enough that rays entering the camera lens were assumed parallel, eonsider•ng

the size of the largest meniscus. Shell's law, then, provided a correction factor

r --2 (38)
r n1

where na and n2 are the Indices of refraction for the plaa•ic and the liquid, respec-

tively. The correc+Aon of the x-y co)rdinates of the menisci to r-y coordinates wu
faciltated by use of a small digital oompu'er program.

The correction was tested by reading the photographs of bearing balls and applying the
correction factor. The results agreed with the known shape of the ball very well ex-
cept at the very ends of the curme where the profile Is not as distinct as in the center

of the tube. The bearing ball euperiment provided experience that facilitated interpre-
tation of the images of the liquid menisci.

Two methods were used to measure the contact angle. The first involved passing a

quadratic through the coordinat eso-f the last three points on each end of the meniscus.
The second made use of the known relation between the zero-g fnenieaus rise height

at the cylinder wall with contact angle I Eq. (15) J.

The former method invariably yielded contact angles greater than those visually ob-

served for the measurement us"Ing methanol and carbon tetrachloride. The latter

method yielded values that agrerd with the rqsults of visual examination of the speci-

mens. Therefore, values of the contact angle obtained in zero-g drop tests were used

in theoretical calculation of meniscus shape, even through the meniscus shape experi-
ments more performed under normal-p, vlty oonditions. The contact angles measured

for methanol and carbon tetrachloride were about 4.5 deg, and that for water was

about 60 deg.



The uncertainty in contact angle determinations was examined using the root-sum-

square of error contribution technique described by Kline and McClintock. * Uncer-

tainty in contact anj!es for methanol and carbun tetrachloride (i.e.. small contact
anglesp wu estimated at 2 deg. and that for water was about e deg.

4.2 Results and Comparison with Theoretical Calculations

Representative data obtained for the free-surftoe shape of liquids In cylindrical con-
talners are compared with the calculated results in Figs. 6. 7, and 8. Figure 6 com-

pares the corrected experimental data for carbon totrachloride with the meniscus
shapes obtained by the exact solution for three different values of contact angle. It

can be seen that the shape very near the wall is sensitive to the value of the assumed
contact angle. Figures 7 and 8 compare

C.4ONACs ANG4o I the experimental menl3cuP shape with
* 10.3 010

15 / that obtained by the exact solution and
0.2 from the ellipsoidal approximation. The

results from the exact solution are seen
0.2 . ONe • ,,,, 1"3.1,, to agree very well with the data, whereas

DATA FOR CCO4 INthte
LO.lN.XOIA. AM the results from the ellipsoidal approxi-

0.1 -emation are satisfactory only for low Bond

numbers (B -5 10).

DIM.. .5Es 0 0.R JA 7 In Fig. 9, e;4.erlmental data for the
S~~DIAENSIOt4ESS IRADIAL DISTANCI.[ .. ;,t

meniscus height are compared with theo-

Fig. 6 Comparlson of Exact Solutions retical predictions. The failure of the
Swith Menhcus Shape Data rise height of the low-contact-angle liquids

to agree well with the theoretical rise

heights is attributed to the difficulty expe-

rienced in reading the vertical coordinates

*S. J. Kline and F. A. McClintock, '"escriblsg Uncertainties In Dingle Sample

Experiments," Mech. Eng., Jan 1953
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of the meniscus close wo the cylinder wall. Elsewhere. the measured coordinates

agree very well with the theoretical shape. The risc heights of the water menisci are

in better agreement with theory -

5 CONCLUS1OF8

TChe derivation of the differential equation for free-surface shape of liquid in a cylin-

-.*riCaI container has been presented. This equation was integrated exactly by two

numerical methods: the Integral method flL1 the Runge-Kutta, method. The integral

method yields a solution at low Bond numbers (e.g..* B < 10) lwa .- esents divergent '
TJ,
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Experimental data, on meniscus shape, obtained wfth different liquids 9nI different

size containers (uhich correspond to a range 9f Bond numbers and contact angles
simulating liquid irt a rocket tank under reduced Zravities) are found to agree with

the *esults obtained by the exact solution, getierally, 9#ad %ith the resufts obtained
by the eltipsoldal approximation t : small Bond numbers.
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DISCUSSION

1. C. Statler, Cornell Aeronautical L-joratory

H-_ow do your results agree~ with W. E. Jahaman' a series expansion for small Bond

number andi asqymrstotic expansion for large Bond number?

Satterlee

Comparisons have been made in the past. Although we did not include such compari-

sons in the paper, the methods do agree.
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PAPER 14

LIQUID SETTLING IN LARGE TANKS

By T. E. Remo.

MARiVA COMPANY

ABSTRACT

The problem of propellant settlng (rposltioning from forward to aft orientation • in
large orbiting tanks, in which the liquid-vapor interface is initially flat, has been
studied experimentally using scale models in a 75-foot drop towar. Acceleratiens up
to 0.025g g test cylinders up to one foot diameter, and Bond numbers up to 390 have t
been investigated within the limitation of a 2. 6eeond drop test. Several different
types of flow were observed, not normally encountered in settling from a meniscus-
shaped (zero-gravity configurtion) surface; all cas be explained on the basis of the
initial Taylor Instability. Except for certain secondkry phenomena. Bond nuwber was

found to be a valid scaling perameter within the range studied.

Although Initial flow charwteristics were studied rather extensively, no conclusions
can be drawn (from these drop tower studies) about long-term aspects of settling,-
such as the time required before quiescent ,onditions are attained. "
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NOMENCLATURE

a acceleration

ar acceleration ratio, model to prototype

g acceleration due to normal gravIty, 980 cm/sec2

unit vector in vertical direction

Lr ratio of typical lengths. model to prototype
p pressure

•" velocity

R tank radius

t time

- ..-.- it ratio of time scales, model to prototyper
p liquid density minus gas density

a surface tension

Bond number -a R
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LIQUID SETTLING IN LARGE TANKS

1 INTRODUCTI9.. .-

The general problem of interest concerns a large tank of liquid hydrogen coasting in

low earth orbit, subject to a small aerodynamic drag. The carrier vehicle is oriented

parallel to its velocity vector (nose flrtt) at all times. Part of the hydrogen has been

consumed, leaving the tank slightly more than half full. During the zero-thrust coast
periods. Bond number in the hydrogen tank* is probably somewhere between 4 and 20,
based on tank radius. In the absence of large perturbations to the vehicle attitude or

J motion, the hydrogen would be located in the forward end of the tank, with a generally

flag free surface. Since the stati, simpe of a free surface is determined entirely by
5 Bond number and contact angle at the wall, It can be shown by scaling on the basis of

Bond number that the free surface of the hydrogen Is similcr to the interface between

water and air in a clean glass cylinder, 1.0 to 2.5 cm diameter, subject to normal
gravity.

Because of the nature of liquid hydrogen and of the tank insulation, it is necessary to

vent the tank to keep the ullage pressure within design limits. One venting technique

Sinvolvesýperiodically firing small ullaging rockets to accelerate the vehicle forward,
settling the hydrogen in order to clear a vent at the forward end of the tank. The in-

vestigation described here was concerned in particular with the fluid behavior follow~tg

application of this ullaging thrust.

*Bond number in this case is defined as the dimensionless ratio (Fi -*Fig)/Fs where
Fil and Fig are the inertial forces in the liquid and gas, respectively, and FS is the
surface tension force at the Interface between liquid and gas. Inertial forces arise
from vehicle/tank deceleration caused by aerodynamic drag. Thus, the Bond number
can be expressed as p a R2 /0 , where p is the difference in density between liquid
and gas, and a is the deceleration. The range of values of Bond number indicated
here reflects the range of values of the drag-inducing particle density which might
be encountered in a low orbit.

J 14-3
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2 HYDRODYNTAM!CS OF LIQUID SETTLING

Ignoring surface tension effects, the interface between two stationary, superposed

fluids has long been known to be unstable if the upper fluid is more dense than the

lower one (Ref. 1, pp. 370-372,458-46!). Only in the past two decades, however,

has the logical extension of this stability criterion, from fluids in a stationary system

under the influence of gravity to fluids In an accelerating system, been explicitly

spelled out.

On the basis of th& well-known equivalence* between uniformly accelerating systems

and systems at rest in a gravitational field, 9. I. Taylor in 1950 extended this stability

criterion to the case of accelerating systems by stating that the intrface between the

two fluids should be stable if the systems are accelerated (relative to free fall) in a

direction from the more dense to the less dense fluid, and unstable (again neglecting

surface tension effects) if the acceleration is in the opposite direction (Ref. 2). This

observation, nlong with Tay!or's theoretical treatment of initial growth rates of the

predicted instabilities, has given rise to the term "Taylo, instability" which is

*Consider, for example, the transformatjon of the equations of motion of an ideal fluid
to a moving system of coordinates. If f is the external body force per unit mass, and
primed variables refer to a coordinate system translat!g (without rotation) relative to
the fixed (unprimed) coordinate system with a velocity v. , then Euler's equation
transforms from

""q+t (q " V)-i -Vp + T

a tp
to

at ~p + t

_jwxLtbeexercise has demonstrated that, in a system which is being accelerated by a
- constant ai.ount

i t 0 0
the fluid motion relative to coordinates fixed in the accelerating system is the same as
it would be If the system were at rest and the gravitational body force T u - gT were
replaced by - gJT - ao. (The result is the same If the Navier-Stokes equation is used.)
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commonly appiod to instabilities of an interface between two stationary liquids of

different density. In a companion paper to Taylov's, Lewis performed a series of
experiments in which test iessela were accelerated downward for short distaneets at
high (50 g) accelerations; the results oonfirmed Taylor's obeervations (Ref. 3).

Perhaps the most interesting of the many extensions of Taylor's theory which have

appeared in the intervening yes.4wAhe-work of Bellman and Pennington (Ref, 4) who

found that the effect of surface tension is to remove the Taylor instability for sufficiently

small wavelengths, and that viscous effects, while never removing the instability, reduce

the growth rate of the amplitude of the disturbance for all wavelengths. Also of interest

la the work of Fermi (Ref. 5), and Fermi and yon Neumann (Ref. 6), who attempted to

extend the analysis of the growth of Taylor instabilities beyond the initial growth period- i

that is, beyond the point where the amplitude becomes comparable to the wavelength.

If the hydrodynamic theory reviewed above is now applied to the physical situation do-

scribed in Section 1, the general nature of the initial fluid flow In the hydrogen tank can

be predicted to a certain extent. Immediately following application of the settling accel-

eration, the Interface is flat except for possible waves on its surface and a relatively

large meniscus adjacent to the walls. The more dense fluid (liquid hydrogen) is "on

top of`" the less dense fluid (hydrogen vapor mixed with some gaseous helium). Ullage

pressure would be sufficient to support the liquid :f the interface were rigid; since thie

interface is not rigid, the problem is initially one of interfacial equilibrium and stabil- t

ity. For certain low values of the Bond number, there exists a curved interface which

is a positioba of stable equilibrium; the interface therefore assumes this shape and

settling does not occur. * In practical problems associated with settling, however,

Bond numbers based on the -vehicle acceleraticn are always greater than the critical

value, and there is no stable equilibrium position for the Interface with liquid above and

gas below. Perturbations of the Interface will therefore grow if their wavelengths are I

*For the case of vertical, cylindrical walls and zero contact angle, analyses of this J
hydrostatic stability condition have been made by Bretherton (Ref. 7) asd Cluck and
Gills (Ref. 8). In each case, numerical solution gave the result p a R /c < 0.842
for stability. Experimental investigations by Masics et a& (Refs. (9, 101 verify this
result.
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sufficiently large, even though amplitudes might Initially be microscopic. For this

reason, a meniscus grows when subjected to a settling acceleration, so that wetting

liquids are observed to flow down the walls of their containers if the settling aeler-
atlon is large enough. In addition, when the Bond number Is somewhat greater than
the critical value, there is a possibility of liquid settling In the central region of a tank

as well as along the walls. As a result of the Initial Taylor instability, waves on the

liquid stioc.ce are expected to grow, forming (for example) a liquid spike along the tank

centerline, a broader, rising liquid dome in the conter of the tank, a hollow cylinder

around tOe centerline of a cylindrical tank, or evin a number of concentric hollow

cylinders. In addition to these flows in the central part of a tank, in the case of wetting

liquids, the initial meniscus is always expected to result in flow along the walls. If for

some reason the liquid Is initially in the zero-gravity configuration where the entire

surface is a meniscus, extending from wall to wall with uniform curvature, it to to be
expected that the entire flow would be along the walls, since there would be no flat

region on the interface from which other flows, separate from the flow along the walls,

could grow.

Once the liquid begins to flow, there are at least two other stability considerations

which must be taken Into aucount. First, as the dense liquid flows past the less dense

__ gas, the interface is subject to Helmholtz instability, ts pointed out by Fermi and von

Neumann. The effects of this instability would be especially pronounced in the case

of a thin spike, which would tend to break up Into discrete masses of liquid as a result

of the surface pinching in at regular intervals. Second, the base of a spike (where the

spike is attached to the bulk of the liquid) would be attracted to the wells of the tank by

surface tension. The centerline of the tank would in this case be a location of unstable
equilibrium for the base region of the spike. If the base were to move toward one side

of the tank, the tank ullage pressure acting on the remaining lower part of the interface,

where ullage pressure is higher than pressure in the liquid, would be expected to de-
form the bulk of the liquid in the direction of the moving spike, causing tht, major por-

tion of the settling flow to occur along the side of the tank toward whivh the spike moved.
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This description of the hydrodynamics of liquid settling it intentionally based entirely
on abstract analysis and previous theoretical work, rather than on the experimental
results of the present investigation. The purpose of such approach is to emphasize its

physical reasonableneess. The description was originally formulated, nevertheless, on

the basis of the experimental results. The remainder of this paper describes the ex-
perimental program which was carried out, and presents results of that program which

substantiate the physical description developed above.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Experiments were performed in Martin-Denver's 75-foot drop tower, using constant

force springs or cables from eopnsatAtorqu, motors, extended between the experimental

package and the outer capsule, to accelerate the experimental package downward relative

to free fall. The device is shown in Fig. 1 and described in more detail by Paynter

(Ref. 11). Test vessels were transparent cylinders with inside diameters of 2.3, 4.7,

7.6, 9.5, 12.8, 13.2, 15.2, 16.7, and 29.2 am, arranged in various combinationsin-

side the experimental package. The 12. 8, 15. 2, and 29. 2-cmr cylinders were Plexiglas

because of the breakage problem encountered with glass specimens of this size. The

smaller cylinders were glass: the 13.2 and 16. 7-cm cylinders were glass while they

lasted. Initial accelerations ranged from 0. 002 g to 0. 027 g. Test liquids were carbon
tetrachlorlde, chloroform, Freon TV .trtchlorotrifluoroethane), and methanol, with the

bulk of the work being done with Preon TF because of Its low specific surface tension

(W/p) with air# and its desirable handling properties. Bond numbers, based on spedi-
men radius and initial acceleration, ranged from subcritical to 390.

Data were recorded using a Milliken camera operating at 213 ftmes per second.

Films used were Kodak Plus-X and Sktachrome MB; the color film was used for most

tests because It facilitated visual identification of many aspects of the complex flow

patterns. M'2mte amounts of dye were used for the same reason; it was found that if
Just enough dye was used to give a barely discernible amount of color in the laboratory,

the plctures would show a qto satisfactory liquid color.

14-7 '7i
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Experiment technique assured that the wire supporting the experimental package was

fused immediately after release of the outer capsule. Otherwise, the liquid surfacp

would have tended toward its usual free fal' shape before the fusing of the wire, and

the type of flow beiftg 4t•iwld not have been able to develop. Since the interface

is initially rather flat in the fu!l-scale case being studied, it was essential that these

settling experiments begin with a flat interface.

The Bond numbers and accelerations stated herein are valid only during the initial part

of the drop, because the system did not actually accelerate the experimental package

tat a constant rate. Acceleration of the test package decreased with time after capsule

release, apparently due to a velocity dependence of the force delivered by the "constant

torque" motors. (The advertised constancy of the springs which make up the motor in

with respect to extension rather than rate of extension.) This force variation was not

felt to be a major disadvantage, however, since quantitative values of Bond number are

of primary importance in this investigation only during the formation of the various

flow features resultinj..rwmthe-initial instability. Indeed. the question of the physical

significance of the Bond number arises as soon as the liquid begins to flow.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Resulto of the experimental program are summarized in Fig. 2, with some typical

examples shown in Figs. 3 through 5.

All of the settling tests which have been performed to date are listed in Fig. 2&,

according to Bond number at start of test. The horizontal position of the line corre-

spuning to each Bond number indicates which of the five flow regimes described at

the rigat side of the page applies to the observed phenomena. Each of the lines shown

in Fig. 2a represents from one to six tests. The number of tests made at many of the

listed Bond numbers is due in part to in attempt to find an Influence, If any, of liquid

filling level on the settling phenomena. No such influence wfs found. In several cases,

the same Bond number (to two significant figures) was studied at two different acceler-

ation levels, using test cylinders of different sizes or differert test liquids. A more
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common occurrence was for the Bond number studied In one test to be within the range.
of Bond numbers studied In tests of a different series.

Figure 2b presents more detailed descriptions of the rather wide range of fluid behavior
which was grouped together as regime 5 in Fig. 2a. Analyses of only the best of the

drop records have been included in Fig. 2b because of the more detaile.1 flowv Sýattres

which distinguish the -various sub-regimes defined below the graph.

Classifying a broad rangeofdifferent flows as fitting one of a number of brief descrip-

tions, as in Fig. 2, is-obviously artificial. Nevertheless, a grouping such as F•g. 2

seems to be the most concise and understandable presentation of the experimental pro-

gram results. Because of the large number of tests which were conducted and the

quality of most of the photographic daft, the •.,oupings of Fig. 2 are presented with

some confidence. Primary weaknesses in these groupings mr at the boundaries be-

tween the different types of flow, as indicated in _Ig. 2a.

There is some uncertainty at the boundary between regimes 2 and 3 because many of

these tests were made with the smallest (2.3 cm) test t-ylinders at relatively high so-

celeration levels. The liq'td domes were present in these small cylinders only for

extreme'. brief intervals of time*, If at all; In addition, photographic resolution was

not as good as in the lasz.-eylinders.

As can be seen in Fig. 2a, the range of Bond numbers from 13 to 20 includes various

ýypes of behavior interspersed with each other. At Bond numbers 13, 15, and 19,

*Time scale is given by the acceleration level and physicl dimensions of the test

vessel,

tr - (Lr/ar )1r

so that higher acce' rations and smaller physical dimensions In the experimental
model both result in thinegs happening faster.
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AI
I.I

10 20 50 100 200 5001

BOND NUMBER

A. The liquid dome grows into a thin spike which eventually extends to the top
of the tank. Effects of Helmholtz instability are seen if the spike L/D be-
comes large enough.

B. A small depression forms in the center of the upper surface of the dome.
Shortly after its formation, the depression "turns inside out," becoming a
small protuberance on the top surface of the dome. The protuberance grows
rapidly in amplitude and diameter relative to the original dome until the two
omunot be distinguished from each other. Together they form a column up
the center of the cylinder, an in A.

C. A depression forms in the center of the upper surface of the dome, similar
to the depression observed in B but somewhat larger. The depression is
present only temporarily, leaving behind a bubble or cavity inside the dome.
No protuberance is seen to form following the breakup of the depression.

D. In its formative stages, the cylinder has a complex upper Psurface character-
ized by concentric waves whose amplitudes become large with time. The
eventual result is a broad dome with protuberance growing on its upper
surface as in B.

E. Same as D, except that the eventual result is a hollow cylinder.

Fig. 2b Summary of Test Results Additnal Feature, of the Central Flow
Observed In Certain Regime 5 Flows
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different tests gave different types of behavior. Spikes were formed in some tests,

while in others the dome did not grow past a certain maximum beight. Once a dome

attained a spike-like shape, the spike always continued to grow.

Figures 3 through 5 show some specific examples of the various types of flow described

as regions 3 through 5 in Fig. 2. Each of these illustrations Is a series of still photo.

reproduced from the motion picture record of a typical drop test. All three examples

were chosen from a veries of drops made with Freon TF and an initial acceleration of

0.016 to 0.017 g.

Figure 3 shows a test specimen containing two cylinders with inside diameters of 7.6

and 9.5 cm. Bond numbers immediately following capsule release are consequently

20 and 31.

At 0.53 seconds (Fig. 3a) the liquid is "climbing" the walls of each tank. In addition,

Taylor instability to manifested In the formation or domes rising In the central portion

of each tank. In the smaller tank, the dome is already moving toward the right-hand

tide of the tank, apparently as a result of surface tension.

At 1. 06 seconds (Fig. 3b) the first thin layer of liquid flowing up the walls has reached

the top of each tank and to beginning to flow radially inward along the top. The dome

in the smaller tank has reached the wall on the right side, with the result that the major

part of the flow is being established along that wall. Since the dome in the smaller tank

has moved away from the central region of the interface, the Interface Is free to assume

a curved shape, as it mighnwliis-ese of a bubble or in a static "zero-gravity" situ-

ation. In the larger tank, the spike is growing almost vertically. In addition,

Helmholtz instability is beginning to manifest itself in a "pinching off" of the flowing

column of liquid about 1-1/2 diameters below the top.

At 1. 58 seconds (Fig. 3c): In the smaller tank, the major flow up the right-hand side

has reached the top of the tank, proceeded across the top, and ts beginning to "splash"
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A. 0.53 SEC B. 1.06 SEC

C. 1.5••SEC D. 2.11 SEC

Fig. 3 7.6 and 9.5 cm Cylinders at 0.016 g; Freon Tl'
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back down. The column of liquid in the larger tank has almost reached the top and at

the same time its base Is beginning to move to the left, taking a large amount of liquid j
below with it. The Helmholtz instability has resulted in a sphere of liquld being almost

separated from the remainder of the column; in some tests, this sphere is seen to

separate completely. Ripples moving down the walls result from the initial thin'layer

which flowed up the walls, hit the top, rebounded, and Is now setting up interference

with the continuing flow up the walls.

q At 2. 11 seconds (Fig. 3d): In the smaller vessel, the interface has reached the bottom

of the tank. Considerable turbulence is present at the top of the tank, along with some

flow down the left side and interference ripples where this downward-moving flow meets

the upward-moving layer along the wall. In the larger tank, the remainder of the col-
umn which was formed as the result of Taylor instability is seen in the upper left corner.

The top of the column has rebounded from the tank top. The bulk of the liquid is be-

ginning to flow up the left side of the tank, following the Taylor instability.

In Fig. 4, the test specimen-consistsof four cylinders whose inside diameters are 2.3,

4.7, 13.2, and 15.2 cm. Bond numbers immediately following capsule release are

consequently 1.8, 7.6, 60, and 80.

At 0.27 seconds (Fig. 4a) a dome has formed in the 4.7-cm cylinder and is already -

beginning to recede. Flow features are just beginning to form in the two larger

cyclinders,

At 0.77 seconds (Fig. 4b) the dome in the 4.7-cm cylinder has receded into the

downward-flowing liquid below. Broad domes have formed in the two larger cylinders; ,

particular attention is called to the 13.2-cm cylinder, where the dome has a rather

broad, flat upper surface on which a small depression can be seen.

At 0.98 seconds, the depression mentioned immediately above has "turned inside out"

becoming a small, rapidly-growing protuberance on the top surface of the dome. Most

of the liquid flow is now moving into this protuberance.
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A. 0.27 SEC B. 0.77 SEC

C. 0.9 SEC D. 2.16 SEC

Fig. 4 2.3, 4.7, 13.2, and 15.2 cm Cylinders at 0.016 g; Freon TF
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At 2.16 seconds, the flow In the two larger cylinders Is dominated by columns which

ha. formed for the entire length of each cyllider. Very turbulent liquid, mixed with
conslderablo gas, Ia collecting at the top of each of these cylinders. Liquid has also

collected at the top of each of the smaller cylinders. In the 4. 7-cm cylinder, consid-

erable liquid which had collected at the top of the cylinder has splashed back down as
a single coherent ball, som moving down near the center of the cylinder.

Figure 5 shows the largest test cylinder used, 29.2 cm. Bond number Is 280. Still
photos probably do not show as convincingly as the motion picture that the entire lIngth
of the cylinder of liquid becomes hollow by the end of the test. It was found that motion

picture projection was extremely helpful in the analysis of all of the flows of sub-regime
5E, whereas flows at lower Bond numbers could be studied more advantageously frame
by frame.

A. 0.54 SaC 9. .0 SEC

I C'

AI

C. 1.2 SEC 0. 2.165SC

Fig. 5 29.2 cm Cylinder at 0.016 9; Freon TF $114-17



It should be noted that the understanding of liquid settling which has been gained In the C

course of this investigation applies only to the flow up to the time when It reaches the

aft end of the tank. After liquid has reached the end of the tank, its motion generally

becomes quite turbulent, with liquid and gas phases becoming rather well mixed.

Interference occurs between this fluid and the liquid which has not yet reached the aft

end of the tank. In some cases, quantities of liquid are seen to splash back to the for-
ward portion of the tank. Even if sufficient time were available to study this later

phase of settling to any extent, It is doubtful that any means of scaling the experimental
results to a full-scale vehicle tank could be found. The data would probably be of a

:ta!V%)1al nature at best.

W'ONCLUSIONS

The results discussed in the preceding section have shown that primary aspects of the
settling flow can be validly scaled by using Bond number, at least within the range

covered by this investigation. Liquid level In the test vessel was not found to have an

effect on the Initial settling flow. Secondary flow characteristics such as viscous

effects are of course not scaled by the Bond number. However, except for the tend-
ency of a liquid spike to move to one side of the tank, these secondary flow features
are of liz.ited importance in understanding the basic nature of the flow.

The physical explanation of the fact that Bond number was found to. describe primary

aspects of the settling flow for a wide range of vessel sizes, acceleration levels, and
test liquids rests on the discussion of Taylor instabilities presented in Section nI.

Basic characteristics of the settling flow observed in the experiments are in general

the same characteristics that were predicted on the basis of the Taylor instability.
Within this general class of flows, differences between various specific types of flow

have been shown by the experiments to depend on initial conditions at the interface.

Since the interface is essentially static immediately following capsule release (or ap-
plication of ullaoing thrust, in the full-scale case), the conditions on which the initial
flow behavior Is based are determined by the ratio of Inertial to surface tension forces,
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or Bond number. Thus the basic characteristics of the entire flow should depend on

the initial Bond number,, as was found experimentally.

Although uncertainty is inherent In extrapolating from a series of small-scale tests to

tanks which are more than an order cf magnitude larger, there is no apparent reason,

on the basis of the understanding gained from the is tests, why the qualitative results

could not be scaled to the full-aize tank, using Pond number.
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DISCUSSION

A. Lytle. Bell Aerosystems Company

Your experimental resulti show quite different types of flow at higher settling Bond

numbers than at lower ones. How do you explain the fact that for one range of Bond

numbers the experiments show thin "spikes" of liquid flowing up the center of the tank,

whereas for another, higher range of Bond numbers the flows are in the form of hollow

cylinders of liquid?

Bowman

Perhaps the easiest way to explain the differing nature of the flows obtained at different

Bond numbers is through consideration of the dynamics of the initial interface, which

Is very nearly a plane.

At Bond number 40, for example, only the lowest axi-symmetric vibrational mode is

unstable and all higher axil-symmetric modes are stable, so that a wave would grow at

the tank centerline and result In liquid flow In the form of a spike. At Bond numbers

around 20e ir higher, on the other band. the first four axi-symmetric modes are all

unstable. A rather simple, linearized examination of the exponential time dependence

of each mode indicates that the second and third modes are more unstable than the first

(that Is, initially they grow faster than the first), so that some sort of wave concentric

with the cylinder would grow to form a hollow cylinder of flowing liquid.
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THE MARTIN COMPANY'S LW-ig EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

By N. L. Payeter
MARTIN COMPANY

j :1

:t] ABSTRACT

The Martin Company 75-ft drop-test facility In described. This facility provides
repeatable and controllable low-g conditione of 10 to 103 g for 2. 1 sme. The test
cell falls Inset~ an evacuated drag shield while being acceehrated at constant g-lev~ls.

Both Indirect and planar lghting terhniques are used for 16-om photogrophi, docume-
entatron t test results.

fA Ar/. ftc
a Acceleration , ft/sec•

,CD Dra coefficient

Si• lGravitational acceleration (local). ft/aef \

i~t I' Acceleration (92-Vd) ftt/eem

•: S'got Acceleration 1gl1&%), ft/We'

4 IC Drag parameter, lbm/ft
m ___-msI'm
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ji.

t Time, seo

v Velocity. ft/sec

Greek Symbcls

Av Differential velocity (vc-vd), ft/sec

y Vertical distance, ft
Ay Differential vertical distance ft
p Mass density, lb /ft 3

Subscripts

c Test cell
d Drag shield -
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THE MARTIN COMPANY's LOW-g EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

1 INTRODUCTION

The Martin Company's free-fall facility was developed during 1963 to experimentally
support various zero-g* fluid investigations (Refs. 1 through 4). The facility's zero-g

testing capability is described in Ref. 4. An additional test capability providing low-g
conditions during the 2. I-see free-fall duration was developed during 1964. A rela-
tively simple method employing constant-force NEG'ATOR** springs is used for pro-
viding controllable and repeatable accelerations during free fall. The low-g capability
is required for providing quantitative low-g experim "tal data, i.e., correlation of
model and prototype Bond numbers. Acceleration levels to 0.019 g are obtained for
the full free-fall duration while higher g-levels can be provided for shorter durations
(less than 2. 1 see). This low-g capability was used extensively in support of the pro-
pellant settling study discussed in Ref. 5.

This paper describes the wdique low-g testing technique, testing procedures, and in-

strumentation used in the drop tower at Denver, Colorado.

2 LOW-g TEST PRINCIPLE

The test principle used for providing low-g conditions during free fall is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The test cell is balanced prior to each test to assure that the NEG'ATOR
spring force acts through its center of mass. The space between the test cell and

drag shield is evacuated to assure that the only substantial force acting on the test
cell during free fall is provided by the NEG'ATOR spring arrangement, as shown.
The test cell and drag shield fall unguided, and are independent (except for the
NEG'ATOR springs). The capsules fall at different rates because of the spring force

*The term zero-g is used herein to denote a condition of zero acceleration.
**Trade name, Hunter Spring Company, Hatfield, Pennsylvania.
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jjilot  1) Drop capsule package Is pictured just prior

chine~ bottoaInitation of free-fall i hw. The do o
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and also because of air drag wctlng on the larger capsule. Nlglecting buoyancy, the

velocity of the drag shield can be calculated from:

Vd tanh ( t) (1)

where

.4 -(C PA) (2)

g' =g ad (3)

and where' ad is the acceleration (constant) provided by the NEGI'ATOR springs.

The velocity of the test celi is simply:

v -go t (4)

where

g' gt 4 so (5)

and where ac is the constant acceloration provided the test celU by the spring force.

The drag-shield mnd test-oil accelerations, ad and as , are calculated from the

Newtonian force-mass relationship using the constant force supplied by the NEGIATOR
springs and by the drag shield and test cell individual masses, respectively. The
springs are calibrated and the test cell is accurately weighed prior to each test.
(There is no need to weigh the drag shield with each test since it is a constant mass.)
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Differential capsule velocity is simply the difierence between Eqs. (1) and (4):

and integration of Eq. (6) yields capsule relative travel (vertical):

Ay -g fn cosh (7)
2 K s V~ m J

The maximum acceleration obtainable using this low-g testing method is limited by

the capsule relative travel distance. Ay. Zero-* is. of course., the lower limit

obtained by omitting the NEG'ATOR springs.

3 APPLICATION OF NEG'ATOR SPRINGS

The unique feature of this testing principle Is the application of NEG'ATOR sprInk;4

for providing the constant force reqluired. Other acceleration techniques. such as

choked gas jets. were also considered but were not as attractive from simplicity and

cost considerations. Some of the other methods considered had specific shortcomings

as well. For example, a choked nozzle would not permit evacuation of the space

between the drag shield and test cell...

- -- -- Th-NEG-,,,ATOR springs, made of stainless steel or high-carbon spring steel, are pre-

stressed to provide a constant resisting force incrementally, rather than cumulatively.

as with conventional springs. Individual NEGIATOR springs are pictured in Fig. 2a:

constant-torque motors are shown in Fig. 2b. The latter consist of Individual springs.

as shown. The motors are preferred for low-g tests since they provide working deflec-

tions up to 6 ft while Individual springs are limited to only about I ft. Both the springs

and motors are reusable (2500 cycles or more).
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a.CONSTAN1-FORCE SPRINGS (SMNLESS S9ME). SPRINGS PICWCTI VARY FROM 0.-6 TO 4.06%.

Fig. 2 Standard Open-Stock NEG".ýTOR Springs and Motors

Different NEC 'ATOR spring arrangements are possible for providit4 low-g test con-

ditions. The simplest is shown in Fig. 1. i.e., a single unopposee motor, or spring.

At extremely low acceleration levels (1074g or so), opposed springs, or motors, are

more desirable. This opposed arrangement permits the use of fairly rugged springs

while still providing the small differential force required.

Tesingle, unopposed, constant-torque motor arrangement was used for the majority

ofthe settling tests reported in Ref. 5. Standard open-stock NEG'ATOR motors rang-

igfrom "4.375 to 5.0 ibf (nominal) were used.
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I
Typical force-versus-

deflection calibrations for
the constant-torque motorsia
are presented In Fig. 3.

The force deviation, as

seen. Is usually less than

10 percent for the open-

stock motors. The cali- -

bratlon data are repre-

sentative of the actual test

usage in that the force pre-

sented in Fig. 3 Is obtained

during recoiling of the

motor. Fig. 3 Standard Open-Stock NEG'ATOR Constant-

ToIquo Motor Calibrations

4 LOW-g TESTING CAPABILITY

The drop tower is housed In the Titan Vertical Test Facility at Denver. A schematic

of the facility is presented In Fig. 4. The maximum drop height (75 ft) affords 2.16

sec of free-fall. The test duration is slightly less, about 2.10 sec. since the test cell

is arrested in the drag shield prior to termination of free fall.

The present testing capability is limited to a maximum acceleration level of 0.019 g.

This maximum level is obtained with the drag shield (Fig. 5) and the smaller of the

two test cells (Fig. 6). The larger test cell is pictured in Fig. 7. The present test

capability is limited to a negative direction only, as shown in Fig. 1. A positive low-g

c.. apability is being developed and will be operational by July of this year. In addition.

a larger drag shield (Fig. 8) is being developed to Increase the g-level upper limit to

0.10 g.
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5 DATA DOCUMENTATION

Data sire photographically documented to provide it chronological record. The 16-mm
M4illiken DBM 3A camera provides fim speed to 400 fps; the 16-mm Fairchild HS 401
camera has a film speed up to 7000 fps. Tents are usually conducted with the Milliken
camera at 200 fps. Both are powered by 28 Ydo supplied by battery packs during free
fall.

Two lighting techniques are used. An Indirect method, common to drop tower lIwes-
tigatlons, Io uued along with a second technique, which focuses a narrow planes of light

1."Al



V~g 6 Smale of th Tes Cel (18

IM
I Empty)

(42-in. Diameter by 130 in.;
1600 Ibm)

r- g. 7 Larger of the Test Cells (160 ibm
Empty)
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4

(1/8-in,. thick) through the test specimen, as shown in Fig. 9. The specimen Is housed

In a plexiglass box, and the space between the two is filled with water to reduce light

dispersion and optical distortion effects. The camera is focused on the plane of light

to provide a two-dimensional photographic record. This method Is particularly attrac-

tive for quantitative documentation of fluid migration and liquid-vapor interface phe-

nomena during low-g. Colloidal suspension techniques are also used with this planar

lighting method for documenting flow patterns.

Fig. 9 Planar Lighting System. Test specimen (not shown) is positioned within the plexi-

gloss box.

Data, other than photographic, can also be provided. Cables attached to thedrop-cap-

sude package fall with the package during test to provide pressure and temperature

data. which are recorded by stationary readout equipment positioned at the third level

of the facility.



6 TEST PROCEDURE

Laboratory work is performed at the second level of the facility. The test specimen

is positioned in the test cell and the test cell is balanced. The cell is sealed and a
6-in.-diameter frangible aluminum tube (with U. 058-1n 2 wall thickness) is attached to

its bottom. The length of the tube is sized to provide the required capsule relative

travel for the particular low-g test. The NEGtATOR spring motor is then mounted to

the cell (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 NEG'ATOR Motot Mounted to Bottom of Test Cell

The test cell is attached to the upper segment of the drag shield by the single-piano-

wire arrangement (Fig. 11). This package is then lowered into the drag shield to a

position permitting attachment of the NEG'ATOR motor cable to the bottom segment
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-5/16- DIAMETER MACHINE BOLT

MALE TERMINALS
(for fusing air*)

0055 IN DIAMETER PIANO WIRE

033.50 -DRAG SHIELD

230ATEATE SPECIEN

28VDC BATTERY PACK

120.0 6-4N DIAMETER ALUMINUM
TUBE (0.058 IN. WALL

I&G'ATOR SPRING

-OOCELERATION LEGS

Fig. I1I Schematic Draw!viq of nrzp-Copsule Package in Test Condition (Prior to Initiation -

of Freg Fall)
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of the drag shield. The

latter is sealed and the

f space between the two

capsules is evacuated.

(The drag shield now used

provides a vacuum level

of 3.0 mm Hg; the larger

drag shield being developed

will provide a level less

than 1.0 mm Hg.)

The package is hoisted to -i
the scaffold at the sixth
thvel of at the sixpthwr Fig. 12 Drop-Caosule Pockoge at its Maximum Drop

level of the drop tower Height (75 ft)

(Fig. 42), vi•l•dle 20K pfd

capacitorbank, used for fusing the piano wire and separating the two capsules, is then

charged. The capsule package is stabilized, and the camera and internal lighting sys-

tem are activated.

The drop test is initiated by severing a

5/16-in.-dlameter machine bolt that suspends

the package from a 2-ton overtead hoist. A

microswitch. sensing downward motion of the
drag shield. activates a relay that discharges

the capacitor bank. The lano wire is fused
within 13 msee of the drag-shield release.

The capsule package falls unguided. The test

cell Is arrested in the outer capsule just prior

to termination of free fall. The package is de-

celerated in a large conical bin filled with

ýA 13,000 lb of whent (Fig. 13). Peak g-level
Fig. 13 Drop-Capsule Package Entering

Wheat Bin
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is less than 25 g, and penetration is about 62 in. The 120.000 ft-lb are dissipated in

approximately 0. 15 sec (Fig. 14).

The chronological photographic documentation is terminated by an impact switch during

cqraule deceleration.

"N- inCOM

FIg. 14 Typical Energy Dissipation During Deceleration of Drop-Capsule Package in
Wheat Bin
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DISCUSSION 'I

H. M. Satterlee, Lockheed

You described two lighting techniques: the planar method and the colloidal method.

Your planar lighting technique is quite different from our becklighting method. Ours
giveq a very sharp picture of the interface except in cases where It is double valued.

The colloidal technique you mentioned is useful principally in flow visualization.

Paynter

The two lighting techniques we use are the indirect and planar methods. The coUolidal

technique is ased with the latter method for obtaining two-dimensional flow patterns.

Satterlee

How do you measure accelerations as low as 10" and 10 go?

Payrter

We obtain a chronological record of test acceleration by recording relative travel

between the test cell wad a steel ball (0. 875-in dia) housed within the test cell during

the 2. 1-sec test duration. The ball is constrained to move freely in a vertical direc-

tion only and its travel is recorded chronologically by an equl-spaced photodiode net-
work. The system'a sensitivity is 0. 1-in travel. Graphical differentiation of this

relative travel yoilds test cell acceleration as a function of time. The aocelerstion

profile reflects the variation in calibrated spring force, Figure 3.
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THE APPLICATION OF HYDROPHILIC AND HYDROPHOBIC SURFACES
FOR PHASE SEPARATION IN A LOW-g ENVIRONMENT

By J. U. Smith, A. . Ciao. rid Ti-Skool LI
LOCKNEED MISSILES I SPACE COMPANY

AB3STRACT

Te separation of liquids and gases under iow-g conditions In an important function

IIn many spacecraft systems. In this paper the authors describe the use of hydro-
1phobic (nonwetting) and hydrophilic (wetting) surfaces to control the water and gas

Otases in certain life-support equipment.

'The theoretical basis for the phase separation process is described, the principles

Involved are demonstrated, a hurnikity-control system embodying these prllviples is

described, and performance test data are presented for this system.
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THE APPLICATION OF HYDROPHILIC AND HYDROPHOBIC SURFACES
FOR PHASE SEPARATION IN A WOW-g ENVIRONMENT

I THEORETICAL APPROACH

Theoretical consideration of two capillary phenomena supported the design of the

phase-separation equipment described In this paper. These processes are: (1) the

pressure differential existing across a stable liquid-pas Interface In a porous material,
and (2) the velocity which will cause a liquid droplet, striking a porous hydrophobic

surface, to penetrate that surface.

The ;oreua material of interest Is a fine-mesh stainless steel screen. This material

Is vd in th' uncoated form as a hydrophilic surface; coated with Teflon. it behaves

as a hydophoblic material. The liquid of interest is water.

Analytical models available for prediction of the low-gravity phase separation
capsbilities of woven screens are far from exact. For this reason a fairly simple

model was used, recognizing that inaccuracies in performance predictions would

result. The variance between predicted and actual performance described in this

paper shows that the analytical model chosen can be used at least to estimate the

order of magnitude of performance.

1.1 Stability of the Liquid-Gas Interface

The conditions for stability of a liquid-ps interface in a porous material (as shown in

Fig. 1) are of interest for low-gravity phase separation applications described here.

For example, if liquid droplets on the gas side of the porous plate shown in the

IlluastiWion reach the stable liquid-gas interface they will enter the liquid phase. In

this way liquid Is extracted selectively from a two-phase medium with a hydrophillo

screen mesh surface.
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The model used for predicting the pres-

ble gsa-liquid interface is shown In .,.

Fig. I . The analytical expression -
for the pressure differential across *AS /.!.•..• ..

the interface is given by tje capillary 5--t- ,. -

pressure rise equation attributed to. A

Laplsae: uco-AA

P c.. I + (1) Fig. I Stability of Liquid-Gas Interface
.P(r r2) in a Cylindricol Hole

where

PS - pressure on gas side

p5 " pressure on liquid side

a = surface tension

r, ano r 2 - principal radii of curvature of the liquid-gas Interface

For a cylindrical hole as-shwwir the'model, the principal radii of curvature are

Identical and equal to

r
cos 9

where

S- radius of cylindrical hole

0 - contact angle

Substituting r, - r2 - r/cos 9 in Eq. (1) gives

1 coo , (2)r

4., 16-3
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'rhe geometry of interest. a woven screen,

is roughly approximated by the square

opening shown in Fig. 2; for the lack of

a better model this approximation was J

used.

To apply the solution for the round opening UCTION "A

to the square configuration, the hydraulic

radius, rh , was substituted for the term Fig. 2 Stability of Li id-Gas Interfacein a Square No
r/2 in Eq. (2), giving

p - OCosO (3)
Pg Pt r h

where rh area/wetted perimeter. This approach appears to be justified on the

basis of a force balance on the liquid surface as depicted in Fig. 2. The sum of the

forces acting parallel to the axis of the opening contributes to the pressure difference:
•pg~ ~ ~~ 0 0 4a) r-•4xo•:•cosn

- EF ) o (4)
g A x2 x

The hydraulic radius of the square opening Is:

Sx x

rh 4x 4

Substituting in Eq. (4) •,ives an expression IdenUcal to Eq. (3).

Using Eq. (3). pressure differential calculations were made for the hydrophilic

(uncoated stainless steel) screen with 0 a 45 deg. and for the hydrophobic (Teflon-

.... oate)screen using 0 - 105 deg. The results of these calculations, for water in

contact with several mesh sizes, are presented in Table I.
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Table 1

THEORETICAL WATER PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
ACROSS HYDROPHILIC AND HYDROPHOBIC SCREENS

Screen Screen Wire Pressure Differential
Typeen e Sizen Diam. (in. H20)
Type Mesh Size (in.)

Hydrophillc 400 0.0010 20.9

"Hydrophilic 325 0.0014 18.4

Hydrophilic 200 0.0021 10.8

Hydrophobic 325 0.0014 -7.6

Experimental values of pressure differential determined in subsequent experiments

are !.ompared with these theoretical values in Section 2.

1.2 Droplet Penetration Velocity

For a hydrophobic screen it is interesting to note that if gas with entrained liquid
droplets were to flow to the screen, it would be possible to stop the liquid droplets

from passing the screen mesh while the air was allowed to continue through. One

requirement for this type of separation is that the droplet -nust be larger than the

screen porosities. Additionally, when the liquid droplet contacts the hydrophobic

screen, a liquid stagnation pressure will develop at the region of impact. As long as

the pressure difference developed across the screen results in a stable interface, the

liquid droplet will not pass through the screen.

To estimate the maximum velocity that a droplet may have and still be st.pped by a

hydrophobic screen, consider the schematic diagram of Fig. 3. With the liquid

droplets approaching the hydrophobic screen at a velocity V. the difference between

the stagnation and static pressures of the liquid drop is

1.65
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Pstag. - Pstatic 2g-

GASi where GAS AW I L•0 I

whe 5  = liquid density
1 3-

V - approach velocity '

gc - gravitational constant

If the radii of the droplets are large Fig. 3 Separation of Liquid Droplets From
a Goseous Stream by a Hydropho-

compared with the screen openings, bWc Surface

then the static pressure of liquid In a

drop will be equal to the pressure of

the gas surrounding It; that Is p P Hence, the difference between the stagna-
tion pressure of the moving liquid droplets and the gas-stream pressure may be

expressed by

p2

Pstag. - Pg = gV2

If, as shown in Fig. 3, the angle l-tween the normal to the screen surface and the

direction of the gas-liquid droplet flow stream is 0 , then only a fraction of the

stagnation pressure will be developed on the hydrophoole screen as a liquid droplet

Impinges. The difference between liquid and gas pressures at the point of impact

may be expressed by

2 V2
Pf -Pg 2 ... cos 0

The maximum stable pressure difference (p, - pg) that can be support across a

hydrophobic screen can be estimated from Eq. (3), thereby allowing calculation of

the Impingement velocity below which penetration should not occur.
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2 DEMONSTRATION OF PRINCIPLES

Devices have been constructed and tested to demonstrate (1) the ability of a

hydrophilic screen to allow the selective transfer of water from a two-phase (water-

gas) supply, arid (2) the ability of a hydrophobic screen to allow the flow of gas with

very little resistance, but to retain water.

These devices consist of:

0 A hydrophilic screen on the end of a fitting equipped with a delivery tube

(Fig. 4)
0 A tube fitted at one end with a hydrophobic screen

A brief description of the experiments conducted with thebe devices follows.

2.1 Hydrophilic Screen

A sequence of three photographs demonstratts that the hydrophilic screen, subjected

to a controlled* pressure differential,

• >,P will provide a substantial liquid flow

when it is fully covered with water**
(Fig. 4), that it will flow water selectively
"when exposed to both the gas and liquid

1-/ phases (Fig. 5), and that It will not allow
-gastopasswhen it In exposed onlytothe

gas phase (Fig. 6).

From Eq. (3), the pressure difference

which can be supported by such a screen

without breaking the 1,vater screen bond

- can be estimated. Experimental values

• Less than L:r el al to the pressure
Fig. 4 Hycraphilie Screen -Liquid Flow differenti,! rm. ,dired to produce a

When Exposed Only to Liquid Phaoe stable liquid-gas Laterface.
**Colored slightly to clarify the picture.
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1

Fig. 5 Hydrophilic Screen -Selective Fig. 6 Hydropii~c Screen - Prevention
Liquid Flow When Exposed to of Gas Flow When Exposed OrlIy
Both Gas and Liquid Phases to Gas Phase

for this pressure difference were determined using an apparatus similar to t.hat shown
in the photographs.

The pressure differential across the screen was varied by raising or lowering the
end of the delivery tube. In this manner the pressure differential required to break
the water-screen bond was determined for three mesh sizes. Table 2 shows the
experimentai valnes and the percent of the theoretical, vtues estim-Ated by means of
Eq. (3).

It Is probable that the differences between experimental and theoretical pressure-
difference values are due to the significant deviation bf the woven-screen geometry
from the square-hole model u-,ed, vareations in screern pore dimensiont, rnd
uncertainties in the contact anglo. 9. This reduction in differential Is not a serious
problem In the application of the prinhiple; care is taken to maintain a pressure
differential across the screen which will not cause Instability in the liquid-gas
interface, and sufficient screen area Is provided to handle the desired flow rate at

the reduced pressure differential. re



Table 2

PRESSURE DIFFERENCE REQUIRED TO BREAK WATER-SCREEN BOND
FOR THREE SCREEN MESH SIZES - HYDROPHILIC SCREEN-

Wire Pressure Percent ofMesh Diam. Difference Theoretical
Size (in.) (in. H2 0) Value &A

400 0.0010 is 72

325 0.0014 13 71

200 0.0021 6 57

2.2 Hydrophobic Screen

As shown in Fig. 7, a piece of tubing

was fitted with 325-mesh stainless steel

screen coated with Teflon. The dry

screen passed air with negligible resis-

tance. The tube, with the screen at the

bottom, was immersed in a water bath --)-/ --

to a depth of 5. 5 In. before water flow

through the screen was observed. ME rSAJ

The theoretical water column weight

was estimated at 7. 6 In. from Eq. (3).

Again, the difference between theoretical,
and actual performance is probably due

to the geometrical complexity of the woven o , // -

screen and uncertainty In the value of the

water-Teflon contact angle. For a number
Fig._7 Hydrophobic Screef Test

of applications of interest-, oWeVer, the Fig. 7 d ic SDevice,

actual performance is entirely adequate.
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3 APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES TO LIFE-SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS

M..an.r life-support processes Involve the separation of gases and liquids under low-g

conditions; primary examples are (1) the extraction of condensed moisture from an

airstream to control humidity, (2) the collection of urine and other liquid wastes,

(3) the distillation of liquid wastes to obtain usable water, and (4) the management of

liquid supplies of expendable materials such as water and oxygen.

The authors have engaged in laboratory development activities to explore the use of

hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces in devices to carry out some of these processes.
Principles have been described and demonstrated in the previous sections; here. ap-

plication of these priciples to the control of space-cabin humidity will be described.

3.1 Humidity Control System

A basic space-cabin atmosphere-control problem is the maintenance of a physiologically

satisfactory humidity. This Is normally accomplished by reducing the temperature of

the atmosphere, at some point in the system, to the desired dew-point; the moisture

condensed in this process is then separated from the atmosphere and removed for

storage, processed for re-use, or vented overboerd.

The process by which liquid is removed from the separator must allow a minimum of
atmosphere to be entrained in the water - for two reasons: (1) if the water Is vented

overboard this atmosphere is lost, and (2) If the liquid is stored, the storage tank

will have to be large enough to store both the liquid and the entrained atmosphere.

Based on the principles described earlier, a htumidity-control system has been built
and tested at Lockheed; theoretically, this system will perform satisfactorily in the

weightless condition, although proof awaits zero-g testing. The design concept for

this system Is described in the following paragraphsý while laboratory test results
are described in Section 4.2.
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The humidity control system comprises six. primary parts; a heat exchanger. a
coalescer, a hydrophobic liquid- separator, a hydrophilic sump, a pressure-control
unit, and a bladdered tank.

Figure 8 depicts (I.) how the heat exchanger cools the atmosphere to the deslied dew-
point, creating a mist or fog, (2) how the coalescer (a woven metal mat) creates
droplets larger than the mesh site of the hydrophobic screen, and (3) how the droplets
collect in larger globules at the bas. of the hydrophobic screen. The hydrophilic sump
is equijbped with a suction system to maintain a controlled pressure differential across
the screen. The tube leading away from the suimp must remain full of liquid to main-
tain the water-screen bond which prevents gas from passing through the hydrophl~ic
sump.

Fig. 8 BSmi Concept of Hydrophobic/Hydrophilic Water Separator
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The process may be described in the following manner:

* Dew-rolnt control in maintained by controlling the temperature of the

coolant supply to the heat exchanger.

* The atmosphere, saturated with water at the desired dew point and containing

entrained moisture in the form of a fog or mist, passes through the coalescer,

where sizeable droplets are formed.
* The droplets are carried by the airstream to the hydrophobic cone but do not

pass it for two reasons: (1) their diameter is larger than the openings in the

screen, and (2) the impact pressure is less than or equal to the pressure re-

quired to maintain a stable liquid-gas interface in the screen openings.*

0 The separated liquid collects in the low-pressure region around the base of

the cone. If there were no sump or collector tube, the liquid would form a
body of revolution around the axis of flow, due to aerodynamic forces.

-- m ei hydrophilic sump draws out any water in contact with it, causing an
unsymmetrical liquid volume. Under such a condition, aerodynamic forces

will cause liquid to flow around the base of the cone to the sump.
0 The pressure-control system maintains the desired pressure differential

across the hydrophillc sump - I.e. . sufficient to support the desired flow rate

but insufficient to cause instability in the liquid-gas Interface.
0 The bladdered tank provides the necessary liquid storage volume. Liquid It

drawn into this tank by reducing the pressure on the dry side of the bladder in
response to the pressure controller. When it Is desired to discharge this
water for use. a three-way valve is sequenced and the bladder is pressurized

from the dry side.

A test model for demonstration of the cone; sump. suction control, and storage tank Is
shown in Fig. 9.

*See the theoretical discussion of droplet pentration velocity in 'Section 1.
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Fig. 9 Test Model of Zero-g Water Separator

3.2 Additional Applications

The principles described earlier in this paper are being applied also to the problems
of collection, measurement, a glistillation of urine.

A hydrophobic cone will separate urine and other liquids from an airstream. The nes
of an air flow to transport the liquid, combined with the separator for Isolating the
liquid at a desired point, appears to be a very effective way of collecting liquids In the I
weightless condition. The collection, measurement, and storage of urine for biologi-

cal and chemical analysis is a potential area of application for the processes described.
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One concept, that of a hydrophobic screen container to hold liquid urine'while water
vapor is allowed to pass. is being explored in a urine-distillation apparatus. Another

approach to this problem, also under study. is that of holding the liquid in the boiler
by means of it "minimum-energy" geometrical configuration and using the hydrophobic
screen only to prevent liquid carryover. The condenser for the distillation device

uses a cold hydrophilic surface to condense the water vapor and to collect it for subse-
quent filtration and ultimate use as drinking water.

In advanced life-support systems, it is desirable to reclaim oxygen from carbon

dioxide. Promising concepts for this process involve the hydrogenation of CO2 to
water and carbon, or to water and methane. In each of these systems, It is necessary

to separate the water from the process stream. Lockheed is constructing such a sys-

tem using a hydronhoblc-hydrophilie water separation technique similar to that

described for humidity control.

4 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS

4. 1 Water Separator and Sump

A simple test showing the ability of the

conical hydrophobic screen to separate
water from a flowing air stream is

illustrated in Fig. 10. In this test, a

water jet* Impinges on the screen with- :
out passing through. T1he water, thus

separated from the air stream, flows n:

through the hydrophilic sump until the K
sump runs dry; as shown in Fig. 6. no .

air passes through the dry sump.

*Colored to provide contrast in the Fig. 10 Test Model In Operation,
photograph. Showing Liquid-Gas

Separation
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Fig. 11 Schematic Diagram of Humidity
Contr~ol System

In a I-g condition, the sump Is located in the bottom of the duct; under the low-g

condition, the sump location is not critical.

4.2 Humidity Control System

Similar components, included in a prototype life-support system under development

at Lockheed, are used to control cabin humidity. In these tests., water Is evaporated

into the atmosphere at a controlled rate to simulate the opace-cabin humidity load.

Cold fluid, supplied to a condensing heat exchanger, effects water condensation. The

separator removes nearly 100 percent of the condensed moisture, will be shown

by subsequent analysis of the data obtained.

Figure 11 shows schematically how the humidity-control system functions, while

Table 3 shows data from-a-humidttdi-control test. The variation in humidity with

time is due primarily to variations in the water introduction rate, and in the cabin
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Table 3

DATA FROM HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEM TEST

Cabin Condiens. Pt.
Cabin Cabin Condens. Dry Air Specific Specific water

Time Temp. RH. Temp., Flow Rate. Humidity. Humidity Condensed.
(A.M.) TI0  RHI T2 2  as ... Rh"(V 1 V 2)

tF) ( F• eFi (lb/min) (lb H20/lb air) (Ib H20/lb air) lb/mln

10:40 91.0 56.0 50 4.9 0.0127 0.0077 0.0245

10:42 61.0 58.5 53 4.9 0.0133 0.0086 0.0230

10-44 61.2 59.0 48 4.9 0.0134 0.0072 0.0304

10:46 61.5 56.0 49 4.9 0.0128 0.0074 0.0265

10:46 62.0 63.0 52 4.9 0.0148 0.0083 0.0318

10:30 82.0 56.0 52 4.9 0,0129 0.0083 0.0225

10:52 82.0 58.0 48 4.9 0.0133 0.0072 0.0299

10.54 82.0 64.5 50 4.9 0.0149 0.0077 0.0353

10:50 61.0 56.0 53 4.9 0.0133 0.0086 0.0230

10:58 81.0 62.0 50 4.9 0.0146 0.0077 0.0328

11:00 81.0 62.0 48 4.9 0.0146 0.0072 0.0363

110-2 $1.0 57.0 50 4.9 0.0128 0.0077 0.0250

11:04 61.0 P2.5 54 4.9 0.0146 0.0080 0.0313

11:06 61.0 55.0 49 4.9 0.0120 0.0074 0.0125

11:06 81.0 56.0 48 4.9 0.0120 0.0072 0.0225

11:10 61.0 57.0 48 4.9 0.0121 0.0072 0.0240

Average Rate of Water Condensation 0.0277
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and condensing tempeatres. The sys--_______________

tern was designed to maintain relative

humidity between 30 and 70 percent over

the entire range of load conditions t-xpected. C*

humidity varied from 53 to 63 percent, as T . . . . .

The the condiation: efficiency-inethiset MA.rAM

percent of entrained moisture removed
from the atmosphere as it passes throughSFi~g. 12 Relative Humnidity vs. Tim. forthe separator - can be determined from Conditions Presonted In Table 3
Eq. (5), assuming that cabin humidity in

constant:

Ila (V X 100 (5)

where

no=separation efficiency (percent)
mw= water Introduction rate (lb H 20/min)

ma =air flow rate (lb dry air/min)

71= specific humidity in cabin (lb H 2 0O/lb dry air)
y2=specific humidity at exit of condensing heat exchanger (lb H,,O/lb dry air)

Table 3 represents data taken over a 30-mint period with the humidity-control system
in operation. Citbin humidity and various temperatures In the system vary continuously;
therefore, average values of the pertinent variables were calculated for this period.

Uf the nominal value of water introduction rate to used, the separation efficiency In
calculated as 98.6 percent. Since the water introduction rate was subject to a pass ible\
measurement error of * 5 percent, a corresponding error may exist in the calculated
removal efficiencies shown In Table 4.
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Table 4
SEPARATION EFFICIENCY BASED ON MINIMUM, NOMINAL, AND

MAXIMUM WATER INPUT RATES

Watee Input, th Ave. Water Condens. Rate, Separation Efflciency,q1
(lb/min) ma (CI - y 2 ).(Ib/mIn) (M)

0.0260 (minimum) 0.0277 93.8

0.0273 (nominal) 0.0277 98.6

0.0288 (maximum) 0. 0277 > 100

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The application of hydrophobic and hydrophilie materials to Iow-g liquid-gas phase

separation has been demonstrated in I-g tests of the humidity-control system described

here, as well as in other elements of life-support equipment where phase separation

plays an importiu-role. While the tests were not conducted under low-g conditions,

there is no reason to suspect that the equipment would not function properly under such j

conditions; aircraft low-g flight experiments are planned to confirm that It will.

As with any ne% development, th.ese techniques are not without their potential problems;

several areas *here further work is needed are .i. foll.ows: , W

* Analytical work to allow better prediction cS the performance of complex

geom.etrical shapes - e.g., woven screens

I Improvement in Teflon-coating techniques to ensure complete and uniform

coverage of a screen or other support structure

9 Development of perforated and/or foamed Teflon to eliminate the need for

coating a support structure

*1iivesfgatlon of hydrophobic materials other thar. Teflon

* Laboratory tests of extended duration to explore possible degradation of the

system - e. g., changes in the contact angle of the hydrophobic surface due

to adsorption of liquids and/or impurlties. and clogging problems encountered

Swith the fine-mesh hydrophille sump

0 Determination of the effects of coalescer porosity and thickness on the water-

separation efficiency (The coalescer pressure drop can be significant.)

* Investigatiloi of the effect on separation efficiency of hydrophobic cone size

and angle, and screen mesh size.
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DISCUSSION

Unknown quesdoner - -

Have you tried your scheine with other liquids than water or with other nonwetting

coatings?

Smith

We have bep.n concerned only with urine. It is satisfactorily separated by the hydro-

phobic materials we've used. Urine particles will eventually coat the screen and cause

problems. We've investigated no rAher nonwett.ng materials (than teflon) however.

Milton Rogers, AFOSR

The effectiveness of your nonwetting teflon surfaces might be increased by using polar-

ized teflon as opposed ýo nonpolarized teflon. Which did you use?

Smth

We uied commercial Dupont teflon. I'm not sure which it is.

Milton 'Rogers. AFOSR

How do yni, make the collected material potable?

Smith

It's easy to separate urine from an airstream as we've shown. Purifying the urine is

another matter. In principle, it is possible to hold a bit of urine by capillary action in

these nonwetting materials and evaporate the water by adding heat. The concentrations

of salts and urea increase with time, however, and cause fouling problems.
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J. M. Robinson, TRW Space Systems Group

I was involved In tl.e design of some of the boilers and candensers used on the Apollo
which you mentioned. The wicking m~aterials (Refrasl and fritted glass) used (n these
were hydrophilic materials. Their wetting charactertitics ch-ang with time, and this
is a function of the solid material used and the purity of the water asied.

Robert Johnson, KA3A Langley

Have you had a cleaning problem once the sy"eem aas been wetted?

Smith

We have had no problem of this sort 41t.h the hydrophobic. We have oeccasionally
experienced plugging of the hydro~ilic scret-ns. This situation t-an usuýlly be cleared
up by back-~purging water thro~t the screens. The hydrophilic screens Ure also
easily replaced.
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